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ABSTRACT 

Adverbials in Turkish: The Third Parameter in Aspectual Interpretation 

by 

Mine Guven 

The mam argument of the present dissertation is that T/A adverbials in 

Turkish constitute the third parameter in aspectual interpretation along with the other 

two parameters, namely situation type and viewpoint aspect. 

Concerning the expression of viewpoint aspect in Turkish, (i) the semantic 

distinctions denoted by Turkish T/A morphology and (ii) the basic opposition 

between perfective vs. imperfective and their extended interpretations are considered. 

As for the second parameter, the interaction of situation type with objects, Turkish 

perfective vs. imperfective morphology and T/A adverbials is analyzed. A time

relational analysis/categorization of T / A adverbials is proposed. The data suggest 

that T/A adverbials constitute one of the core elements of aspectual interpretation 

and that a combination of the insights of B. Comrie, C. Smith, W. Klein and M. 

Krifka is required to account for Turkish data adequately. 

In conclusion, it is argued that aspectual oppositions derive from universal 

properties of time intervals, relations between intervals and mereological structure 

and that aspect is a linguistic instantiation of boundedness. The opposition between 

perfective and imperfective is argued to be an instantiation of a total vs. partial 

overlap relation between the reference interval and the time of the situation, in 

analogy to one that obtains between an adverbial interval and the time of the 

situation. This, in tum, suggests that from a wider perspective aspect is a linguistic 

reflection of the basic conceptual/perceptual contrast between figure and ground in 

the sense ofL. Talmy and H. Demirdache & M. Uribe-Etxebarria. 
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KISAOZET 

Tiirk«;e'de Belirte«;ler: Goriinii~ Yorumundaki U«;iincii Parametre 

Mine Giiven 

Bu tezin temel saVl Tiirkye'deki zaman ve goriinu~ belirteylerinin bir tUmce 

iyindeki goriin~ yorumunda etkili olan oteki iki parametre olan hal tiirU ve bakI~ 

aylSmm yamslfa uyuncu parametre oldugudur. 

Bakl~ aylslyla ilintili olarak, Tiirkye'deki zamanigorUnu~ biyimbirimlerinu.1 

gosterdikleri anlam ozellikleri, bitmi~lik ile bitmemi~lik goriinu~leri ve bunlarm ek 

yorumlarmm ifadesi incelenmi~tir. ikinci parametre olan hal tiirUnun nesneler, 

goriinu~ biyiJnbirimleri ve belirteylerle ili~kisi irdelenmi~ir. Tiirkye'deki 

zaman/gorUn~ belirteyleri smlflandmlarak zaman-ili~kisel yakla~lffi yer<;evesinde 

bir vozilinleme onerilmi~tir. Zaman/gorUnu~ belirteylerinin goriinu~ yorumunda 

<;ekirdek ogelerden biri oldugu gorUlmektedir. Tiirkye' deki goriinu~ verilerinin 

ancak B. Comrie, C. Smith, W. Klein ve M. Krifk:a'nm baglillslZ olarak elde ettikleri 

bulgularm bir araya geldigi bir <;eryevede tam anlamlyla a<;Iklanabilecegi 

anla~Ilmaktadrr . 

Sonuy olarak, goriinu~ kar~ltlIklarmm temelinde zaman aralIklarmm evrensel 

ozelliklerinin, arahklar arasmdaki ili~kilerin ve parva yaplsmm bulundugu 

savunulmaktadrr. Bu ayldan, goriin~Un smrrhhgm dilsel bir yanslmaSl oldugu, 

bitmi~lik ile bitmemi~lik goriinu~leri arasmdaki farkm da gonderge arahgl ile olay 

zamam arasmdaki tam/klsmi orili~me ili~kisinin bir yanslillaSl oldugu savunulabilir. 

Benzer bir ili~kinin de belirtey arahgl ile olay zamam arasmda kuruldugu goz online 

ahndlgmda, gOrUnti~Un_nesne ile vevresi arasmdaki bili~sel/alglsal farkm dilsel bir 

yansnnasl oldugu soylenilebilir. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The main thesis of the present dissertation is that temporallaspectual 

(henceforth T/A) adverbials in Turkish constitute the third parameter in aspectual 

interpretation along with the other two parameters, namely situation type and 

viewpoint aspect (cf. Smith (1997)). 

The notion of aspect, "the semantic domain of the temporal structure of 

situations and their presentation" (cf. Smith (1997:1), has evolved greatly throughout 

its long tradition since Aristotle (cf. Binnick (1991)). The initial focus on the 

inherent lexical features of the verb alone as representing the properties of situations 

has evolved to include the arguments of the verb (cf. Binnick (1991), Smith (1997) 

among others). Further research has shown that various grammatical means such as 

verbal morphology and/or periphrasis collaborate with adverbials in the overall 

aspectual interpretation of the sentence (cf. Binnick (1991), Smith (1997) among 

others). 

For Smith (1997), viewpoint aspect corresponds to grammatical aspect 

expressed through morphological means, while situation type refers to lexical aspect 

defined over the verb constellation, which includes the verb and its arguments. As 

for adverbials, Smith (1997) proposes the Principle of External Override to account 

for their contribution to aspectual interpretation. Note that we use the term 

"parameter" for viewpoints and situation types, which Smith (1997: xiv) considers to 

be the two components of the parameterized sub-system of aspect, 1 although 

viewpoint categories are noted to have a parameterized structure and situation types 

are characterized by a prototypical organization (ibid: 2). 
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In this study, it will be argued that aspect is a cover term for the universal 

semantic category which is compositionally defmed by means of three parameters, 

namely viewpoint aspect, situation type and T/ A adverbials. Languages vary with 

respect to the relative "weight" of each parameter in the overall aspectual 

interpretation. Metaphorically speaking, aspect is like a cake compositionally 

formed by eggs, sugar and flour. Slightly though the amount of each ingredient 

might vary in individual cases, thus resulting in a different taste, e.g. a sweeter cake 

with more sugar or a fluffier one with more eggs, the overall output will still be 

recognized as a "prototypical" cake as long as all three ingredients are there. 

The Turkish data to be analyzed consist of non-clausal T/ A adverbials co

occurring with simple/complex morphological T/A forms and periphrases in simplex 

declarative affirmative sentences. The analysis will be conducted within the 

framework of three major approaches, namely that of Smith (1997), Klein (1992, 

1995, 2000), Klein et al. (2000) and Krifka (1989). Smith (1997) provides the 

conceptual framework on which the two other approaches are based. The time

relational approach by Klein (1992, 1995, 2000) and Klein et al. (2000) focuses on 

how aspectual information is represented on the temporal axis, while Krifka's (1989) 

mereological approach is a formal account of the similarity among events, objects 

and times. In effect, this dissertation is an attempt to bring together the insights of 

Comrie (1976), Smith (1997), Klein (1992, 1995, 2000), Klein et al. (2000) and 

Kritka (1989) in providing an adequate account of Turkish facts. 

The main purpose of the study is two-sided: (i) one that goes from theory to 

Turkish data and (ii) another that goes from Turkish data to theory. The empirical 

aim is to investigate the linguistic means used in Turkish to express universal 

aspectual distinctions with special focus on the role of T/A adverbials in aspectual 

interpretation. The theoretical aim is to investigate whether Turkish differs in any 
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way from what is predicted by the theory and, if so, what Turkish data suggest for 

the theory in general. 

The research questions in (l) and (2) reflect both the empirical and theoretical 

concerns respectively: 

(l) How is aspect expressed in Turkish in tenus of the three parameters, namely 

(i) viewpoint, (ii) situation type and (iii) adverbials? 

(i) How is viewpoint aspect expressed by Turkish T I A morphology? 

What are the subcategories exhibited by Turkish forms? (cf. Chapter 3, 4) 

(ii) How is situation type expressed in Turkish? What temporal/aspectual 

features interact in the expression of STs? Can the interplay of viewpoints, 

situation types and adverbials be accounted for in terms of these T I A 

features? (cf. Chapter 5) 

(iii) What is the contribution of TI A adverbials in aspectual interpretation? 

Can Turkish T/A adverbials be accounted for and categorized on the basis of 

time relations? (cf. Chapter 6) 

(2) Is there a cognitive principle that characterizes aspect? If so, what is the 

prototypical property of aspect? 

Our empirical concern is with the linguistic realization of the three 

parameters of aspect in Turkish. The expression of viewpoint and situation type has 

already been considered by Johanson (1971, 1994) and Erguvanh-Taylan (2001) in 

considerable detail. The analysis of Turkish data in the present study will not only 

serve to bring up a number of unexplored issues such as the subcategories of the 

imperfective, the extended interpretations of viewpoints, the grammatical and lexical 

expression of change of state, e.g. in periphrastic forms and adverbials, etc. but also 

test the time-relational and mereological approaches with respect to their adequacy in 

accounting for Turkish facts. 
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However, our major contribution will be on the nature and role of Turkish 

T I A adverbials in aspectual interpretation, as they per se have not been under 

scrutiny except in studies such as Tremblay & YUkseker (2000) and Erguvanh 

(1984), Erguvanh-Taylan (2001). The role of T/A adverbials in aspectual 

interpretation seems to follow from the fact that they are time intervals themselves, 

capable of establishing time relations like any other time interval. Specifically, it 

will be illustrated that adverbial intervals overlap with the time of the situation, 

exhibiting a number of set-theoretical relations, e.g. inclusion and proper inclusion. 

This overlap relation, which involves the internal temporal constituency of the 

situation, will be formalized under a theoretical construct called Frame (cf. Chapter 

6). 

Our theoretical concern is with the prototypical property of aspect, which is 

argued to be a cognitive principle called boundedness. It will be argued that 

aspectual oppositions derive from (i) properties of intervals, (ii) overlap vs. order 

relations between intervals, and (iii) quantificational reference to objects and events. 

In fact, unrelated though they seem, the mereological contrast between the mass vs. 

count objects and the visual contrast between figure vs. ground (cf. Wallace (1982), 

Talmy (2000a, b), and Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000,2001)) seem to follow 

from boundedness. 

As a consequence, it will be argued that aspect is a linguistic instantiation of 

boundedness, expressed by grammatical and lexical means. Grammatical expression 

of boundedness includes viewpoints, special constructions and periphrastic forms. 

Lexical means of expression include situation types and T/A adverbials. Situation 

types are distinct from T I A adverbials in that they are compositionally expressed by 

covert categories (cf. Smith 1997: 5) at the verb constellation level, which includes 

the verb and its arguments. 
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In particular, boundedness expressed by viewpoints will be defmed in terms 

of a total (perfective) vs. partial (imperfective) reference to internal temporal 

constituency of a situation. The "bounded" perfective imposes an implicit bound on 

situations and is characterized by total reference to internal temporal constituency. 

On the other hand, the "unbounded" imperfective is characterized by partial 

reference to internal temporal constituency. Boundedness expressed by situation 

type involves an intrinsic bound as the defining property of a situation. While the 

"bounded" achievements and accomplishments are characterized by an intrinsic 

bound, the "unbounded" states and activities are distinguished by the lack thereof. 

With respect to boundedness expressed by T / A adverbials, it will be 

illustrated that T/A adverbials involve independent temporal bounds which are 

distinct from the implicit bound in the perfective or the intrinsic bound in an 

achievement or an accomplishment. For example, in Russian it is possible to use the 

"unbounded" imperfective even when adverbials express distinct independent 

boundaries (cf. Klein (1995:677». In addition, it will be observed that the 

independent temporal bounds found in T I A adverbials seem to differ with respect to 

(i) their interaction with viewpoints, situation types and special constructions and (ii) 

whether they are made linguistically explicit or left implicit. 

In short, aspectual interpretation at sentence level will be illustrated to be a 

truly compositional expression of boundedness based on the semantic information 

supplied by the three independent parameters. 

The organization of the chapters is as follows. In the second chapter, the 

theoretical assumptions of the study will be made explicit through a review of 

research on aspect. In the third chapter, the time-relational approach will be tested as 

to whether or not it can adequately represent the semantic distinctions denoted by 

simple and complex Turkish T/A morphology and periphrastic expressions. In the 
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fourth chapter, the expression of the perfective and the imperfective, and their 

extended interpretations, namely perfect and prospective, will be considered with 

respect to Turkish. Note that the latter two chapters deal with the first parameter, i.e. 

viewpoint aspect, and the way it is expressed in Turkish. In the fifth chapter, we 

proceed with the second parameter, i.e. situation type, and analyze its interaction 

with Turkish T/A morphology and adverbials, with special focus on the notions of 

completion and change of state. In the sixth chapter, a time-relational analysis of 

T/A adverbials is proposed. This proposal is an attempt to account for the Turkish 

facts, making use of interval properties and overlap relations, on which the time

relational approach is based. Subsequently, it will be argued that Turkish T/A 

adverbials constitute the third parameter, based on the observation that Turkish is a 

language where adverbials have as much weight as viewpoint aspect and situation 

type do in aspectual interpretation. The concluding chapter seven will focus on the 

theoretical implications of the foregoing analysis. 



2.0. Introduction 

CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

7 

The universal linguistic category of aspect is ''the semantic domain of the 

temporal structure of situations and their presentation" (c£ Smith (1997:1) and is 

expressed both grammatically (through the use of inflectional morphemes) and 

lexically (in the verbal semantics andlor adverbs). Accordingly, two different but 

interrelated types of aspect have been distinguished (cf. Comrie (1976), Bache 

(1982), Dahl (1981, 1985), Binnick (1991), Smith (1983, 1986, 1997, 1999), Cinque 

(1999) among others), despite the lack of a general agreement on tenninology. The 

ftrst type, i.e. grammatical aspect, refers to the way the speaker presents the event 

(e.g. as on-going, completed or habitual), using the grammatical means provided in 

the language, whereas the second type, i.e. Aktionsart or lexical aspect, refers to the 

internal structure of the event in terms of its initial andlor final endpoints or internal 

stages, if any, i.e. how a situation is expressed by the verb and its arguments. 

Sections 2.1., 2.2. and 2.3. focus on viewpoint aspect, situation type and T/A 

adverbials respectively, based on former studies such as those of Comrie (1976), 

Smith (1983, 1986, 1997, 1999), Dahl (1985), Bybee (1985), and Dik (1989) among 

others. In section 2.4. the approach adopted in the present study is presented, which 

brings together the common insights of Comrie (1976), Smith (1997), Klein (1992, 

1995,2000), Klein et al. (2000) and Krifka (1989). 

2.1. Viewp@B.Illli.t Aspect 

In his classical study, Comrie (1976:2-3) defmes grammatical aspect as 

"different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation," in 

contrast to tense, a deictic category, which relates the time of the situation to the 
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speech time. Therefore, aspect can be considered as situation-intemallnon-deictic-

relational time, while tense is situatlon-extemalldeictic-relational. 

Cross-linguistically, the main opposition in grammatical aspect seems to be 

that between the perfective (c£ § 2.1.1) and the imperfective (c£ § 2.1.2) (c£ Comrie 

(1976), Foley & Van Valin (1984), Bybee (1985),1 Dik (1989),2 Bybee et al. (1994) 

among others). Verbal forms which present the situation as a whole with no 

reference to its internal temporal constituency are perfective. The imperfective, on 

the other hand, looks at the situation from the inside, and makes explicit reference to 

the internal temporal constituency of the situation, e.g. continuity, iterativity, etc. (c£ 

Comrie (1976:3-4), Bybee (1985)). 

The visual metaphors such as ''viewing/presenting a situation" used to define 

grammatical aspect reflect the speaker's subjectivity in the choice of viewpoint 

aspect (c£ Comrie (1976), Bybee (1985:142) and Smith (1983, 1986, 1997)). The 

same situation may be presented by the speaker either with a perfective form or with 

an imperfective form. For example, in French, the same reign of thirty years in (1) 

may be presented either perfectively as in (1a), or imperfectively as in (1b) (c£ 

Comrie (1976:17)). Thus, by choosing a certain viewpoint aspect, the speaker 

expresses hislher subjective ''view'' of the situation. 

(1) a. II regn-a trente ans. (Comrie (1976:17)) 
he reign-Past Definite 30 years 
'He reigned for 30 years.' 

b. II n5gn-ait trente ans. 
he reign~Imperfect 30 years 
'He reigned for 30 years.' 

In her influential work, Smith (1997:61) argues that viewpoint (grammatical 

aspect) is necessary to make visible the situation expressed in a sentence, just as the 

lens of a camera is necessary to make the objects visible. Visibility is essential to 

assertion, i.e. uncancellable conventional implicature (c£ Grice (1975)), and the way 
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semantic information is conveyed in a sentence (c£ § 2.4.1. below and Chapter 4). 

For Smith (1997), aspectual interpretation is a result of the collaboration between 

situation type and viewpoint, i.e. "a composite of the situation type schema and the 

viewpoint schema" (c£ Smith (1997:66». 

2.1.1. The Perfective 

Perfective situations are those presented "as a single unanalysable whole, 

with beginning, middle, and end rolled into one" (c£ Comrie (1976:3». Comrie 

(1976) notes that perfective does not make explicit reference to internal temporal 

constituency, without implying a lack of intemalcomplexity. In other words, a 

perfective situation must be viewed not as a point but "a blob" which can have 

internal complexity (ibid: 16-24). For example, in Spanish it is possible to refer to 

distinct phases of a situation, while presenting the situation as a single complete 

whole as in (2). 

(2) Toda la tarde estuvieron entr-ando visitas. (Comrie (1976:22» 
all the afternoon were (Past Definite) enter-ing visitors 
'All the afternoon visitors kept arriving.' 

Comrie (1976:16-19) points out a number of inadequate/incorrect 

characterizations of the perfective, such as involving punctuality, limited duration 

(c£ (1) above) or short duration. Duration does not seem to be critical to perfectivity 

as I stood there for an hour can be translated into Russian in two perfective verb 

forms, i.e. one referring to a subjectively long duration (with prostoja£), and the other 

referring to a subjectively short one (with postojal). As for punctuality, not referring 

to internal complexity usually amounts to reducing the situation to a single point in 

time. However, this is only impressionistic because all events take up time (c£ 

Smith (1997:72». 

Comrie (1976:20) further stresses that perfective cannot be defined in terms 

of completion, as perfective does not denote a "completed" action but a "complete" 
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action with a beginning, middle and an end. Klein (1995:673-680) also criticizes 

similar associations of the perfective with completion and having boundaries. For 

example, in Russian, neither a "complete" past historical fact in (3), nor a situation 

whose boundaries are explicitly specified adverbially in (4) can be perfectively 

presented (cf. Klein (1995, exx.1, 7». 

(3) Velikan Rodosa vesil (Imper£) sto tonn. 
'The colossus of Rhodes weighed 100 tons.' 

(4) Vceraja spal (Imperf.) do obeda. 
'Yesterday, 1 slept till lunchtime. ' 

Smith's (1997) definition of the perfective, which we adopt here, seems to 

avoid such problems (c£ Klein et al. (2000». Perfective is a universal type of 

viewpoint which includes both initial (I) and final (F) endpoints, and thus is 

informationally closed. Perfective sentences present a situation, in its entirety, as 

schematized in (5) and illustrated by (6) below. 

(5) General schema for the perfective: I F (Smith (1997:66, ex.9» 
1111111111111 

(6) Mrs. Ramsey wrote a letter. (Smith (1997:67, ex. lOb» 

At this point, it is important to distinguish between termination and 

completion. Termination refers to the fact that all situations must end some time, i.e. 

they have a terminal point (c£ Bull (1971), Krifka (1989». Completion, on the other 

hand, refers to the set terminal pointlnatural endpoint in telic situations. Depending 

on the ST, the final endpoint included in the general perfective schema corresponds 

to (i) the terminal point, thus implying termination, or (ii) the set terminal point, thus 

implying completion ofthe situation. 

Smith's (1997) prototypical perfective is not only sufficiently general to 

capture Comrie's (1976) findings about the perfective, but also allows for departures 

from the universal statement, which represent marked values.3 For example, states, 
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which exclude initiallfmal endpoints, can be expressed perfectively m some 

languages, e.g. French (c£ Chapter 4). 

2.1.2. The Imperfective 

Imperfectivity makes explicit reference to the internal temporal constituency 

of a situation, which is viewed from the inside (c£ Comrie (1976:24)). The 

imperfective can further receive more specific interpretations such as progressive, 

habitual, iterative and continuous. Comrie (1976:25) classifies the imperfective into 

habitual and continuous aspects. The habitual denotes "a situation which is 

characteristic of an extended period of time" such that the situation must have 

become "a characteristic feature of a whole period" (Comrie (1976:28)). 

Iterativity/repetition refers to multiple instances of the same kind of situation. 

Continuous aspect is further subdivided into progressive and non-progressive. The 

progressive has often been defined as describing a situation in progress, as well as 

being the "combination of progressive meaning and non-stative meaning." (ibid:35) 

(also c£ Vlach (1981), Mourelatos (1981), Goldsmith & Woisetschlaeger (1982), 

Dowty (2002)). 

Smith (1997) defines the imperfective as the viewpoint that focuses on part of 

a situation, as schematically represented in (7) below. Although imperfective 

viewpoints do not present closed situations, i.e. make no assertion as to the 

endpoints, inferences about beginnings and endings may be allowed, as illustrated by 

(Sa), where we might pragmatically infer that Mary reached the school 

(7) General imperfective temporal schema: I .. IIIII .. F (Smith (1997:73, ex.23)) 

(8) a. M~ was walking to school. 

b. Tianli zhong-zhe huar. 
land-in plant-ZHE flower 

(Smith (1997:63, ex. 1 a)) 

(Smith (1997:76), ex. 32b) 

Smith (1997) divides the imperfective into general imperfective and 
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progressive, which only applies to non-statives. Like in the perfective, there are 

departures from the unmarked prototypical imperfective. For example, the Chinese 

resultative imperfective -zhe in (8b) is a marked imperfective which has a span not 

included in the ge~eral schema. In (8b), the planting event may be in progress, or the 

flower may already have been planted (cf. § 4.3 for details). 

2.1.3. Tbe Neutral 

In addi~ion to perfective and imperfective, Smith (1997:3) distinguishes a 

third type of viewpoint, namely the neutral. Smith (1997:77) claims that sentences 

that lack a viewpoint morpheme (L VM sentences) are aspectually vague and must be 

analyzed as having the neutral viewpoint. The neutt;al viewpoint is "flexible, 

including the initial endpoint of a situation and at least one internal stage (where 

applicable)." LVM sentences may be flexible, allowing for both open imperfective 

and closed perfective readings. For example, in French the future form in the main 

clause can have an open (Jean will already be singing when Marie enters.) and a 

closed reading (inceptive: Jean will start singing when Marie enters.), as in (9) 

below.4 

(9) Jean chantera quand Marie entrera dans Ie bureau. (Smith (1997:78, ex. 35) 
Jean will singfut when Marie will enterfut the office. 

However, neutral viewpoint is not totally flexible, as it cannot have a span 

beyond the endpoints of the situation (cf. Smith (1997:80)). In this study, we do not 

deal with the neutral viewpoint, as it does not seem to be observed in Turkish, which 

morphologically marks the contrast between perfective vs. imperfective (c£ Chapter 

4). 

Smith (1997:71) notes a number of language-particular departures from the 

prototypical perfective and imperfective, constituting marked values, which will be 
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called extended interpretations in the present study. For example, the English Perfect 

and the Chinese -guo are marked perfective viewpoints that focus not only the entire 

sitution but also have a span beyond the situation. Likewise, the Chinese resultative 

imperfective -zhe is a marked imperfective which has a span not included in the 

general schema. In a similar vein, Turkish perfective and imperfective forms 

instantiate a number of such extended interpretations, corresponding to the perfect 

(c£ Chapter 4 for details). 

Perfect expresses a relation between two time points, i.e. the time of the state 

resulting from a prior situation and the time of that prior situation, in contrast to the 

definition of aspect in terms of situation-internal time (c£ Comrie (1976:52)). In that 

respect, perfect is distinct from the perfective and imperfective as it does not provide 

information directly about the situation (cf. Comrie (1976), Dik (1989), Dahl 

(1985:133) and Smith (1997)). 

We adopt Smith's (1997:106-108) view that perfect is a special construction 

rather than a type of viewpoint. She notes that perfect constructions convey the 

following aspectual information: (i) situation time precedes the reference time, (ii) 

the construction has a resultant stative value, (iii) a perfective viewpoint is expressed, 

and (iv) the subject assumes a special property due to having participated in the 

situation. This "participant property" constitutes a felicity condition on the perfect 

construction such that the subject must be pragmatically able to bear the property 

ascribed (cf. Smith (1997:108)). 

In contrast to the dichotomy between the perfective and the imperfective and 

'quantificational aspectuality' wi!h values such as iterative, habitual and 

frequentative, Dik (1989) recognizes perfect, prospective, immediate prospective, 

ingressive, progressive, egressive, and recent perfect as 'phasal aspectuality' values 

which "describe what can be said at some reference point on the temporal dimension, 
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in relation to the occurrence of some state of affairs (SoA)" (ibid: 187). Note that 

prospective, like the perfect, is a category under phasal aspectuality. While Smith 

(1997) does not deal with prospective at all, in the time-relational approach, it is a 

type of viewpoint. In Turkish, the future marker -(y)AcAK will be observed to 

express prospectivity among its other temporal and modal uses, though it will be 

argued that prospective, like the perfect, is not an independent viewpoint (cf. Chapter 

4). 

2.2. Situation Type 

Lexical aspect, Aktionsart 'mode of action' or internal event structure (c£ 

Johanson (1971), Dilac;ar (1974), Comrie (1976), Mourelatos (1981) among others.) 

refers to how a situation is expressed by the verb and its arguments, i.e. at the verb 

constellation level (cf. Smith (1983, 1986, 1997». 

Smith (1997) argues that individual situations can be grouped under 

idealized/prototypical classes of situations, i.e. situation type (henceforth ST). Five 

STs5
, namely state, activity, achievement, accomplishment, and semelfactive are 

distinguished on the basis ofthree binary valued temporallaspectual features, namely 

dynamism, telicityand duration (c£ Table 2.1).6 

SITUATION TYPES 

STATE [-dynamic] EVENT [+dynamic] 

[ -telic] (by default) [-telic] [+telic] 

[+durative] (by default) [-durative] [+durative] [-durative] [+durative] 

§t~te semelfactive activity achievement accomplishment 

know the answer, tap, laugh, wmarace, walk to school, 

be happy knock SWIm reach the top knit a sweater 
-

Table 2.1: Smith's (1997) typology of situation types distinguish~d on the basis 
of three features 

The following temporal schemata in (lOa-e) adapted from Smith (1997:23-35 

et passim) represent the interpretation of situation types as visible information 
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between the initial endpoint (I) and the fInal endpoint (F). 

(10) a. State (I)_(F) [- dyn, - tel, + dur] 

b. Activity I -------- F arb [+ dyn, - tel, + dur] 

c. Achievement ER [+ dyn, + tel, - dur] 

d. Accomplishment I --------F nat R [+ dyn, + tel, + dur] 

e. Semelfactive E [+ dyn, - tel, - dur] 

When a state holds for an interval as in (lOa), it refers to an undifferentiated 

period of states, which hold homogeneously over the interval. In terms of 

mereological structure, states are homogeneous, i.e. any subpart is representative of 

the whole (c£ Krifka (1989)). This has been called the subinterval property (cf. 

Binnick (l991), Dowty (2002)). States are by definition unbounded, excluding both 

endpoints, unless bounded through the use of linguistic tools like tense/aspect 

markers or adverbials. 

The broken lines in (lOb) and (lOd) represent the internal stages of situations. 

This is because events do not have uniform mereological structure, i.e. they are 

heterogeneous such that a subpart does not represent the whole event (cf. Kritka 

(1989)). Activities in (lOb) are distinguished from states in having an initial 

endpoint and an arbitrary final endpoint. Accomplishments in (lOd) involve an 

initial endpoint and successive stages, and culminate at a natural final endpoint, 

following which a resultant state, represented by R, obtains. On the other hand, 

semelfactives in (l Oe) and achievements in (lOe) are similar in that they are non

durative and do not involve successive internal stages. Semelfactive represents a 

single stage event symbolized by E (for event) and is diff~rent from achievement in 

that it does not involve a resultant stage. 

Verb constellations (henceforth VC) are categorized into STs by using a 

number of syntactic and semantic tests, associated with the semantic properties 
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implicit in the T/A features. For example, the feature [+ dynamic] is linguistically 

realized by subject agency adverbials, imperatives, instrumentals, etc. because they 

all involve energy and agency. The feature [+ durative], on the other hand, is 

expressed through adverbials that involve a certain duration and not by adverbials or 

verbs that express completion (cf. Chapter 5). These T/A features, which 

underdetermine the basic ST prototypes with a cluster of properties, are basic and 

universal because they are based on human perceptual and cognitive abilities (cf. 

Smith (1997)). 

The feature [+1- dynamic] serves to distinguish between states and the rest of 

the STs. States do not involve any energy or endpoints and obtain unless a change of 

state occurs to interrupt their undifferentiated span. On the other hand, events 

require energy to start and to continue and they stop when there is no more energy. 

Therefore, they have initial and fmal endpoints and successive internal stages. In 

short, although a state, e.g. know, does not exclude the possibility of change, it does 

not inherently involve change, whereas a non-state, e.g. run, by definition involves 

change over time (cf. Chapter 5). 

With respect to the feature [+1- durative], Comrie (1976:41) notes that a 

durative situation "lasts for a certain period of time," whereas he defmes punctuality 

as "the quality of a situation that does not last in time, it takes place momentarily" 

(ibid:43). As can be seen, durativity vs. punctuality are viewed as two opposing 

values of the same feature, e.g. [+1- momentaneous] in Dik (1989:94-5), [+1-

durative] in Smith (1997). Semelfactives and achievements are conceptualized as 

instantaneous events, consisting of a single stage with no internal strtlcture. On the 

other hand, states, activities and accomplishments are understood as taking up time, 

i.e. durative. As noted by Bull (1971), actually all situations "take up time and take 

place in time." However, in classifying situations into prototypical classes, what is 
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relevant is the conceptualized duration of a situation rather than the real time 

duration (c£ Smith (1997:19)). 

As for the feature [+1- telic], Comrie (1976:45) notes that a telic situation 

"involves a process that leads up to a well-defmed terminal point, beyond which the 

process cannot continue." Achievements and accomplishments are telic because they 

involve a change of state culminating in an outcome, i.e. the natural endpoint (Smith 

(1997») or set terminal point (Krifka (1989). States, activities and semelfactives do 

not involve such a culmination point and stop at an arbitrary time, i.e. the final 

endpoint (Smith (1997)) or terminal point (Krifka (1989». Completion, 

delimitedness and total affectedness are all other terms for telicity (cf. Chapter 4 and 

5).7 

Finally, change of state, the transition from a source state to a target state, is a 

property of situations indirectly expressed through completionltelicity interacting 

with duration and does not seem to have any specialized linguistic correlates (c£ 

Smith (1997:42)). The expression of this notion in Turkish will be discussed 

throughout the chapters, since it seems to be a property not only of telic situation 

types but also of various aspectual expressions, e.g. periphrastic forms, the perfect of 

result,and a number ofadverbials (cf. Chapter 3,5 and 6 respectively). 

2.3. TemporaVAspectual Adverbials 

An adverbial is taken as a general functional term referring to any word, 

phrase or clause that can modify a verb, an adjective, another adverb or a whole 

proposition. A number of studies have focused on the semantic, syntactic and 

pragmatic properties of adverbs in general, e.g. Jackendoff (1972), Reny (1973), 

Thomason & Stalnaker (1973), Mitchell (1976), Sanders (1978), McConnell-Ginet 

(1982), Larson (1985), Thompson & Longacre (1985), McCawley (1988) and Stroik 

(1990). A number of other studies have focused on T/A adverbials (cf. Traugott & 
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Waterhouse (1969), Morrissey (1973), Hoepelman & Rohrer (1981), Smith (1981), 

Dik et al. (1990), Michaelis (1996), Lobner (1999), Musan (2001a) and Bennett & 

Partee (2004)). Little research has been conducted on Turkish adverbs8 except for 

Erguvanh (1984), Tremblay & YUkseker (2000)9 and Erguvanh-Taylan (2001). 

The present study is aimed at providing a time-relational analysis of Turkish 

T/A adverbials lO and finding evidence for the main argument that T/A adverbials 

constitute the third parameter in aspect. It will be argued that adverbials are a full

fledged agent in aspectual interpretation rather than just a means to distinguish 

between telic vs. atelic situations, which has usually been the case (cf. Dahl (1981), 

Kritka (1989), Binnick (1991), Tenny (1994), Verkuyl (1996) among others). 

In these studies, two types of 'aspectual' adverbs are distinguished, namely 

for an hour and in an hour adverbs. For an hour adverbs are acceptable with atelic 

verb constellations but not with telic ones, as illustrated in (lla-b). In (lla) the 

atelic running activity holds true throughout the specified length of time. However, 

in (11 b) the same adverb is not acceptable with a telic accomplishment, which 

involves a natural endpoint after which the situation cannot hold. Therefore, it seems 

thatfor an hour adverbs are compatible with atelic STs. 

(11) a. The boy ran for an hour. (activity) 

b. The boy ran a mile *for an hour. (accomplishment) 

As for in an hour adverbs, they specify a interval within which the situation is 

understood to hold. In (12a) the atelic activity is not acceptable with the in an hour 

adverb, unless it gets a shifted ingressive reading (c£ Chapter 5 for interpreted ST 

shifts). On the other hand, the adverb is acceptable with the telic accomplishment in 

(Ub). In short, in an hour adverbs seem to be compatible with telic STs. 

(12) a. The boy ran *in an hour. (activity) 

b. The boy ran a mile in an hour. (accomplishment) 
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In this study, in addition to for an hour vs. in an hour adverbs a number of 

other T I A adverbs which contribute to aspectual interpretation at sentence level will 

be analyzed and categorized within the time-relational framework (cf. Chapter 6). 

2.4. Approach Adopted 

Following the seminal work on aspect in Turkish, i.e. Johanson (1971) and its 

recent version Johanson (1994), II significant contributions have been made in the 

field of Turkish aspect by a number of other scholars such as Dilayar (1974), Yav~ 

(1980), Slobin & Aksu (1982), Aksu-Koy (1986, 1988, 1994), Kornfilt (1997),12 

Erkman-Akerson & Ozil (1998) and Erguvanh-Taylan (1993, 1997, 2001), the work 

of whom we will be referring to in the following chapters. In this study, Turkish data 

will be analyzed within the framework formed by bringing together three major 

theoretical approaches, namely that of Smith (1983, 1986, 1997, 1999), Klein (1992, 

1995, 2000) and Klein et al. (1994), and Kritka (1989). It is argued that a 

combination of the insights of these scholars that constitute the synthetic framework 

developed in this dissertation will best account for the Turkish data. 

Firstly, Smith (1983, 1986, 1997, 1999) uses universal temporaVaspectual 

features based on human cognitive capabilities and general properties of temporal 

intervals, in addition to defining prototypical aspectual categories with unmarked and 

marked members. Thus, her work provides a sound cognitive foundation for cross

linguistic analysis and a possibility of accounting for parametric variation. Secondly, 

the time-relational approach proposed in Klein (1992, 1995, 2000) and Klein et al. 

(2000) provides a representationally adequate framework, adopting the basic 

assumptions of Smith (1997), such as visibility and the universal properties of 

intervals and time-relations. The mereological approach to aspect in the sense of 

Kritka (1989) has the advantage of bringing together the world of events with 

nominal reference and temporal constitution and providing a formal semantic 
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account with its algebraic basis (c£ Goodstein (1963) for Boolean algebra and 

Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet (2000) for set theory in linguistic semantics). The 

common property of all three approaches is that they assume the classical definitions 

of perfective vs. imperfective by Comrie (1976), though they propose different ways 

to represent the same semantic information. 

Our study draws further from a number of other approaches to aspect, which, 

however, do not represent :full-fledged theories. Foley and Van Valin (1984), Djk 

(1989) and Hengeveld (1989) have tried to establish principled relations between 

form and function with special focus on T / A categories and their layered 

representation. The wide-ranging data analysis of Dahl (1985) shares the notions of 

prototype and parameter with Smith (1997). As for Turkish, Johanson's (1971, 

1994) choice of the term 'aspectotempora' for Turkish reflects the conceptual and 

behavioral affmity between tense and aspect. However, his elaborate data analyses 

are aimed at categorizing T / A morphemes rather than providing a universal theory of 

aspect. 

2.4.1. The Time-Relational Approach 

In the time-relational approach, tense and aspect are linguistic tools to express 

the order and overlap relations13 among events in time14 and points of orientation15 

(cf. Bull (1971) and Klein (1992, 1995, 2000». Three time intervals are defined: (i) 

the time of the situation (henceforth TS), (ii) the time of the utterance (henceforth 

TV) and (iii) Topic Time (henceforth TT). Note that the latter two intervals are 

points/intervals of orientation. While TV is the primary (deictic) anchor for all tense 

systems, TT is a special theoretical construct of the time-relational approach (c£ 

below). 

Like all time intervals on the temporal axis, these three intervals may overlap 

with, precede or follow one another. Consequently, tense and aspect are defined in 
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terms of order and overlap relations between intervals (c£ Klein (1992, 1995,2000), 

Klein et aI. (2000)). Tense is a relation between the time of the utterance and Topic 

Time, while Aspect is a relation between Topic Time and the time of the situation. 

Four viewpoints are defined, namely perfective, imperfective, perfect and 

prospective, as in (13a-d) (c£ Kerslake (1996:52, ex. 5)). 

(13) a. Perfective: TT at TS 

b. Imperfective: TT included in TS 

c. Perfect: TT after TS 

d. Prospective: TT before TS 

Note that all the definitions in (13a-d) involve the Topic Time. The function 

of Topic Time is illustrated by (l4a-c) below. Looking at the past tense form was in 

(14a), the time of the situation (TS) seems to precede the time ofthe utterance (TU). 

This idea is supported by (14c) as well, because the conjunct clearly indicates that 

the situation does not hold at TU. However, the felicitous conjunct of (14b) 

illustrates that TS does not need to precede TU. In fact, TS includes TU in (14b). 

Apparently, the sentence in (l4a) makes an assertion about a time interval which 

precedes TV, but is properly included in TS, as schematized in (14a'). This time 

interval is called the Topic Time, ''the time about which an assertion is made" (cf. 

Klein at al. (2000:742)). 

(14) a. The man was drunk. 

a' 0 OQoeOOQOO [TSOIII031!1000ClO TT eo ... o •• "G ] ••• G ••••• TU ..... oo ••••••• 

b. The man was drunk, and he still is. 

c. The man was drunk, but not any more. 

As can be seen, IT is similar to R (reference time) in Reichenbachian studies, 

as it is a (non-deictic) point of orientation. However, TT is distinct from R in two 

respects: (i) it can refer to a subinterval of the time of the situation (cf. Demirdache 
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& Uribe-Etxebarria (2000:182)) and (ii) it refers to "a time about which an assertion 

is made." The latter property of TT is based on the concept of visibility in Smith 

(1997:62) who states that "only what is visible is asserted," i.e. a sentence does not 

involve any assertion about times which it does not make visible through the use of 

tense/aspect (c£ § 2.1 above). For example, in (15) below, the imperfective makes 

only a part ofthe situation visible, therefore we can only make an assertion about the 

part that is visible to us. Thus, the acceptability of both the conjuncts in (l5a-b) is 

explained (c£ Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000,2001) for a similar approach). 

(15) a. She was reading the book, but she didn't finish it. 

b. She was reading the book, and she finished it yesterday. 

c ... ee.e.g.Gel TS •• f)!it ••••••• TT ........... ] ........... TU ......... 80 ••••• 

The details 0 f the time-relational approach to tense and aspect and the 

theoretical and empirical implications of the time-relational definitions in (13a-d) 

will be considered throughout the chapters (c£ Chapter 3 and 4). Looking at Turkish 

data, three theory-internal modifications will be proposed: (i) the definition of the 

perfective in terms of total overlap between TT and TS (cf. Chapter 3), (ii) the 

redefInition of perfect and prospective as special constructions rather than 

independent viewpoints (c£ Chapter 4) and (iii) the elaboration of the general 

imperfective schema to account for frequency, iterativity, and habituality/genericity 

(c£ Chapter 4). 

Note that Smith's (1997) viewpoint schemata in (5) and (7) and the situation 

type schemata in (lOa-e) above all involve the same interval properties. The 

temporal schema in (16) adapted from Smith (1997:13) represents the interpretation 

of aspectual viewpoints and situation types as visible information between the initial 

endpoint (I) and the fInal endpoint (F). 

(16) ....... e.(Io.oee~I ••••• o ....... II>.F •••• 000 ••••••••• 
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In this study, it will be argued that the schemata in (16) can be developed to 

represent any abstract temporal interval, including adverbial intervals (cf. Chapter 4-

6). It will also be argued that aspectual oppositions derive from universal properties 

of time intervals and overlap vs. order relations between intervals. Wallace (1982) 

has suggested that aspectual contrasts are similar to the basic perceptual contrast 

between figure and groundI6 (cf. Talmy (2000a, b), and Demirdache & Uribe

Etxebarria (2000, 2001».17 The implications of this argument for Turkish data will 

be discussed in Chapter 7. 

2.4.2. The Mereological Approach 

Krifka's (1989) mereological approach to aspect is a formal model-theoretic 

approach18 dealing with the relation between part and whole by means of the semi

lattice representation. 19 Specifically, Krifka (1989:90) formally represents the 

intuitive insight that atelic expressions resemble mass plurals (some beer) and bare 

plurals (books), whereas telic expressions are like measure constructions (a glass of 

beer) and count noun constructions (three books). Consequently, Krifka (1989) not 

only draws a parallel between nominal reference and temporal constitution but also 

accounts for the semantic similarity between telicity and quantization. 

Krifka (1989) defines three domains of entities: objects, events and times.20 

The former entity covers nominal reference, while the latter two refer to temporal 

constitution. Through an operation called 'join' three relations are provided: part, 

proper part and overlap. Note that these set-theoretical relations hold for time 

intervals as well, thus the mereological approach is independently related to the time~ 

relational approach. 

The effect of nominal reference on the telic/atelic interpretation of sentences 

has been discussed by a number of scholars such as Mittwoch (1982), Tenny (1994, 

2000) and Verkuyl (1996i1 among others. The crucial point here is that the objects 
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involved in situations are related to how an event is measured out over time (cf. 

Tenny (1994, 2000)). For example, the NP in (l7a) measures out the event, while 

the NP in (17b) does not delimit the event.22 Note that both (l7a-b) have the same 

verb marked with perfective morphology. Yet, (l7a) is an accomplishment, whereas 

(l7b) is an activity.23 Note that every event takes place in time and must terminate at 

some point. However, only telic events have natural endpoints. For example, in 

"knitting a sweater" the set terminal point (STP) is reached when the sweater is 

complete. Note that STP corresponds to Smith's (1997) natural endpoint in telic 

events. 

(17) a. Selin bir kazak or-duo 
Selin one sweater knit-PRF 
'Selin knitted a sweater.' 

(quantified object, accomplishment) 

b. Selin kazak/*kazak-lar or-duo (unquantified object, activity) 
Selin sweater/*sweater-PL knit-PRF 
'Selin knitted sweaters.' 

The difference between the two (internal argument/direct object) NPs in (17a-

b) seems to lie in quantificational reference (cf. Krifka (1989:75)). The importance 

of quantificational reference is further exemplified by (18-20) below. The NP bira in 

(18a-b) and (20a) is a mass noun, while kitap in (19a-b) and (20b) is a count one. 

However, the (a) examples in (18-20) all have cumulative reference, in contrast to 

the quantized (b) examples. Cumulativity means that if you have a pile of books, 

each subpart of the pile is also books. However, in quantization, no subpart of 5 

books is equal to 5 books. 

(18) a. Adam bira i<;-ti. 
man beer drink-PRF-3sg 
'The man drank beer.' 

(mass-cumulative ~ atelic activity) 

b. Adam bir ~i~e bira i<;-ti. (mass-quantized~ telic accomplishment) 
man a bottle beer drink-PRF-3sg 
'The man drank a bottle of beer.' 



(19) a. Adamkitap oku-du. (count-cumulative~ atelic activity) 
man book read-PRF-3sg 
'The man read books.ffhe man did book-reading. ,24 

b. Adam Uy kitap oku-du. (count-quantized (plural)~telic accomplish.) 
man three book read-PRF-3sg , 
'The man read 3 books.' 

(20) a. Adam bira iy-ti. 
man beer drink-PRF-3sg 
'The man drank beer. ' 

(mass-cumulative~ atelic activity) 
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b. Adam bir kitap oku-du. (count-quantized (singular)~telic accomplish.) 
man a book read~PRF-3sg 
'The man read a book.' 

The objects with cumulative reference result in an atelic reading, as in (18a), 

(19a) and (20a), while sentences with quantized objects get a telic interpretation, as 

in (I8b), (19b) and (20b). As can be seen, nominal reference and temporal 

constitution as reflected in situation types are conspicuously similar, i.e. cumulativity 

is comparable to atelicity and quantization is similar to telicity. In fact, the nominal 

reference influences the situation type of the entire sentence. The major strength of 

the mereological approach, as formally proven by Krifka (1989), is that if an event 

has cumulative reference it will be atelic, and that if an event is quantized, it will be 

telic. 



CHAPTER THREE 

A TIME-RELATIONAL ANALYSIS OF 

TENSE/ASPECT MORPHOLOGY IN TURKISH 

3.0. Introduction 
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In this chapter, simple and complex T/A morphology and periphrastic 

expressions will be <1onsidered from a time-relational perspective in an attempt to lay the 

foundation for a better understanding of the expression of viewpoint aspect in Turkish to 

be discussed in Chapter 4. In § 3.1. the time-relational approach proposed in Klein 

(1992, 1995, 2000) and Klein et al. (2000) will be elaborated on and schematized, with 

special focus on the implications of the tense and aspect defInitions arising from order 

and overlap relations among the Time of the Situation (TS), the Time of the Utterance 

(TU), and the Topic Time (TT). In addition, a number of theory-internal modifications 

will be proposed. In § 3.2. Turkish T/A morphology will be matched with the time

relational schemata in attempt to find out which of those schemata will best represent 

Turkish T/A forms and whether any semantic distinctions expressed by T/A morphology 

remain unaccounted for within the time-relational framework. Periphrastic expressions 

will be considered in § 3.3. The final section will provide a summary of the findings. 

3.1. A Time-Relational Representation of Tense and Aspect 

The time-relational approach is based on order and overlap relations between 

time intervals. An interval may precede or follow another interval, or overlap with it. 

The overlap relation between two intervals may be total or partial. If two intervals 

totiny overlap with each other, they are equal to one another. If there is partial overlap, 

one of the intervals is contained within the other interval (proper inclusion) or both 
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intervals have an intersecting subinterval (inclusion) (c£ Table 3.1). 

Relations between intervals 

Order relations Overlap relations 

Precedence (anteriority) Total overlap (equality) 

........ X ....... y........ 'X before Y' ~ ••••.• XIY •••••••••• 'X totally overlaps with Y' 

Subsequence (posteriority) Partial overlap (proper inclusion) (1) 

........ X ........ Y ... eo •• 'Y after X' . ..... [x .... y ..... ] ...... 'Y in X' 

Partial overlap (proper inclusion) (2) 

.. " ... [y .... X ..... J .••••• 'X in Y' 

Partial overlap (inclusion) 

..• [X .•. {Y_l .... } .... 'X intersects with Y' 

Table 3.1: Order and overlap relations between two intervals 

Time-relationally, tense is defmed as a relation between TT and TU. Past tense 

arises from an anteriority relation between TT and TU, as schematized in (Ia). Future 

tense arises from a posteriority relation between TT and TU, as in (2a). As the order 

relation is transitive, future tense in (2b) is the mirror image of (l b). 1 Note that it is also 

possible for TT to be simultaneous with TU as in (3b), yielding 'present' tense. This is 

actually an overlap relation, therefore, 'present' tense seems different from the past and 

future tenses, which arise from an order relation. In this study, the term 'present' is used 

in the more general meaning of 'non-past' (c£ below).2 

(1) a. TT before TU past ( anteriority) 
b. 000010(010101) 'IT 000'0111)00001 TV It Qo (10 01000080 

(2) a. TT after TU future (posteriority) 
b .. 001 G 000010 TV Qel 000001 TT 4)0011<;1 

(3) a. TT overlap TU present ( simultaneity) 
b ...••.•.•• TUITT •..••••.. 

Time-relationally, aspect is defmed in terms of a relation between TT and TS. 
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Perfective and imperfective viewpoints arise from an overlap relation between TT and 

TS, as schematized in (4b) and (5b).3 In (4a-b), the perfective is defmed as a total 

overlap relation between TT and TS. This definition captures the findings of Comrie 

(1976) and Smith (1997) who stress that a perfective situation is presented as a 

complete, bounded whole, including the initial and final endpoints and with no reference 

to its internal temporal constituency. 

(4) a. IT overlap TS perfective (total overlap) 
h ...... 00" ••••• TT ITS ................... . 

(5) a. TT contained in TS imperfective (partial overlap) 
b .... oQe ..•. QQ •• [TS ••• TT .. ]e •••..•.•.••. 

This modified definition of the perfective contrasts with a number of distinct 

definitions proposed in Klein (1992, 1995) and Klein et al. (2000). For example, Klein 

(1992:537, ex. 30) defines perfective as "TT including end ofTS and beginning of time 

after TS," while the English perfective is defined as "TT ovl TS (source state) and TT 

ovl posttime of TS (source state)" in Klein (1995:688). Klein et al. (2000:744) define 

the perfective as "TS contained, properly or improperly in TT." Note that the defInitions 

of the perfective vary depending on the specific properties of the language concerned. 

This is due to an attempt to collapse situation type into viewpoint aspect. However, 

following Smith (1997), it will be argued that (i) situation type and viewpoint aspect are 

independent, and (ii) viewpoints constitute prototypes with marked and unmarked 

values. For these reasons, the total overlap relation between TT and TS in (4a) is argued 

to capture Comrie's (1976) classical defmition of the perfective time-re1ationally. 

As for the imper~ective, the partial overlap relation in (Sa-b) captures the 

presentation of a situation from the inside excluding the endpoints. TT partially 

overlaps with a subinterval of the situation, i.e. TT is a proper subset of TS, as 
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schematized in (5b). In short, the perfective and the imperfective contrast in terms of a 

total vs. partial overlap relation.4 

On the other hand, the perfect and prospective schemata in (6-7) arise from an 

order relation between TT and TS. Perfect, as schematized in (6b), expresses TS as 

completed from the standpoint ofTT, i.e. anterior to TT. In contrast, prospective in (7) 

is the mirror image of perfect because the situation is yet to occur from the standpoint of 

TT, i.e. posterior to TT. Note that TT in the perfect and prospective does not e~iablish 

an overlap relation with TS but rather functions as a point of orientation with respect to 

which TS is ordered. The implications of that difference will lead to a modified 

defmition of the perfect and prospective as well (cf. Chapter 4 for details).5 

(6) a IT afterTS perfect ( anteriority) 
b. ", ... 0 ••• 000. TS ..... e ••••• TT ......... . 

(7) a. TT before TS prospective (posteriority) 
h. 1D ••••• Il ••••• TT ......... TS ........... . 

Let us now present the schematic representation of each tense and aspect 

combination arising from the order and overlap relations among TU, IT and TS. The 

simple and extended tense schemata in Reichenbach (1947) are provided on the right 

hand side of (8-19) below for comparison. In (8-10) the three perfective combinations, 

i.e. past, future and present respectively, are given: all three share the defining property 

of the perfective, i.e. a total overlap relation between TT and TS. For example, in the 

past perfective in (8), TT overlaps with TS and at the same time it precedes TU. 

Therefore, by transitivity, TS also precedes TU as in (8b). As can be expected, future 

perfective in (9b) is the mirror image of past perfective in (8b). In the present perfective 

in (10), all three intervals overlap. However, as TT totally overlaps with TS, there is no 

explicit reference to the internal temporal constituency of TS, hence perfective.6 As in 
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(lOc), it is difficult to fmd 'present' tense examples which do not have habitual 

implications. 

(8) a. TT overlap TS and TT before TU past + perfective 
b ........... TT/TS ......... TU ............ . (simple past: ....•. RiE ..... S ..•.• ) 
c. She wrote a letter. 

(9) a. IT after TU and TT overlap TS future + perfective 
b .••• e. TV ...... TS/TT •..... (simple future: .•.• S ..•. RIE .•. ) 
c. She will write a letter. 

(10) a. IT overlap TU and TT overlap TS present + perfective 
b. •••.••.•• TVITT/TS •.•.....• (simple present: .... SIRIE .•.•.... ) 
c. She works in a bank. 

As for imperfective aspect, which expresses a partial overlap relation between TT 

and TS, the possibilities are schematized in (11-13) below. 

(11) a. IT contained in TS and TT before TU past + imperfective 
b .•....•..• [TS ••• TT ... ] .....•.. TU ..••.. (no corresponding representation) 
c. She was writing a letter. 

(12) a. IT after TU and TT contained in TS future + imperfective 
b. e •••••• TU ......... [TS.e •• TT ... ] .... . (no corresponding representation) 
c. She will be writing a letter. 

(13) a. IT overlap TU and TT contained in TS present + imperfective 
b .......... hs •.. TU/TT •.. ]...... (no corresponding representation) 
c. She's writing a letter. 

As seen in (11a-c), past imperfective ,aspect arises from a TT, which is contained 

in TS and precedes TU. Hence, TS must also precede TU, as in (llb). The future 

imperfective in (12b) is the mirror image of (11b). As for the present imperfective in 

(l3b), IT and TU totally overlap with each other and TT makes reference to a subpart of 

TS, hence imperfective. It should be noted that there is no corresponding representation 

for the imperfective in Reichenbach (1947), since reference to a subinterval ofTS by R 

is not possible. This property of the time-relational approach appears to be its major 

strength in accounting for the opposition between the perfective and imperfective. 
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In the perfect schemata, namely past, future and present perfect in (14-16) below, 

TT is both after and before TU and TS. As the definition of perfect does not stipulate 

the relation between TU and TS, a representational ambiguity arises in future perfect as 

in (lSa-c). TS may follow TU as in (ISb), it may precede TU as in (ISd) or TU and TS 

may overlap with each other as in (15c). 

(14) a. IT after TS and IT before TU past + perfect 
b .......... TSIII •..•.•• TT ........ TU ...... . (anterior past: ..... E ...•. R .••• S •.•.• ) 
c. The boy had already eaten his dinner. 

(15) a. IT after TU and TT after TS future + perfect 
b ..... TU ...... TS ...•.• TT... (anterior future: .•... S .•.•. E .... R .•.. ) 
c ..•.. TUITS ...•.. TT......... (anterior future: .... SIE •..•• R ..•.•• ) 
d ..... TS ..... TU .... TT..... (anterior future: ..... E ..... S ..•.. R .•.. ) 
e. John will have fmished his manuscript by tomorrow. (Comrie (1985» 

(16) a. TT overlap TU and TT after TS present + perfect 
b .•....•. TS .... TV ITT ........ . (anterior present: ..••. E ..... SIR ... ) 
c. The boy has already eaten his dinner. 

This seems to be a case where both the time-relational and Reichenbachian 

systems are over-generating. Yet, these schemata might be representing different 

possibilities which may actually be realized in natural language, although (1Sc-d) are 

only conversationally implied in English.7 Similarly, in the past prospective in (17b-d), 

the ordering relation does not seem to be restricted to a single representation. The future 

and present prospective8 options are represented in (18) and (19) below. The different 

schematic possibilities representing the conversational implicature will be illustrated for 

Turkish in (43) below. Note that (16) vs. (19) and (14) vs. (18) are mirror images. 

(17) a. TT before TU and TT before TS past + prospective 
b ..... TT ...... TS •..... TU ... (posterior past: •.... R ..•.. E •... S .... ) 
C .. oo.oTTcGlooll>iI>TSITUo~GoG>aoGlo (posterior past: .... R ... SIE ..•.•.. ) 
d ..... TT ..... TU ..•. TS •.... (posterior past: ..•.. R .... S ... E. ... ) 

e. He would work hard. 



(18) a. TT after TU and TT before TS 
b ...... TU ...... TT ..... TS .......... . 
c. She is going to write a letter.9 

(19) a. IT overlap TU and TT before TS 
b .•..•...•. TU ITT •.... TS •.•.... 
c. She is about to cry. 
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future + prospective 
(posterior future: ... S ..... R ..... E .... ) 

present + prospective 
(posterior present: ..•.. SIR •.. E .•• ) 

(immediate prospective, Dik (1989:190)) 

Looking at (8-19) above, time-relational representations of tense and aspect seem 

quite similar to Reichenbach's (1947:297) thirteen possible tense configurations (also cf. 

Table 3.2, p. 61). In fact, the two systems might seem notational variants, were it not 

for the definition of Topic Time, looking at the past, future and present possibilities of 

the perfective in (8-11), perfect in (14-16), and prospective in (17-19). As for the 

imperfective aspect in the past, future and present in (11-13) respectively, there are no 

corresponding representations thereof in Reichenbach (1947).lO It might be argued that 

since Reichenbach's (1947) is merely a tense system, aspect cannot be expected to be 

represented. This, however, overlooks the fact that perfective, prospective and perfect 

aspects are in fact expressed by the very 'tense' representations of Reichenbach 

(1947).11 In fact, the time-relational T/A system is similar to Comrie's (1985) 

description of relative tenses, since it seems that all T I A distinctions have been reduced 

to a system of relative tense, where there is no direct, absolute relation with the main 

anchor, i.e. TU. Yet, the time-relational approach is capable of accounting for the 

imperfective aspect as well, thanks to the definition ofTT, since TT makes reference to 

the internal temporal constituency ofTS by overlapping with a subinterval of it. 

A possible criticism of the time-relational approach is the following. Aspectual 

notions such as repetition/iteration, frequency and habituality are not dealt with at all in 

this approach. In fact, Klein et aL (2000) note that such distinctions cannot be 

represented on the time line. In Chapter 4, an account of such semantic distinctions 
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compatible with the time-relational system will be proposed. 

3.2. A Time-Relational Representation of Turkish T/A Morphology 

In this section our aim will be to match Turkish T/A morphology with the time

relational schemata introduced in the foregoing section. Many linguists have worked on 

the meaning, function and use of Turkish tense, aspect and mood (TAM) morphology, to 

mention but a few Swift (1963),12 Lewis (1967), Johanson (1971, 1994),13 Dilayar 

(1974), Underhill (1976), Gencan (1979), Yav~ (1980, 1982), Aksu-Ko<; (1986, 1988, 

1994), Banguoglu (1990), Ergin (1993), Erguvanh-Taylan (1997), Kornfilt (1997), 

Erkman-Akerson & Ozil (1998), Sezer (2001) and Van Schaaik (2001). Yava~ (1980)14 

will be taken as the basic reference for the semantic functions of TAM morphology in 

Turkish, as she adopts the same T/A defInitions as those of the present study. An 

analysis of Turkish T I A morphology within the time-relational framework inevitably 

evokes the following questions: 

(i) What is the time schemata-morphological form relation in Turkish? What are 

the cases, if any, of (a) one-to-one correspondence between time schemata and 

morphological forms, (b) one-to-many correspondence between time schemata 

and morphological forms, and (c) many-to-one correspondence between time 

schemata and morphological forms? 

(ii) Are there any T/A andlor semantic distinctions not covered by this system? 

As was mentioned before, not all of the logically possible T I A representations are 

realized in one natural language (c£ Klein et al. (2000), Yav~ (1980) among others)). 

Therefore, it is predicted that only some of the representations will be realized in 

Turkish. In the subsections of § 3.2 that follow, the representation of the semantics of 

Turkish T/A morphemes will reveal the strengths and shortcomings, if any, of the time-
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relational approach. It will be argued that, gIven a number of theory-internal 

modifications, any T / A distinction that may be schematized on the temporal axis can be 

accounted for by the time-relational system, including those semantic distinctions not 

presently covered. However, non-temporal/aspectual notions like mood and modality 

distinctions molded into Turkish verbal morphology (cf. Yav~ (1980) will remain 

unaccounted for, thus leaving much to be done for an adequate account of the entire 

Turkish TAM system. 

3.2.1. Simple Forms 

The following subsections will focus on the verbal T/A morphemes-DI, -rnI~, 

-(y)AcAK, -(I)yor, -mAktA: -Arllr, directly suffixed to verbal sterns ignoring the 

grammatical function changing morphemes, the abilitative mood marker -(y)AbIL and 

the negative marker -rnA which may precede these markers. I5 As Goksel (2001 :153, ex. 

3) notes, a matrix verb can occur with the following inflectional markers in (20), though 

they are subject to a number of semantic and morphological co-occurrence restrictions. 

Kornfilt (1997) also notes that possibilities for combining different aspectual values is 

morpqologically restricted because there is a single slot for tense/aspect morphemes. 

(20) V/-(y)a/-hil(Abil) 

3.2.1.1. -Dl 

/-iyor(prog) /-(y)di(P)/-(y)sa(Cond)/(Agr)/-dir(AsslProb) 
/-ir/ar(Aor) /-(y)mi~ (Ev) 
/-(y)acak(Fut)/-(y)sa (Cond) 
/-mah(Nec) 
/-mi~(EvlPerf) 
/-sa(Cond) 
/-di(Past) 

The typical T/A uses I6 of the -DI marker are: (i) perfective, as in (21), (ii) 

perfect, as in (22), and (iii) perfective with psychological/physical states, as in (23). In 

(21) there is no reference to the internal temporal constituency of the ~ituation. In other 
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words, the relation between TT and TS seems to be one of total overlap, i.e. perfective. 

In addition, TS/IT is anterior to TU, as emphasized by the past adverbial ge~en a~am 

'the other evening,' hence the past perfective. 

(21) Elifkopeg-i-ni gec;en ak§am sahlI-de gez-dir-di'/-mi~. (past perfective) 
Elif dog-3sgPOSS-ACC past evening shore-LOC stroll-CAUS-DI/-mI~ 
'Elifwalked her dog on the shore the other evening.' 

(22) Elif gomIeg-i-ni c;oktan iitille-di /-mi~. (present perfect) 
Elif shirt-3sgPOSS-ACC already iron-DII-mI~ 
'Elifhas already ironed her shirt.' 

(23) Bak ~imdi yok klz-dl-m./*Ill1~-IIn. (present perfective) 
look now very get angry-DI-lsg 
'I've gotten very angry now.' 

In (22) the present result of a past TS is visible. In other words, IT overlaps TU 

and TS is understood to have already taken place, i.e. before TT. Note that -DI 

expresses both perfect and perfective, which converge on the property of temporal 

anteriority (c£ Yav~ (1980), Erguvanh-Taylan (1997, 2001), Kornfilt (1997), Sezer 

(2001) among others). As for (23), a number of predicates indicating physical or 

psychological states denote present time when marked with the -DI (c£ Yav~ 

(1980:130), Sezer (2001:10)). In fact, in (23) -DI marks a change of state into a present 

state of anger (c£ Chapter 5). The form -DI also has the following extended use in (24), 

where a prospective reading is obtained in highly restricted contexts, e.g. immediate 

departure and arrivals. 

(24) Hadi ben git-ti-m (c£ (Erguvanh-Taylan (1997:7)) 
O.K. 1 sg. go-DI-1sg 
'I'm about to leave.' 

In the past and present perfective sentences in (21) and (23) respectively, 

adverbials are associated with TS, which overlaps with TT. As for the perfect in (22), 

the adverb ~oktan 'already' is not associated with TS, but expresses the distance of TS 
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from the given point of orientation (PO or TT). In sum, -DI expresses (i) anteriority, as 

in (21-22), (ii) simultaneity, as in (23), and (iii) posteriority, as in (24), with respect to 

TU. This, in turn, suggests that although -DI is the default past tense marker, as noted 

by Yava~ (1980), its temporal reference is flexible depending on (i) the adverb used, as 

in (22), (ii) the nature of the predicate involved, as in (23), and (iii) the context, as in 

(24). Yet, what is common in all its temporallaspectual uses is the lack of reference to 

internal temporal constituency, i.e. perfective viewpoint. In that respect, as Erguvanh-

Taylan (1997) argues, -DI should be recognized as the general (direct evidence) 

perfective marker. 

3.2.1.2. -mI~ 

The basic T/A functions borne by -mI~ are: (i) perfective as in (25) and (ii) 

perfect as in (26). In (25), there is an anterior event whose internal temporal 

constituency is not relevant, i.e. past perfective, and the adverb get;en ak$am 'the other 

evening' is associated with TS. In (26) the present state is the result of a previous 

process, i.e. perfect of result (cf. Yava~ (1980:51», and the adverb is not associated with 

TS, but links it to the PO/TT, as was the case in (22). 

(25) Elifkopeg-i-ni ge~en a~am sahil-de gez-dir-mi~, kendi-si soyle-di. 
E.dog-3sgPOSS-ACC past evening shore-LOC stroll-CAUS-mI~, herself say-PRF 
'Elifwalked her dog on the shore the other evening, she told me herself' 

(26) Elifkopeg-i-ni ~oktan gez-dir-mi~, baksana ~u <;amura. 
Elif dog-3sgPOSS-ACC already stroll-CAUS-mI~, look at that mud 
'Apparently, Elifhas already walked her dog, look at that mud.' 

Y ava~ (1980:54) notes that -mI~ basically covers anteriority and perfectivity and 

that there is a complementary distribution between -DI and -mI~. She holds that while -

DI establishes a past PO, -mI~ denotes anteriority with respect to an already established 

PO. However, the real difference between -DI and -mI~ seems to be modal rather than 
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temporal (cf. Aksu-Koy (1988), Erguvanh-Taylan (1997), Sezer (2001) among others). 

In fact, as can be seen in (21-22) above, -mI$ is possible in the same context as -DI, the 

only difference being that the situation is no longer evaluated as a direct, first-hand 

experience. In other words, -mI$ is distinguished from -DI on the basis of lack of direct 

evidence. In (25), the information is reported by another person, i.e. hearsay/reportative, 

while in (26) the speaker infers that Elif has walked the dog, looking at the mud on the 

floor, i.e. inferential. 

3.2.1.3. -ty)AcAK 

The unmarked future marker17 -(y)AcAK can express (i) future perfective as in 

(27-28) and (ii) future prospective, as in (27-28) (CL Yava§ (1980)). Note that in (27-

29), there is no reference to internal temporal constituency of TS, i.e. perfective. With 

adverbs of temporal proximity such as az sonra 'soon' and hemen 'immediately,' as in 

(29), the marker may marginally express (present) prospective, which is normally 

expressed by the specialized periphrastic form -mAK uzere 'to be about to V' (cf. § 

4.3.2, ex. 74). In (29), the event is posterior to TU and expected to take place in a short 

while after TU, i.e. present (immediate) prospective. 

(27) Nil oglenden sonraiyemekten sonra yola yIk-acak.(future perfective/prospective) 
Nil in the afternoon/after dinner leave-FUT-3sg 
'Nil will/is going to leave soon / in the afternoon/after dinner.' 

(28) Kitap-lar yarm be~-ten sonra gel-ecek. (future perfective/prospective) 
book-PL tomorrow five-ABL after arrive-FUT-3sg 
'The books wilVare due to arrive tomorrow after 5.' 

(29) Nil az §ollllrafhemen yola yIk-acak. (immediate (present) prospective) 
Nil soon/immediately leave-FUT-3sg 
'Nil is about to leave soon.' 

In (27-28), future perfective and future prospective are neither lexically nor 

grammatically distinguished, provided that the adverbs specify TS. Even if with 
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yemekten sonra 'after dinner: which involves an explicit PO, we still can argue that 

there is an interval called yemekten sonra within which TS is located. In other words, 

-(y)AcAK does not grammatically distinguish between future perfective and future 

prospective (cf. Chapter 4 for details).18 This suggests that -(y)AcAK is highly 

underspecified, leaving adverbs to provide the relevant T I A information. Recall that the 

temporal location of -DI was determined by adverbials or the context, but all events 

marked with -DI were perfectively presented. Similarly, the events marked with 

-(y)AcAK in (27-29) are perfectively presel1ted, but are posterior to PO/TT. 

3.2.1.4. -(I)yor, -mAktA 

As noted by Erguvanh-Taylan (2001), -(I)yor is the general imperfective marker 

(also cf Kornfilt (1997», which can co-occur with all STs including statives, as in (31a). 

In contrast, the -mAktA form is the formal progressive marker which is restricted to non-

statives only, as in (30) (c£ Yav~ (1980), Kornfilt (1997) among others). The partial 

view of a situation with explicit reference to the internal temporal constituency inherent 

in the imperfective is observed in the progressive in (30), the present imperfective 

stative in (31 a) and the present habitual in (31 b). Note that at the present state of the 

theory there is no time-relational schema to represent the habitual situation in (31 b) 

regularly repeated over an extended period of time (cf Comrie (1976». 

(30) Yeni proje-miz ~u giin-Ier-de hazlrla-n-lyor/hazrrla-n-makta (progressive) 
new project-3pl those day-PL-LOC prepare-PASS-IMPRF/prepare-PASS-mAktA-3sg 
'Our new project is being prepared these days.' 

(31) a. Dii~Un-uyor-um/??dii~un-mekte-yim oyleyse var-lm. (stative) 
think-IMPRF-l sgl??think-mAktA-lsg therefore existing-l sg 
'I think therefore I anL' 

b. Her gun spor yap-lyor-uml??yap-makta-Ylm. (habitual) 
everyday sports do-IMPRF-lsgl??do-mAktA-lsg 
'I do sports everyday.' 
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The multi-functionality of -(I)yor19 is further illustrated by the future perfective 

in (32a), and the present prospective in (32b). Interestingly, -(I)yor in these extended 

uses in (32a-b) expresses perfective events posterior to TU. Recall that -(y)AcAK 

presents future events perfectively as well. It seems that imperfective events in the 

future are expressed not by simple forms but periphrastically, namely by -(I)yor 01-

AcAK(c£ § 3.3.3 below). 

(32) a. Ay-m ondord-ii-nde Paris'e uy-uyor-um/*uy-makta-Ylm. (future perfective) 
month-GEN fourteenth-LOC Paris-DAT fly-IMPRF-lsg/*fly-mAktA-lsg 
'I'm flying to Paris on the fourteenth.' 

b. Hemen yIk-lyor-um/*yIk-makta-ylID, az sonra orada-YIID.(present prospective) 
immediately leave-IMPRF-lsg/*leave-mAktA-lsg, soon there-lsg 
'I'm leaving now, I'll soon be there. ' 

3.2.1.5. -Arllr 

The "aprist,,20 marker -Arllr is used to express (i) a situation as habitual, as in 

(33a-b), (ii) genericity, as in (34-35), and (iii) the future perfective, as in (36). The 

marker applies to all habitual and generic situations, regardless of whether iterativity is 

involved or not, e.g. (33a) vs. (33b) and (34) vs. (35). 

(33) a. Araba-nm ruhsat-l bep yanta-m-da dur-ur. (habituality with no iterativity) 
car-GEN license-3sg always bag-lsg-LOC stand-AOR 
'The license of the car is always in my bag.' 

b. Gece-Ier-i gey yat-ar-lID. (habituality with iterativity) 
night-PL-3sg late go to bed-AOR-lsg 
'I go to bed late at night. ' 

(34) Ku~-lar uy-ar. (genericity with no iterativity) 
bird-PL fly-AOR 
'Birds fly.' 

(35) Ay dunya-nm etraf-l-nda don-er. (genericity with iterativity) 
moon earth-GEN around turn-AOR 
'The Moon revolves around the Earth.' 

The truth value does not change from one time point to mother in the atemporal 
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generic statements in (34-35).21 Note that neither habituality nor genericity can be 

represented time-relationally at the present state of the theory. (c£ Chapter 4 for a 

proposal to account for habituality and genericity). 

(36) Kadir yakmda merkez-e ge9-iyor/gec;-ecek/gec;-er. 
Kadir soon headquarter-DAT pass-IMPRF/~-FUT I~-AOR-3sg 
'Soon Kadir is being/is going to bel will be transferred to the headquarters.' 

In (36) the -Arllr expresses a future perfective situation. Note that -(1)yor and 

-(y)AcAK can also be used in the same sentence for future temporal reference. This 

might lead us to think that the language redundantly uses three different forms for the 

same function. However, it seems highly unlikely for a language, which often uses a 

single morpheme for multiple purposes, to possess three synonymous morphemes. In 

fact, although these markers converge on the expression of futurity, partly due to the 

future adverbs, there is a modal difference between them (c£ Yava!} (1980)).22 The 

functions of simple T/A morphology and their schematic representations are 

summarized in Ta.ble 3.3, p. 62. 

3.2.2. Complex Forms with -DI 

In the complex forms in the following subsections -(1)DI is immediately 

preceded by the verbal morphemes -DI, -mI§, -(y)AcAK, -(I)yor, -mAktA, and -Arllr 

respectively. The form -(I)DI is considered as the combination of the so-called copula -

i- and the temporal marker -DI (cf. Johanson (1994), Erguvanh-Taylan (1997), Goksel 

(2001), Sezer (2001) among others)?3 Kornfilt (1997) discusses these forms under 

relative tenses with a past reference point. The aim ofthe analysis will be to investigate 

the additional temporal/aspectual distinctions provided as a result of the addition of this 

morpheme and its implications for the time-relational approach. 
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3.2.2.1. -l>I-yl>I 

The -DI-yDI form expresses past perfective with an additional modal distance 

overtone, as in (37). In (37), TS is presented with no reference to internal temporal 

constituency, i.e. perfective. That means TS and TT totally overlap with each other and 

both are anterior to TU, i.e. past. In (37) it is understood that either the results of the 

past TS are no longer valid at TV or that there is some doubt as to its validity, as 

illustrated in the acceptability of the conjunct. In that respect, a past TS marked with -

DI-yDI is no longer connected with the present time (c£ Yav~ (1980:16-7)). However, 

we cannot say that -DI-yDI is remote past either, looking at the felicity of demin 'a 

while ago' associated with TS in (37). 

(37) Demin not-un-u kutu-ya bITak-tl-ydl-mlbITak-ill1~-tl-m, ama yok ~imdi. 
a while ago note-2sg-ACC box-DAT leave-DI-DI-lsg/~-mI~-DI-lsg but not there now 
'I left your note in the box a while ago, but it is not there now.' 

Two questions have been raised with respect to -DI-yDI; (i) whether it expresses 

past-in-the-past and/or (li) past perfect (pluperfect) (c£ Yav~ (1980) for counter-

arguments24
). However, -DI-yDI expresses neither past-in-the-past nor pluperfect. A 

past-in-the-past reading is only possible if we make a distinction between "absolute 

tense" (where events are ordered with respect to TV) and "relative tense" (where events 

are ordered with respect to a PO other than TV) (c£ Kornfilt (1997:346). However, in 

the time-relational approach, all tenses are relative and there is no such thing as past-in-

the-past tense, because tense is defined as a relation between TT (a PO) and TU. 

(38) a. Ben geI-dig-im-de Can yemeg-i-ni *ye-di-ydi/ye-mi~-ti. 
lsg come-DIK-lsg-LOC Can food-3sg-ACC eat-DI-DI 
'*Can had eaten when I arrived.' (intended reading for -DI-yDI) 

b. Can yemeg-i-ni ben gel-dig-im-de ye-di-ydi. 
'Can ate when/after I arrived.' 
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(39) Saat iic;-te Can yemeg-i-ni (c;oktan) *ye-di-ydilye-mi~-ti. 
hour three-LOC Can food-3sg-ACC (already) eat-DI-yDIIeat-mI~-DI 
'At three Can had already eaten.' (acceptable reading only with -mbj-Dl) 

In a past-in-the-past context such as the one in (38a), -DI-yDI is not acceptable 

because it does not establish a past PO with respect to which the eating event is in the 

past. Also note that when the position of the adverbial clause changes from sentence-

initial as in (38a) to immediately preverbal as in (38b), the eating event is understood to 

occur after the arrival. The -DI-yDI does not express pluperfect, either. In (39) the 

adverb saat uc;te 'at 3' specifies the reference time (PO), anterior to which TS has 

occurred. The pluperfect reading is further strengthened by the adverb c;oktan 'already.' 

However, -DI-yDI is ungrammatical in (39) and in (38a), whereas -mI~-DI is not. 

3.2.2.2. -mI~-DI 

The -mI§-DI form expresses (i) pluperfect and (ii) past perfective with a modal 

d· 25 Istance overtone. As opposed to -DI-yDI in (38a) above, -mI~-DI expresses 

anteriority with respect to a past reference point as in (40a-b) (c£ Yav~ (1980:11)). In 

(40a-b) the time of the arrival (PO) is anterior to the event of eating (TS). When the 

position of the adverbial clause changes from sentence-initial, as in (40a), to 

immediately preverbal, as in (40b), the eating event is understood to occur after the 

arrival, thus yielding a past perfective reading. The pluperfect reading is also possible in 

( 40b) with emphatic stress on -mI§. 

(40) a. Ben gel-dig-im-de Can yemeg-i-ni (c;oktan) ye-mi~-ti. (pluperfect) 
Isg come-DIK-lsg-LOC Can food-3sg-ACC (already) eat-PERf-PAST 
'Can had already eaten when I arrived.' 

b. Can yemeg-i-ni ben gel-dig-im-de ye-mi~-ti. (past perfective/pluperfect) 
'Can ate when/after I arrived.lhad eaten when I arrived.' 

However, the grammaticality of (38b) with -DI-yDI and (40b) with -mI~-DI 
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shows that the two forms also converge at some point, furth~r exemplified in (41 a). In 

fact, in (41a) all three morphemes -DI and -DI-yDI and -mlfj-DI express past perfective, 

whereas only -mI~-DI can express pluperfect as in (41c). 

(41) a. 9alzkufju'nu ilkokul-da-yken oku-du-m/oku-du-ydu-m/oku-mu~-tu-m. 
Cahk:u~u-ACC primary school-LOC-during read-DI-lsgl~-DI-yDI-lsgl~-rnIl}-DI-l sg 
'I read C;alzku~u while I was at primary school.' 

b. 9alzkufju'nu ilkokul-da-yken *~oktan oku-du-mloku-du-ydu-m.(*pluperfect) 
<;alIku~u-ACC primary school-LOC-during *already read-DI-1sg/~-DI-yDI-lsg 
'*1 had already read C;alzku~u while I was at primary school.' (*intended reading) 

c. C;alzku~u'nu ilkokul-da-yken ~oktan oku-mu~-tu-m.(pluperfect) 
<;ahku~u-ACC primary school-LOC-during already read-mI~-DI-1sg 
'I had already read C;alzku~u while I was at primary school.' 

The question is why the language uses three morphemes for the same function, 

when it is usually the opposite, where a single morpheme is used for multiple functions. 

Although these three morphemes converge in one of their T / A functions, i.e. past 

perfective, they differ in terms of the modal distinctions they express. While -DI 

expresses direct evidence, -DI-yDI and -mI~-DI express a modal distance. The mI~-DI 

is further distinguished from -DI-yDI in establishing a past PO that is distinct from TS 

(c£ Yav~ (1980:18)) and thus expressing pluperfect. 

3.2.2.3. -(y)AcAK-DI 

The -(y)AcAK-Dlform expresses past prospective as in (42) and (43). In (42a), 

-(y)AcAK-DI is used to narrate a past event, which is posterior to a PO, which itself is 

anterior to TU, as in (42b). The PO is signalled by the adverb 1990 'da 'in 1990' (c£ 

Yava~ (1980:21» and the event is posterior to this PO, as schematized in (42b). (42b) is 

the past prospective schemata in (17b) above, except for the PO which has replaced TT 

(c£ Chapter 4 for details). 



(42) a. i~-e 1990'da b~la-ml~-tl ve 'tok ge'tmeden slk1l-acak-tl. (narrative) 
work-DAT 1990-LOC start-PERF-PAST and soon get bored-FUT-DI 
'(S)he had started work in 1990 and would soon get bored.' 

b .••••• PO ••.•.• TS ...•.• TU .•.•.. 
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The sentences in (43a-c) seem to correspond to the schemata in (17b-d) 

respectively, given deictic adverbs which introduce a point of orientation. The deictic 

adverb dun 'yesterday' associated with TS is anterior to TU in (43a-a"), bugiin 'today' 

coincides with TV, as in (43b-b'), andyarm 'tomorrow' is posterior to TV in (43c-c'). 

Note that it would be hardly possible to match (43a-c) with (17b-d) without these 

temporal location adverbs, as the difference is not grammaticalized. These facts suggest 

that we are actually dealing with conversational implicatures rather than the basic 

meaning ofthe morphemes (c£ Comrie (1985)). 

(43) a.Paket dun gel-ecek-ti ve dun a~am saat sekiz .. de gel-di. 
parcel yesterday come-FUT-DI and yesterday evening at 8 come-DI 
'The parcel would arrive yesterday and it did at 8 yesterday evening.' 
a' ...•. TT ...... TS ...... TU... (l7b above) 

b. Paket bugun gel-ecek-ti ve ~te gel-di bile! 
parcel today come-FUT-DI and here come-DI already 
'The parcel would arrive today and here it is!' 
b' ..... TT ...... TS/TU......... (17c above) 

c. Paket yarm gel-ecek-ti. Bak-ahm gel-ecek mi zamanmda? 
Parcel tomorrow come-FUT-DI see-DESID come-FUT Q.part. on time 
'The parcel was supposed to come tomorrow. We'll see if it'll arrive on time.' 
c' .••.. TT ..... TU .•.. TS..... (17d above) 

Also note that (43c) is different from (42a) and (43a-b). As the event in (43c) is 

non-factual at TV, as opposed to the already realized events in (42a) and (43a-b), it 

carries a modal (uncertainty/doubt) function. The expression of uncertainty and non-

factuality by -(y)AcAK-DI might be due to --(y)AcAK, which is by defmition "non-

factual" and uncertain, yielding a modal "it was supposed to V" meaning. 
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3.2.2.4. -(l)yor-DI; -mAktA-yDI 

The -(I)yor-DI form basically expresses the past imperfective, as in (44). In 

(44), the past temporal location of TS is specified by the adverb ge{:en Mart 'last 

March,' and TS is understood to be in progress during that interval. Note that the 

progressive marker -mAktA is acceptable in (44) but not in (45). 

(44) Gec;en Mart bizim proje hazrrla-n-lyor-du.lhazrrla-n-makta-ydl.(past imperfect.) 
past March Ipl-GEN project prepare-PASS-IMPRF-DI/~-PASS-mAktA-DI 
'Last March our project was being prepared.' 

Given an adverb like her Pazar 'every Sunday,' -(l)yor-DI may also be used to 

express past habitual situations, as in (45). Note that past habituality in (45) cannot be 

represented time-relationally at the present stage of the approach, while the past 

imperfective in (44) can, as was schematized in (11 b) above. 

(45) Can her Pazar maya gid-iyor-dul*git-mekte-ydi. (past habitual) 
Can every Sunday match-DAT go-IMPRF-DI/*go-mAktA-DI 
'Can was going to a game every Sunday. ' 

3.2.2.5.-rtrl1r-1>/ 

The basic T/A function of -Arllr-DI is past habituality, as in (46). It also has 

non-temporaVaspectual functions such as (i) conditionality, as in (47) and (ii) volition, 

as in (48). At the present state of the theory, the past habitual cannot be represented on 

the time line, let alone the modal notions expressed in (47-48). 

(46) Can her Pazar may-a gid-er-di. (past habitual) 
Can every Sunday match-DAT go-AOR-DI-3sg 
'Can would go to a game every Sunday.' 

(47) Yagmur yag-acag-l-m bil-se-ydi-m, §emsiye al-rr-dl-m. (conditionae6
) 

rain (n.) rain-FUT-3sg-ACC know-COND-DI-lsg, umbrella take-AOR-DI-lsg 
'In knew it was going to rain, I would have taken an umbrella.' 

(48) Biz 91k-1Yor-uz, siz de gel-ir mi-ydi-niz? (volition) 
Ipl go out-IMPRF-lpl, 2pl part. come-AOR Q. part.-DI-2pl 
'We are going out, would you like to come?' 
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The foregoing discussion of complex forms with -(I)DI suggests that the -(I)DI 

forms convey modal notions as well as past temporal reference. It has also been 

observed that the time-relational theory is becoming less and less efficient in accounting 

for Turkish facts, e.g. habituality in. (47), in addition to various modal overtones. 

3.2.3. Complex Forms with -mI$ 

The combination of -(I)mI$ with the morphemes -mI§, -(y)AcAK, -(I)yor, -mAktA 

and -Arllr respectively is considered below.27 In (49), the inner perfect marker 

preserves its T/A function while the outer -mI§ assumes a hearsay/reportative function. 

Similarly, in (50-52) below, it is observed that -(I)mI§ following T/A morphemes only 

adds a hearsay meaning, leaving the original temporallaspectual distinctions intact: the 

-(y)AcAK in (50) expresses futurity, the -(I)yor and -mAktA in (51) denote 

imperfectivity and the -Arllr in (52) has the habitual (narrative) meaning. 

(49) Gezi-den vazge9-mi~-mi~, gel-m-iyor-mu~. (present perfect) 
trip-ABL give up-mI~-mI~, come-NEG-IMPRF-mI~ 
'Reportedly, she has given up the idea of going on the trip and is not coming.' 

(50) Paket yarm/bugiin gel-ecek-mi~. (future perfective/prospective) 
Parcel tomorrow/today come-FUT -mI~ 
'Reportedly, the parcel is supposed to arrive tomorrow/today.' 

(51) Ahmet ofis-te 9ah~-lyor-mu~/9ah~-makta-ynn~ (present/past imperfective) 
Ahmet office-LOC work-IMPRF-mI~/work-rnAktA-mI~ 
'Reportedly Ahmet is/was working at the office.' 

(52) Bir varrml~ bir yOkDlU~ orman-da k5tli bir buyUcu ya~a-r-ffil~. (habitual) 
once upon a time forest-LOC wicked a wizard live-AOR-mI~ 
'Once upon a time there lived a wicked wizard in the forest.' 

Recall that the difference between -DI and -mI§ was shown basically to be one 

of direct vs. indirect evidence. As can be predicted, the modal difference between -DI 

and -mIfj is hardly relevant for the time-relational schemata. The addition of -{I)mI§ to 

a verb already marked with one ofthe T/A morphemes does not introduce an additional 
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PO but a modal difference: hearsay/reportative. The schematic representations of 

complex T I A forms in Turkish based on their major functions are provided in Table 3.4, 

p.63. 

3.3. Periphrastic Expressions 

This subsection focuses on the combination of the main verbs carrying anyone 

of the -mI~, -(yJAcAK, -(1)yorl-mAktA and -Arllr forms respectively followed by the 

auxiliary 01- with its T/A markers. The examples are organized as illustrated in (53). 

(53) a. verbal stem + T/A marker 01 + T/A marker 

b. verbal stem + T/A marker 01 + T/A marker + -(I)DI 

c. verbal stem + T I A marker 01 + T/A marker + -(I)mI~ 

The auxiliary is allowed to be marked with one or two T/A markers. The outer 

marker on the auxiliary can only be -DI or -mI~. Three questions are raised with respect 

to periphrastic forms: what is the function of (i) the inner TAM morpheme, (ii) the 

auxiliary 01- and (iii) the outer TAM marker(s) on ol-? A number of Turkish 

periphrastic forms have been analyzed by Lewis (1967),28 Komfilt (1997),29 van Schaaik 

(2001) and Goksel (2001). Their fmdings suggest that mUltiple markers on the verbal 

stem and the auxiliary 01- complicate both the grammatical expression and 

conceptualization of temporal/aspectual notions. As in (54a), adapted from Comrie 

(1985:75), "more complex tenses with a chain of reference points" can be created, 

though this conceptual possibility is usually not grammaticalized in languages. 

(54) a John left for the front, by the time he should return, the fields would have been 
burnt to stubble. 

b ......... o ... PO/TSl(leave) •...•.• TS2 (burn) ...... POITS3- (return) .•.•..•... TU .....•..••. 

van Schaaik (2001) notes that periphrastic ~onstructions often result from the 
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application of an outer operator over an inner operator. If the two operators are 

semantically compatible, then an acceptable construction arises. What is crucial is the 

demand for a combined function. Periphrastic constructions are expected to be felicitous 

as long as they convey meanings not expressed by the usual grammatical means. It will 

be argued that change of state is the semantic distinction shared by all periphrastic forms 

in Turkish and that the auxiliary 01- functions like an outer lexical "layer" of aspectual 

specification that incorporates the change of state meaning into the inner aspectual 

distinctions. 

3.3.1. -mI§ 01-

The set of periphrastic forms with V-mI:j ol-T/A marker in (55-60) denote a 

realized change of state with a resultant state. The inner morpheme -mI:j preserves its 

basic meaning of completion and perfectivity, while the auxiliary30 01- denotes a change 

of state. For example, in (55a), there is an anterior event presented perfectively, which, 

however, is not semantically identical with the past perfective Paris 'i gor-du-k. 'We saw 

Paris.' In :filct, the structure in (55a) presents a perfective viewpoint of perfect of result, 

which combines a process and a change of state as schematized in (55a'). Following the 

change of state, a resultant state of having seen Paris is reached (cf Goksel (2001: 158), 

and § 5.1.2.1, § 5.1.2.2. for perfect of result). 

(55) a. Boylece (*ge~en ay) Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-du-k. 
thus (*last month) Paris-ACC see-PERF be-DI-lpl 
'Thus, we (have) ended up seeing Paris *last month.' 

a' .... TS/TT ..••.•...... TU/PO ...... (perfective of perfect of result) 

b. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-du-ydu. (be-DI-DI-3sg) 
'Thus s/he ended up seeing Paris. ' 

c. *Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ 01_du-ymu~.31 (be-DI-mI~-3sg) 
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Note that there are two reference times in (55a'): (i) TT totally overlaps with the 

event of seeing, i.e. perfective, and (ii) PO marks the present result of an anterior event 

by overlapping with TU, i.e. (present) perfect. As there are three possible intervals with 

which the Position adverb geren ay 'last month' can be associated, namely TS, IT and 

PO, the adverb is infelicitous, as in (55a). 

As will be clear from the examples in (55-81) in the ensuing subsections, the T/A 

markers on the auxiliary do not affect the overall aspectual "change of state" meaning of 

the periphrastic form. Instead, they serve to establish temporal location or provide 

modal distinctions. For example, while (55a) implies direct evidence due to the 

presence of -(l)DI on 0/-, (55b) denotes modal distance with -DI-yDI. The reportative 

counterpart of (55a) is (56a). Similarly, (56b) expresses modal distance while (56c) 

expresses disbelief. In sum, the epistemic modal functions of -(l)DI and -(I)mI~ in the 

complex forms discussed above are preserved in the periphrastic constructions as well, 

providing a great deal of predictability. 

(56) a. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-mu~. (be-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus slhe has ended up seeing Paris. ' 

b. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-m~-tu-k. (be-mI~-DI-lpl) 
'Thus we had ended up seeing Paris.' 

c. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-m~-m~. (be-mI~-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus slhe ended up seeing Paris.' 

While (57b) expresses anterior prospective of the perfect TS, (57c) denotes 

disbelief or hearsay, i.e. epistemic modality. The future perfect is expressed by the -mI$ 

ol-AcAK form in (57a) and (58a-b). In (58a-b), the adverb of anteriority foktan 

'already' is acceptable. In addition, the Position adverb sekizde 'at eight' specifies the 

future PO by which the situation will have been completed and not TS, irrespective of its 
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position in the sentence in (58b). This shows that TT in perfect is no more than a PO 

and the adverb is associated with this PO, as represented by (58c) (c£ § 4.3 for the 

modified defmitions of perfect and prospective). 

(57) a. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-acak. (be-FUT-3sg) 
'Thus s/he will have seen Paris. ' 

b. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-acak-tl. (be-FUT -DI-3sg) 
'Thus s/he would end up seeing Paris. ' 

c. Boylece Paris'i gor-m~ ol-acak-1lll~. (be-FUT-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus, s/he would end up seeing Paris.' 

(58) a. Ben gel-dig-im-de Can yemeg-i-ni (~oktan) ye-mi:;; ol-acak 
lsg come-DIK-lsg-LOC Can food-3sg-ACC (already) eat-PERF ol-FUT 
'Can will have already eaten when I arrive.' 

b. (Sekizde) Can yemeg-i-ni (sekizde) (~oktan) ye-mi:;; ol-acak. 
'Can will have eaten by 8. ' 
'*Can will eat at 8.' 

c ....•....•... TU .....•. TS ...... PO(TT) ....•..•. future perfect 

The forms in (59-60) are semantically identical, but (60) is less felicitous. Most 

of the following periphrastic forms involving -mAktA will be observed to be awkward, if 

not ungrammatical. Note that it is difficult to find acceptable -mAktA examples, as its 

function is restricted to only progressive aspect, as opposed to the general imperfective 

function of -(J)yor. In fact, infelicity is expected in (60a), where the perfect marker 

occurs with the progressive marker, as there can be no progression in a resultant state 

(c£ § 5.1.2.2.). As for (59a), the final endpoint ofa completed TS coincides with TU, as 

further illustrated by (59a'). While (59b) expresses past imperfective of the perfect TS, 

(59c) is the reportative of (59 b). 

(59) a. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii:;; ol-uyor-uz. (be-IMPRF-lpl) 
'Thus we are ending up having seeing Paris. ' 
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a'. Boylece bir program-ill daha son-u-na gel-mi~ ol-uyor-uzlbulun-uyor-uz. 
thus one programme-GEN more end-3sg-DAT come-PERF be/exist-IMPRF-lpl 
'Thus we are at the point of having finished another programme.' 

b. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-uyor-du. (be-IMPRF-DI-3sg) 
'Thus s/he was ending up seeing Paris.' 

c. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-uyor-mu~. (be-IMPRF-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus, s/he was ending up seeing Paris.' 

(60) a. ??Boylece Paris'i gor-m~ ol-makta-ylZ. (be-mAktA-lpl) 
'Thus we are enqing up seeing Paris.' 

b. ?Boylece Paris'i gor-m~ ol-makta-ydl. (be-mAktA-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe was ending up seeing Paris.' 

c. ?Boylece Paris'i gor-m~ ol-makta-YID1~. (be-mAktA-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus, slhe was ending up seeing Paris.' 

The form in (61a) is used in conditional structures co-occurring with an if-clause 

e.g. zaman kalzrsa 'if time remains.' (61b-c) express the modally distinct counterparts 

of(6Ia). 

(6 I) a. (Zaman kal-rr-sa) (boylece) Paris'i de gor-mii~ ol-ur-uz. (be-AOR-1 pI) 
'(Thus) we will have gotten to see Paris ifwe have time left.' 

b. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-ur-du. (be-AOR-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe would have gotten to see Paris. ' 

c. Boylece Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-ur-mw]. (be-AOR-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus slhe would have gotten to see Paris.' 

3.3.2. -(yjAcAK 01-

Periphrastic forms with V-(y)AcAK ol-T/A marker in (62-67) provide 

information about an intended change of state, and whether the change of state is 

realized or not is specified by the context. In the first case, a change of state is realized 

but the outcome is not as expected, resulting in frustration, as in (62a).32 In the second 

case, there is an attempt but the change of state remains unrealized, as in (62a') (c£ 

Kornfilt (1997:341». The inner morpheme -(y)AcAK contributes to these readings as a 
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marker of future and prospective with its non-factual modal overtone. (62b) is the 

modally distant counterpart of (62a), the realized change of state, though with a negative 

result. 

(62) a. KIrk ydda bir tatile <;Ik-acak ol-du, onda da frrtmaya tutuldu. 
once in a blue moon holiday-DAT go on-FUT be-DI, ended up in a storm. 
'Slhe happened to go on a holiday once in a blue moon and ended up in a stom1.' 

a'. Kirk ydda bir tatile <;Ik-acak ol-du, onda da izin al-a-ma-dl. 
once in a blue moon holiday-DAT go on-FUT be-Dr, but could not get permission 
'Slhe attempted to go on a holiday once in a blue moon but could not get permission.' 

b. Krrk yllda bir tatile <;Ik-acak ol-du-ydu. (be-DI-DI-3sg) 
'S/he once happened to go on holiday.' 

The example in (63a) is the reportative counterpart of (62a). (63b) expresses 

modal distance, while (63c) is the reportative of(63b). 

(63) a. Ktrk ytlda bir tatile <;Ik-acak ol-mu~. (be-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly s/he happened to go on holiday.' 

b. Ktrk Yllda bir tatile <;Ik-acak ol-mu~-tu. (be-mI~-DI-3sg) 
'S/he had happened to go on holiday.' 

c. Ktrk Yllda bir tatile <;Ik-acak ol-mu~-mu~. (be-mI~-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly s/he happened to go on holiday. ' 

As for (64), two instances of the -(y)AcAK morpheme are redundant because 

they do not contribute any aspectual meaning that cannot be attained without resorting to 

periphrasis. 

(64) a. *Ktrk Yllda bir tatile <;Ik-acak ol-acak. (be-FUT -3sg) 

b. *Ktrk Yllda bir tatile <;lk-acak ol-acak-tI. (be-FUT-DI-3sg) 

c. ?Krrk Yllda bir tatile <;lk-acak ol-acak-l11l~. (be-FUT-mI~-3sg) 
'?Reportedly s/he was going to attempt to go on holiday.' 

The -(1)yor marker on the auxiliary in (65) triggers an iterative reading such that 

a number of attempts recur over a period in (65a). While (65b) is the past imperfective 
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of the inner "change of state with a negative result" meaning, (65c) is reportative. 

(65) a. KIrk Yllda bir tatile c;lk-acak ol-uyor, ama her seferinde aym terane. 
once in a blue moon holiday-DAT go on-FUT be- IMPRF-3sg, but each time the 
same old story 
'Slhe happens to go on holiday once in a blue moon, but each time the same old story.' 

b. KIrk Yllda bir tatile c;lk-acak ol-uyor-du. (be-IMPRF-DI-3sg) 
'Slhe would happen to go on holiday.' 

c. KIrk yllda bir tatile c;lk-acak ol-uyor-mu~. (be-IMPRF-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly slhe would happen to go on holiday.' 

The highly restricted -mAktA33 is not expected to co-occur with a marker of non-

factuality in (66a-c), as it particularly conveys a progressive viewpoint of a factual 

event. Finally, (67) is most felicitous in narratives. 

(66) a. *Krrk ytlda bir tatile 9lk-acak ol-makta. (be-mAktA-3sg) 

b. *Krrk yllda bir tatile 9lk-acak ol-makta-ydl. (be-mAktA-DI-3sg) 

c. *Krrk yllda bir tatile c;lk-acak ol-makta-ynu~. (be-mAktA-mI~-3sg) 

(67) a. KIrk Yllda bir tatile c;lk-acak ol-ur. (be-AOR-3sg) 
'Slhe happens to go on holiday.' 

b. Krrk Yllda bir tatile c;lk-acak ol-ur-du. (be-AOR-DI-3sg) 
'Slhe would happen to go on holiday.' 

c. *Krrk Yllda bir tatile c;lk-acak ol-ur-m~. (be-AOR-mI~-3sg) 

3.3.3. -(J)yor 0/-, -mAktA 01-

Periphrastic forms with V-(I)yor/-mAktA ol-T/A marker34 in (68-74) express (i) 

the beginning of a continuative situation, as in (68-69) and (ii) the lack of a change of 

state, i.e. the current state continues uninterruptedly, as in (70). 

(68) a. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-du. 
thus result-ACe wait-IMPRF be-DI-3sg 
'Thus slhe ended up waiting for the result. ' 

b. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-du-ydu. (be-DI-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe ended up waiting for the result. ' 
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Note that the inner morphemes -(l)yor/-mAktA basically express imperfectivity 

and continuity as simple forms. In (68) the initial endpoint of a continuative situation is 

highlighted. The perfective (bounded) -DI on the auxiliary 01- results in a shifted 

ingressive reading in the continuative (unbounded) -(I)yor (c£ Chapter 5). The modally 

distinct reportative counterpart of (68) is in (69). 

(69) a. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-mu~. (be-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, slhe has ended up waiting for the result. ' 

b. ?Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-mu~-tu. (be-mI~-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe had ended up waiting for the result. ' 

c. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-mu~-mu§. (be-mI§-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus, slhe ended up waiting for the result. ' 

(70) explicitly specifies that there is no change of state. A future continuative 

situation is imperfectively presented, i.e. future imperfective, as schematized in (70d). 

(70) a. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-acak. (be-FUT-3sg) 
'Thus slhe will be waiting for the result. ' 

b. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-acak-tl. (be-FUT-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe was going to be waiting for the result. ' 

c. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-acak-ffi1~. (be-FUT -mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus, slhe will be waiting for the result.' 

d ..... e •• TU ... o ••••• [TS •••• TT ... ] ..... (future imperfective) 

In (71) two instances of the same suffix co-occur. While (71a) is infelicitous, 

(71b) denotes the lack of change in a continuing state, which van Schaaik (2001) 

expresses as "we werelhappened to be (continuously) doing sth." The reportative of 

(71h) is in (71 c). The co-occurrence of-(I)yor and -mAktA seems highly infelicitous, as 

in (72a-c). 

(71) a. ??Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-uyor. (be-IMPRF-3sg) 



b. Dut agacmm iizerinde otur-uyor ol-uyor-du-k (van Schaaik's ex. 23) 
mulberry tree-gen in sit-pres2 01-pres2-projl-agrlp 
"It occurred that we were sitting in a mulberry tree.' 

c. Boyielikie sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-uyor-mu~. (be-IMPRF-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus, slhe was in the process of waiting for the result.' 

(72) a. *Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-makta. (be-mAktA-lpl) 

b. ??Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-makta-ydL (be-mAktA-DI-3sg) 
"Thus slhe was in the process of waiting for the result.' 

c. ??Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-makta-yml~. (be-mAktA-mI~-3sg) 
"Reportedly, thus, slhe will be waiting for the result.' 
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The examples in (73a-c) seem to be the habitual counterparts of (71 a-c) above. 

For example, (73b) means "'it used to happen/occur or as "it happened regularly that ... " 

(c£ van Schaaik (2001: 171». The T I A markers on the auxiliary seem to add a further 

habitual meaning on the inner aspectual meaning ofthe periphrasis, i.e. lack of change in 

a continuing situation. 

(73) a. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-ur. (be-AOR-lpI) 
'Thus slhe will be waiting for the result. ' 

b. [ ... J bank-lar-da, bazen, bir iki ki~i otur-uyor ol-ur-du. (van Schaaik's ex. 22) 
bench-pi-ioc sometimes onw two person sit-pres2 ol-presl-projl 
'[ ... ] there used to be one or two people sitting on the benches.' 

c. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekl-iyor ol-ur-mu~. (be-AOR-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly, thus, slhe will be waiting for the result.' 

The periphrastic combinations with --mAidA are hardly acceptable as illustrated 

in (74) below. 

(74) a. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekle-mekte *ol-dul*ol-mu~ I??ol-acakl*ol-uyorl 
* 01-maktal* 0 l-ur. 

b. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekle-mekte *ol-du-ydul*ol-mu~-tuiol-acak-tIlol-uyor-du 
l*ol-makta-ydIlol-ur-du. 

C. Boylelikle sonuc-u bekle-mekte *ol-du-ymu~/*ol-mu~-mu~/ol-acak-ml~ 
lol-uyor-mu~/*ol-makta-yml~ ol-ur-mu~ 
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3.3.4. -Arar 01-

The periphrastic V-Ar/lr ol-T/A marker forms in (75-81) denote a realized 

change of state both in affirmative and negative contexts. The affirmative periphrastic 

form -Ar oldu in (75a) expresses ingressivity, i.e. the initial endpoint of a situation On 

the other hand, the negative form -rnAz ol-du in (76) bearing the negative marker -rnA 

expresses egressivity, i.e. the final endpoint of a habitual situation. In both cases, the 

inner morpheme -Arllr seems to retain its basic function as a marker of habituality, as 

suggested by the compatibility of the unspecified frequency adverb szk szk with the 

forms. 

(75) a. Boylece slk slk ara-r ol~du. 
thus frequently call-AOR be-DI-3sg 
'Thus slbe has got into the habit of calling frequently.' 

b. Boylece slk Sik ara-r ol-du-ydu. (be-DI-DI-3sg) 
'Thus s/he ended up calling frequently.' 

(76) Arhk ~inden zevk al-ma-z ol-du. (van Schaaik's ex. 44) 
anymore work-ps3-abl enjoy-neg-pres1 ol-pastl 
'(S)he doesn't like herlhis work any more.' 
'(S)he began to enjoy her/his work less and less.' 

As was illustrated above for the other periphrastic forms, the T / A markers on the 

auxiliary do not affect the overall aspectual meaning of the periphrastic form. Rather, 

they serve to establish temporal location or provide modal distinctions. For example, 

(77a) is the reportative counterpart of (75a) and (77c) is the reportative of (77b), which 

introduces a past PO at which the habitual situation started. 

(77) a. Boylece snk slk ara-r ol-mu~. (be-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly thus slbe has got into the habit of calling frequently.' 

b. Boylece §uk slk ara-r ol-m~-tu. (be-mI~-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe had ended up with the habit of calling frequently.' 



c. Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-mu~-m~. (be-mI~-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly thus slhe has got into the habit of calling frequently.' 
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The -(y)AcAK in (78a) indicates that a habitual situation will begin at a future 

PO, i.e. ingressive habitual. (78c) is the reportative of (78b), which has a past 

prospective (narrative) reading. 

(78) a. Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-acak. (be-FUT-3sg) 
'Thus slhe will get into the habit of calling frequently.' 

b. ?Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-acak-h. (be-FUT-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe would get into the habit of calling frequently. ' 

c. Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-acak:-rm~. (be-FUT-rnI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly thus s/he will get into the habit of calling frequently.' 

In (79) a gradual change of state into a habitual situation is expressed. (79c) is 

the reportative counterpart of (79b), which expresses past imperfectivity. 

(79) a. Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-uyor. (be-IMPRF-3sg) 
'Thus slhe is getting into the habit of calling frequently.' 

b. Boylece Sik slk ara-r ol-uyor-du. (be-IMPRF-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe was getting into the habit of calling frequently.' 

c. Boylece Slk slk ara-r ol-uyor-mu~. (be-IMPRF-rnI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly thus slhe is getting into the habit of calling frequently.' 

As expected, the combination of -mAktA with -ArlIr in (80a-b) is rather 

awkward, though (80c) sounds more felicitous with the indirect evidence marker -mI~. 

The co-occurrence of two -ArlIr markers in (81a) is highly infelicitous, except in 

narratives. Since the outer -ArlIr is redundant, a hypothetical (modal) meaning, e.g. in 

(81 c), arises. 

(80) a. *Boylece slk sRk ara-r ol-mak:ta. (be-mAktA-3sg) 

b. ??Boylece Silk slk ara-r ol-makta-ydl. (be-mAktA-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe was in the process of calling frequently.' 



c. ?Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-makta-yml~. (be-mAktA-mI~-3sg) 
'Reportedly thus s/he is in the process of calling frequently. ' 

(81) a. ??Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-ur. (be-AOR-3sg) 

b. ??Boylece slk slk ara-r ol-ur-du. (be-AOR-DI-3sg) 
'Thus slhe would get into the habit of habitually calling frequently.' 

c. Boylece SJ.k slk ara-r ol-ur-mu~. (be-AOR-mI~-3sg) 
'Thus slhe would get into the habit of calling frequently.' 

3.4. Discussion 
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In this chapter, Turkish T/A morphemes and periphrastic expressions have been 

analyzed within the framework of the time-relational approach. One of the questions 

raised with respect to Turkish T I A morphemes and time-relational schemata was 

whether there were any semantic distinctions not covered by this system. As the time-

relational framework is designed to cover only temporal/aspectual distinctions, the 

modal notions interwoven into the Turkish temporal/aspectual system still remain to be 

accounted for. As for aspectual distinctions such as iterativity/repetition, genericityand 

habituality, we have seen that the present application of the theoretical tools is 

insufficient to represent such notions time-relationally. In Chapter 4, a number of 

theory-internal modifications will be proposed to compensate for such shortcomings. 

Another aim was to determine the schemata to represent T/A morphology and to 

see if there was a one-to-one correspondence between time schemata and verbal forms. 

Indeed, it was noted that there are cases where there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between time schemata and verbal forms, such as -mAktA which is represented only by 

the imperfective schema. On the other hand, with forms such as -(y)DI and -(y)AcAK, 

there is no one-to-one correspondence between verbal morpho logy and schematic 

representations. 
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In contrast, three distinct morphemes, namely -DI, -DI-yDI and -mI~-DI express, 

as one oftheir functions, past perfective. Similarly, -(y)AcAK, -(J)yor and -Arllr express 

futurity as one of their functions. In other words, in both cases, many morphemes 

converge with respect to aT/A notion and correspond to a single time-schematic 

representation. Yet each morpheme is distinguished in terms of epistemic modal notions 

such as (i) evidentiality, (ii) certainty and (iii) factuality. Therefore, the choice of one of 

the three forms depends on (i) the nature of the evidence/information the speaker has, 

e.g. direct vs. indirect, reported, inferred, etc., (ii) the attitude of the speaker towards the 

truth value of the proposition, e.g. certainty vs. doubt and (iii) whether the event is 

realized at TU or not, i.e. factual vs. non-factual. This behavior has two implications: (i) 

epistemic modality is crucial in the choice of particular T / A morphemes, and (ii) Turkish 

T/A morphemes are underspecified (c£ Sezer (2001), ErguvanlI-Taylan (2001)) such 

that they can serve multiple T/A functions without causing semantic incompatibility. 

This further explains why T/A adverbials are essential in distinguishing between various 

T/A functions of the markers. It has been observed that in the perfective and 

imperfective viewpoints, adverbials are associated with TS and do not result in ST shifts, 

since they merely determine the temporal location of the TS (c£ Chapter 6 for "Position" 

adverbials). 

Periphrastic expressions have been observed to convey meamngs such as 

ingressive, egressive, frustrative, etc. The use of periphrastic forms for the expression of 

such notions suggests that they are not part of the core inventory of aspectual notions of 

the language, at least not as central as to be expressed morphologically. However, all 

periphrastic forms in Turkish seem to share the change of state meaning. In fact, the 

auxiliary o{- functions like an outer lexical "layer" of aspectual specification and 
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imposes a change of state meaning into the inner morphemes, which preserve their basic 

meaning in simple forms (cf. Table 3.5). The notion of change of state will be taken up 

again and discussed in detail in Chapter 5, as it seems to be indirectly expressed not only 

by periphrastic forms but also by derivational morphemes, perfect of result and even by 

adverbials (c£ § 5.1.2, § 6.3.2). 

INNER MORPHEME PERIPHRASTIC FORM & RESULTANT FUNCTION 

& BASIC FUNCTION 

-mI~ -mI~ 01-

perfectivity, completion realized change of state (with resultant state) 

-AcAK -AcAK 01-

future, prospective realized change of state unrealized change of state 

(negative outcome) (attempt) 

-(I)yorl-mAktA -(l)yorl-mAktA 01-

imperfective, progressive realized change of state no change of state 

(ingressive) (continuity 0 f current state) 

-ArlIr -Arllrol- -mAzol-

habituality realized change of state realized change of state 

(ingressive) ( egressive) 

Table 3.5: Change of state as expressed by periphrastic forms 
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I Tenses Composite schemata (T/A) Ex. 

Perfective: TT overlap TS ( ..•...•••• TT/TS .•..•••••.•••. ) 

Past: TT before TU TT ITS & IT before TU (past + perfective) 8 
...•..•• TT •...•...• TU ..••. . •...... TT ITS ..•....•• TU ••..•..••.••. 
Future: TT after TU TT after TU & TT ITS (future + perfective) 9 

•... TV .•..... TT ..... ....•.. TU •..... TS/TT •.••.• 

Present: IT overlap TU TT ITU & TT/TS (present + perfective) 10 

•...•• ~ .• TU/TT ........ Q •.••.•.•• TU/TT/TS ••.•••••• 

Imperfective: TT in TS ( ..•..•••..• hs ..• TT .. ] .......•.••. ) 

Past: TT before TU IT before TU & IT in TS (past + imperfective) 11 

......... TT ..••..... TU •.•.. ••••••••• [TS ••• TT ... J •••••••• TV" .••• 

Future: TT after TV TT after TV & IT in TS (future + imperfective) 12 

.... TU ....... TT ..... ..•..•. TU .•....•.. [TS •••• TT ... ] •.... 

Present: TT overlap TU TT ITU & TT in TS (present + imperfective) 13 

...••.... TUITT ... ., ..... ••••••••• [TS ••• TUITT ... J •••••• 
Perfect: TT after TS ( .•....... TS .....•..• TT .•........ ) 

Past: TT before TU TT after TS & TT before TU (past + perfect) 14 

.•.•.... TT ......... TU ..... ..•.•... TS ..••.... TT •...•.. TV ...... 

Future: TT after TU TT after TU & 'IT after TS (future + perfect) 15 
.... TV .....•. TT ..... .... TU .•.... TS ...... TT .•• 

. ... TUITS ...... TT ......... 

.... TS ..... TU .... TT ..... 

Present: 'IT overlap TU TTfTU & TT after TS (present + perfect) 16 
.•..•..•. TU/TT •... a •••• . ...... TS .... TUITT ..•....•. 

Prospective: TT before TS ( ...... TT •........ TS ........... ) 

Past: TT before TU TT before TU & TT before TS (past + prospective) 17 

eGo.OCto. TT •••••••• e TU G ••• 0 •... TT .. " .•• TS ....•. TU .•. 

0 ... TT •..... TSITU •........ 

.... TT ..... TD .... TS ..... 

Future: TT after TU TT after TU & TT before TS (future + prospective) 18 

It eoo TU 0 CJ ooos. TT 0 DOCIf) o. TU •..... TT ..•.. TS ...•..... 

Present: TT overlap TU TT ITU & TT before TS (present + prospective) 19 

•••.••.•. TU/TT .•...•••. .•.•.••.• TU/TT ••..• TS .....•. 

Table 3.2: Time-relational representations of tense and aspect 
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Simple forms Ex. Function Schematic representation, Ex. 

-(/)D/ (21) a. past perfective ... ~ ..... TT ITS ....... TU ........... (8) 

(22) h. present perfect ..•.... TS .... TUITT •.......• (16) 

(23) c. present perfective •••••••.• TUITT/TS .•••••••• (10) 

(24) d. present prospective •....•••• TUITT .•.•• TS ....... (19) 

-(l)m/fj (25) a past perfective ••.•..... TTITS .•••.•. TU ..•.•.... (8) 

(26) h. present perfect •...•.. TS .... TUITT ...•...•• (16) 

-(j;JAcAK (27-28) a. future perfective ...•. TU .•.... TSITT •...•. (9) 

(27-28) h. future prospective ..•.. TU •.. TT ••.•. TS ....•••. (18) 

(29) c. present prospective •..••.... TUITT •..•. TS ...•..• (19) 

-(l)yor, -mAktA (30) a. present imperfective ••••••••• [TS ... TUITT.·.1.··.·· (13) 

(32a) h. future perfective ....• TU •..•.• TS/TT •• . • •• (12) 

(32h) c. present prospective •.•...... TUITT .•..• TS ......• (19) 

(31a) d. stativity ---

(3Ib) e. habituality ---

-Arl/r (33a-h) a. habituality ---

(34-35) b. genericity ---

(36) c.future perfective •..•• TU .••.•. TSfTT ....•• (12) 

Table 3.3: SiiJlple Turkish T/A markers and their schematic representation 
discussed in Chapter 3 
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Ex. Function Schematic representation 

Complex forms with -(1)DI 

-DI-yDI (37, 38b, past perfective ...•..... TT/TS ....... TU •..•..•... (8) 

41a) 

-m/f;-DI (40a,41a) a. past perfective ......... TTITS ..••.•• TU ...•......• (8) 

(40b,41c) b. past perfect •••.. TS •.••.... TT ..•..•. TU .••..•• (14) 

-(yJAcAK-DI (42a, past prospective ..•• TT ....•• TS •.•.•. TU •.. (17b) 

43 a-c) .... TT •..... TS/TU .••••.••• (17c) 

••.. TT ••... TU .... TS ..... (17d) 

-(lJyor-DL (44) a. past imperfective ·······hs •.. TT .•. ] ..••.•.. TU .••.•. (11) 

-mAktA-yDI (45) (b. past habituality) ---

-Arllr-DI (46) a. past habituality ---
Complex forms with -(1)m/~ 

-mI~-mI~ (49) present perfect •••.... TS •.•. TU/TT .•..•.... (16) 

-(YJAcAK-ml~ (50) future perfective ..•.. TV .....• TSITT •...•. (9) 

-(I)yor-ml~, - (51) present/past ••••••••• [TS ••• TUITT .•. ] ..•... (13) 

mAktA-yml~ imperfective ••••••• [TS ••• TT •.. j ........ TU •....• (11) 

-Arllr-mI,J (52) past imperfective .•..•.•.. hs ..• TT ... ] •••.••.. TU ..•..• (11) 

Table 3.4: Complex Turkish T/A morphology and their schematic representation 
discussed in Cn. 3 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

VIEWPOINT ASPECT IN TURKISH 

4.0. Introduction 

The present chapter deals with the expression of viewpoints in Turkish and 

their extended interpretations. The data will be analyzed with two major theoretical 

issues in mind: (i) the implications of time-relations between TS and TT for the 

semantic assertion conveyed in the sentence and (ii) the interaction of viewpoints with 

mereological structure of situations and quantificational reference. 

Within the time-relational approach, grammatical aspect is defined in terms of 

overlap and order relations between TT and TS, as summarized in (1-4) below. In 

Chapter 3, a modified definition of the perfective, which was argued to capture the 

findings of Comrie (1976) and represent his classical definition, was proposed. 

Accordingly, the opposition between perfective vs. imperfective viewpoints is 

reflected in a total vs. partial overlap relation between TS and TT, as in (la-b) and 

(2a-b), whereas perfect and prospective arise from an order relation between TS and 

TT, as in (3a-b) and (4a-b). This time-relational difference affects (i) the function of 

TT and (ii) the semantic assertion conveyed in a sentence. 

(1) a. TT overlap TS perfective (total overlap) 
b . ........ 0 ..... TT/TS.GI ........•...... " .. 

(2) a. TT contained in TS imperfective (partial overlap) 

(3) a. TT after TS perfect ( anteriority) 
b .. &Ooo<oooo.eo",o T§OOQQOOOGOOII) TToooeooOGe. 

(4) a. TT before TS prospective (posferiority) 
b . ... e.oooooooc TT eOOCle1loe1l1! TSeOGlODGloO •••• 

Smith (1997:62) notes that viewpoints make visible the entire situation or a 

part of it. Since "only what is visible is asserted," (c£ Smith (1997:62» the part of 
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the situation focused by the viewpoint is semantically relevant for truth-conditions and 

entailments, constituting conventional implicature and thus cannot be cancelled (cf. 

Grice (1975)). Time-relationally, in the perfective, TT overlaps with the whole TS, 

while in the imperfective TT overlaps with a subpart ofTS. In that respect, TT makes 

visible the whole TS or a subpart of it by overlapping with it, thus functioning as "the 

time of assertion" in these viewpoints. On the other hand, in perfect and prospective, 

TT does not overlap with TS, and thus cannot be associated with the assertion. In 

fact, IT seems to function rather like "a point of orientation." This raises the first 

question as to how the assertion is conveyed in perfect and prospective, if indeed TT 

is not associated with the assertion. In § 43. modified definition of the perfect and 

prospective, which will account for the above mentioned fucts, will be proposed. 

The second question raised in the present chapter is the relation among 

viewpoints, mereological structure of situations and quantificational reference. It will 

be argued that the prototypical perfective (i) is ST -externa~ (ii) does not apply to 

statives atl;d (iii) is characterized by quantized reference to situations. In contrast, the 

imperfective is (i) ST -internal and (ii) characterized by both quantized and cumulative 

reference to stative and non-stative situations alike. Time-relational representations, 

then, are required to capture these characteristics of the two viewpoints and the 

semantic assertion conveyed. 

The chapter is organized as follows: in § 4.1. it will be argued that the total 

overlap between TT and TS accounts for the universal perfective viewpoint, in spite 

of cross-linguistic variation in its expression, especially in terms of completion. In 

fact, when Turkish is compared with SGaelic and Hindi, it is observed that these thfee 

languages stand on a continuum of morphologically expressed completion arising 

from varying degrees of cooperation between verbal morphology and NP arguments. 
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In § 4.2. it will be argued that (i) in the imperfective the partial overlap relation 

between TT and TS is essential, in spite of differences in behavior among its 

subcategories and that (ii) the general imperfective time-relational schemata can be 

elaborated to account for notions such as habituality, genericity and frequentatives, 

and the difference between stage-level statives and individual-level statives. The final 

section focuses on extended interpretations of the perfective and the imperfective and 

the implications thereoffor the time-relational definition ofTT. 

4.1. The Perfective 

For Smith (1997), the prototypical perfective has the following properties: (i) 

the situation is presented as a whole, (ii) the whole TS is included in the semantic 

assertion, (iii) it is infonnationally closed, (iv) it includes both initial (I) and final (F) 

endpoints, and (v) does not apply to states, which do not include endpoints. The 

perfective is illustrated by the Turkish accomplishment in (5a) and schematized in 

(5b). 

(5) a. Ece havuz-u doldur-du ama *havuz bo~. 
Ece pool-ACC fill-PRF-3sg but pool empty 
'Ece filled the pool but *the pool is empty.' 

b. General schema for the perfective: I F (Smith (1997:66, ex.(9» 
11//1/ JI/ / / 

As was schematized in (1 b) above, it is argued that the time-relational 

definition of the perfective arising from the total overlap ofTT with TS captures the 

insights of Comrie (1976) and Smith (1997), who note that a perfective situation is 

presented as a whole, with no explicit reference to internal temporal constituency. 

This definition can also account for cross-linguistic parametric variation (cf. Dahl 

(1985», as it is based on an independent, universally applicable set-theoretical relation 

and, thus, is general enough to capture the perfective universally. Cross-linguistically, 
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marked perfective viewpoints exhibit variation in terms of (i) their applicability to 

states, (ii) the expression of completion and (iii) the span focused (cf. § 4.3. for 

extended interpretations ofthe perfective in Turkish). 

4.1.1. Statives 

As the prototypical perfective includes both initial and final endpoints of a 

situation, it does not apply to states which exclude endpoints. In addition, unbounded 

(mass) states have homogeneous mereological structure. These properties have a 

number of implications tor the grammatical expression of the perfective. 

Smith (1997:69) finds three relations between language-specific perfectives 

and statives. First, in English, perfective statives may both be open and closed 

informationally, as illustrated in (6a-b), adapted from (Smith (1997:70, ex. l7a-c». 

Second, in Russian, Chinese and Navajo, statives do not occur with perfective at all 

(ibid:70). For example, in Chinese stative predicates such as bing 'sick' in (6c) 

appearing with the perfective -Ie yield an inchoative (ingressive/inceptive) reading 

(also cf. Comrie (1976», as illustrated by (6c) below. Third, the French perfective 

presents all situations closed including the endpoints, as with the Passe Compose 

(perfective past tense) in (6d). 

(6) a. Jennifer knew Turkish but she has forgotten it all. (closed) 

b. Jennifer knew Turkish and she still knows it. (open) 

c. Mali bmg-Ie. (Smith (1997:70), ex. (l8a» 
Mali sick-LE 
'Mali got sick.' 

d. *Marie a vecu a Paris et elIe y vit encore. (Smith (1997:70), ex. (16b» 
'*Marie lived in Paris and she still lives there.' 

Turkish perfective seems to exhibit the latter two relations depending on the 

nature ofthe stative verb. As in (7a), the perfective -DI appearing on a psychological 
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verb (cf. Sezer (2001)) may represent a change of state, ie. the initial endpoint of a 

state. This is the ingressive/inceptive reading, like in the Chinese (6c). Like the 

French (6d), with "verbs of location," Turkish perfective is informationally closed, 

including both endpoints, as illustrated in (7b).! In order to get the open and closed 

interpretations of the English statives in (6a-b), the verb bil- 'know' in (7c) must be 

marked with the imperfective -(I)yor followed by -(I)DI. In fact, the verbal stative 

in (7c) cannot appear with the general perfective marker -DI in the intended sense, as 

illustrated by (7c') (cf. Chapter 5 for the behavior of non-verbal statives with -(I)DI.) 

(7) a. Bu elbise-yi begen-di-m. 
this dress-ACC like-PRF -1 sg 
'I like this dress.' 

b. Meltem Paris'te otur-du ve *hala orada otur-uyor. 
Meltem Paris-LOC live-PRF-3sg and still there live-IMPRF-3sg 
'Meltem lived in Paris and she still lives there.' 

c. Cem <;ince bil-iyor-du ve hala bil-iyor.l/ ama unut-tu. 
Cern Chinese know-IMPRF-PAST and still know-IMPRF// but forget-PRF 
'Cern knew Chinese and he still does.!/ but he has forgotten it.' 

c'. *Cem <;ince bil-di. 
~em Chinese know-PRF 

This seemingly inconsistent behavior is easily accounted for by the prototype 

approach adopted in Smith (1997), as each language has unmarked and marked values 

of the prototypical viewpoints. As illustrated in (7a-c), Turkish seems to be 

predictable as to the marked application of the perfective to verbal statives. As for 

the time-relational approach, the total overlap relation between TT and TS is 

preserved in all the cases. Although the time-relational schemata are blind to ST-

based distinctions, it is theoretically possible to make the general perfective schema in 

(8a) sensitive to STs. For example, the focus on the initial endpoint of the state, i.e. 

the change of state in (7b) may be represented as in (8b), where TT overlaps with the 



initial endpoint ofTS. 

(8) a ................. TT ITS ............... ".s 

b ................. TT/TS i •••••••••••••••••• 

(perfective) 

«(perfective) ingressive) 
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With respect to quantificational reference, perfective is characterized by 

quantized reference, as situations are presented atomically, in their entirety. In fact, 

perfective has often been said to present situations as "punctual," leading to 

misconceptions (cf. Comrie (1976), Smith (1997». In fact, even prototypical 

instantaneous events like semelfactives and achievements take time and punctuality is 

impressionistic (cf. Smith (1997:72). This also accounts for the markedness of 

perfective statives, as unbounded statives are analogous to unbounded mass objects 

and the quantized reference in the perfective amounts to imposing implicit temporal 

bounds on the otherwise unbounded states (cf. Chapter 5 for details). 

4.1.2. Perfective Morphology and Completion 

Completion2 is the total affectedness3 of the object upon reaching the set 

terminal point/natural endpoint in achievements and accomplishments (cf. Krifka 

(1989». Note that completion is not different from telicity in STs, though, as a term, 

it focuses on the total affectedness of objects involved in a situation (cf. Chapter 5 for 

details). 

Completion exhibits cross-linguistic variation both in its linguistic expression 

and interaction with the perfective morphology. For example, in English, the final 

endpoint (F) included in the perfective implies termination for atelic STs and 

completion for telic ones. On the other hand, in Chinese, termination and completion 

are expressed separately for aU STs (cf. Smith (1997:67-68».4 Three cases of 

variation will be illustrated in the relation between perfective morphology and the 

expression of completion by data from three genetically unrelated languages, namely 
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Turkish, Hindi and Modem Scottish Gaelic. This variation arises from the relative 

weight of the contribution of morphology, ST, NP arguments and adverbials. 

In the first case, "neutral" perfective morphology does not imply 

completion/total affectedness, leaving other grammatical elements to express 

completion. Singh (1998:173) notes that in Hindi, Chinese and Japanese, the 

perfective only implies termination but not completion implied in an accomplishment, 

as illustrated in (9). Note that in the Japanese example in (9) from Singh (1998:172, 

ex. 4), the English translation sounds contradictory. 

(9) watashi-wa keeki-o tabeta dakedo keeki-wa mada nokotteiru 
I-NOM cake-ACC ate-PERF but cake-NOM still remains 
'I ate the cake but some of it still remains. ' 

In Hind~ completion is signalled by the morphological structure of the 

predicate. The same object, i.e. five apples, appears in both (lOa-b) below from Singh 

(1998, exx. 37, 38 respectively). While the simple verb in (lOa) yields a partitive 

reading, i.e. each of the apples is affected and the natural endpoint is reached when 

the fifth apple is bitten, the compound verb in (lOb) results in a completive reading, 

i.e. all the apples are entirely consumed. On the other hand, as the translation 

illustrates, the quantized count object in both (lOa) and (lOb) is totally affected in 

English. 

(10) a. amu ne paac seb khaaye (simple verb-partitive) 
Amu ERG five apples eat-PERF 
'Amu ate five apples.'(not necessarily entirely, but each of the apples was affected.) 

b. amu ne paac seb khaa liye 
Amu ERG five apples eat take-PERF 
'Amu ate five apples.' (entirely) 

(compound verb-completive) 

Singh (l998) attributes the "neutral" perfective to the lack of articles in Hindi. 

Indeed, both count NPs (seb means an apple, the apple, some mass of apple and any 

part of apple) and mass NPs (vaain is both wine and the wine) are ambiguous 
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between definite and indefinite readings. In addition, telic STs receIve an 

unboundedlatelic reading with partially affected objects. In short, neither perfective 

morphology nor NP arguments are relevant in the expression of completion, but 

compound verbs are. 

In the second case, exemplified by Modem Scottish Gaelic (henceforth 

SGaelic), completion is expressed by the "telic" perfective morphology, independently 

of other grammatical elements. The intransitive activity in (11) has an atelic reading 

in English, while its SGaelic counterpart in (12) is telic, because the SGaelic 

perfective (past tense) morphology is by default telic, irrespective ofNP arguments or 

situation type. In fact, (12) refers to a specific running event and would be 

ungrammatical with for an hour adverbs (c£ Ramchand (1997:42)). As can be 

expected, SGaelic perfective does not apply to statives/ in analogy to Russian and 

Navajo (cf. § 4.1.1. above). When a stative verb like want as in (13) is marked with 

perfective morphology, it can only get a telic accomplishment reading. In other 

words, SGaelic perfective morphology is always telic. 

(11) He ran for two hours. 

(12) Ruith e. 
Run-PAST he-DIR 
'He ran.' 

. (13) Dh'iarr Alasdair biscaid. 
Got Alasdair a biscuit 

Ramchand (1997:42, ex. 27) 

Ramchand (1997:43, ex. 31) 

'Alasdair got/asked for a biscuit.' (actual accomplishment reading) 
'* Alasdair wanted a biscuit.' (intended stative reading) 

In the third case, perfective morphology, NP arguments, case and adverbs 

compositionally specifY completion, as exemplified by Turkish (also Romance 

languages and English (c£ Ramchand (1997)). The effect of Case6 in Turkish in the 

expression of completion is illustrated by (14-17) below. In (14-15) there are 
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(unbounded) for an hour adverbs, while in (16-17) (bounded) in an hour adverbs 

appear. If Turkish perfective morphology were by default telic like SGaelic, we 

would expect unbounded adverbs to be incompatible with perfective morphology in 

(l4a, I5a) but not with imperfective morphology in (14b, I5b). Likewise, bounded 

adverbs would be ungrammatical with imperfective morphology in (16b, I7b), but not 

with perfective morphology in (16a, I7a). However, the perfective examples in (14a, 

I5a, I6a and I7a) do not differ in grammaticality from their imperfective counterparts 

in (14b, I5b, I6b and 17b) respectively. 

(14) a.*Saatlerce bahg-l tut-tu. (NP-ACC, perfective, *for an hour) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

for hours fish-ACC catch-PRF 
'He caught the fish *for hours.' (intended reading, *accomplishment) 
'He held the fish in his hand for hours.' (actual reading, activity) 

b. *Saatlerce bahg-l tut-uyor. (NP-ACC, imperfective, *for an hour) 
for hours fish-ACC catch-IMPRF 
'He is catching the fish *for hours.' (intended reading, *accomplishment) 
'He is holdinglholds the fish in his hand for hours.' (actual reading, activity) 

a. Saatlerce bahk tut-tu. (NP-NOM, perfective, for an hour) 
'He caught fish for hours.' (activity) 

b. Saatlerce bahk tut-uyor. (NP-NOM, imperfective, for an hour) 
'He catches fish for hours.' (activity) 

a. Bahg-l bir saatte tut-tu. (NP-ACC, perfective, in an hour) 
'He caught the fish in an hour.' (accomplishment) 

b. Bahg-l bir saatte tut-uyor. (NP-ACC, imperfective, in an hour) 
'He catches the fish in an hour.' (iterative accomplishment) 

a. *Bir saatte bahk tut-tu. (NP-NOM, perfective, *in an hour) 
'*He caught fish in an hour.' (intended reading, *accomplishment) 

b. *Bir saatte bahk tut-uyor. (NP-NOM, imperfective, *in an hour) 
'*He catches fish in an hour.' (intended reading, *accomplishment) 

Also note that in (14) the Accusative singular definite count NP IS 

ungrammatical in the intended (telic) accomplishment reading, as the unbounded 

adverb shifts the ST into activity. An activity reading is obtained in (15) with the 
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Nominative indefinite non-specific count NP incorporated into the verb (c£ Nilsson 

(1984, 1985)) and the unbounded adverb. It seems that in Turkish completion is 

more readily expressed by nominal marking and adverbs than perfective morphology 

per se (cf. § 5.1.1. for further details). 

Table 4.1 below summarizes our findings about the relative significance of 

perfective morphology and NP arguments in the expression of completion in Hindi, 

SGaelic and Turkish. Turkish depends on NPs and Case for the expression of 

completion, as perfective morphology is not specifically telic or atelic. On the other 

hand, neither SGaelic nor Hindi depends on NP arguments to define completion. 

These languages have other compensatory strategies, i.e. perfective morphology in 

SGaelic and compound verbs in Hindi. As for the type of bounds the perfective 

implies, it seems that the perfective imposes an implicit bound representing 

termination in Hindi and Turkish, whereas in SGaelic perfective morphology implies 

the intrinsic bound associated with telic events, thus making ST information 

redundant (c£ Chapter 5). 

I Language Perfective morphology NPs Compensatory strategy 

Hindi termination (implicit bound) no compound verb 

Turkish termination (implicit bound) yes Case and adverbs 

SGaelic completion (intrinsic bound) no no 

Table 4.1: The table showing the relative weight of perfective morphology, NPs 
and other compensatory strategies in the expression of completion in Hindi, 
Turkish and SGaeUc. 

In sum, as argued above, the difference between Hindi, SGaelic and Turkish 

anses due to the relative weight of different linguistic devices used to express 

completion. The modified definition Df the perfective seems general enough to 

account for all three languages, as the only necessary and sufficient condition for the 

perfective is a total overlap relation between TS and TT, irrespective of NPs or 
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adverbials. Note that even in the "neutral" Hindi perfective, the event is presented as 

a whole, though the objects are not totally affected (cf. (lOa-b)). This provides 

support for Comrie's (1976) and Smith's (l983, 1986, 1997) definition of perfective 

aspect where the speaker presents the situation without explicit reference to its 

internal temporal constituency, represented by 'total overlap' in the present study. 

4.2. The Imperfective 

For Smith (1997), the prototypical imperfective has the following properties: 

(i) the situation is presented partially, (ii) a subinterval of the situation is included in 

the semantic assertion, (iii) it is informationally open, and (iv) it excludes both initial 

(I) and :final (F) endpoints. Smith (1997:73) distinguishes between (i) the general 

imperfective, which applies to all STs, and (ii) the progressive, which only applies to 

non-statives. The general imperfective in Turkish is illustrated by the preliminary 

activity stage of an accomplishment in (18a) and schematized in (I8b). 

(18) a. Ece havuz-u doldur-uyor; yan-sl dol-du bile.//*ama hala bombo~. 
Ece pool-ACC fill-IMPRF-3sg; half-3sg fill-PRF already//but still empty 
'Ece is filling the pool and already it is halffull.l/*it is still totally empty.' 

b. General imperfective schema: I ••. .I///// •.• F (Smith (1997:73, ex.23)) 

This definition captures Comrie's (1976) insight that the speaker makes 

explicit reference to the internal temporal constituency of a situation in the 

imperfective. Time-relationally, the imperfective is represented by a partial overlap 

relation between TT and TS, as illustrated in (2b) above repeated here as (19). In this 

relation, the assertion is limited to a subinterval of the entire situation, i.e. the 

subinterval made visible by TT. 

(19) •...•...•.. [Ts ..... TT .... ] •...... 

Note that Klein et aL (2000) do not distinguish among STs or between any 

subcategories of the imperfective. However, aspectual notions such as frequentative, 
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habituaL genenc, etc. and individual-level vs. stage-level statives all seem to be 

expressed by imperfective morphology in Turkish. Three questions follow: (i) what is 

the common property of these notions such that they are expressed by common 

morphology?, (ii) what are the subcategories of the imperfective in Turkish? and (iii) 

can the time-relational schema in (19) be refined to account for such notions? The 

answers to these questions suggest the following categorization of the imperfective in 

Turkish (cf. Table 4.2), which will be shown to follow from the behavior and 

distribution of the above mentioned notions. 

SUBCATEGORIES OF THE IMPERFECTIVE IN TURKISH 

STATIVES NON-STATIVES 

Single event Single event non-statives Multiple-event non-statives 

Quantized Cumulative Quantized Cumulative Quantized Cumulative 

reference reference reference reference reference reference 

stage-level individual- progressive --- frequentative habitual 

statives level statives continuous generic 

location verbs 

Table 4.2: The categorization of the imperfective proposed for Turkish 

Notions expressed imperfectively seem to differ in three respects: (i) 

dynamism, (ii) mereological structure, and (iii) iterativity. First, as the imperfective 

operates ST -internally, there is a basic distinction between statives and non-statives. 

Second, mereological structure is directly related to quantificational reference, i.e. 

quantized vs. cumulative, to situations in analogy to objects in the sense of Krllka 

(1989). Third, Bybee (1985:152)7 identifies a contrast "between an habitually

occurring and a merely continuing situation." In addition, Bybee et al. (1994: 172, ex. 

64) find evidence for the following diachronic development8 in (20). Note that the 

continuative/continuous develops into progressive aspect, while frequentative evolves 

into habitual aspect. 



(20) iterative> continuative> progressive 

iterative> frequentative > habitual 
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> imperfective> intransitive 

There are two points to note here: (i)· this contrast between 

continuous/progressive and frequentativelhabitual derives from the same source 

notion, i.e. iterativity, and (ii) "a habitually occurring situation" is made up of multiple 

individual instances of the same klnd of situation, while "a merely continuing 

situation" is a single situation, regardless of whether it is stative or non-stative. 

In order to provide evidence for the above arguments, the following four 

criteria, which bring together the time-relational and mereological assumptions, are 

proposed to analyze Turkish data: (i) semantic assertion conveyed through TT, (ii) 

structural vs. phenomenal description of situations (c£ Goldsmith & Woisetschlaeger 

(1982:80)), (iii) compatibility with aspectual adverbs, and (iv) quantificational 

reference. 

First, the function of TT in semantic assertion is directly relevant to the time

relation representation of imperfectives and will lead to an elaboration of the general 

schema in (19) above. Second, a structural description involves those permanent 

qualities that characterize an entity, while a phenomenal description is limited to the 

observation of the current state of affairs (cf. Goldsmith & Woisetschlaeger (1982:80, 

et passim)). As for the adverbs, (i) the adverb htilti 'still' is only compatible with 

those situations that do not exclude the possibility of a change of state (c£ Chapter 6 

for details), (ii) the adverb tekrarlyine 'again' is only compatible with situations that 

involve iterativity/repetition, and (iii) the adverb §U anda 'at the moment' is 

acceptable only if the situation is divisible into temporally distinct subintervals. 

Finally, cumulative vs. quantized reference to statives vs. non-statives will prove to be 

predictive for the behavior of notions expressed imperfectively. 
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4.2.1. Statives 

States are non-dynamic situations characterized by homogeneous internal 

structure (c£ Comrie (1976), Yava~ (1980), Mourelatos (1981), Smith (1983, 1986, 

1997, 1999), Verkuyl (1996), Iatridou et al. (2000), Bach (2002) among others). 

There are two major classes of stative predicates, namely stage-level predicates and 

individual-level predicates (cf. Carlson (2002)). Homogeneity makes states 

comparable to cumulative mass objects, e.g. beer, whose subparts are not distinct 

from one another and are characteristic of the whole (c£ Kri:fka (1989), Ramchand 

(1997)). In that respect, homogeneity and cumulativity seem to be analogous notions. 

However, there is one crucial difference between objects and situations, i.e. 

temporality. Like all situations, states are temporal intervals and the atomic time 

points constituting temporal intervals are linearly ordered (cf. Krifka (1989), Larson 

& Segal (1995), Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet (2000)). Two questions are in order: 

(i) can states be quantized like mass objects can? e.g. beer can be quantizedlbounded 

with a measure phrase as in a glass of beer (c£ Krifka (1989)) and (ii) does linearity 

of temporal intervals affect the homogeneity/cumuiativity of states? 

Firstly, it will be argued that states may indeed receive quantized reference, 

which amounts to an eventive/perfective presentation, i.e. imposing implicit bounds 

on the unbounded continuity of a state. In fact, it is argued that the distinction 

between stage-level predicates and individual-level predicates follows from the 

distinction between quantized vs. cumulative reference respectively. 

Secondly, homogeneity, otherwise called the subinterval property, is the 

-
property of a situation which holds true on all its subintervals. It will be argued that 

the subinterval property should be reconsidered, takh"1g into consideration (i) 

quantificational reference, and (li) the difference between linearly ordered temporal 
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intervals vs. ordinary unordered sets. 

Stage-level statives seem to differ from individual-level statives in four 

respects: First, in the stage-level stative in (21) below, the assertion is limited to the 

subinterval made visible by TT. As illustrated by the acceptability of the entailments 

in (22), we cannot know if the stage-level property still holds true or not. 

(21) Muge hasta-ych.lburada-ydl. 
Muge sick-PAST-3sglhere-PAST-3sg 
'Muge was sicklhere. ' 

(22) Muge burada-ydl ama artIk degil /ve hala burada. 

(stage-level stative) 

Mlige here-PAST -3sg but anymore not! and still here 
'Muge was here but she is not here anymore/and she still is.' 

Second, (21) merely reflects an observation on the current state of affairs, not 

a characteristic property of the subject. Third, the stage-level stative in (23) below is 

compatible with the adverbs hiild, tekrar and $U anda. This suggests three related 

facts: (i) the state may undergo a change of state, (ii) the state may be iterated as 

another instance of the same kind of state, and (iii) the state is temporally divisible. 

These suggest that these adverbs specify a temporally bounded subinterval of the 

unbounded state made visible by TT. 

(23) Muge halilyine/o anda hasta-ych.lburada-ydl. 
M. still/again/at that moment sick-PASTlhere-PAST-3sg 
'Muge was sicklhere still/again/at that moment. 

Fourth, (21) is similar to (24) in terms of the quantized reference to a mass 

object. Just like a glass of beer is a bounded instance of a cumulative mass, a stage-

level stative is a bounded/quantized subinterval of an unbounded/cumulative mass. 

(24) Muge bir ~~e bira ic;-ti. 
Muge a glass beer drink-PRF-3sg 
'Muge drank a glass of beer.' 

(mass-quantized) 

However, temporality distinguishes between mass objects and states, even 

though both receive quantized reference. Let i, j, and k represent subintervals of a 
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state. As schematized in (25), every minimal subinterval of the state is linearly 

mapped on the temporal axis, such that if TT overlaps with the subinterval j that 

temporally succeeds i and precedes k, the assertion holds only for j and not for i or k. 

In that sense, the subinterval j made visible by TT is distinct from i and k, even though 

the minimal time points withinj are homogeneous (c£ Rothstein (2004)). 

(25) ...••••••..• [TS ••••••••• [i······l U/TT ••••••• ] [k ••••••••• 1 •••••••• ] ••••••••••••••• 

Let us proceed with individual-level statives which contrast with stage-level 

statives in four respects: First, the assertion in (26a-c) is not limited to some 

subinterval made visible by TT, as illustrated by the unacceptability of (27a-b). The 

permanent, unbounded property of the subjects will always hold true, even though it 

is not linguistically made explicit. Second, as can be expected, (26a-c) are 

characterizing statements, i.e. a structural description in the sense of Goldsmith & 

Woisetschlaeger (1982:80). Third, the individual-level stative and the verb oflocation 

in (28a-b) do not allow an iterative tekrar or partial 0 anda reading. Nor are they 

compatible with Mid, as there is no possibility of change in such statives. 

(26) a. Muge ile t~-t1-m. Uzun boylu-ydu. 
Muge with meet-PRF-l sg. tall-PAST 
'I met Muge. She was tall. ' 

b. Bu toprak-Iar-da nice ~ehit yat-Iyor. 
this soil-PL-LOC many martyr lie-IMPRF-3sg 
'Many martyrs lie in this land. ' 

c. iki-yle iki dart ed-er. 
two-COM two four do-AOR-3sg 
'Two and two makes four.' 

(27) a. Muge uzun boylu-ydu ama *arhk degil. 
Muge tall-PAST but anymore not 
'Muge was tall but *not anymore.' 

(individual-level stative) 

(location verb) 

(atemporal stative) 

b. Bu toprak-lar-da nice ~ehit yat-Iyor ama *artlk degil. 
this soil-PL-LOC many martyr lie-IMPRF-3sg but anymore not 
'Many martyrs lie in tbis land but *not anymore.' 



(28) a. Miige ile tam~-tl-m *Hala/*yine/*o anda uzun boylu-ydu. 
Miige with meet-PRF-1 sg. still/againlat that moment tall-PAST 
'I met Miige. She was tall *stilll*againl*at that moment.' 

b. Bu toprak-lar-da nice ~ehit *hala/*yine/*o anda yat-IYor. 
this soil-PL-LOC many martyr still/againlat that moment lie-IMPRF-3sg 
'Many martyrs *stilll*againl*at that moment lie in this land.' 
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Fourth, (26a-c) seem analogous to cumulative reference to a mass object as in 

(29), as any subinterval of the state is the same as any other subinterval. This 

"subinterval property" in individual-level statives sharply contrasts with that in the 

stage-level statives in (21) above. Note that the linear order of subintervals is no 

longer relevant, just like the unordered elements of any set (c£ Chierchia & 

McConnell-Ginet (2000)). This accounts for the observation that individual-level 

statives are atemporal, as in (26c). 

(29) Miige bira i<;-ti. 
Miige beer drink-PRF-3sg 
'Miige drank beer.' 

(mass-cumulative) 

The following representation in (30) is proposed to represent (26a-c). The 

only difference from (19) above is the introduction of multiple TTs within TS. Note 

that, however, the individual TTs are not quantized, i.e. the number of TTs is not 

relevant. Each TT represents a subinterval that characterizes the entire event. As any 

subinterval that TT makes visible is no different from any other potential 

TTs/subintervals, the assertion encompasses the whole situation homogeneously. 

This is the time-relational representation of cumulative reference to unbounded (mass) 

states. 

(30) ...•.. hs ..... TT .... TT ..•. TT ... ] •... imperfective (individual-level statives) 

In sum, it has been observed that the distinction between stage-level predicates 

and individual-level predicates follows from (i) the distinction between quantized vs. 

cumulative reference respectively and (ii) temporality, which has implications for ''the 
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subinterval property." The general imperfective time-relational schema in (19) has 

been refined to represent the cumulative reference in individual-level statives and 

verbs o£location, as in (30). Table 4.3 summarizes our findings. 

Statives Quantificational hllla tekrar $U anda structural 

(mass) reference description 

stage-level Quantized: bir $i$e bira yes yes yes no 

individual-level Cumulative: bira no no no yes 

verbs 0 £location Cumulative: bira no no no yes 

Table 4. 3: The difference between imperfective statives arising from quantized 
vs. cumulative reference and their compatibility with aspectual adverbs. 

4.2.2. N on-statives 

In this section we deal with the application of the general imperfective to non-

stative STs, namely activities, semelfactives, achievements, accomplishments. Like 

statives, non-statives will be analyzed with emphasis on (i) the semantic assertion 

conveyed through TT, (ii) structural vs. phenomenal description of situations (c£ 

Goldsmith & Woisetschlaeger (1982:80)), (iii) compatibility with three aspectual 

adverbs, and (iv) quantificational reference. In addition, two questions will be r.aised: 

(i) what is the nature of subinterval property with respect to progressing activities? 

and (ii) are progressive vs. continuous/continuative and habitual vs. generic distinct 

subcategories ofthe imperfective? 

As the imperfective focuses a subinterval of a situation, it is not expected to 

apply to instantaneous semelfactive and achievements. Indeed, semelfactives are 

shifted to multiple-event activity as in (31a), while the preliminary stages of 

achievements are focused by the imperfective, without any implication as to 

completion, as in (31 b). 

(31) a. Esinon. dakika-dlroksm-uyor. (semelfactive) 
Esin ten minutes-DIr cough-IMPRF 
'Esin has been coughing for the past ten minutes. ' 



b. Siireyya fini~-e var-lyor ve i~te ip-i gogusle-di. (achievement) 
Siireyya Finish-DAT arrive-IMPRF and there rope-ACC touch-PRF-3sg 
'Sfueyya is reaching the finishing line and there she has touched it.' 
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c. Ece havuz-u doldur-uyor; yarl-sl dol-du bile/*ve tamamen dolu. (accompl.) 
Ece pool-ACC fill-IMPRF-3sg; half-3sg fill-PRF already/lbut totally full 
'Ece is filling the pool and already it is halffull'//*it is completely full.' 

This partial view of the situation is also true for the accomplishment in (l8a) 

repeated here as (31 c). The imperfective focuses on the preliminary activity leading 

up to the completely full pool, yet, as the conjunct illustrates, the event has not 

reached its natural endpoint. Note that these are marked imperfectives (c£ Smith 

(1997:75)). Derived-level STs arising due to imperfective morphology will be 

considered in Chapter 5. The ensuing data will basically focus on activities that the 

general imperfective applies without resulting in ST -shifts. 

4.2.2.1. Single Event Non-statives 

Bybee et aI. (1994) find strong evidence for a distinction between progressive 

vs. habitual aspects, though there does not seem to be any cross-linguistically attested 

distinction between the progressive and the continuous,9 which differs from Comrie's 

(1976:25) classification of the imperfective. Following Bybee et al. (1994), we do not 

distinguish between progressive and continuous/continuative. There are four 

properties to note with respect to progressive/continuous. First, in analogy to the 

stage-level stative in (21) above, the assertion is restricted to the subinterval made 

visible by TT in the progressive activity in (32). In other words, we cannot make any 

claims as to whether or not s/he finished reading the book, as illustrated in (33). 

Second, (32) provides a phenomenal rather than a structural description. 

(32) Ben gel-dig-im-de/saat ii~-te Muge 0 kitab-l oku-yor-du. (progressive) 
lsg arrive-DIK-lsg-LOC/hour 3-LOC M. that book-ACC read-IMPRF-PRF-3sg 
'Muge was reading that book when I arrived/at 3.' 



(33) 0 kitab-l oku-yor-du ama arttk oku-m-uyor Ive hala oku-yor. 
that book-ACC read-IMPRF-PRF but anymore read-NEG-IMPRF/and still is 
'S/he was reading that book but not anymorel and still is .' 
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Third, just like the stage-level stative in (21), as illustrated in (34), the 

progressive is compatible with the adverbs tested: a possibility of change, iterativity 

and divisibility are the properties of (32) as well as (21). 

(34) Muge haIa/yine/o anda 0 kitab-l oku-yor-du. 
M. still/again/at that moment that book-ACC read-IMPRF-PRF-3sg 
'Muge was reading that book still/again/at that moment.' 

(35) Muge 0 elma-Yl ye-di. 
Muge that apple-ACC eat-PRF-3sg 
'Muge ate that apple.' 

count-quantized-singular 

Fourth, as activities are dynamic STs, they are essentially different from states 

in terms of mereological structure. While statives do not involve graduality, activities 

involve dynamism and progression over time. 10 In that respect, activities seem to be 

more similar to bounded count objects rather to unbounded masses. Therefore, it is 

argued that progressive activities in (32) arise from quantized reference count objects, 

as in (35), in contrast to stage-level statives in (21) which arise from quantized 

reference to mass objects, as in (24). However, this mereological difference between 

states and activities is not time-relationally relevant. Since the assertion is only 

restricted to a subinterval made visible by TT, the schema in (19) is argued to 

represent progtessive/continuous as well as stage-level statives. 

The above mentioned similarity between stage-level statives and progressives 

has been widely discussed (cf. Vlach (1981), Smith (1997), Dowty (2002) among 

others, also c£ Landman (1992), Portner (1998)). The question is whether they 

belong to the same category. First, the subinterval property is noted to be a property 

of progressing activities as well (c£ Smith (1997), Dowty (2002))Y In Turkish, 

activities seem to exhibit the subinterval property only with the general imperfective 
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marker -(I)yor and not with the -mAktA progressive in (36). This behavior of the -

mAktA form with the locative marker -DA is reminiscent of stage-level statives where 

the assertion is only limited to that subinterval made visible by TT. 

(36) Bugtin oda-sl-m boy-uyor/*boya-makta ama ~u anda balkon-da. 
today paint-3sg-ACC paint-IMPRF/paint-mAktA but at the moment balcony-LOC 
'He is painting his room today but he is in the balcony right now.' 

Second, Vlach (1981 :274 et passim, also fil.4) notes that progressive is stative, 

providing "a temporal frame encompassing something else" (cf. Jespersen (1931:178-

180)12 cited in Vlach (1981:284)). Progressive is similar to stage-level statives except 

for involving non-stative predicates. On the other hand, Smith (1997: 84-86) argues 

that progressives and states are of a different order: the former is a viewpoint, while 

the latter is a situation type.13 Therefore, in this study, it is suggested that the 

progressive provides a stative presentation of non-stative, non-iterative single events, 

due to quantized reference. 14 

4.2.2.2. Multiple Event Non-statives 

Iterativity was noted above to be the source notion from which 

habituallfrequentative situations and progressive/continuous ones arise (c£ Bybee et 

al. (1994)). It also serves to distinguish between habituallfrequentative situations and 

situations in progress, because the former are made up of multiple individual instances 

of the same kind of sitlli\.tion, while the latter represent a single situation which 

continues. In the following two subsections, it will be argued that frequentatives and 

habituals, which represent multiple instances of the same kind of event iterated over 

an extended time period, are actually distinct in terms of quantificational reference. 

Frequentatives involve quantized reference to individual events. Habituals also 

involve individual events but these multiple instances are considered cumulatively. 

Note that this seems against Bybee et al. (1994) who do not distinguish between the 
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two notions. However, the evolution seems to be from iterative through frequentative 

to habitual (cf. ex. (20) above), suggesting that the more frequently an event is 

iterated over time, the more likely it is to be considered characteristic of an extended 

period of time, i.e. habitual. 

4.2.2.2.1. Quantized Reference 

Like all the subcategories of the imperfective, there are four properties to be 

considered with respect to frequentatives: (i) quantmcational reference, (ii) structural 

vs. phenomenal description of situations (c£ Goldsmith & Woisetschlaeger 

(1982:80», (iii) compatibility with three aspectual adverbs, and (iv) semantic assertion 

conveyed through TT. 

First of all, in this study, it is argued that quantized reference is the distinctive 

property of frequentatives. When a count object is quantized, the result is a singular, 

plural or distributive reference to the object, as in (40), (41) and (42) respectively. 

When an individual, bounded event is quantized, the result is an iterative reference to 

perfective events. 15 Frequentatives arise from such quantized reference to individual 

perfective events. The single atomic semelfactive in (37) is comparable to singular 

reference to a count object, as in (40). When the situation occurs with the repetitive 

adverb tekrar in (38), it is understood that the same kind of event has occurred twice, 

in analogy to plural reference to a count noun, as in (41). In (39) the explicit 

frequency adverb denotes that each iterated event holds at a specified frequency 

distributed over time, i.e. distributive reference to count objects, as in ( 42a-b). 

(37) Quasimodo yan-l yal-ill. 
Q. bell-ACC ring-PRF 
'Q. rang the bell.' 

(38) a. Quasimodo yan-l tekrar yal-dl. 
Q. bell-ACC again ring-PRF 
'Q, rang the bell again.' 

semelfactive (perfective) 
(bounded, quantized) 

repetitive (perfective) 
(bounded, quantized) 
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(39) a.Quasimodo yan-l her saat ba~-l yal-dtlyal-ar-dIlyal-lyor/yal-ar. (frequentative) 
Q. bell-ACC every hour head-3sg ring-PRF/ring-AOR-PRF/ring-IMPRF/ring-AOR 
'Q. rang/would ring/is ringinglrings the bell every hour.' 

(40) Muge bir e1malelma-)'l ye-di. count-quantized-singular 
M. one apple/apple-ACC eat-PRF-3sg 
"M. ate anlthe apple.' 

(41) Muge bir elma dahaliki elma ye-di. count-quantized-plural 
M. an apple more/two apple eat-PRF-3sg 
'M. ate another apple/two apples.' 

(42) a Muge her gun bir elma ye-r. count-quantized-distributive 
M. every day an apple eat-AOR-3sg 
'M.eats an apple everyday.' 

b. Cocuk-lar bir-er elma ye-di. 
child-PL one-each apple eat-PRF-3pl 
'The children ate an apple each. ' 

count-quantized- distributive 

A comparison between (39) and (42a-b) further illustrates the essential 

parallelism in quantificational reference between frequentatives and count objects. In 

(39) the explicit frequency adverb her saat ba$l 'every hour' denotes that each 

iterated event holds at a specified frequency distributed over time. In (42a) the 

consumption of apples are distributed over equal intervals of time, i.e. her giin 'every 

day', while in (42b) the objects are distributed over individual subjects, i.e. birer 'one 

each'. In sum, the distributive reading in the frequentative can be observed in the 

world of objects and vice versa. 

Secondly, the frequentative in (39) does not ascribe an inherent property to the 

subject but merely expresses an observation about the state of the affairs, i.e. a 

phenomenal description. Thirdly, in (43a-b) below, the inherently momentaneous 

situations are incompatible with htilti 'still.' Interestingly enough, in (4 3c) htilti has 

scope over the frequency adverb rather than the event itself This seems to be the 

preferred reading, as iterativity and lack of change inherent in htilti are contradictory 

notions. Yine 'again' gives the semelfactive in (38) a repetitive (for a second time) 
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reading in (43a), and it is redundant in (43b) as frequentative inherently includes 

iterativity. As for 0 anda 'at that moment: it seems to provide temporal reference 

with the semelfactive in (43a), while it is unacceptable with the frequentative in (43b). 

Also note the use of the -Arllr morpheme in (43b-c) which strengthens the 

frequentative reading, as opposed to the perfective -DI in (43a). 

(43) a. Quasimodo c;an-l *hala/yine/o anda C;al-dl. 
Q. bell-ACC still/againlat that moment ring-PRF 
'Q. rang the bell *stilllagainiat that moment.' 

h. Quasimodo c;an-l (?)hala/?yine/*o anda 9al-ar. 
Q. bell-ACe stilllagain/at that moment ring-AOR-3sg 
'Q. rings the bell ?stilll?againl*at that moment.' 

(frequentative) 

c. (*Hala) Quasimodo yan-l (hala) [her saat ba~l] (hala) yal-ar. (frequent.) 
Q. bell-ACC still every hour ring-AOR-3sg 
'It is still hourly that Q. rings the bell.' 
'*Still Q. rings the bell hourly.' 

(actual reading) 
(intended reading) 

The question is whether these facts can be represented time-relationally. It is 

argued that (44b) below represents frequentatives time-relationally. There are two 

important properties to note here: First, the wholistic view of individual events is 

represented by TT ITS, in analogy to the time-relation in perfective viewpoint. 

Second, there are multiple TTs just like (30) above, repeated here as (44a). Unlike 

(30/44a), however, the number of (TTITS)s is made explicit. The adverbia~ specifY 

the number of individual events that overlap with respective TTs, e.g. specified 

frequency adverbs as in haftada bir 'once a week,' her saat ba~l 'every hour,' etc. or 

unspecified frequency expressions such as slk slk 'frequently,' hep 'always,' etc. (c£ 

Chapter 6 for details). 

( 44) a ..•.... [TS ••••• TT.ooo TT ...• TT .•• ] •••. imperfective (individual-level statives) 

b ..••. [Ts •••• TT/TS •••• TT/TS •.•••• l ...... frequentative (quantized (TT/TS)s) 
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4.2.2.2.2. Cumulative Reference 

In Chapter 3, it was shown that Turkish -Arllr expresses habituals, generic 

statements and individual-level states. This similarity in morphological expression 

suggests a semantic similarity, although these three concepts are of a different order, 

i.e. habituality is often considered a type of grammatical aspect, state is a situation 

type, and genericity is a semantic property. Smith (1997:33-36) notes that generic 

and habitual aspects are derived statives. Bybee et al. (1994:152, exx. 34-35) note 

that the distinction between habituals, statives and genericity is not obvious, as 

illustrated by (45a-b) and (46a-b), all of which are statements characterizing an entity 

atemporally, hence their incompatibility with the frequency adverbials. 

(45) a. Dogs pant to cool off. (generic) 

b. My dog pants to cool off. (habitual) 

(46) a. Oyun *hafta-da bir ii<; 8!?ama-dan ol~-ur. (habitual/generic) 
game week-LOC once three phase-ABL consist-AOR 
'The game consists ofthree phases *once a week.' 

h. Karadeniz *hafta-da bir dalgah-dtr. 
Black Sea week-LOC once wavy-EVID 
'Black Sea is rough *once a week.' 

(individual-level stative) 

It is argued that these three notions converge with respect to cumulative 

reference, just as they converge in terms of the morphological means available to them 

in Turkish. More specifically, habitual/generic expressions are argued to involve 

mUltiple bounded perfective events which are presented cumulatively, as opposed to' 

frequentatives, which involve quantized reference to such multiple individual 

perfective events. 

First, in both (47-48), there is a structural description (c£ Goldsmith & 

Woisetschlaeger (1982)), i.e. in (47) being late is a characteristic property ofElif, just 

as flying is presented as the defining property of birds in (48). The habitual in (47) is 
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characterized by multiple instances of the same kind of situation taking place for "an 

extended period of time" (cf. Comrie (1976: 28), Bybee et al. (1994:125)), like the 

generic expression in (48). Note that while hep 'always,' which cumulatively refers to 

all time, is felicitous in (47-48), the specified frequency adverb haftada bir 'once a 

week' is only acceptable in (47). 

(47) Elif~-e bep/hafta-da bir ge<; kal-Jr. (habitual) 
E. work-DAT always/ week-LOC once late remain-AOR-3sg 
'Elifis always late for work/once a week.' 

(48) Ku~-lar bep/*hafta-da bir u<;-~. (generic) 
bird-PL always/week-LOC once fly-AOR 
'Birds fly always/*once a week.' 

Second, habituality and genericity seem to exhibit a behavior similar to that of 

individual-level statives, the only difference being that the former notions involve non-

statives and are analogous to count objects. The habitual expression in (49a) involves 

iterativity, although the number of individual repetitions is not adverbially specified. 16 

Similarly, (49b) marks the event as the generic property of the subject, making 

cumulative reference to multiple instances of the same kind of event. This is 

comparable to cumulative reference to count objects, as illustrated in (50a-b). 

(49) a. Quasimodo <;an-l<;al-ar, temizle-r.(<;al-lyor/<;al-ar-dl.) (habitual) 
Q. bell-ACC ring-AOR-3sg, clean-AOR-3sg (ring-IMPRF/ring-AOR-PRF 
'Q. rings the bell and cleans it. (also is ringing/used to ring)' 

b. Zango<;-lar <;an <;al-ar.l*<;al-lyor/*<;al-ar-dl. (generic) 
sexton-PL bell ring-AORl*ring-IMPRF/*ring-AOR-PRF 
'Sextons ring bells. ' 

(50) a. Muge yok ehna ye-r. 
M. a lot apple eat-AOR-3sg 
'M.eats apples a lot.' 

b. <;ocuk-lar lolipop ye-r. 
child-PL candy eat-AOR-3pl 
'Children eat candy bars. ' 

count -cumulative (habitual) 

count -cumulative (generic) 

Third, in (51a-b) the iterative adverb yine 'again' seems to be redundant 
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because of the iterative nature of the situation expressed. In (51a-b) a subinterval of 

the entire "extended period of time" cannot be singled out and specified by the adverb 

~u anda. As habituality and genericity involve a structural description of the state of 

affairs, a possibility of change over time is not expected, as illustrated by the infelicity 

of hala in (51-b). 

(51) a. Quasimodo ?halal?yine/*~u anda c;an-lc;al-ar, temizle-r. (habitual) 
Q. still/again/at that moment bell-ACC ring-AOR-3sg, clean-AOR-3sg 
'Q. rings the bell and cleans it still/again/at that moment.' 

b. Zangoc;-lar *haIa/*yine/*~u anda c;an c;al-ar. (generic) 
sexton-PL still/again/at that moment bell ring-AOR 
'Sextons ring bells still/again/at that moment. ' 

However contradictory it may seem, note the language-dependent variation in 

terms of the markers -ArlIr in (51a-b) vs. -(I)yor in (52), which is felicitous with all 

three of the adverbs. This suggests that either our definition of habitual and generic 

needs to be revised or what -(l)yor expresses in (52) is not habituality. 

(52) Quasimodo halatyine/~u anda c;an-l c;al-lyor, temizl-iyor. 
Q. still/again/at that moment bell-ACC ring-IMPRF-3sg, clean-IMPRF-3sg 
'Q. is ringing the bell and cleaning it still/again/at the moment.' 

Indeed, Yav8.§ (1980:134) notes that -(I)yor is used to express stage-level 

predication (temporary nature of a situation/phenomenal description), while -ArlIr is 

used for individual-level predication (typical/characteristic features of an 

entity/structural description). 17 In sum, although both -(I)yor and -ArlIr express 

iterativity, only -ArlIr provides a characterizing statement, inherent in individual-level 

statives, habitual and generic statements. I8 This suggests that iterativity alone is not 

sufficient to define habituality. In fact, Comrie (1976:27) states that not every 

-
repeated situation can be expressed by habitual morphology, as illustrated in the 

ungrammaticality of (53a) below. In addition, habitual morphology may be used 

where iterativity is not involved as in (53b). Note, however, that (53b) contains a 
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stative verb oflocation, namely dur- 'stand.' In that respect, (53 b) can be considered 

on a par with individual-level statives in that they both involve characterizing 

statements but exclude iterativity. 

(53) a. Haylaz vocuk kedi-nin kuyrug-u-nu bin kere vek-til* vek-er-di. 
naughty child cat-GEN tail-3sg-ACC thousand times pull-PRF/*pull-AOR-PRF 
'The naughty child pulledl*used to pull the cat's tail a thousand times.' 

b. Araba-nm ruhsat-l bep vanta-m-da dur-ur. habitual (non-iterative) 
car-GEN license-3sg always bag-1sg-LOC stand-AOR 
'The license ofthe car is always in my bag. ' 

Fourth, the assertion in (54a-b) is not limited to any subinterval made visible 

by TT, as illustrated by the unacceptability of the conjuncts. This suggests that 

multiple instances of the habitual/generic situation are not singled out/individually 

quantized and that the structural description of the situation holds true atemporally/at 

all times, i.e. a "higher" TS is asserted. 

(54) a. Quasimodo van-Ival-ar, temizle-r ama *artIk val-m-1yor.(habitual) 
Q. bell-ACC ring-AOR-3sg, clean-AOR-3sg but anymore ring-NEG-IMPRF 
'Q. rings the bell and cleans it but *not anymore.' 

b. Zangov-lar van val-ar aIDa *artIk val-m-tyor-lar. (generic) 
sexton-PL bell ring-AOR but anymore ring-NEG-IMPRF-3pl 
'Sextons ring bells but *not anymore.' 

Metaphorically speaking, habituality is like a basket of full of apples. In a 

basket full of apples, there is bound to be space between apples (c£ Vlach (1981)). 

Yet, the basket is still characterized by being filled with the same kind of object, i.e. a 

cumulative reference to a count object. In other words, habitual/generic statements 

denote a higher TS which is filled with individual perfective events (TT/TS)s which 

have been iterated a sufficient number of times to be considered characteristic of the 

-
entire extended period of time. 19 Time-relationally, it is argued that the representation 

proposed for the frequentative in (44b) above, repeated here as (55a), can be refined 

to account for habitual and generic statements, provided that the individual (TT/TS)s 
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are not quantified but considered cumulatively. In other words, in (55b) the higher 

TS represents a number of vaguely defined prior real events and a number of vaguely 

defined potential events.20 

(55) a .••.. hs .... TT/TS .... TTITS ..•... ]... frequentative (quantized (TT/TS)s) 

b .••.• hs .... TT/TS ••.. TTITS •••••• ] •••..• habitual/generic (cumulative (TT/TS)s) 

To conclude the discussion of Turkish imperfectives, as predicted, 

mereological structure and quantificational reference have proved to be crucial in the 

subcategories of the imperfective. The basic distinction seems to be that between 

statives and non-statives. Stage-level predicates vs. individual-level predicates are 

distinguished in terms of quantized vs. cumulative reference. Non-statives, on the 

other hand, involve iterativity, i.e. the distinction between a single event vs. multiple 

instances of the same kind of event, in addition to quantificational reference (cf Table 

4.4). 

N on-statives Quantificational Mlii tekrar $U structural 
{count) reference anda description 
progressive/continuous Quantized (sing.): bir elma yes yes yes no 
(single event) 
frequentative Quantized (pl.): ild elma no? no? no no 
(multiple event) Quant.(distr.): iifer elma 
generic! habitual Cumulative: elma(lar) no no no yes 
(multiple event) 
Table 4.4: The difference among n~n-stative imperfectives arising from 
quantized reference and their compatibility with aspectual adverbs. 

In conclusion, Turkish data seem to support our argument that Turkish 

imperfective situations are distinguished on the basis of mereological structure and 

quantificational reference. Stage-level statives, progressive/continuous and 

frequentatives seem to converge in that they all arise from a quantized reference 

despite their ST-based differences. Individual-level statives, generic statements and 

habituals, on the other hand, arise from a cumulative reference in spite of their ST-
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dependent differences. These differences between subcategories of the imperfective in 

Turkish can also be represented time-relationally (c£ Table 4.5). 

IMPERFECTIVE SITUATIONS 

STATIVE NON-STATIVE 

Quantized stage-level progressive, continuous 

(singular) (single event) (single event) 

Time-relational ••••• [TS ••• TT ..... ] ...... • •••• [TS ••• TT ..... ] ...... 

representation singular TT singular TT 

Quantized --- frequentative 

(plura1ldistributive) (mUltiple event) 

Time-relational .... hs .. TT ITS •• TT ITS •••• ] •••. 

representation plural (TTITS)s 

Cumulative indiv.-level, location verbs generic/habitual 

(single event) (multiple event) 

Time-relational •••• [TS ... TT .. TT .. ] •.••.• .... hs .. TT ITS •• TT ITS ••• ] •••. 

representation cumulative TTs cumulative (TTITS)s 

Table 4.5: Turkish imperfective situations distinguished on the basis of 
quantificational reference and their respective time-relational representations. 

4.3. Extended Interpretations 

In the foregoing sections, the expression of perfective and imperfective 

viewpoints in Turkish has been analyzed. Smith (1997:71) notes a number of 

language-particular departures from the prototypical perfective and imperfective, 

constituting marked values or extended interpretations, in our terms. For example, 

the English Perfect and the Chinese -guo are marked perfective viewpoints that focus 

not only the entire sitution but also have a span beyond the situation. The Chinese 

experiential-guo in (56a) spans the whole situation and the resultant state brought 

about by a change of state, represented by F+l in (56b). 

(56) a. Mali shang-ge yue qu-guo Xiang Gang. (Smith (1997:71), ex. (l9a)) 
Mali last CL month go-GUO Hong Kong. 
'Mali went to Hong Kong last month (no longer there on the same trip). 



b. Span ofthe perfective -guo: IF F+l (Smith (1997:71), ex. 19a) 
1/1/11/1111/ 
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Moreover, the Chinese resultative imperfective -zhe is a marked imperfective 

which has a span not included in the general schema. The sentence in (57a) is 

ambiguous. The planting event may be in progress, or the flower may already have 

been planted. The latter reading focuses on the resultant state of a telic event, as 

schematized in (57b). 

(57) a. Tianli zhong-zhe huar. 
land-in plant-ZHE flower 

(Smith (1997:76), ex. 32b) 

b. Resultative imperfective viewpoints: I .•• F .. .lIII •.. (Smith (1997:77), ex. 33) 

In a similar vein, in Turkish, the general perfective marker -DI (c£ Erguvanh-

Taylan (1997, 2001)) and the general imperfective marker -(I)yor (c£ Erguvanh-

Taylan (2001)) seem to instantiate a number of such extended interpretations, 

corresponding to the perfect. In addition, the general future marker -AcAK (c£ 

Kerslake (1997)) expresses prospectivity among its other temporal and modal uses 

(cf. Yava~ (1980)). 

The expression of perfect and prospective as extended uses of the perfective 

and imperfective raises two related questions: (i) why are perfect and prospective 

expressed via perfective and imperfective viewpoints, instead of being independently 

grammaticalized? and (li) are they really viewpoints as in the time-relational 

approach? It will be argued that perfect and prospective cannot be considered on a 

par with the perfective and imperfective, being special constructions rather than 

independent viewpoints (cf. Smith (1997)). As will be illustrated below, in the perfect 

and prospective, either a perfective or imperfective viewpoint is required for the 

assertion to be conveyed, this being the only way to make the TS or a subpart of it 

visible and convey the semantic assertion. 
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As illustrated by (58a-b) and (59a-b), in the perfect and prospective, TT 

establishes an order relation with TS, and functions as a point of orientation rather 

than the time of assertion. 

(58) a. TT after TS perfect (anteriority) 
b ............. TS ........... TT ......... . 

(59) a. TT before TS prospective (posteriority) 
h ............. TT ~ .... o.e. TS ........... . 

Recall that visibility is associated with assertion and in the perfective and 

imperfective, TT makes visible the whole or a part of TS by totally or partially 

overlapping with it, and thus, is associated with the assertion. However, in the perfect 

and prospective, TT cannot be associated with assertion because it does not overlap 

with TS. In fact, the very use of the term TT Seems confusing here. The reference 

interval establishing an order relation with TS and TV should be distinct from TT, i.e. 

the time of assertion that conveys the viewpoint, and should rather be called a point of 

orientation (PO).21 The modified definitions of perfect and prospective are given in 

(60-61). 

(60) a. PO after TS perfect (modified definition) 
h ............. TS ........... PO ......... . 

(61) a. PO before TS prospective (modified definition) 
b ..... e ••••••• PO ......... TS ..... e •••••• 

According to their modified definitions in (60-61), the perfect and prospective 

do not qualify as independent viewpoints, as there is no time of assertion to make the 

whole or a part of TS visible. This suggests that the perfect and prospective are 

dependent on the perfective and imperfective for visibility and semantic assertion. 

Time-relationally, this amounts to juxtaposing the schemata in (60b) and (61b) on the 

general perfective and imperfective schemata. The perfective and imperfective 

viewpoints of perfect and prospective constructions are given in (62a-b) and (63a-b) 
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respectively. 

(62) a . .•.•••. TSITT ........... PO.............. perfective viewpoint of perfect 

b ....... [TS ••• TT ... ] ........ PO ......... . imperfective viewpoint of perfect 

(63) a . .....•.•. PO ......... TSITT.............. perfective viewpoint of prospective 

b .......... PO ....... [TS •.• TT ... ] ........ . imperfective viewpoint of prospective 

Note that these theoretical possibilities may not all be grammatically realized in 

Turkish. It will be shown that perfect options in (62a-b) are grammaticalized through 

the general perfective and imperfective morphology with the crucial contnbution of 

T / A adverbials. On the other hand, the perfective of prospective is neither 

semantically nor morphologically distinct from the future perfective, even with 

adverbials. Nor is the imperfective of prospective distinct from the future 

imperfective. Therefore, it is argued that the prospective is not an independent 

category in Turkish. 

4.3.1. The Perfective of Perfect 

Perfect is an intermediary category between tense and aspect, expressing both 

temporal and aspectual information (c£ Comrie (1976». Perfect does not provide 

information directly about the situation but it relates some state to a preceding TS. 

There is a rich literature on perfect in general (c£ Comrie (1976), Anderson (1982), 

Klein (1992)/2 Smith (1997)/3 Giorgi & Pianesi (1997)/4 Iatridou et a1. (2000)/5 

Iatridou (2002», in English (cf. Bauer (1970), Dillon (1973), Salkie (1989), Michaelis 

(1994», as well as in other languages (CL Youssef (1990), Klein (2000), Musan 

(2001b), Schmidt (2001) and Portner (2003», including Turkish (c£ Kornfilt (1997)26 

and Arslan (2001,2003». 

As was noted in Chapter 3, the general perfective marker -DI can also express 

the perfect, depending on the nature of the adverbs in the sentence. Perfectively 
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presented Turkish perfect expressions correspond to the three varieties of Existential 

perfect (EP) distinguished by Iatridou et at. (2000), namely (i) experiential perfect, (ii) 

perfect of recent past and (iii) perfect of result. In the following subsections we 

discuss the first two varieties with respect to (i) the morphological means used, (ii) 

ST -based differences in interpretation, (iii) the semantic assertion conveyed and (iv) 

the schematic representation of the overlap relation between TS and A. The third 

variety, namely the perfect of result, will be considered in Chapter 5. 

4.3.1.1. Experiential Perfect 

In experiential perfect, an informationally closed, perfective situation is 

understood to have occurred at least once during some time in the past leading to the 

present (c£ Comrie (1976:58), Smith (1997:187)). In Turkish, this time interval is 

expressed by adverbials such as ger;en seneden beri 'since last year' or iki gilndiir 'for 

the past two days' as in (64) or ~imdiye kadar 'until now' as in (65) (c£ Chapter 6 for 

Vector Quantity Adverbials). 

The general perfective marker -DI and its (indirect evidence) counterpart -mI~ 

can be used to express experiential perfect. Being perfective, and thus, bounded, 

experiential perfect is more felicitous with bounded (telic) situations as in (65a-b), as 

opposed to unbounded (atelic) ones in (64a-c). The activity in (64b) and the 

semelfactive in (64c) are only felicitous with quantized reference to individual 

bounded instances through the obligatory number phrase (c£ the infelicitious (64a') 

without the number phrase). The stative in (64a) allows the reading 'there have been 

three instances of my becoming sick.' only with the auxiliary 01- which expresses a 

change of state and not with zero morphology on the non-verbal predicate. 

(64) a.Ge~en sene-den beri 3 kere basta ol-du-m.l*hasta-ynn. (stative) 
last year-ABL since sick become-PRF-2sglsick-1sg 
'I have become sick three times since last year.' 



a'. *Ge~en sene-den beri hasta ol-du-m. 

b. Get;en sene-den beri 3 kere bisiklet-e bin-dil-mi~.(activity) 
last year-ABL three times bicycle-DAT ride-PRFIPERF-3sg 
'S/he has ridden a bike three times since last year.' 

c. iki giin-diir 3 kere oksiir-dii/-mu~. (semelfactive) 
two day-DIr three times cough-PRFIPERF-3sg 
'S/he has coughed three times for the past two days.' 

(65) a. Ali bu yan~-l (~imdiye kadar) 3 kere kazan-dt!-~. (achievement) 
Ali this race-ACC (until now) three times win-PRF/-PERF-3sg 
'Ali has won this race three times (so far).' 
'Ali won this race.' (past perfective reading without the number phrase) 

b. Ali bu kitab-l (~imdiye kadar) 3 kere oku-dul-mu~. (accomplishment) 
Ali this book-ACC (until now) three times read-PRFIPERF-3sg 
'Ali has read this book three times (so far).' 
'Ali read this book.' (past perfective reading without the number phrase) 
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In contrast, the perfective (telic) situations in (65a-b) do not undergo any ST-

shift and are understood to have recurred three times within an adverbial interval 

starting in the past leading to the present. The Left Boundary (LB) of A is not 

specified, but world knowledge tells us that the readings must have occurred within 

Ali's lifetime: the adverb §imdiye kadar 'until now' in (65a) expresses the right 

boundary (RB). As can be seen in (64a-c) and (65a-b), the number phrase is 

obligatory for the experiential perfect reading. Otherwise, the sentences would get a 

past perfective reading. This is also related to the implication of experiential perfect 

that the subject has had a certain experience at least once, as illustrated in (66) and 

(67) below (c£ Iatridou et al. (1999:5), Smith's (1997) participant property in § 

5.1.2.2.). 

(66) a. Sen-in hi~ Barbie bebeg-in ol-du mu? 
2sg-GEN ever Barbie doll-2sg be-PRF q. part. 
'Have you ever had (the experience of possessing) a Barbie dollT 

b. Ben-im ol-du, hem de pek t;ok. 
Isg-GEN be-PRF, and part. a lot 
'I've had a Barbie doll, in fact a lot ofthem.' 
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The oddness of the expression in (67a) is due to the co-occurrence of the 

adverb hie;. 'ever' and death, a situation that can occur only once. As the hie; 

expression is implicative of prospective possibilities, the iteration of the experience of 

death is contradictory. Note, however, that without the hie; in (67b) the perfect 

meaning is lost, and the sentence now has a past perfective reading, like the ones in 

(65a-b) above.27 

(67) a. ??Siz-in hi~ baba-ruz ol-dii mii? Ben-im bir kere ol-dii, kor ol-du-m. 
(Cernal Siireya) 
2pl-GEN ever father-2pl die-PRF q. part Isg-GEN once die-PRF, blind be
PRF-lsg 
'Have you ever had your father dead? Mine has died once, I became blind.' 
(literal) 

b. ??Siz-in baba-ruz ol-dii mil? 
2pl-GEN father-2pl die-PRF q. part 
'??Did your father die? 

Time-relationally, the experiential perfect seems to be the combination of 

(68a-c), schernatized in (69a): (i) TS precedes the PO, as in (68a), (ii) TS is 

perfectively presented, i.e. TT totally overlaps with TS as in (68b), and (iii) TS holds 

at least once within A, as in (68c). Note that (69a) is the same as predicted in (62a) 

above, except for the relation between A and TS. The obligatory number phrases 

reflecting multiple instances ofperfective events (TS/TT)s can be schematized as in 

(69b). Note that this is analogous to the quantized reference in the frequentatives (c£ 

§ 4.2.) except for the special relation between A and TS. 

(68) a .. oe •• " ...... oo TSe.o ...... " .. o.PO .......... e .. "4iCl •••••••• (perfect: PO after TS) 

h. o~.&.g.O(lIllO.OO TTlrrS.GIJ •. eoo.o ..... o ••• o •• oo •••••• e. ••• ., .... (perfective) 

c ................ [A __ TS~ ............ . (TS inA) 

(69) a ....•.. [A __ TSITT __ PO] ............ . (experiential perfect) 

b. ••••.• lA_TS/TT_TS/TT_TS/TT_PO } ............ . 
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4.3.1.2. Perfect of Recent Past 

In the perfect of recent past, there is a closed, perfective TS prior to a point of 

orientation (PO), expressed in Turkish by the perfective marker -DI and its modally 

distinct counterpart -mI~, like the experiential perfect. However, the perfect of recent 

past meaning arises only with adverbs of recency such as henuz, daha yeni, az once 

'just, a while ago.' With adverbs indicating (past) temporal location, -DI and -mI~ 

get a (past) perfective reading, as illustrated by (70a'). This supports Comrie's 

(1976:60) view that a perfect of recent past meaning is triggered by adverbs of 

recency such as just, recently, etc. In effect, perfect of recent past indicates the 

temporal proximity of an anterior TS, as suggested by the term itse1£28 

(70) a. Otobiis az once/daha yenilheniiz gel-dil-~. (achievement) 
bus a short while ago/recently/just arrive-PRFIPERF-3sg 
'The bus has just arrived.' 

a'. Otobiis dun saat 4'te gel-dil-mi~. 
bus yesterday hour four-LOC arrive-PRFIPERF-3sg 
'The bus (reportedly) arrived yesterday at 4 o'clock.' 

b. Rasta az once/daha yenilheniiz oksfu-dU/-mu~. (semelfactive) 
patient a short while ago/recently/just cough-PRFIPERF-3sg 
'The patient has just coughed. ' 

c. Motor az once/daha yenilheniiz <;~-tIl-nn~. (activity) 
engine a short while ago/recently/just work-PRFIPERF-3sg 
'The engine has just started to work.' 

Time-relationally, the perfect of recent past is similar to experiential perfect in 

combining the general perfect schema in (68a) and the perfective in (68b). However, 

it differs from experiential perfect in terms of the overlap relation between A and TS, 

which seems crucially dependent on durativity. 

(71) a. Otobus az once/?daha yenilheniiz burada-ydl. (stative) 
bus a short while ago/recently/just here-DI-3sg 
'The bus has just been here.' 



b. Havuz-u az once/daha yenilheniiz doldur-du/-mu~. (accomplishment) 
pool-ACC a short while ago/recently/just fill-PRFIPERF-lsg 
'S/he has just filled the pool.' 
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With the stative in (71a) and the accomplishment in (71b), the situation is 

understood to have been completed, i.e. the bus is no longer there and the pool is full. 

This means that the final endpoint ofTS overlaps with the LB of A, as schematized in 

(72a). Note that the adverbial interval stretches until the PO, i.e. TU in (70-71). This 

is a case of partial overlap (intersection) where the final endpoint of TS overlaps with 

the LB of an adverbial interval. 

(72) a ....• [TS i __ [ALB/TS r1~PO .••... (durative STs: TS intersects with A) 

b ..... [ALB/TS _____ 1PO ................ (non-durative STs: TS in A) 

On the other hand, the non-durative achievement in (70a) and the semelfactive 

in (70b) totally overlap with the LB of A. The activity in (70c) gets an ingressive 

reading, although it is implicit that the situation continues until PO. In that respect, 

(70c) is non-durative/instantaneous like (70a-b), and thus, totally overlaps with the 

LB of A, as schematized in (72b). In short, perfect of recent past can be schematized 

for statives and accomplishments as in (73a) and for semelfactives, achivements and 

shifted activities as in (73b). 

(73) a ... [(TS/TT)L-[AL~(TS/TT)f]~PO ••• (Perf of recent past: durative STs) 

b ..•. [ALBtI(TS/TT)~PO ............. (Perf of recent past: non-durative STs) 

4.3.2. The Perfective of Prospective 

The -mAK iizere is a specialized periphrastic form to express present 

prospective, without requiring adverbs of (future) proximity, as illustrated in the 

infelicity of such adverbs in (74). 

(74) Otobus *az sonra/??~imdil*hemen/*iki dakika i~inde gel-mek iizere. 
bus in a short while/now/soonltwo minute within arrive-INF about 
'The bus is about to arrive.' 
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The general future marker -(y)AcAK co-occurring with adverbs of (future-

oriented) temporal closeness such as az sonra 'soon,' ~imdi 'right now,' hemen 

'immediately,' etc. in (75a-b) and (76a-c) can express future perfective and marginally 

present prospective. With future temporal location adverbs, however, only a future 

perfective reading is obtained as in (75a'). 

(75) a. Otobus az sonra/~imdilbemen gel-ecek. (achievement) 
bus in a short while/now/soon arrive-FUT-3sg 
'The bus is about to arrivellwill soon arrive. ' 

a'. Otobus yarm saat 4'te gel-ecek. 
bus tomorrow hour four-LOC arrive-FUT-3sg 
'The bus will arrive tomorrow at 4 o'clock.' 

b. Rasta az sonra/~imdilbemen oksfu-ecek. (semelfactive) 
patient in a short while/now/soon cough-FUT-3sg 
'The patient is about to cough//will soon cough.' 

(76) a. Motor az sonra/~imdilbemen 9ah~-acak. (activity) 
engine in a short while/now/soon work-FUT -3sg 
'The engine is about to start working/twill soon start to work.' 

b. Otobus az sonral?~imdil?bemen burada (ol-acak). (stative) 
bus in a short while/now/soon here be-FUT-3sg 
'The bus will soon be here.' 

c. Ravuz-u az sonra/~imdilhemen doldur-acak. (accomplishment) 
pool-ACC in a short while/now/soon fill-FUT 
'S/he is about to start filling//will soon start filling the pool.' 

All the prospective and perfective situations in (74-76) are unrealized at PO 

and perfectively presented. Therefore, present prospective does not seem to be 

distinct from future perfective, as suggested by the semantic and morphological 

neutralization in (75a-b) and (76a-c). If so, time-relationally, present prospective is 

expected to combine the general prospective schema in (77a) and the perfective in 

(77b). Curiously, the perfective of prospective in (77c) is not distinct from the future 

perfective in (78), if TU is taken as the PO, which is indeed the case in present 

prospective. 
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(77) a . ... ~ ........ PO •••••••.• TS .......................... . (prospective: PO before TS) 

b .....•....•... TS/TT ................................... (perfective) 

c ....•••....... PO .•.•••.•.....•.. TSITT............... (perfective of prospective) 

(78) ............. TU •.............•.. TSITT .•.•..... future perfective 

As for the overlap relation between A and TS, in (75a-b), the instantaneous 

achievement in (75a) and the semelfactive in (75b) overlap with the RB of A, as 

illustrated in (79a). As for the activity in (76a), the stative in (76b), and the 

accomplishment in (76c), there is focus on the initial endpoint of the situation, which 

coincides with the RB of A, as schematized in (79b). The remaining temporal span of 

these situations are only implicit. In short, present prospective and future perfective 

are not distinct time-relationaliy, but for the adverbial span which starts from the 

PO/TU and stretches until the initial endpoint of durative situations and non-durative 

(single-stage) situations themselves. 

(79) a .•.. TUIPOIALB'------'AmJTS] .....••....• (non-durative STs: TS in A) 

b .... TUIPO[ALB_AruJ[TS il_TSr} •.• (durative STs: TS intersects with A) 

4.3.3. The Imperfective of Perfect 

In the universal perfect (henceforth UP) (c£ Iatridou et al. (2000), an 

informationally open, imperfective situation is understood to hold throughout a 

reference interval extending from a prior PO to a present PO, i.e. TU. This has been 

called the Extended Now interpretation ofuniversaVcontinuative perfect or perfect of 

persistent situation (c£ Smith (1997), Klein (1992), Iatridou et al. (2000), Iatridou 

(2002) among others). 

In Turkish, UP is expressed by the general imperfective marker -(I)yor or the 

progressive -mAktA on verbal predicates and zero morphology on non-verbal 

predicates, as illustrated in (80a-b) (c£ Erguvanh-Taylan (2001), Kornfilt (1997)). 
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The adverbial reference interval, which Iatridou et al. (2000:14-18) call the Perfect 

Time Span (PTS), is crucial in the UP reading. For example, in (80b), the LB, i.e. 

2003, of the postpositional-DAn beri 'since' adverb overlaps with the initial endpoint 

of the TS and its RB overlaps with TU. TS holds throughout this adverbial span, 

including both the left and right boundaries. In fact, TU, which overlaps with the RB 

of A, is also included by assertion, as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of the 

conjuncts (denoting that TS does not hold at TU) in (80a-b) (cf. Iatridou et al. 

(2000)). This suggests that UP semantically behaves like the present tense. Comrie 

(1976:60) reports a number oflanguages that employ present tense marking for UP. 

Turkish seems to be one of those languages, looking at the us~ of zero marking for 

both the stative UP in (80b) and the present stative in (80c). However, Turkish is 

different from those languages in morphologically distinguishing between the EP and 

UP readings ofstatives (c£ the EP stativ{( in (64a) vs. the UP stative in (80b)).29 

(80) a. U~ yd-dlr yah~-1Yor-um/yah~-makta-ynn ama *artIk yah~-m-lyor-um. 
threeyear-Dlr work-IMPRF/~-mAktA-lsg but any longer work-NEG-IMPRF-lsg 
'I've been working for three years but *I'm not working any more.' 

b. 2003 'ten beri hasta-ynn ama *~imdi/??artIk iyi-yim. 
2003-ABL since sick-lsg but *nowl??fromnow on fine-lsg 
'I have been sick since 2003 but *I'm fine now.' 

c. Hasta-ynn. 
sick-lsg 
'I'm sick.' 

As noted by Iatridou et aL (2000:4), unboundedness (atelicity) is the feature 

required for UP: UP readings arise only with a stative predicate or a progressive 

situation. Indeed, the stage-level state in (81a) and the activity in (81b) are felicitous. 

On the other hand, the achievement in (82b) is ungrammatical and the 

accomplishment in (82a) is shifted into a derived preliminary activity. Similarly, the 

atelic semelfactive in (82c) obtains a multiple-event activity reading, suggesting that 



not only atelicity but also durativity is significant in UP. 

(81) a. 2003'ten beri arkada~-IZi*kIsa boylu-yuz. (stative) 
2003-ABL since friend-1 pll*short-1 pI 
'We've been friends/*short since 2003.' 

b. 2003'ten beri her Cumartesi gorfi~-fryor-uz./gorfi~-mekte-yiz. (activity) 
2003-ABL since every saturday meet-IMPRF-1pllmeet-mAktA-lpl 
'Since 2003, we've seen each other every Saturqay.' 

(82) a. 2003'ten beri 0 kazag-l or-fryor-urn. (accomplishment~ activity) 
2003-ABL since that pullover knit-IMPRF-lsg 
'I have been knitting that pullover since 2003.' (shifted activity reading) 

b. *Tren 2003'ten beri Roma'ya var-Iyor. (*achievement) 
train 2003-ABL since Rome-DAT arrive-IMPRF-3sg 
'*The train has been arriving in Rome since 2003.' 

c. 2003'ten beri c;an-l c;al-lyor-um. (semelfactive ~ activity) 
2003-ABL since bell-ACC ring-IMPRF-lsg 
'I have been ringing the bell since 2003.' 
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As was predicted in (62b) above, time-relationally, the UP in (84a) is a 

combination of three schemata: (i) There is a PO posterior to TS, i.e. perfect, as in 

(83a), (ii) only a subpart ofTS is made visible by TT, i.e. imperfective, as in (83b) and 

(iii) TS totally overlaps with the adverbial interval, as in (83c). (84b) represents 

mUltiple instances of events as in (8Ib). 

(83) a .............. TS ............. PO ..................... . (perfect: PO after TS) 

b .... o ••• oo ..... [TS" ••••••••• TT ......... ] .............. . (imperfective: TT in TS) 

c. • •• 00.0 •••• [Affs. ____ -I] •••.. 0.0 •••••••••••• (TS totally overlaps with A) 

(84) a .•..... [AlTs_TT-"! ........ PO ......... . imperfective viewpoint of perfect 

b .•..•.. [A_TS/TT_TS/TT_TS/TT_PO ] ....... (iterative) 

4.3.4. The Imperfective of Prospective 

In (63b) above, repeated here as (86a), the imperfective viewpoint of 

prospective was presented as a theoretical possibility. It is argued that imperfective of 

prospective is not distinct from the future imperfective morphologically or 
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semantically. Time-relationally, this possibility is the combination of (i) a TS 

posterior to PO, i.e. prospective in (85a), and (ii) a TS only a subpart of which is 

made visible by TT, i.e. imperfective, as in (85b). Indeed, this is not only the 

theoretical imperfective of prospective in (86a), but also the future imperfective 

schema in (86b), the only difference being that in (86b) the PO is TU. 

(85) a ..••...•.•..• PO ••••••.•••••.• TS............ prospective 

b ....... e •••••• [TS .•...... TT.e ....... J ••••.. imperfective 

(86) a ....•••.. PO •...••• [Ts ... TT ... ] ..•..•... imperfective viewpoint of prospective 

b ........ TU ......... [TS ...• TT ... l .... . future imperfective 

In (87a), the periphrastic future imperfective construction -(I)yor 01- presents 

an imperfective view of a situation which wij1 take place posterior to TUIPO, as 

schematized in (87a') and (86b). In the anterior prospective in (87b), the PO is 

anterior to TS. In (87b), the -AcAK-DI structure expresses a situation expected to 

take place at a time posterior to an anterior PO, as in (87b'). As for the -(I)yor 01-

AcAK-DI periphrasis in (87c), there is an anterior PO (POI) posterior to which an 

imperfective situation was expected to obtain at a PO posterior to TU, i.e. (P02). 

This is the anterior imperfective of prospective, as schematized in (87c'). Note that 

all these POs in (87b' -c') are introduced by adverbs oftemporallocation. 

(87) a. Sene-ye bugiin havuz-da yiiz-iiyor ol-acag-nn. (future imperfective) 
year-DAT today pool-LOC swim-IMPRF be-FUT-lsg 
'Next year today I will be swimming in the pool.' 

a' .... G ...... TU ............. [TS ••• TT .. ""e] •••••••••••••• 0 •• 

b. (Tez bit-se-ydi) bugiin tatil-e <;Ik-acak-tllll. ((anterior) prospective) 
thesis finish-COND-PRF today holiday-DAT go-FUT-PRF-lsg 
'If the thesis had been completed, I would go on holiday today.' 

b' ...........• POI •........ TS/TU ...•....••.• g 



c. Yarm da havuz-da yiiz-iiyor ol-acak-tlffi. ((anterior) imper£ prospective) 
tomorrow part. pool-LOC swim-IMPRF be-FUT-PRF-lsg 
'And I would be swimming in the pool tomorrow.' 

c' ...... POI ... e ••••• TU ............. [TslP02 ..... TT ..... ] .. 0 •••••••••••••• 
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The data suggest that (i) there is no difference between imperfective of 

prospective and future imperfective morphologically or time-relationally but there is a 

terminological discrepancy, (ii) prospective is not an independent viewpoint in 

Turkish and (iii) there are fewer means of grammatical expression used for posterior 

(future) aspectual distinctions in comparison to anterior distinctions. This supports 

the observation of Comrie (1976:64) that there is an asymmetry in terms of 

grammatical means of expression available to past-oriented aspectual distinctions than 

to those future-oriented ones. 

4.4. Discussion 

The foregoing chapter has focused on the expreSSIon of perfective and 

imperfective viewpoints in Turkish and their extended interpretations, namely perfect 

and prospective. It has been shown that viewpoints are closely related to the 

mereological structure of situations and quantificational reference. The imperfective 

seems to be more affected by mereological structure as it presents an open view of 

situations. This open view is achieved by means of TT which overlaps with a subpart 

of a situation and makes it visible for assertion. This is where time-relations and 

mereological structure converge. Time-relations between TS, TT and A have 

implications for (i) the definition of viewpoints, (ii) the semantic assertion conveyed in 

the sentence, and (iii) the semantic distinctions that can be expressed by viewpoint 

morphology. 

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, there are two kinds of relations between two 

intervals, i.e. overlap and order. In the (unmodified) time-relational approach, 
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perfective and imperfective arise from an overlap relation between TS and TT, while 

perfect and prospective arise from an order relation between TS and TT. 

Consequently, there are two distinct functions ofTT arising from its relation with TS. 

In the perfective and imperfective, it establishes an overlap relation with TS and is 

associated with the semantic assertion. On the other hand, in the perfect and 

prospective, it does not overlap with TS and cannot be associated with assertion. 

Therefore, it functions like a point of orientation rather than the time of assertion. In 

fact, this is the basic dichotomy between viewpoints (perfective and imperfective) vs. 

their extended interpretations (perfect and prospective). 

Three major modifications have been proposed in the time-relational approach: 

(i) the general imperfective time-relational schema has been refined to represent the 

subcategories of the imperfective, (ii) a general prototypical definition of the 

perfective involving total overlap of TT with TS has been proposed to replace a 

number of language-specific definitions (c£ Chapter 3), and (iii) perfect and 

prospective have been redefined in terms an order relation between PO and TS rather 

than between TT and TS. 

Firstly, one of the shortcomings of the time-relational approach was observed 

to be its inability to account for notions such as iterative, frequentative, habitual, etc. 

(c£ Chapter 3). It has been illustrated that the subcategories of the imperfective in 

Turkish arise from (i) mereological structure, (ii) iterativity and (iii) quantificational 

reference. The general imperfective time-relational schema has been refined to 

capture such differences and the above mentioned notions. 

-
Secondly, in the perfective and imperfective viewpoints, the subpart of TS that 

TT overlaps with is made visible and asserted. Accordingly, in the perfective, TT 

totally overlaps with TS and the whole situation is included in the assertion. This is in 
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line with Comrie's (1976) classical definition of the perfective with no explicit 

reference to internal temporal constituency. On the other hand, in the imperfective, 

TT partially overlaps with TS and only that subpart of the situation is included in the 

assertion. This is the time-relational representation of Comrie's (1976) definition of 

the imperfective involving explicit reference to internal temporal constituency. In 

short, Smith's (1997) concept of visibility in cooperation with the overlap relation in 

the time-relational approach accounts for the basic aspectual opposition in language, 

due to the definition ofTT as the time of assertion. 

Thirdly, in the perfect and prospective, the reference interval that establishes 

an order relation with TS has been illustrated to be PO rather than TT.30 In order for 

the assertion to be conveyed, the whole or a subpart of the situation must be made 

visible. This can only be achi~ved by means of a TT that totally or pal1ially overlaps 

with TS. In other words, for the assertion to be conveyed in the perfect and 

prospective, they must be perfectively or imperfectively presented. Hence, they 

appear as extended interpretations of the perfective and the imperfective, rather than 

being independent viewpoints. In short, prospective and perfect are special 

constructions which involve two reference intervals: (i) the time of assertion (TT) due 

to "superimposed" perfective and imperfective viewpoints and (ii) the point of 

orientation (PO).3! 

Finally, with respect to the time-relations between TS and A, both total and 

partial overlap is observed. In the imperfective Universal Perfect, there is a total 

overlap relation between A and TS, as TS holds throughout A. On the other hand, in 

-
the perfective Existential Perfect, there is partial overlap, as TS is contained within A. 

The particular partial overlap relation between A and TS is dependent on the 

durativity of the ST. In prospective constructions, on the other hand, only a partial 
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overlap relation is established, which highly reduces the aspectual distinctions 

expressable by prospective constructions (cf. Table 4.6 below). In fact, the present 

prospective doe~ not seem to be distinct from the future perfective, and the 

imperfective of prospective is not morphologically distinguished frdm the future 

imperfective. 

OVERLAP RELATIONS BETWEEN A AND TS 

IN PERFECT AND PROSPECTIVE 

Total overlap Universal perfect: TS overlaps with A (TSI A) 

(equality) 

Partial overlap Experiential perfect: TS in A 

(proper Perfect of recent past: -dur ST: TS in A (TS/ALB) 

inclusion) Present prospective: -dur ST: TS in A (TS/~) 

Partial overlap Perfect of recent past: +dur ST: TS intersects with A (TSrI ALB) 

(inclusion) Present prospective: +dur ST: TS intersects with A (TS j I ARB) 

Table 4.6: Overlap relations between A and TS in perfect and prospective 
constructions 



5.0. Introduction 

CHAPTER FIVE 

SITUATION TYPE IN TURKISH 

III 

The present chapter deals with the expression of situation type (ST) in 

Turkish, with special focus on three major issues: (i) the relation of STs with objects 

and the notion of change of state (c£ § 5.1.), (ii) the interaction of STs with 

viewpoint morphology and T/A adverbs (c£ § 5.2., § 5.3.) and (iii) an informal 

proposal by Smith (1997:36) suggesting a reclassification of STs in terms of a 

feature [Bounded]. The first issue relates to the contribution ofNP complements and 

Case in the expression of completionltelicity in Turkish. In addition, the interaction 

of completion with duration seems to contribute to the expression of the notion of 

change of state through lexical andlor grammatical means. The second issue is 

concerned with the interpreted ST shifts that arise in sentences where STs, 

viewpoints and adverbials seem to have clashing temporallaspectual feature values. 

Finally, the third issue seems to have significant theoretical and empirical 

implications, especially in terms of the three parameter approach to aspect proposed 

in the present study and seems to support our arguments that (i) boundedness is the 

prototypical property of aspect and that (ii) boundedness is independently expressed 

by each of the three parameters. 

For Smith (1997), situation type is defined as an idealized class of situations 

distinguished in terms of three temporal/aspectual features, namely (i) dynamism, (ii) 

duration and (iii) telicity, based on human cognitive and perceptual capabilities. 

Basic-level ST categories are simple and complete, representing prototypical 

situations. Derived-level I STs either focus part of a situation or involve multiple 

instances of other situations (cf. Smith (1997:22), hence, are departures from the 
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unmarked prototypes. Smith (1997) distinguishes five basic-level STs, namely 

states, activities, semelfactives, achievements and accomplishments, as schematized2 

in (la-c) and (2a-b) below. 

(1) 

(2) 

a. State 
a'. <uzunboylu 01-> 
'be tall' 
a". <burada 01-> 
'be here' 

b. Activity 
b'. <yiiz-> 
'swim' 

c. Semelfactive 
c'. <oksiir-> 
'cough' 

a. Achievement 
a'. <kara-Yl gor-> 
'spot the land' 

b. Accomplishment 
b'. <bir kazak or-> 
'knit a pullover' 

(I)_(F) [- dyn, - tel, + dur] 
(individual-level state) 

(stage-level state) 

I --------- F arb [+ dyn, - te~ + dur] 

E [+ dyn, - tel, - dur] 

ER [+ dyn, + tel, - dur] 

I --------FnatR [+ dyn, + tel, + dur] 

States as in (la-a") are non-dynamic, durative and atelic and are 

distinguished as stage-level and individual-level statives (c£ Carlson (2002)). 

Activities, as in ( 1 b), are atelic STs with an arbitrary terminal point. Semelfactive, as 

in (1 c), is an atelic ST which consists of a single stage (c£ Smith (l997:29)). 

Achievements, as in (2a), are telic STs that consist of a change of state and a result. 

Accomplishments, as in (2b), are telic STs that bring together a process, a change of 

state and a result. 

Smith (1997:35-6) suggests reclassifying STs with respect to boundedness, a 

feature arising from dynamism fu"ld mereological structure. Instead of the feature 

[+1- telic], she suggests a general feature [Bounded] that represents three types of 

bounds: (i) intrinsic, (ii) implicit and (iii) independent (explicit). As will be 

illustrated below, the intrinsic bound refers to the natural endpoint/set terminal point 
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in telic STs, the implicit bound refers to the effect of perfective morphology in a 

sentence, and the independent bound is any bound imposed byadverbials. In the 

present chapter, this informal proposal left unexplored by Smith (1997) will be 

elaborated on in an attempt to consider the theoretical and empirical implications of 

boundedness for aspect. 

The three types of bounds, namely intrinsic, implicit and independent, are 

exemplified for Turkish in (3-6) below. The individual-level state in (3a) is 

intrinsically unbounded, whereas telic events, namely the achievement in (5) and the 

accomplishment in (6), are intrinsically bounded. Note that the intrinsic bound refers 

to the natural endpoint of the situation, i.e. the set terminal point. In Turkish, an 

implicit bound is imposed on situations by the perfective marker -DI, as in (4-6). As 

for independent bounds, adverbial expressions serve to temporally bound3 the stage-

level state in (3b), the atelic activity in ( 4b) and the achievement in (5). 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

a. Arda ye~il gozlli. 
Arda green eyed-3sg 
, Arda has green eyes.' 

b. Arda ~u anda oda-sl-nda. 
Arda at the moment room-3sg-LOC 
, Arda is in his room at the moment. ' 

a, Ko~-tu-m. 
run-PRF-lsg 
'I ran.' 

(individual-level state) 
(unbounded) 

( stage-level state) 
(independent bound) 

(activity) 
(implicit bound) 

b. Bu sabab 7 He 8 arasl ko~-tu-m. (activity) 
this morning 7 and 8 betweenrun-PRF-lsg (implicit + independent bound) 
'I ran this morning from 7 to 8.' 

Vazo-yu demin kIr-dl-m. (achievement) 
vase-CC a while ago break-PRF-lsg (implicit +independent + intrinsic b.) 
'I broke the vase a while ago.' 

Selimiye'yi Mimar Sinan in~a et-ti. (accomplishment) 
Selimiye-ACC Architect S.build-PRF-3sg (implicit + intrinsic bound) 
'Architect Sinan built the Selimiye Mosque. ' 

Note that these bounds are independent from one another. In (4b) the activity 
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is presented as having both an independent adverbial bound and an implicit bound 

with the perfective. The achievement in (5) has all three bounds: (i) it is telic, i.e. 

intrinsically bounded, (ii) it is implicitly bounded by the perfective and (iii) it has 

independent temporal bounds due to the adverb.4 However, the three types of 

bounds are distinct in terms of subjectivity_ A speaker may choose to impose 

implicit and/or independent bounds on an otherwise unbounded situation, whereas 

the intrinsic bound is objective, as it is the distinctive property of achievements and 

accomplishments. 

The major theoretical advantage of the boundedness feature is the possibility 

to account for three independent pieces of aspectual information under the same 

unifying notion. ~t is argued that intrinsic, implicit and independent bounds each 

represent one of the three parameters of aspect, namely situation type, viewpoint 

aspect and adverbials respectively (c£ Table 5.1 below). 

ASPECT AS A LINGUISTIC INSTANTIATION OF BOUNDEDNESS 

LEXICAL EXPRESSION GRAMMATICAL LEXICAL EXPRESSION 

(COVERT) EXPRESSION (OVERT) 

SITUATION TYPE VIEWPOINT ADVERBIALS 

intrinsic bounds implicit bounds independent bounds 

[+bounded] [-bounded] [+bounded] [-bounded] [+bounded] [-bounded] 

achievement state perfective imperfective in an hour for an hour 

accomplishment activity 

semelfactive 5 

Table 5.1: The three types of bounds corresponding to thr~e parameters of 
aspect 

The following sections in § 5.1., § 5.2. and § 5.3. below investigate the 

expression of intrinsic, implicit and independent bounds in Turkish respectively. If 

indeed the argument is empirically correct, this will provide support for (i) the three-

parameter approach in the present study and (ii) the argument that boundedness is the 
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prototypical feature of aspect expressed independently ill terms of the three 

parameters. 

5.1. Situation Type and Objects: Intrinsic Bounds 

The intrinsic bound corresponds to the natural endpoint/set terminal point in 

achievements and accomplishments, i.e. telicity. Smith (1997) further distinguishes 

between achievements and accomplishments using the notion of non-detachability. 

This is the relation between the process and change of state involved in an 

accomplishment, in contrast to an achievement. The ST of a sentence is determined 

at the verb constellation level, which includes not only the verb but also its 

arguments. This brings the world of objects into aspectual interpretation. 

In the following subsections, two issues relating to intrinsic bounds will be 

considered with respect to Turkish: (i) the contribution of NPs and Case in the 

expression of intrinsic bounds (c£ § 5.1.1) and (ii) the grammatical and/or lexical 

expression of the relation among a process, a change of state and a result (cf. § 

5.1.2). Three kinds of change of state will be distinguished: (i) result-oriented, (ii) 

process-oriented and (iii) both result and process-oriented (c£ § 5.1.2.). While the 

fITst two kinds are expressed covertly, derivationally or periphrastically, the third 

kind is grammaticalized in the perfect of result, which is a variety of Existential 

Perfect (EP) (cf. Iatridou et al. (2000), § 4.3). It will be observed that the complex 

meaning of the perfect of result which brings together process and result also has 

implications for the participant(s) involved in the situation (c£ § 5.1.2.1., § 5.1.2.2.) 

5.1.1. Completion/Telicity 

Completion is the total affectedness of the object upon reaching the set 

terminal point/natural endpoint in achievements and accomplishments (cf. Krifka 

(1989), Smith (1997)). Note that completion, as a term, seems to emphasize the 

measuring arguments (c£ Tenny (1994, 2000)) rather than NPs expressing 
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direction/location. Smith's (1997) telicity, on the other hand, includes all internal 

arguments of the verb at the verb constellation level, despite language-specific 

variation in its expression.6 In this study, the terms completion and telicity are used 

interchangeably. There are a number of other terms proposed for completion/telicity 

such as delimitedness (cf. Tenny (1994, 2000)), terminativity (c£ Verkuyl (1996)), 

set terminal point (c£ Krifka (1989)) and Terminalitat 'terminality' (cf. Johanson 

(1971,1994)). 

Telicity/completion is related to specificity and quantification as well (c£ 

Krifka (1989)). Telic events, i.e. accomplishments and achievements, are specific 

and quantized, whereas activities and states are cumulative (c£ Smith (1997:20)). 

Case in Turkish (c£ Nilsson (1984, 1985)) is a crucial factor in the expression of 

completion, as it is directly related to definiteness and specificity. The five cases 

which contribute to the expression of completion are Nominative (NP-@), 

Accusative (NP-(j)l), Dative (NP-{jl)A), Locative (NP-DA) and Ablative (NP-DAn), 

as illustrated in (7-9) below. The Nominative direct object NP kitap 'book' in (7) 

receives a non-definite, non-referential reading, as it is incorporated into the verb. 

Thus, there is a cumulative/atelic activity reading with no mention of a specific 

object that is directly affected. 

(7) QUl kitap oku-du. (Direct object) NP-NOM, activity 
GUI book-0 read-PRF. (cumulative) 
'GUI read/did book-reading.' 

Both NPs in (8a-b) have a definite, specific reading. However, the 

Accusative in (8a) triggers a quantized/telic accomplishment reading with a totally 

affected object. On the other hand, the Ablative (Partitive) in (8b) yields a 

cumulative/atelic activity reading with a partially affected object. 

(8) a Giil kitab-l oku-du. 
Gul book-ACC read-PRF. 
'GUI read the book.' 

NP-ACC, accomplishment 
(quant., totally affected obj.) 
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b. Giil kitap-tan oku-du, almtl-Iar yap-t!o NP-ABL, activity 
G. book-ABL read-PRF. quote-PL make-PRF.(quant., partially affected obj.) 
'Gul read from the book, making quotations.' 

The deflnite and speciflc NPs in (9a-b) denoting direction and location are 

expressed by the Dative and the Locative respectively. The Dative NP in (9a) 

involves direction towards an object, and the activity predicate otur- receives a 

quantizedltelic change of state reading with focus on its initial endpoint, i.e. 

ingressive. The Locative NP in (9b) indicates the position at which the 

cumulative/atelic activity takes place. 

(9) a. Giil koltug-a otur-du. 
Gul armchair-DAT sit-PRF. 
'Giil sat down in the armchair.' 

b. Giil koltuk-ta otur-du. 
Gul armchair-LaC sit-PRF. 
'Gul sat in the armchair.' 

NP-DAT, activity (ingressive) 
(direction) 

NP-LOC, activity 
(location) 

Note that the direction/location NPs in (9a-b) are different from the 

measuring NPs in (7) and (8a-b), which involve gradual measuring out of the event 

(c£ Tenny (1994), Krifka (1989)). This difference is further illustrated by (lOa-b) 

and (1 la-b) below. 

(10) a. orgu or
'knit' 

b. bir kazak or
'knit a pullover' 

(cumulative NP) 

(quantized NP) 

(ll) a. sahil-e dogru ilerle- (direction) 
shore-DAT towards move-
'move towards the shore' 

b. sahil-e var
shore-DAT arrive 
'reach the shore' 

(location) 

(atelic) activity 

(telic) accomplishment 

( atelic) activity 

(telic) achievement 

The (singular) quantized NP in (lOb) gradually measures out the event and 

yields an accomplishment reading in the otherwise cumulative activity in (lOa) (cf. 

Tenny (1994». On the other hand, the Dative NP in (11a) is the indicator of a 
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potential terminal point, i.e. the location argument towards which the activity is 

directed. The same NP in (l1b) denotes an actual terminal point in (l1b), ie. the 

actual position where the achievement is realized (c£ Dahl (1981:84)). This is due to 

verbs such as ilerle- vs. var- that indicate telicity independently of aspectual 

morphology, case or adverbs (Smith (1997:48) calls them "super-lexical" 

morphemes). 

In sum, the common property of all situations in (7-11) is that they are 

bounded in time, i.e. they have a terminal point. The atelic situations in (7), (8b), 

(9b), (lOa) and (11a) end at an arbitrary time. However, the telic situations in (8a), 

(9a), (lOb) and (lIb) have an intrinsic bound/set terminal point. In telic situations 

that involve measuring arguments, e.g. (8a) and (10b), the event is completed when 

the NP is totally affected. As for telic situations that involve direction/location 

arguments, e.g. (11b), the event is completed only when the set terminal 

point/location is reached (c£ Krifka (1989)). 

5.1.2. Change of state 

As Smith (1997:42) notes, change of state is a property of situations 

indirectly expressed through completion/telicity interacting with duration, as it has 

no specialized linguistic correlates. Time-relationally, change of state, as suggested 

by the term itself, seems to constitute a transition between two distinct states, i.e. a 

source state and a target state. Telic events involve a change of state and a result. In 

this study, it is argued that change of state is the natural endpoint/the set terminal 

point in telic events. As for atelic situations, the change of state marks the initial or 

the final (terminal and not the natural) endpoint of the situation. Moreover, states are 

distinguished as to whether or not they allow a change of state. Individual-level 

statives preempt a change of state, as in (12), unless an external agent has brought 

about the change, e.g. an accident. In contrast, stage-level stat~ves do allow a change 
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of state (c£ (16-17) below).7 The (++) or (--) signs ill (12b) represent the 

undistinguished period of states. 

(12) a. Sfueyya uzunboylu-ydu ama *artlk degil. (individual-level stative) 
Sfueyya tall-PRF-3sg but anymore not 
'Sfireyya was tall but *not anymore.' 

b.++++++ or 

The activity in (13a) is characterized by a process, as in (13b), where the 

arrow represents the process. Although the activity involves various different 

movements of the legs and dislocation, it is cumulatively the same event with no 

change of state. Yet the activity may result in linguistically irrelevant changes on the 

expenencer, i.e. the external argument, (the runner), e.g. exhaustion and/or 

perspiration. 

(13) a Sfueyya saatlerce ko~-tu. 
Sfueyya for hoursrun-PRF-3sg 
'Sfueyya ran for hours. ' 

b ...... ,4 ..... ItO 

(activity) 

On the other hand, telic events, i.e. achievements and accomplishments, 

inherently involve a change of state, but are distinguished on the basis of duration 

and non-detachability. Smith (1997:43) mentions that the notion of non-

detachability distinguishes accomplishment from achievement by relating process to 

result. In achievements, there is a result but no process. In (14a), as a result of the 

momentary act of reaching the finish line, the runner, who was not the winner before, 

becomes the winner. In that respect, the achievement marks the transition from a 

source state to a target state, as schematized in (14b). 8 This contrast between the 

source and target states is represented by the transition from ( --) to (++) or from (++) 

to (--). 

(14) a. Sfireyya yarl~-l (*agu aglr) kazan-dl. 
Sfueyya race-ACC (*slowly) win-PRF-3sg 
'Sfireyya won the race.' 

(achievement) 
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b ....••• ---1 +++ ........... or ........... 1 +++ .... 0 •••••••• 

As for the accomplishment in (1 Sa), the apple is gradually consumed and the 

change of state marks the transition into the state in which the apple does not exist 

anymore. If there is no more apple, i.e. if the result has been reached, then the prior 

process is entailed, i.e. the apple must have undergone a process of consumption. 

This is the formal correlate of non-detachability (cf. Smith (1997:26)). Note that the 

schema of an accomplishment in (lSb) is composed of four parts: (i) source state, Oi) 

the process (~), (iii) the change of state (I), and (iv) the target state. The 

achievement schema in (l4b), on the other hand, lacks the process in (ISb). 

(15) a. Sfueyya elma-Yl (aglr aglr) ye-di. 
Sfueyya apple-ACC (slowly) eat-PRF-3sg 
'Sfueyya ate the apple.' 

(accomplishment) 

b ..•.... ---~ 1 +++ .•.••.. or .......... +++~ 1---......... . 
Moreover, the process-oriented adverb aglr aglr 'slowly' is ungrammatical 

with the achievement in (l4a) as opposed to the accomplishment in (l5a). This 

behavior is due to what is made linguistically explicit about the change of state 

through grammatical and/or lexical means. 

In tlus chapter, it will be illustrated that changes of state may be (i) result-

oriented, (ii) process-oriented, or (iii) both result and process-oriented, as in the case 

of perfect of result where a process is linked to a result (cf. § S.1.2.1 below). Note 

that these subcategories are due to the interaction of telicity (the result/the natural 

culmination) and duration (the process/the preliminary activity leading to the result) 

as indirect correlates of change of state. 

Result-oriented change of state is in a sense "non-durative/instantaneous," as 

in achievements. In (14a) above, any prior process, e.g. years of training and the 

duration of the race itself, implied by the result is not linguistically made explicit, 
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and thus, is not available for adverbial specification. In that respect, achievements 

are result-oriented. The result-oriented change of state is further exemplified by the 

periphrastic expression in (l6b). The auxiliary 01- marked with the general 

perfective -D1 induces a change of state reading in the stage-level stative ~i~man 

'fat' and the use of the process adverb giderek 'gradually' gives rise to 

ungrammaticality. 

(16) a. Deniz zaYl£ 
Deniz thin 
'Deniz is thin. ' 

---------1 I I I I I + Deniz ~i~man. 
Deniz fat 
'Deniz is fat.' 

b. Deniz ayl kostiim-ii giy-ince (*giderek) ~i~man ol-du. 
Deniz bear costume-3sg wear-when (*gradually) fat become-PRF 
'Deniz has become (looked) fat when she put on the bear costume.' 

Process-oriented change of state occurs at the final endpoint of a 

linguistically explicit process which can be adverbially specified, as was illustrated 

by (l5a). Like accomplishments, such changes of state are "durative/gradual." 

Process-oriented change of state may also be expressed derivationally, as in (17b), or 

periphrastically, as in (l8a-b). In (17b), the derivational morpheme -IA in $i~man-la 

with its meaning 'become,' denotes a gradual change in the source state, as a result 

of which the target state comes about, i.e. inchoative (d Smith (1997:22, 49)). The 

process can be adverbially specified, as illustrated by the felicity of giderek 

'gradually' and the adverbial dependent clause expressing a process . 

(17) a. Deniz zayu. 
Deniz thin 
'Deniz is thin. 

..... +++~ f --...... 

b. Deniz biiyii-diik-ye/giderek ~i~man-la-dl. 

Deniz ~i~man. 
Deniz fat 
'Deniz is fat. 

Deniz grow-DIK-DERIV/gradually fat-DERIV.-PRF 
'Deniz has become fatter as she grew/gradually.' 

Process-oriented changes of state are further exemplified by (l8a-b). In 

Chapter 3, it was observed that aspectual distinctions like ingressive habitual in (18a) 
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and egressive habitual in (I8b) are expressed periphrastically by the auxiliary 01-

marked with the perfective -DI and the aorist marker -Arllr on the inner predicate 

(c£ van Schaaik (2001)). In (I8a) the initial endpoint of a habitual situation is 

focused, i.e. ingressive. In (I8b) the final endpoint of a habitual situation is 

highlighted, i.e. egressive. Note that the process-oriented adverb zamanla 'by the 

time' is felicitous in (18a-b), as opposed to the adverb aniden 'suddenly.' 

(18) a. Zamanla/*aniden yoklug-u-nu daha yok hissed-er ol-du. 
by the time/*suddenly absence-3sg-ACC more feel-AOR be-PRF-3sg 
'By the time/*suddenly slhe started feeling its absence even more.' 

b. Zamanlal??aniden yoklug-u-nu hisset-me-z ol-du. 
by the timel??suddenly absence-3sg-ACC more feel-NEG-AOR be-PRF-3sg 
'By the timel??suddenly s/he stopped feeling its absence. ' 

The following section will focus on the third kind of change of state, i.e. the 

one which is both result and process-oriented. This is the grammaticalized case of 

perfect of result where a process is linked to a result. 

5.1.2.1. Perfect of Result 

The perfect of result expresses a currently relevant state which is the result of 

some past situation (c£ Comrie (1976:56) also Bybee et at (1994),9 Smith (1997), 

Iatridou et al. (2000)). In Turkish, perfect of result can be expressed by the 

perfective marker -D I or the perfect marker -mI$ (cf. Sezer (2001) among others), as 

illustrated by the achievement in (19a) and the accomplishment in (20a) below. 

(19) a. Koprii bir anda/*aglr aglr yok-tillyok-mii~ ve hala oyle dur-uyor. 
bridge suddenly/*slowly collapse-PRF/~-PERF and still so stand-IMPRF 
'The bridge has suddenly collapsed and it is still in the same state.' 

b. Koprii bir anda/*aglr aglr yok-tiilyok-m~ ama ycniden yap-ll-dl. 
bridge suddenly/*slowly collapse-PRF/~-PERF but anew build-PASS-PRF-3sg 
'The bridge suddenly collapsed but it was rebuilt.' 

(20) a. Koprii *bir anda/agu agn' ~a ed-il-diled-il-mi~ ve hala oyle dur-uyor. 
bridge *suddenly/slowly build-PRF/~-PERF and still so stand-IMPRF 
'The bridge has been built slowly and it is still in the same state.' 



b. Koprii *bir anda/aglr aglr in~a ed-il-diled-il-mi~ ama bir anda yok-tiL 
bridge *suddenly/slowly build-PRF/--PERF but suddenly collapse-PRF 
'The bridge was built slowly but it collapsed suddenly.' 
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As noted by Iatridou et al. (2000:6), this variety of perfect is possible only 

with telic situations, i.e. with achievements as in (l9a) and accomplishments as in 

(20a). The target state following the change of state must still hold at TU, otherwise 

it would be impossible to differentiate the structure from the (past) perfective, as 

illustrated by (19b) and (20b). The felicitous conjuncts in (19a) and (20a) denote 

that a change of state has not been realized, although it is theoretically possible, i.e. 

the target state does not preempt a change over time. 

The role of -ml:j in the expression of perfect of result is distinct from that of -

Dl. Unlike -DL which is just a verbal T/A marker, -ml:j is both the perfect marker 

(cf. Sezer (2001) among others) and a participial form. As a verbal marker, -ml:j 

expresses a prior change of state and a currently relevant target state in (2la-b) (c£ 

Aksu-Koy (1988:22), Smith's (1997) derived stativity). 

(21) a. Urumelihisarl'na otur-mu~-um; 
Rumeli Hissar-DAT sit-PERF-lsg 
'I've sat at Rumeli Hissar.' (literal) 

b. Otur-mu~ da bir tiirkli tuttur-mu~-um. (Orhan Veli Karuk) 
sit-PERF part. one folk song start-PERF-lsg 
'I've sat and started singing a folk song.' (literal) 
'Sitting at Rumeli Hissar, I'm singing a folk song.' (actual stative reading) 

As a participial marker, it distinguishes a present state arising from a prior 

event, as illustrated in (22c-23c), from a simple stage-level state, as in (22b-23b) (cf. 

Aksu-Koy (1988:22), Yav~ (1980), Kornfilt (1997)). Note that in (22b-23b) no 

prior process is made linguistically explicit and no causality is expressed. It is world 

knowledge and our understanding of causationlO that tells us that clothes are wet 

when they have had contact with some liquid or that people feel tired when they have 

taken part in some activity. On the other hand, with the passive structure in (22c) 
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and the reflexive in (23c), -mI~ is a linguistic correlate of the prior process, 

suggesting causality, ifnot agentivity (cf. TaImy (2000b:476)). 

(22) a. Yagmur yag-Ill1~./yag-dl. C;am~IT-lar Islan-Ill1~!tslan-dl. 
rain drop-PERF/~PRF clothes get wet-PERF/get wet-PRF 
'It has been rainingll/has rained. The clothes have become wet.' 

b. Isla-k yaIl1lli}IT-lar 
wet -DERIV clothes 
'wet clothes' 

c. Islan-ml~/*lslan-dlyama~1f-lar 
get wet-PERF/get wet-PRF clothes 
'the clothes which have become wet. ' 

(23) a. Kadm yfuii-mu~. Yor-ul-mu~/*-du. 
woman walk-PERF. exhaust-PASS-PERF 
'The woman has been walking. She has become tired. ' 

b. Yor-gun kadm. 
exhaust-DERIV woman 
'A tired woman' 

c. Y or-ul-mu~/*yor-ul-du kadm 
exhaust-PASS-PERF/exhaust-PASS-PRF woman 
'the woman who has become tired. ' 

As noted by Comrie (1976:57), while some languages use a grammatical 

means, i.e. the perfect, to express a resultative meaning, others use a stative verb or 

an adjective, ignoring how the state was brought about. Turkish seems among the 

former group of languages in that -mI~ is used for 'derived-level' target states 

resulting from an anterior telic situationla change of state, as in (22c-23c), while 

'basic-level' target states are expressed derivationally as in (22b-23b). 

In sum, the perfect of result seems to be distinguished from result-oriented 

and process-oriented changes of state in involving a resultant state, in addition to the 

source and target states. 111 the following section, the implications of this distinction 

will be illustrated to be highly relevant to Smith's (1997) participant property. 

5.1.2.2. The Participant Property 

Smith (1997:107) notes that in the English Present Perfect
l2 

sentences, the 
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subjects are assigned "the participant property" as a result of having participated in 

the anterior situation, as in (24) (c£ Giorgi & Pianesi (1997:93)). 

(24) Henry has been fIred. Smith (1997:107, ex. 19a) 

(25) a. Ali Paris'i gor-mii~ ol-du. 
A. Paris-ACC see-PERF be-PRF 
'Ali has assumed the property of having seen Paris.' 

b. Paris gor-ill-mii~ ol-du. 
Paris see-PASS-PERF be-PRF-3sg 
'Paris has assumed the property of having been seen. ' 

In (25a), marked with the periphrastic form -mI:j 0/-, Ali has the property of 

having seen Paris. There are three points to note about the participant property. 

Firstly, the participant property is not limited to experiencer human subjects and can 

be assigned to inanimate objects as well, as illustrated by (25b) where Paris is 

ascribed the property of having been visited. In that respect, the term 'participant' 

should be understood as any entity that takes part in a change of state, either 

agentively or passively. For example, in the causative (26a), the grammatical subject 

is agentive, while there is no agentivity involved in the intransitive (26b) and the 

(causative) passive (26c). In all cases, though, the grammatical subjects, the fIrst 

person plural in (26a) and the chocolate in (26b-c), are participants that have been 

totally affected from the change of state. 13 

(26) a. Boylece yikOlata-Yl eri-t-mi~ ol-du-k ve hala SIVl durum-da. 
thus chocolate-ACC melt-CAUS-PERF. be-PRF-lpl and still liquid state-LOC 
'Thus we ended up having melted the chocolate and it is still in a liquid state.' 

b. Boylece yikolata eri-mi~ ol-du ama yine katl-I~-t1. 
thus chocolate melt-PERF be-PRF-3sg but again solid-DERIV -PERF 
'Thus the chocolate ended up having melted but it has become solid again.' 

c. Boylece yikolata eri-t-il-m.i§ oI-du. 
thus chocolate-ACC melt-CAOS-PASS-PERF. be-PRF 
'Thus the chaco late ended up having been melted. ' 

Secondly, this property is distinct from the target state and continues to obtain 

whether the target still holds or not, as illustrated by the felicity of the conjuncts in 
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(26a-b). In (26a) the target state of the chocolate, i.e. its liquid state, holds, while in 

(26b) there has been a further change of state, i.e. the chocolate is solid again. Note 

that the property of having melted the chocolate is distinct from its target (liquid) 

state. Thirdly, the participant property does not seem distinct from the "resultant 

state" identified by Parsons (1990), as in (27). 

(27) "It is important not to identifY the Resultant State with its 'target' state. If I 

throw a ball on the roof, the target state of this event is the ball's being on the 

roof, a state that mayor may not last for a long time. What I am calling 

Resultant State is different, it is the state of my having thrown the ball on the 

roof, and it is a state that cannot cease holding at some later time." (from 

Parsons (1990:235) (parsons, T. 1990. Events in the Semantics of English. 

Cambridge: The MIT Press.) cited in Musan (2001b:376)) 

A target state, like the stage-level states zayif'thin' vs. #§man 'fat' in (16a) 

above, can be temporally modified and does not preempt a change of state. On the 

other hand, the resultant state, like the individual-level state uzun boylu 'tall' in (l2a) 

above, is atemporal in the sense that it preempts any further changes of state. 

5.2. Situation Type and Viewpoints: Implicit Bounds 

The interaction of situation type with viewpoints is directly dependent on two 

properties of viewpoints: (i) boundedness information and (ii) quantificational 

reference. Both of these properties are directly related to the boundedness 

information and mereological structure ofSTs. 

The perfective viewpoint imposes implicit bounds on a situation, whereas the 

imperfective does not involve any such implicit bounds. The implicit bound in the 

perfective refers to the terminal point in ate1ic -STs (termination) in Turkish. As 

atelic STs are not intrinsically bounded, the implicit bound in the perfective serves to 

impose a temporal bound on the otherwise unbounded situations. On the other hand, 
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the implicit bound is identified with the set terminal point in telic STs and implies 

completion/total affectedness of the object. As a result, achievements and 

accomplishments are the unmarked choices in the perfective, while the marked 

choices, i.e. states and activities, often get an ingressive reading in the perfective (c£ 

Comrie (1976:20)).14 

There are also unmarked and marked choices for the imperfective. As states 

and activities are intrinsically unbounded, tht:;y are the unmarked choices in the 

imperfective ( c£ Ramchand (1997 :41 ) "stative verbs are imperfective par 

excellence"). Achievements and accomplishments are marked choices for the 

imperfective and result in interpreted ST shifts. For example, the imperfective (non-

durative) achievement in (28a) is presented with a slow-motion view or a number of 

iterative events are implied as in (28b), given adverbs such as yzllardzr 'for years' 

that strengthen that meaning. 

(28) a. Bardag-l krr-lY0r. 
glass-ACC break-IMPRF. 
'S/he is breaking the glass.' 

b. M. Schumacher yll-lar-dir bu yarl~-l kazan-lY0r. 
M. Schumacher year-PL-since this race-ACC win-IMPRF. 
'M. S. has been winning this race for years.' 

The perfective is also different from the imperfective in terms of 

quantificational reference. While the perfective is analogous to quantization, the 

imperfective is cumulative. 

(29) a. 6rgu or-uyor-urn. 
knit-IMPRF-I sg 
'I'm knitting.' 

c 

b. Bir kazak or-uyor-urn. c:t:.. 

a pullover knit-IMPRF-lsg 
'I'm knitting a pullover.' 

6rgu or-du-m. 
knit-PRF-lsg 
'I have knitted.' 

Bir kazak or-du-m. 
knit-PRF-lsg 
'I have knitted a pullover. ' 

The imperfective makes cumulative reference to both the mass object in (29a) 
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and the count object in (29b), yielding an unbounded activity reading which does not 

imply completion/total affectedness. In the perfective, quantized reference to mass 

(29a) vs. count (29b) objects yields different results. Quantized reference to the 

mass object in (29a) implies termination of a cumulative activity, hence the felicity 

of the implication I have knitted. In contrast, quantized reference to a count object 

(29b) requires total affectedness of the object, i.e. an accomplishment. 

Consequently, I have knitted a pullover. is not implied by the cumulative 

imperfective in (29b) even though there is a count object. In other words, unless the 

set terminal point has been reached, we cannot talk about an accomplishment, as it is 

merely an activity directed towards the set terminal point. The following two 

subsections illustrate the interaction of the perfective and imperfective with the five 

STs. 

5.2.1. The Perfective 

The perfective is the unmarked choice for the semelfactive in (30), the 

achievement in (31) and the accomplishment in (32), denoting a dosed, bounded 

view of the whole event. In (31-32) the implicit bound imposed by the perfective 

corresponds to the set terminal point (completion). The perfective is the marked 

choice for the activity in (33), which is understood to be temporally bounded 

(termination). 

(30) Nur oksiir-du. 
Nur cough-PRF. 
'Nur coughed.' 

(31) Leyla kara-Yl gor-du. 
Ley lao the land see-PRF. 
'Ley la spotted the land.' 

(32) AY9a bir kazak or-duo 
Ay~a. a pullover knit-PRF. 
~Ayya knitted a pullover.' 

(semelfactive) 

(achievement) 

(accomplishment) 



(33) Mualla yiiz-dii. 
Mualla. swim-PRF. 
'Mualla swam.' 
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(activity) 

As was mentioned in § 4.1.1, -DI triggers an ingressive reading on 

psychological/cognitive verbal states such as sev- 'love,' anla- 'understand,' bil-

'know' or begen 'like' in (34a). As for verbs of location such as ya$a- 'liv~,' dur-

'stand' or kal- 'stay' there is no such shift. As the general perfective marker -DI 

does not appear on non-verbal stage-level and individual-level states in (34b-c) and 

such states are by default imperfective (cf Ramchand (1997:41», the discussion will 

only focus on psychological verbal states in the following sections. The -(J)DI 

marker on non-verbal states denotes past tense or modal distance. As illustrated by 

the felicity of the conjuncts with the stage-level state in (34b), the assertion is only 

limited to TT, which is anterior to TU, i.e. past tense. In contrast, the individual-

level state in (34c) cannot be temporally bounded, hence the unacceptability of the 

conjuncts (unless the subject is understood to put on color lenses). As a result, the 

preferred reading of -(I)DI with the atemporal individual-level state in (34c) is 

modal distance, suggesting that the morpheme receives an epistemic modal function, 

when it no longer has a primary T I A function. 

(34) a. ~km badem-li tath-Yl begen-di. 
A~km almond-COM desert-ACC like-PRF-3sg 
'~km likes (has enjoyed) the desert with almonds. ' 

b. A~km dun iizgiin-dii ve hala oyle.!1 ama bugiin ne~eli. 
A~km yesterday sad-PAST and still so II but today cheerful 
'A~km was sad yesterday and he still is'!l but he is cheerful today.' 

c. A~km mavi gozlii-ydii *ve bala oyle.!l*ama bugiin ye~il gozlii. 
A~lan blue-eyed-PAST and still so II but today green-eyed 
'~km had blue eyes and *he still does'!l *but he has green eyes today.' 
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BASIC-LEVEL ST PERFECTIVE TIME-REL. SCHEMATA 

State (verbal) ingressive ..... IL-F) ...... 

State (non-verbal) inapplicable ---
Activity implicit bound added .,ee •• I-------F arb •••••••• 

Semelfactive no shift (default) ....... E ......... 

Achievement no shift (default) ...... E R ...... 

Accomplishment no shift (default) ...... 1 --------F nat R ...... 
. Table 5.2: Basic-level STs marked with the perfective and their time-relational 

schemata 

5.2.2. The Imperfective 

The imperfective is the unmarked choice for the activity in (35) and the 

stative in (36a), presenting an open, unbounded partial view of the situation. Note 

that in (36b-c) not the general imperfective marker -(I)yor but the zero morpheme 

appears on the non-verbal predicates, indicating non-past/present tense rather than 

imperfectivity, as these predicates are imperfective by defmition. 

(35) Mualla yiiz-uyor. 
Mualla swim-IMPRF. 
'Mualla is swimming. ' 

(activity) 

(36) a. A~km badem-li tath-Yl begen-iyor. 
A~km almond-COM desert-ACC like-IMPRF-3sg 
'A;;km likes the desert with almonds. ' 

b. A~km bugiin lizgiin. 
A~km today sad-0-3sg 
'A~km is sad today.' 

c. A~km mavi gozlU. 
A~km blue-eyed-0-3sg 
, A~km has blue eyes. ' 

The imperfective is the marked choice for the semelfactive in (37), the 

achievement in (38) and the accomplishment in (39). The semelfactive in (37) gets a 

multiple-event activity reading. IS As the imperfective is unbounded, the set terminal 

point in telic situations is understood not to have been reached, hence the shifted 

preliminary activity reading in (39) and the slow-motion or activity reading in (38). 
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In short, the imperfective amounts to removing a bound from otherwise bounded 

situations (cf. Table 5.3). 

(37) Nur oksUr-uyor. 
Nur cough-IMPRF. 
'Nur is coughing.' 

(38) Leyla kara-Yl gor-uyor. 
Leyla the land see-IMPRF. 
'*Leyla is spotting the land.' 
'Leyla sees the land.' 

(39) AY9a bir kazak or-uyor. 
AY9a a pullover knit-IMPRF. 
'AY9a is knitting a pullover.' 

( semelfactive~activity) 

(achievement ~activity) 

(intended reading) 
(actual reading) 

(accomplishment ~activity) 

BASIC-LEVEL ST IMPERFECTIVE TIME-REL. SCHEMATA 

State (verbal) no shift (default) ........ (I) __ (F) ......... & •••••• 

Activity no shift (default) ...... I----[----]-----F arb ........ 

Semeifactive multiple-event activity ... e-.E ...... E ...... E ..... E ....•.. 

Achievement slow-motion/activity ...... I---[----]----F arb ........ 

Accomplishment preliminary activity ..... 1-----[----]------F arb ..... 

Table 5.3: Basic-level STs marked with the imperfective and their time
relational schemata 

5.3. Situation Type and Adverbials: Independent Bounds 

T I A adverbials impose independent temporal bounds on situations, but not all 

T/A adverbials operate ST-internally so that they can trigger ST shifts. In the 

literature, especially two types of adverbials have been noted to interact closely with 

situation types and viewpoints (c£ Binnick (1991), Tenny (1994), Smith (1997), 

Krifka (1989) among others). The unboundedfor an hour adverbs (c£ durative (c£ 

Iatridou et al. (2000», simple duration (c£ Smith (1997» and measure adverbs (c£ 

Krifka (1989») are compatible with atelic SIs. On the other hand, the bounded in 

an hour adverbs (c£ inclusive (c£ Iatridou et al. (2000», completive (c£ Smith 

(1997» and time interval adverbs (d. Krifka (1989») are compatible with telic SIs. 

For example, the activity verb (super-lexical morpheme) ilerle- 'move' in (40a), 

I 
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which is inherently atelic, is compatible with an unbounded for an hour adverb, 

while the inherently telic achievement verb var- 'reach' in (40b) is compatible with a 

bounded in an hour adverb, but not vice versa. 

(40) a. U<;urtma (on dakika/*on dakika-da) yarnac-a dogru ilerle-di/ilerli-yor. 
kite (10 min.l*10 min-LOC) c1iff-DAT towards move-PRFIIMPRF-3sg 
'The kite moved/is moving towards the cliff (for 10 rnin.l*in 10 minutes).' 

b. U<;urtrna (*on dakika/on dakika-da) yarnac-a var-dIlvar-lYor. 
kite (*10 min.l10 minute-LOC) cliff-DAT arrive-PRFIIMPRF-3sg 
'The kite reached/is reaching the cliff(*for 10 rnin.lin 10 minutes).' 

Smith (1997) proposes the Principle ofExtemal Override to account for cases 

where there is a clash of feature values, e.g. unbounded adverbs with telic STs or 

bounded adverbs with atelic STs. This principle states that adverbs override the 

temporallaspectual value of the VC, resulting in derived-level STs. The principle 

also holds for Turkish. It will be illustrated that the interpreted ST shifts due to such 

clashing feature values follow from the boundedness information contained in the 

viewpoints, STs and adverbs, hence are predictable because as was mentioned in § 

5.2. above, viewpoints have unmarked and marked choices of STs and any marked 

choice presents a potential ST shift. 

5.3.1. Bounded in an hour Adverbs with the Perfective 

As the perfective imposes an implicit bound and the adverb bir saatte 'in an 

hour' involves an independent bound, telic situations are expected to be most 

felicitious among examples (41-45). On the other hand, atelic situations are 

predicted to undergo a shift, because a bound/an endpoint is added. The predictions 

are borne out. While the telic accomplishment in (41) and the achievement in (42) 

do not undergo any ST shift, the atelic stative in (44) and the activity in (45) are 

ingressive with focus on the initial endpoint of the situation. The atelic semelfactive 

in (43) behaves like the telic situations, probably due to its single stage property (c£ 

Smith (1997), Rothstein (2004)). 



(41) AY9a bir saat-te bir kazak or-duo (accomplishment) 
AY9a one hour-LOC a pullover knit-PRF. 
'AY9a knitted a pullover (with)in one hour.' 

(42) Leyla bir saat-te kara"YI gor-du. (achievement) 
Leyla one hour-LOC the land see-PRF. 
'Leyla spotted the land (with)in one hour.' 

(43) ??Nur bir saat-te oksiir-du. (semelfactive) 
Nur one hour-LOC cough-PRF. 
'Nur coughed (with)in one hour.' 

(44) Mahpeyker Orner'i iki gun-de sev-di. (state ~ingressive) 
Mahpeyker Orner-ACe two day-LOe love-PRF. 
'Mahpeyker fell in love with Orner in two days.' 

(45) ??Mualla bir saat-te yiiz-du. (activity~ingressive) 
Mualla one hour-LOC swim-PRF. 
'Mualla swam (with)in one hour.' 
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In (41-45) three overlap patterns are observed between A and the ST: (i) the 

right boundary (RB) of A overlaps with the non-durative achievement in (42) and the 

sernelfactive in (43), (ii) the RB of A overlaps with the initial endpoint of the state in 

(44) and activity in (45), and (iii) A totally overlaps with durative, telic 

accomplishment in (41). In (41), the pullover (possibly for Lilliputians) is completed 

within A, i.e. the accomplishment, including its preliminary process, totally overlaps 

with A and culminates in a change of state that coincides with the RB of A (c£ Table 

5.4, Chapter 6 for details on overlap patterns). 

BASIC-LEVEL ST PRF.&[+B]A TIME-RELATIONAL SCHEMATA 

State ingressive 0 ....... 0 ......... [A_I .... o ....... ~ ••• 

Activity ingressive "1II.&III.eol ••• a ••••• [~I ....... "' ... 

Semelfadive no shift (default) •• eSl' ...... O ... O£l .... lA __ E] •••••••••••••.•••••• 

Achievement no shift (default) •••••••••••••••••• [A __ E]R .......... 

Accomplishment no shift (default) ................ [AII __ F nat]R ............. 
. 

Table 5.4: Basic-level perfective STs with bounded adverbs and their tIme
relational schemata 
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5.3.2. Bounded in an hour Adverbs with the Imperfective 

In (46-50) the imperfective does not impose an implicit bound, but the adverb 

involves an independent bound. Therefore, we would expect a number of shifts in 

atelic situations, while telic situations would be felicitous as they are. As wa'3 the 

case in the previous section, the accomplishment in (46), the achievement in (47) and 

the semelfactive in (48) do not undergo any shift, while the state in (49) and the 

activity i..n (50) obtain an ingressive reading with the bounded adverb (A2). In 

additi()n, the imperfective yields an iterative reading, strengthened by the frequency 

adverb (AI) her gece 'every night.' 

(46) AY9a [AI her gece [A2 bir saat-te]] bir kazak or-uyor. (accomplishment) 
AY9a every night one hour-LOC a pullover knit-IMPRF. 
'AY9a knits a pullover (with)in one hour every night.' 

(47) Leyla [AI her gece [A2 bir saat-te]] kara-Yl gor-uyor. (achievement) 
Leyla every night one hour-LOC the land see-IMPRF. 
'Leyla spots the land (with)in one hour every night.' 

(48) Nur [AI her gece wbir saat-te]] oksUr-uyor. (semelfactive) 
Nur every night one hour-LOC cough-IMPRF. 
'Nur coughs (with)in one hour every night.' 

(49) Mahpeyker Omer'i iki gun-de sev-iyor. (state ~ingressive) 
Mahpeyker Omer-ACC two day-LOC love-IMPRF. 
'Mahpeyker falls in love with Orner in two days.' 

(50) Mualla [AI her gece W bir saat-te]] yiiz-uyor. (activity~ingressive) 
Mualla every night one hour-LOC swim-IMPRF. 
'Mualla swims (with)in one hour every night.' 

The three overlap patterns observed in the perfective STs with bounded 

adverbs are also instantiated in the imperfective STs with the same adverbs, 

suggesting that these patterns are dependent on the durativity and telicity of the STs 

rather than viewpoint morphology. The frequency adverb Al her gece co-occurring 

with the imperfective morphology specifies a higher adverbial span within which the 

individual multiple instances of the situations take place, thus strenghtening 
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frequentative and habitual re1:ldings (cf. Table 5.5). 

BASIC-LEVEL ST IMPRF & (+B] A TIME-RELATIONAL SCHEMATA 

State ingressive+( iterative) ••• [AI ••••••• [A2_I) ... [A2_1] •......••. ] ...... 

Activity ingressive+iterative ••••• [AI •••• (A2_I] ...... IA2_I] ..•.. ] ....... 

Semelfactive no shift +iterative •••• [AI .... [A2_E] ... [A2_E] .... ] .•...•.•.. 

Achievement no shift +iterative ......... [Al ........ [Al __ E] R .......... 

Accomplishment no shift +iterative ••• [AI •••• [A2II---F nat] R. .• [A2II---F nat] R ... ] .. 

Table 5.5: Basic-level imperfective STs with bounded adverbs and their time
relational schemata 

5.3.3. Unbounded/or an hour Adverbs with the Perfective 

In (51-55), the perfective morphology which imposes an implicit bound co-

occurs with an unbounded adverb which does not involve an independent bound. As 

adverbials rather than viewpoint morphology seem to trigger ST shifts, telic STs are 

predicted to undergo shifts since they are not compatible with unboundedness. 

Indeed, the activity in (52) is felicitous with the unbounded A bir saat "for an hour,' 

but the state in (51) seems to require a longer time span. In contrast, the semelfactive 

in (53) gets a multiple-event activity reading and the achievement in (54a) is 

ungrammatical unless the predicate is reinterpreted as an activity of watching the 

land. (54b) is marginally acceptable if the event of winning is iterated within A. The 

accomplishment in (55) can only be understood as the preliminary process which 

does not reach the set terminal point.
16 

(51) Mahpeyker Orner 'i yirmi ydl?bir saat sev-di. ( state) 
Mahpeyker Orner-ACC twenty years/?one hour love-PRF. 
"Mahpeyker loved Orner for twenty yearsl?one hour.' 

(52) Mualla bir saat yUz-du. (activity) 
Mualla one hour swim-PRF. 
'Mualla swam for an hour.' 

(53) Nur bir saat oksfu-dii. (semelfactive~ multiple-event act.) 
Nur night one hour cough-PRF. 
"Nur coughed for an hour. ' 



(54) a. *Leyla bir saat kara-Yl gor-du. (achievement) 
Leyla one hour the land see-PRF. 
'Leyla spotted the land for an hour.' 

b. ??Leyla poker-de bir saat kazan-di. (achievement-)?activity) 
Leyla poker-LOC one hour win-PRF. 
'Leyla won for an hour at the poker game.' 

(55) ??AY9a bir saat bir kazak or-duo (accomplishment-)?activity) 
AY9a one hour a pullover knit-PRF. 
'AY9a knitted a pullover for an hour.' 
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There are two patterns of overlap between A and STs. In the first pattern, the 

state in (51), the activity in (52) and the shifted accomplishment in (55) totally 

overlap with the durative unbounded adverb A. In the second pattern, the individual 

iterated instances of the single stage events, namely the semelfactive in (53) and the 

achievement in (54b), are contained within A (c£ Table 5.6). 

BASIC-LEVEL ST PRF. & [-B] A TIME-RELATIONAL SCHEMATA 

State no shift •••••••••••• [AII (F)] ................ 

Activity no shift ............. [AII Farb} ••••••••••••••••• 

Semelfactive multiple-event activo •••••••••••••• [A2 ••••• ClE ••••• E ..... E ... ] ........... 

Achievement ?activity ........ [A2 ... E.R..E.R. .. E.R .. E.R .. ) ...••...... 

Accomplishment preliminary activity •••••••• [A2II __ F arb] •••••••••••• 

Table 5.6: Basic-level perfective STs with unbounded adverbs and their time
relational schemata 

5.3.4. Unbounded/or an hour Adverbs with the Imperfective 

In (56-60), the imperfective does not impose an implicit bound, nor does the 

unbounded adverb impose an independent bound. Therefore, atelic STs are expected 

to be most felicitous, whereas telic STs are predicted to be ungrammatical or shifted. 

In addition, the imperfective morphology is expected to trigger iterativity with the 

frequency adverb (Al) her gece 'every night' As predicted, the stative in (56) and 

the activity in (57) are felicitous with the unbounded adverb without undergoing any 

shift. The frequency adverb Al and the imperfective morphology trigger an iterative 



reading in (57). 

(56) Mahpeyker <?mer'i [iki gun] sev-iyor, ii~iincu gun unut-uyor. (state) 
Mahpeyker Omer-l~.cC two day love-IMPRF. third day forget-IMPRF. 
'Mahpeyker loves Orner for two days, and forgets him on the third day.' 

(57) Mualla [AI her gece [A2 bir saat]] yiiz-uyor. (activity) 
Mualla every night one hour swim-IMPRF. 
'Mualla swims for an hour every night.' 
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The semelfactive in (58) obtains a multiple-event activity reading with the 

unbounded A2 and this one-hour activity is understood to be iterated every night 

over AI. The achievement in (59a) is ungrammatical, as the durative, unbounded 

adverb A2 i$ compatible neither with non-durativity nor telicity. (59b) is marginally 

acceptable only if it is shifted into an iterative activity. Likewise, the 

accomplishment in (60) can only have a marginal iterated activity reading. 

(58) Nur [AI her gece [A2 bir saatJ] oksfu-uyor. (semel.~ multiple-event activ.) 
Nur every night one hour cough-IMPRF. 
'Nur coughs for an hour every night.' 

(59) a. *Leyla [AI her gece [A2 bir saat]] kara-YI gor-uyor. (achievement) 
Leyla every night one hour the land see-IMPRF. 
'*Leyla spots the land for an hour every night.' 

b. ??Leyla poker-de [Ai her gece [A2 bir saat]] kazan-Iyor.(achiev.~activity) 
Leyla poker-LOC every night one hour win-IMPRF. 
'Leyla wins for two hours at the poker game every night.' 

(60) ??AY9a [AI her gece [A2 bir saat]] bir kazak or-uyor. (accomp.~?activity) 
AY9a every night one hour a pullover knit-IMPRF. 
, AY9a knits a pullover for an hour every night. ' 

Two overlap patterns are observed between A2 and STs. In the fITst case, the 

state in (56), the activity in (57) and the shifted accomplishment in (60) totally 

overlap with the durative unbounded adverb A2. In the second case, the individual 

iterated instances of the single stage events, namely the semelfactive in (58) and the 

achievement in (59b), are contained within A2. Note that these overlap patterns are 

identical to those observed with perfective STs and unbounded adverbs in the 
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previous section, except for one difference. The frequency adverb Al her gece 

'every night' contains multiple instances of one-hour intervals which overlap with 

the ST in the first or the second pattern (c£ Table 5.7). 

BASIC-LEVEL ST IMPRF. & [-BI A TIME-RELATIONAL SCHEMATA 

State no shift+(iterative) •••• [AI •••• [A2II_(F) I .•. · fA2II_(F) ] •.. ] .... 

Activity no shift +iterative •• [AI •••• [~_FarbI···[A2II_F arb] ..•. ] .. 

Semelfactive multiple-ev. act. +iter . ••• [AI.' [A2 ... E ... E .. E. J ••• [A2 •.• E •.. E .. E.] .•. ) •. 

Achievement activity + iterative ••• [AI •• [A2 .. E.R .• E.R .. ). [A2 .• E.R .. E.R .. ) .... 

Accomplishment prelim. act. +iterative •• [Al •••• [A2II_F arbl···[A2/L-F arb] .• ' J ••••• 

Table 5.7: Basic-level imperfective STs with unbounded adverbs and their time
relational schemata 

5.4. Discussion 

In the present chapter, the role of dynamism, duration, completionltelicity and 

change of state in defining and categorizing situations into basic-level and derived-

level situation types has been considered with special focus on the theoretical and 

empirical implications of Smith's (1997) informal proposal on the feature [Bounded] 

for Turkish. 

The interaction of STs with objects, viewpoints and adverbials suggests that 

(i) the intrinsic bounds are not distinct from the set terminal point involved in 

telicity/completion, (ii) the Turkish perfective imposes implicit bounds on the STs it 

operates on, and (iii) adverbials impose independent temporal bounds on the 

situations. Note that the intrinsic bounds, implicit bounds and independent bounds 

represent the three parameters of aspect proposed in the study, namely ST, viewpoint 

and adverbials respectively. This, in turn, suggests that boundedness is 

independently expressed by each of the three parameters. 

In order to observe the contribution of each parameter and the interaction 

among them, all theoretically possible interpreted ST shifts arising from the co-
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occurrence of [+1- bounded] adverbs, STs and viewpoints with clashing feature 

values have been investigated. The boundedness value of the adverbial seems to 

override those of viewpoints and/or STs. In fact, the implicit bound in the perfective 

does not cause shifts if the feature values of the adverb and the STs are compatible. 

Moreover, the boundedness value of the perfective can be overridden by adverbs or 

STs. 

Three types ofadverbials have been observed. Adverbials such as bu sabah 7 

ile 8 araSl 'this morning between 7 and 8' in (4b) provide information about the 

temporal location of a situation without causing any shifts, i.e. they are not ST-

internal. On the other hand, the bounded in an hour vs. unbounded for an hour 

adverbs are ST -internal and actively involved in triggering ST shifts when there is a 

clash of features. In addition, adverbs like her gece 'every night' in (57-60) trigger 

iterativity and strengthen ftequentative/habitual readings. 

Section ADVERB VIEWPOINT ST RESULT 

§ 5.3.1. in an hour [+B] perfective [+B] telic [+B] [+B] no shift 

§ 5.3.l. in an hour [+B] perfective [+B) atelic I-B] [+B] ingressive 

§ 5.3.2. in an hour [+B] imperfective [-B] telic [+B] [+B] no shift, iterative 

§ 5.3.2. in an hour [+B1 imperfective [-B] atelic I-B] [+B] ingressive, iterative 

§ 5.3.3. for an hour [-BJ perfective [+B] telic [+B] [-B] activity, iterative 

§ 5.3.3. for an hour [-B] perfective [+B] atelic [-B] [-B] no shift 

§ 5.3.4. for an hour [-31 imperfective [-BJ telic [+8) [-B] activity, iterative 

§ 5.3.4. for an hour [-B] imperfective [-:8] atelic [-B] [-B) no shift, iterative 

. Table 5.8: Interpreted ST shIfts due to the clashmg feature values of co
occurring adverbs, STs and viewpoints 

The influence of viewpoints seems to follow from the unmarked vs. marked 

choices. The perfective marker on an unbounded state is a marked choice, like the 

use of the imperfective marker on a bounded, instantaneous achievement is. 

Likewise, most interpreted ST shifts are predictable. For example, an atelic ST 
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usually gets an ingressive reading when it co-occurs with the bounded perfective and 

a telic ST obtains an activity reading with an unbounded element. These findings 

suggest a number of rule-governed patterns based on the boundedness of the adverbs 

(c£ Table 5.8 above). 

In sum, the three types of bounds namely (i) intrinsic, (ii) implicit and (iii) 

independent (explicit) correspond to the three parameters, even though the 

parameters do not seem to be equal in relative weight. I7 For example, in Turkish" the 

adverbs have a crucial role in the overall boundedness value of the sentence, 

providing evidence for Smith's (1997) Principle of External Override. In that 

respect, T/A adverbials in Turkish should be recognized as the third parameter, 

because they have at least as much weight as the other two parameters, i.e. viewpoint 

aspect and STs, do. 



CHAPTER SIX 

A TIME-RELATIONAL ACCOUNT OF 

TURKISH TEMPORAL/ASPECTUAL ADVERBIALS 

6.0. Introduction 
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In this chapter, our aim will be to answer the following three questions: (i) what 

is the function ofT/A adverbials in a sentence?, (ii) what are the categories of Turkish 

T/A adverbials based on their semantic function? and (iii) can their semantic 

contribution be accounted for time-relationally? In order to answer these questions, let 

us recall a number of observations made so far in the previous chapters. 

In Chapter 3, the adverbs that co-occur with the perfective and imperfective 

viewpoints were observed to specifY the temporal location of the situation rather than 

triggering ST shifts. In Chapter 4, frequency adverbs were illustrated to specifY how 

frequently multiple instances of the same kind of situation occurred. In addition, 

adverbs like htilti 'still' and tekrar 'again' were shown to be directly relevant to the 

notions of continuity and iterativity respectively. More importantly, a number of 

adverbs were observed to trigger perfect readings and were obligatory in such sentences. 

In Chapter 5, in an hour vs. for an hour adverbs were shown to operate ST -internally 

and thus trigger ST shifts. In short, there seem to be a number of distinct functions 

borne by T/A adverbials, making a comprehensive, unitary account difficult. However, 

as Smith (1981) notes, information supplied by adverbials is required for a proper 

temporal interpretation of a sentence, just as both tense and viewpoint information is 

required in a sentence. Therefore, a priricipled account of T I A adverbials is required. I 

It is argued that a time-relational analysis will capture the observed facts and lead 
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to a comprehensive categorization of Turkish T/A adverbials. The proposal is based on 

two ideas. Firstly, the common feature of all T/A adverbials seems to be imposing 

independent bounds, as was noted in Chapter 5. Secondly, it is argued that the schema 

in (la) can be developed to represent any temporal interval, including adverbial 

intervals. The temporal schema in (1a) adapted from Smith (1997:13) represents the 

interpretation of aspectual viewpoints and situation types as visible information between 

the initial endpoint (1) and the fmal endpoint (F). 

b .••.••.•••.•.• (LB} __ (RB) ••..•.•••. (independent bounds left implicit) 

c ............... LB ___ RB .. UQf10eliile ••• o (independent bounds made explicit) 

Like all intervals, adverbials have initial and final endpoints. The initial endpoint 

in (Ia) will be called the Left Boundary (henceforth LB) and the fmal endpoint in (Ia) 

will be termed the Right Boundary (henceforth (RB). In analogy to situation types and 

viewpoints, whose temporal bounds may be intrinsic or implicit respectively, the 

independent boundaries of adverbial intervals may be left linguistically implicit, as 

schematized in (lb) or made explicit by overt lexical means, as represented in (Ie). For 

example, in an expression involving slrasznda 'during,' as in (2a), or those in (2b), there 

are independent bounds but they are lexically implicit. In contrast, independent 

temporal bounds made explicit involve overt lexical items that mark the boundaries, as 

illustrated by the NP complements of the postpositions ., -DAn .. -A kadar 'from .. 

to . .'and arasmda 'between' in (2c). 

(2) a. Toplantl srrasmda 
meeting during 
'during the meeting' 



b. gegen Subatl1995'te 
'last February/in 1995" 

c. bir-Ie yedi arasI-ndai bir-den yedi-ye kadar 
one-COM seven between-LOCI one-ABL seven-DAT until 
'between one and seven! from one to seven' 
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Note that the basic assumption for a time-relational analysis is that adverbials are 

time intervals with the universal properties of intervals such as endpoint properties and 

the possibility to establish order and overlap relations with other time intervals (c£ 

Chapter 3). Indeed, it is argued that T/A information supplied by adverbials can be most 

economically and exhaustively captured in terms of overlap relations, which 

independently hold of all time intervals. In bri~f, T/A adverbials are argued to be lexical 

tools to establish overlap relations with TS, in analogy to viewpoint aspect which is a 

grammatical tool to express overlap relations between TS and TT (c£ Bull (1971), Klein 

et al. (2000»). 

Intervals representing T I A adverbials (henceforth A) may also overlap with a PO. 

When they overlap with a PO, e.g. in the case of pluperfect, they supply information 

about the relative position of PO on the time axis with respect to TV in cooperation with 

T/A morphology. When T/A adverbs are associated with TS, they supply information 

not only about the temporal location ofTS with respect to TU, but also about the internal 

temporal constituency ofTS. 

The information about the internal temporal constituency of TS is supplied by 

Frame. Frame2 is a theoretical construct which arises from an overlap relation between 

A and TS and is argued to be the adverbial analogue of the overlap relation between TT 

and TS, i.e. Viewpoint. Frame is similar to Viewpoint in two respects: (i) it provides 

information about the internal temporal constituency of TS, and thus (ii) is ST-intemal 
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(c£ Table 6.1). 

OVERLAP RELATIONS BETWEEN TIME INTERVALS & 

THEm LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION 

VIEWPOINT (IT &TS) FRAME (A&TS) 

T I A morphology Position and Quantity adverbs 

internal temporal constituency ofTS (ST-internal) 
. Table 6.1: Overlap relatIons between time intervals and their linguistic expression 

In sum, Turkish T/A adverbial expressions will be argued to be "labels" for 

temporal intervals that establish overlap relations with IS, i.e. Frame. Turkish TIA 

adverbials will be illustrated to fall into two general classes: (i) Position and (ii) 

Quantity (c£ § 6.1. and 6.3. respectively). Roughly speaking, Position adverbs 

basically specify the temporal location of TS or PO with respect to TU, while Quantity 

adverbs mainly express aspectual specifications such as duration, frequency, etc., 

operate ST-intemally or trigger perfect readings. 

6.1. Position Adverbials 

Position adverbials are the most common T/A adverbials that answer the 

questions: 'When?' and 'What time?' (d 'frame adverbials' Binnick (1991), Bennett & 

Partee (2004), 'locating adverbials' Smith (1997). Position adverbials specify the exact 

location of a PO or TS, with which they overlap, with respect to TU, either directly or 

indirectly. They do not trigger ST shifts, i.e. are ST-extemal, and mostly co-occur with 

the perfective and imperfective viewpoints. Position adverbials have two other 

properties: (i) they involve lexical and/or morphological means to indicate temporal 

order relations, namely simultaneity, anteriority and posteriority, and (ii) they differ as to 

how much referential information they contain and the extent to which this information 

is lexicalized. 
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Firstly, expressions of simultaneity involve the deictic adjective bu 'this,' as in 

(3a) and the postpositions -A dogrU/-A kar$l 'towards,' as in (3b-d). There are also 

frozen expressions with postpositions such the ones in (3c). 

(3) a. Bu gece/hafta/Cuma/*1994 
this night/week/Friday/* 1994 
'tonight/this week/this Friday/*this 1994 

b. sabah-a kar1?I1*dogruil ak1?am-a/oglen-e dogru/*kan;l1 
morning -D AT against/*towardll evening -DAT Inoon-D AT toward/-against 
'towards the morning/ltowards the evening/noon' 

c. ogle iizerilust-u, ak1?am ust-iiloglen-den soma 
noon top/top-3sg/evening top-3sg/noon-ABL after 
'around noon! in the late afternoon!in the afternoon' 

d. sekiz gibil sekiz-e dogru! sekiz su-lar-l-nda 
eight like, eight-DAT towards, eight water-PL-3sg-LOC 
'eightish, towards eight, around eight' 

The derivational morphemes -In in (4a) and -leyin in (4b) are also means to 

express simultaneity. It is also possible to refer to periods of the day without any 

marking as in (4c) or with the word vakit 'time' as in (4d). 

(4) a. yaz-mI b1?-mI giiz-un 
summer-In!winter-In!autumn-In 
'(in! during the) summer, winter, autumn' 

b. sabah-leyin! ogle-yinl ak1?am-leyinlgece-leyin 
morning-leyinlnoon-leyinl evening-leyinlnight-leyin 
in the morning/ at noon! in the eveningl at night 

c. sabahl ogle/ ikindil ak~mI gecel giindiiz 
'morningl noon! afternoon! eveningl nightl daytime' 

d. ku1?luklak1?aml1?afak vakt-i 
early noon!evening/dawn time-3sg 
'at early noon!in the evening (time)/at dawn (time)' 

As can be expected, the locative Case -DA, as in (Sa), is widely used to express 

temporallocationiposition. The plural marker -lAr and the -I morpheme add a habitual 
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mearung ill (5b), such that the situation IS lUlderstood to take place every 

summer/winter/spring. 

(5) a. <;ag-nTIlz-da/21. yiizyll-da/ogien-del ikindi-del ~afak-ta 
age-l pl-LOC/21 st century-LOC/noon-LOC/ afternoon-LOC/ dawn-LOC 
'in our century/in the 21 st century/at noonlin the afternoonlat dawn' 

b. Yaz-Iar-lik1~-lar-libahar-Iar-l 
summer -PL-I/winter-PL-I1spring-PL-I 
'in the summer(s)/winter(s)/spring(s)' 

Secondly, a major means to express anteriority involves an adjectival/participial 

expression, e.g. gec;en 'previous', evvelki 'the one before,' etc. followed by 'clock-

calendar' time expressions, as illustrated in (6a). This structure does not allow definite 

years of the Gregorian calendar or hours, as in (6b). 

(6) a. Gey-enigey-tig-irnizIevvel-kiionce-ki yiizyll/Yll/yazlMaYls/Sah 
pass-AnJpass-D IK-1 pl/previous-kilbefore-ki century/year IsummerfMay IT uesday 
'the previous century/year/summerlMay/Tuesday' 

b. *Gey-enlgey-tig-imizlevvel-kilonce-ki 1995/saat 7 
pass-An/pass-DIK-1 pl/previous-kilbefore-ki 1995lhour 7 
'*the previous 199517 o'clock' 

A second means to express anteriority makes use of the postposition -DAn 

once/evvel 'before' whose complement can be any 'clock-calendar' time expression 

including the ones in (6b), as illustrated by (7a). The postposition can also appear with 

time words marked with the deictic adjective bu 'this,' with other deictic words such as 

yarzn 'tomorrow,' with NPs denoting events, or the quantifier daha 'more' or as in (7b). 

(7) a. 13. yiizYll-danlMayls'tan ISah'danl1995'tenisaat Tden once 
13th century-ABLlMay-ABLITuesday-ABLl1995-ABLIhour 7-ABL before 
'before the 13th centuryIMay/Tuesday/199517 o'clock' 

b. Bu Yl1-danlkl~-tanlyarm-dan once; toplantl-dan once/daha once 
this year-ABLIwinter-ABLItomorrow before; meeting-ABLbefore/more before 
'before this year/winter/tomorrow; before the meeting/earlier' 

Thirdly, to express posteriority, an adjectival or participial expressIOn, e.g. 
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gelecek 'next', sonraki 'the following one,' etc. can be followed by 'clock-calendar' 

time expressions, as illustrated in (8a), but not defInite years or hours, as in (8b). The 

distribution of the posteriority postpositions -DAn sonra and -/ takiben 'after' in (9a-c) 

is similar to the anteriority postposition. Their complement can be any 'clock-calendar' 

time expression, as illustrated by (9a-c). 

(8) a. Gel-eceklyakl~-an/on-iimiiz-de-kilsonra-ki <;ag/kl~/giinler 

(9) 

come-AcAKIapproach-Anifront-l pl-LOC-kilnext-ki age/winter/day-PL 
'the following age/winter/days' 

b. *Gel-eceklsonra-ki 200S/saat 7 
come-AcAKInext-ki 200S/hour 7 
'*the following 200517 o'clock' 

a. 13. yUzyll-daniMaYls'tan /Sah'danl1995'tenlsaat Tden sonra 
13th century-ABLlMay-ABLITuesday-ABLlI995-ABLIhour 7-ABL after 
'after the 13th century/May/Tuesday/199517 o'clock' 

b. Bu Yll-danlkl~-tan/yarm-dan sonra; toplantt-dan somaldaha soma 
this year-ABLIwinter-ABLItomorrow-ABL after; meeting-ABL after/more after 
'after this year/winter/tomorrow; after the meeting/later' 

c. K1~-t!toplantt-Yl takiben 
winter-ACC/meeting-ACC following 
'after winter/the meeting' 

With respect to the referential information contained in an adverb, a number of 

categories have been proposed (c£ Bull (1971), Smith (1981),3 Binnick (l991t among 

others). In this study, two categories ofadverbials are distinguished on the basis of the 

anchor: (i) deictic and (ii) non-deictic. Those adverbials that are directly anchored to TU 

are deictic, while those adverbials that are indirectly anchored to TU via some 

intermediary PO are non-deictic.5 The adverb in (lOa) is deictic, i.e. it is anchored to 

TU. On the other hand, the non-deictic adverb in (lOb) is anchored to a PO other than 

TU, and indirectly related to TU (c£ 'clock-calendar' expression in Smith (l981), 

'chronological' in Binnick (1991), 'position-bound' in Bull (1971)). In fact, the relative 



position of the adverb in (10b) with respect TU is bound by the Gregorian calendar. 

(10) a. Ay~e'yle [bugiin] gorli~-tli-k. (deictic) 
Ay~e-COM today talk-PRF-lpl 
'We talked to Ay~e today' 

b.Bu bina [1990'da] ~a ed-il-di. (non-deictic) 
this building 1990-LOC build-PASS-PRF-3sg 
'This building was constructed in 1990.' 
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In Turkish, while most Position adverbs make use of lexical/morphological other 

means available in the language and are dependent on T/A morphology in the sentence 

or the context6 for the precise anchoring, there are only a few words which inherently 

contain lexicalized deictic information. 7 For example, dun 'yesterday' is a lexicalized 

expression of anteriority, yarm 'tomorrow' and haftayi 'next week' express posteriority 

and bugun9 'today,' and #mdi 'now' express simultaneity with respect to TU. 

6.2. Overlap Relations: Frame 

Frame arises from an overlap relation between the interval expressed by A and 

TS, in analogy to that between TS and TT in viewpoint aspect. There are four set-

theoretical patterns of overlap between any two intervals (cf. Chapter 3). These will be 

called Pattern I (total overlap/equality), Pattern II and III (partial overlap/proper 

inclusion) and Pattern IV (partial overlap/inclusion) (cf. Table 6.2 below). 

The examples in (11-18) below illustrate the linguistic instantiations ofthese four 

patterns of overlap in Turkish. As Frame operates TS-internally, it is closely related to 

STs, imposing a number of co-occurrence restrictions with viewpoints. It will be shown 

that the contrast between perfective and imperfective in terms of total vs. partial overlap 

is paralleled in Frame patterns. In fact, Universal Perfect and varieties of Existential 

Perfect also exhibit similar overlap patterns. This is only expected since these overlap 

patterns arise from set-theoretical relations between intervals. 
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Definition Set-theoretical Time- Frame 
representation relational Pattern 

representation 
Total overlap: Equality ofTS and A TS=A ........ AlTS ....... PI 

TS equals/totally overlaps with A 

Partial overlap: Proper Inclusion of A in TS AcTS ..•... [Ts ... A ... ] .... PIT 

A is a proper subset o£lcontained in TS 

Partial overlap: Proper Inclusion ofTS in A TScA .... [A ... TS ... ] ..... PID 

TS is a proper subset o£lcontained in A 

partial overlap: Inclusion YnX,XnY ... [A ... {TS.J .. }.o PIV 

A intersects with TS (and vice versa) ... [TS ... {A.J .. } .. 

Table 6.2: Four patterns of overlap between TS and A, or any two intervals. 

Pattern I, i.e. total overlap between TS and A, is illustrated in (lla-b) and (12a-

d) below and schematized in (11a'). The non-durative semelfactive in (11a) and the 

achievement in (11 b) totally overlap with the interval A, i.e. TS is equal to A, assuming 

that in an idealized world a momentaneous event actually lasts a single moment. 

(11) a. Gong [saat tam u~-te] <;al-di. (semelfactive) 
gong hour exactly three-LOC ring-PRF-3sg 
'The gong rang at exactly three o'clock.' 

a' ........................ AlTS ...... "' ............. " ... . (pattern I) 

b. U<;ak [saat yedi otuz-da] Atatfuk Havalimam-na in-di. (achievement) 
plane hour seven thirty-LOC AtatOrk airport-DAT land-PRF-3sg 
'The plane landed at Atatfuk Airport at seven thirty. ' 

Pattern I is also acceptable with durative STs, as long as the duration properties 

of the situations are compatible with those of the adverbials. The activity in (12a), the 

stage-level stative in (12b) and the accomplishment in (l2d) totally overlap with the 

interval denoted by A, as schematized in (12a'). As for the individual-level stative in 

(l2c), the adverbial is required to match the atemporallomnitemporal nature of the 

situation, looking at the ungrammaticality of iki saat 'for two hours' as opposed to the 



acceptability of her zaman 'always.' 

(12) a. [Tam iki saat] uyu-du-m. (activity) 
exactly two hour sleep-PRF-lsg 
'I slept exactly for two hours.' 

a'. . ............ [AITS ____ -I] •••.••••••.. (Pattern I) 

b. Mtize [dokuz-dan be~-e] kadar ayIk kal-acak. (stage-level stative) 
museum nine-ABL five-DAT open remain-FUT -3sg 
'The museum will be/remain open from 9 to 5.' 

c. iki kere iki [her zaman]l*[iki saat] dort ed-er. (individual-level stative) 
two times two always/*two hour four make-AOR 
'Two times two always makes four/*for two hours.' 

d. Bu oykii-yii [uf; saat i~inde] oku-du-m. (accomplishment) 
this story-ACC three hour within read-PRF-l sg 
'I read (completed) this story within three hours.' 
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With respect to compatibility with viewpoints, perfective seems to be the default 

viewpoint for Pattern 1. With non-durative STs, A totally overlaps with TS, in analogy 

to the total overlap between TI and IS in the perfective. With durative STs, the total 

overlap relation serves to measure the duration of IS. In addition, in Universal perfect, 

A and TS totally overlap, thus exhibiting Pattern I (cf. Chapter 4). 

Pattern II, the proper inclusion of the interval denoted by A in TS, is 

exemplified by the durative activity in (13a) and the stage-level stative in (13b) below. 

Note that the imperfective is the viewpoint required for Pattern II because for A to be 

contained within TS, TS must be durative and presented imperfectively, as in (13a'). 

(13) a. [Saat u~-te] uyu-yor-du. (activity) 
hour three-LOC sleep-IMPRF-PRF -3sg 
'S/he was sleeping/asleep at three o'clock.' 

(pattern II) 

b. Miize [saat dokuz-da] ayIk-tI. (stage-level stative) 
museum hour nine-LOC open-PRF-3sg 
'The museum was open at 9. ' 
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If the activity in (13a) were marked with the perfective -DI, it would get an 

ingressive reading, i.e. fall asleep, and thus become non-durative. This would result in a 

Pattern I relation between A and TS. For this reason, it is not possible for semelfactive 

and achievements to instantiate a Pattern II relation, because they are momentaneous and 

have no internal stages. A semelfactive is acceptable only as a shifted mUltiple-event 

activity as in (l4a) and an achievement gets an activity reading as in (14b). As 

expected, the individual-level stative in (14c) is not felicitious, since it does not allow a 

subinterval to be associated with an adverbial. An activity reading is attained in (14d) 

instead of the intended accomplishment reading, as there is no information as to the 

culmination of the event. 

(14) a. [Saat u~-te] aksUr-uyor-du. (multiple-event activity) 
hour three-LOC cough-IMPRF-PRF-3sg 
'S/he was coughing at 3. 

b. Uyak [saat yedi otuz-da] AtatUrk Havalimam-na in-iyor-du. (activity) 
plane hour seven thirty-LOC AtatUrk aeroport-DAT land-IMPRF-PRF-3sg 
'The plane was landing at AtatUrk Aeroport at seven thirty. ' 

c. iki kere iki [*0 vakit-Ier] dart ed-er-di. (individual-level stative) 
two times two that time-PL four make-AOR-PRF 
'Two times two always makes four/*for two hours.' 

d. Bu oykli-yU [saat u~-te] oku-yor-du-m. (accomplishment ---+ activity) 
this story-ACC hour three-LOC read-IMPRF-PRF-lsg 
'1 was reading this story at three.' 

Pattern III, the proper inclusion of TS in A, is illustrated in (15a-d) below. 

With the non-durative achievement in (l5a) and the semelfactive in (ISb), TS holds 

within the interval specified by A, as schematized in (l5a'). The durative activity in 

(l5c) and the accomplishment in (ISd) are specified by 'Scalar Quantity' adverbs, 

namely hir saat 'for an hour' (unbounded) and yarzm saatte 'in half an hour' (bounded) 

respectively, in addition to the 'Position' adverbial diin 'yesterday.' 



(15) a. [Dun] sahil-e var-dl. (achievement) 
yesterday shore-DAT reach-PRF 
'Slhe arrived at the shore yesterday.' 

a' .......... [A ........ TS ... _eo ••••• ]0" •••••••••••• (Pattern III) 

b. [Dun [konser-in tam orta-sl-nda]] oksfu-dii. (semelfactive) 
yesterday concert-GEN exactly middle-3sg-LOC cough-PRF 
'Slhe coughed right in the middle ofthe concert yesterday.' 

c. [AI Dun [A2 bir saat]] yUz-dii. (activity) 
yesterday one hour swim-PRF 
'Slhe swam for an hour yesterday.' 

(P I embedded in P III) 

d. [AI Dun [A2 yarlID saat-te]] sahil-e yfuii-dii. (accomplishment) 
yesterday halfhour-LOC shore-DAT walk-PRF 
'Yesterday slhe walked to the shore in half an hour.' 
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There are two points to notice here: (i) the embedding of overlap patterns among 

TS, Al and A2 as schematized in (15c') and (ii) the referential information rendered in 

Al (dun) as opposed to the lack thereof in A2 (hir saat, yarzm saatte). In effect, in (15c-

c'), TS totally overlaps with A2, i.e. Pattern I, but at the same time it has a Pattern III 

relation with AI. In other words, TS and A2 are properly included in the ''frame'' 

provided by Al (dun). It \vill be argued that this is due to the lack of referential 

information in the 'Scalar Quantity' adverbs, in contrast to dun 'yesterday' which 

explicitly specifies the relation ofTS and TU, i.e. deictic reference. 

As for statives, it is observed that the overlap pattern between the stage-level 

stative in (16a-b) and the adverb dun 'yesterday' depends on the context. In (l6a) the 

situation is asserted to hold within A, i.e. Pattern III, while in (16b) TS holds 

continuously throughout A, thus exhibiting a Pattern I overlap relation. The individual-

level stative in (16c) is Infelicitous with the 'Position' adverb dun 'yesterday,' unless the 

predicate is understood to refer to the post rather than the profession. 



(16) a. [Dun] basta-ydl ama [bugun] iyi. (Pattern III) 
yesterday sick-PRF but today fine 
'S/he was sick yesterday but is fine today.' 

b. [Dun] hastaydl, hatta [giin-Ier-dir] basta. (Pattern I) 
yesterday sick-PRF in fact day-PL-DIr sick 
'S/he was sick yesterday, in mct, s/he has been sick for days now.' 

c. ??[Dun] doktor-du ama [bugun] degil <;Unkli istifa et-ti. (Pattern III) 
yesterday doctor-PRF but today not because resign-PRF 
'S/he was a doctor yesterday but not today because s/he resigned.' 
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With respect to viewpoints, Pattern III seems most felicitous with the perfective. 

As was illustrated above, mostly Position adverbs establish Pattern III. This is only 

expected, as these adverbs specify the temporal ground for a situation, i.e. location ofTS 

within a "frame," and the perfective takes situations as atomic wholes that contrast with 

the ground. Interestingly, Pattern III is also established in Existential Perfect (EP) (cf. 

Chapter 4, also Iatridou's (2002:54) analysis ofEP as temporal existentials). 

Pattern IV, the inclusion of TS in A or vice versa is illustrated in (17-18) below. 

Pattern IV is different from proper inclusion in Pattern II and III because this is a case of 

intersection between two mtervals, such that both intervals have subparts that do not 

overlap with each other. In (17b) the final endpoint ofTS overlaps with the (implicit) 

Left Boundary (LB) of A, while in (18b) the initial endpoint of TS overlaps with the 

(implicit) RB of A. Note that both intervals have subparts that do not overlap with each 

other. 

(17) a. Havuz-u az once/dana yeni/beniiz doldur-dul-mu~. (accomplishment) 
pool-ACC a short while ago/recently/just fill-PRFIPERF-lsg 

(18) 

'S/he has just filled the pool.' 

b .•••• [TS ~IALB/TS d~PO ....•.•.. 

a. Motor az sonra/~imdi/hemen yah~-acak. (activity) 
engine in a short while/now/soon work-FUT-3sg 
'The engine is about to start working//will soon start to work.' 
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b .... PO[ALB_ A ruJ[TS i]_TSr) ... 

In Pattern IV, which seems to occur only with perfect of recent past and present 

prospective, the overlap relation between A and TS is dependent on durativity, i.e. both 

the situation and the adverbial must be durative. In the perfect of recent past, with the 

accomplishment in (17a), the situation is understood to have been completed, i.e. the 

pool is fulL This means that the change of state/the set terminal point of TS overlaps 

with the LB of A, a') schematized in (17b). Note that the adverbial interval stretches 

until the PO, i.e. TU in (17b). As for the present prospective activity in (18a), there is 

focus on the initial endpoint of the situation, which coincides with the RB of A, as 

schematized in (18b). The remaining temporal span of these situations are only implicit. 

OVERLAP RELATIONS: FRAME (A & TS) & VIEWPOINT (TT & TS) 

Total overlap (equality) Pattern I: AlTS, also UP: AlTS 

.•.. 41.C!O-xJY ........... Perfective: TT/TS 

Partial overlap (proper inclusion) Pattern II: A in TS 

(1) •...• [x .... y ..... ] ...... Imperfective: TT in TS 

Partial overlap (proper inclusion) Pattern III: TS in A; also EP: TS in A 

(2) .••..• [y ..•. X ••... J ...... Russian perfective: TS in TT (Klein et al. (2000)) 

Partial overlap (inclusion) Pattern IV: A intersects witb TS; also Perfect of 

... [X •.. {y~ .... } .... recent past, Present prospective with [+dur] STs 

---
. Table 6.3: Analogous overlap patterns In leXical (adverhlals) and grammatlcai 

(viewpoints and perfect constructions) expressions of aspect 

To sum up, Pattern 1 in (11-12) is argued to be the adverbial analogue of the 

relation between TS and TT in perfective aspect and that between A and TS in universal 

perf;ct (UP). The relation between TS and A in Pattern II in (13-14) is analogous to that 

between TS and TT in imperfective viewpoint. As for Pattern III in (15-16), the 
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inclusion relation is conspicuously similar to the relation between A and TS in 

existential perfect (EP) (c£ Chapter 4, and § 6.3 below). As for Pattern IV, it is 

restricted to perfect of recent past and present prospective, which are extended 

interpretations of the perfective. Therefore, the perfective seems to be the default 

viewpoint for Pattern IV (cf. Table 6.3). 

6.3. Quantity Adverbials 

It is argued that Quantity adverbials are labels for temporal intervals that measure 

situations in time. This idea is based on three assumptions: (i) the nature of physical 

quantities in general, (ii) the necessity of (end)points in measuring distance/duration and 

(iii) the quantificational nature oftime. 

Generally speaking, there are two types of quantities: i. scalar and ii. vector (c£ 

Bueche (1983)).10 A scalar quantity has only magnitude, while a vector quantity has 

both magnitude and direction. Typical examples of 'scalar' quantities are mass and 

count objects which may be quantified, e.g. the number of children at a playground 

(count object) and the amount of water in a glass (mass object), etc. As for 'vector' 

quantity, a change in position from one point to another point at some distance and in the 

x-direction from the starting point is a vector displacement. For example, a trip from 

Istanbul to Ankara involves not only distance but also direction (c£ § 6.3.2.). 

Like any scalar quantity, time is a measurable entity and can be quantized. Time 

can be measured and quantized by means of units of time like saat 'hour,' daldka 

'minute,' etc., as was exemplified in (2-10) above. In other words, adverbs are used to 

delimit the mass of time, just like measure phrases or classifiers are used to delimit mass 

objects, e.g. a glass of beer (c£ Krifka (1989)). This parallelism between nominal and 

temporal domains, i.e. quantized reference to all mass objects including time, is 
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illustrated in (19a-b). The only difference between (19a) and (19b) is that the word 

"time" is omitted in (19b), as 'an hour' is specifically used to measure time, whereas 'a 

cup' can be filled with other mass objects, e.g. coffee, milk, etc. as well as count objects, 

e.g. sugar lumps. 

(19) a. iki fmcan yay 
two cup tea 
'two cups of tea' 

b. iki saat (zaman) 
two hour (time) 
'two hours' 

quantized reference to mass object 

quantized reference to mass oftime 

In sum, endpoints/points of orientation are essential in measuring a distance or 

showing a direction, because two points are required to measure a distance. In that 

respect, establishing the endpoints of a situation, either independently (through 

adverbials) or implicitly (through viewpoint morphology) is a prerequisite for a situation 

to be measured. In effect, situations are noted to ''take place in time and take time to 

obtain" (cf. Bull (1971». Accordingly, it will be argued that Scalar Quantity adverbials 

measure the time taken up by situations in terms of the distance in time between their 

initial and final endpoints. As for the direction in a vector quantity, it will be argued that 

Vector Quantity adverbs are characterized by "a change of state" with respect to which 

the direction ofthe situation is determined (cf. § 6.3.2.). 

6.3.1. Scalar Quantity Adverbials (SQAs) 

Two types of scalar quantity adverbials (henceforth SQA) are distinguished: (i) 

the SQAs that measure a single instance of a situation and (ii) those that measure 

multiple instances of a situation (ef. Table 6.4 below). SQAs answer questions like: 

'How long?,' 'How often?' and 'How many times?' (cf. quantificational aspect Dik 

(1989), Hengeveld (1989». 
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SINGLE INSTANCE MULTIPLE INSTANCES 

[-bounded) [+bounded] cardinal ordinal 

iki saat iki saatte iki defa ilk defa 

(for two hours) (in two hours) (twice) (for the first time) 
. 

Table 6.4: Scalar Quantity Adverblals (SQA) in Turkish 

6.3.1.1. Single Instance SQAS 

frequency 

specified unspecified 

haftada bir sIk sIk 

(once a week) (frequently) 

There are two subcategories of SQAs measuring a single instance of a situation: 

(i) unbounded duration (cf. 'simple duration' (Smith (1997) and 'measure adverbials' 

(Krifka (1989)) and (ii) bounded duration (cf. 'completive duration' (Smith (1997)) and 

'interval adverbials' (Krifka (1989))). Unbounded duration SQAs (for an hour adverbs) 

are illustrated in (20-21) below. 

(20) a. [AI Bu gece en az [A2 sekiz saat]] uyu-r.(activity) 
tonight at least eight hour sleep-AOR-3sg 
'S/he'll sleep at least for eight hours tonight.' 

a' ..... TU ..... [Al .... [A2ITSITT_--'J ... ] ...... (p I: A2ffS, PIlI: TS in AI) 

b. En az [ A2 sekiz saat] uyu-r.(activity) 
at least eight hour sleep-AOR-3sg 
'S/he sleeps at least for eight hours.' 

In (20a-b) the activity totally overlaps with sekiz saat 'eight hours' (A2), i.e. an 

unbounded duration SQA, and establishes a Pattern I overlap relation. In addition, both 

A2 and TS are included in the Position adverbial bu gece 'tonight' (Al), thus 

establishing a Pattern III relation. Note that the Quantity adverb (A2) does not contain 

referential information, but the Position adverb (AI) bu gece 'tonight' triggers a future 

perfective reading in (20a). Without the Position adverb, the preferable reading of -

ArlIr in (20b) would be the habitual meaning rather than the future perfective in (20a). 

Unbounded duration SQAs are observed to require atelic and durative STs (cf. 
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Erguvanh-Taylan (2001»11 and exhibit a Pattern I overlap relation. Other Turkish 

adverbs that belong to this subcategory are exemplified in (21). In (2la) a stage-level 

stative exhibits a Pattern I relation with the unbounded duration SQAs, namely iki saat 

boyuncalsaatlerce 'for two hours/for hours.' Interestingly enough, the activities in (21 b-

c) do not homogeneously hold throughout the adverbial intervals, i.e. konferans boyunca 

'during the conference' and kamp silresince 'during the camp period.' For example, 

there may have been moments of awakedness in (2Ib) and a number of meetings have 

taken place in (21c), but the point is that A2 is characterized by that activity. 

(21) a. iki saatboyunca/saat-Ier-ce oda-m-da-Ylill. (Pattern I:AlTS) 
two hour throughout/ hour-PL-DERIV room-lsg-LOC-lsg 
'I'm in my room for two hours/for hours.' 

b. Konferans boyunca12 uyukla-dl-k. (pattern I: AlTS) 
conference throughout doze-PRF-l pI 
'We dozed the conference away.' 

c. [AI Ge~en yaz [A2 kamp sure-si-nce]] gorii~-tU-k. 
last summer camp duration-3sg-during meet-PRF-lpl 
'We saw one another during the camp last summer.' 

Bounded duration SQAs (in an hour adverbs) measure a single instance of a 

situation and are most felicitous with telic events. In fact, achievements overlap with the 

RB of the adverb as in (22a) and the preliminary activities of accomplishments totally 

overlap with the adverb and the event culminates at the RB of the adverb, as illustrated 

in (22b). 

(22) a. Adres-i iki sa~lt-te bul-du-k. (achievement) 
address-ACC two hour-LaC fmd-PRF-lpl 
'It took us two hours to fmd the address.' 

a' ..... [A_TSITT) ......... TU ........ (P III: TS in A) 

b. Tablo-yu iki ay-da tamamla-dl. (accomplishment) 
picture-ACC two month-LOC complete-PRF-3sg 
'Slhe completed the picture in two months.' 
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b' . ........... AlTS/TT ••••..•.••. (P I: TS/A) 

Another bounded duration SQA measuring a single instance, namely iki ay ic;inde 

'witllln two months,' appears in (23a-b) below. The interpretation of the adverbial 

depends on the TJA marker in the sentence. In (23a) the future marker causes the 

adverbial to represent the maximal amount of time that the accomplishment can take. In 

other words, the event will have been completed by the end of two months, even though 

the actual painting activity may not take the entire two-month period, i.e. Pattern III. On 

the other hand, in (23b), the perfective marker with its completion implication triggers a 

reading where the activity part of the accomplishment totally overlaps with A and the 

STP of the accomplishment also overlaps with the RB of A, thus exhibiting a Pattern I 

relation. 

(23) a. Tablo-yu iki ay i~-i-nde tamamla-yacak. (accomplishment) 
picture-ACC two month inside-3sg-LOC complete-FUT-3sg 
'S/he'll complete (will have completed) the picture within two months.' 

a' ...... TU ...... [A_TSITT~ ........... (P III: TS in A) 

b. Tablo-yu iki ay i~-i-Dde tamamla-dl. (accomplishment) 
picture-ACC two month inside-3sg-LOC complete-PRF-3sg 
'S/he completed the picture within two months.' 

b' ...•.•..•••. [AlTS/TT ____ l ......... TU .. (P I: TS/A) 

6.3.1.2. Multiple Instance SQAS 

SQAs measuring multiple instances of a situation are those adverbs that 

implicitly or explicitly specify how many times a situation takes place within a given 

temporal span. This amounts to taking individual situations as count objects and 

quantizing them. In that respect, they differ from SQAs that measure the duration of a 

single situation. Furthermore, they can be considered "deficient" adverbials composed 

of a quantificational operator and an implicit or explicit inclusive temporal span. Three 
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subcategories of SQAs measuring multiple instances of a situation are distinguished on 

the basis of the quantificational operator: (i) adverbs involving cardinal numbers, (li) 

those involving ordinal numbers and (iii) frequency adverbs. Frequency adverbs are 

further subdivided into (i) specified frequency adverbs and (ii) unspecified frequency 

adverbs. 

SQAs involving cardinal numbers are illustrated in (24a-e) below. In (24a) the 

phone rings twice within the "frame" provided by the Position adverb. The cardinal 

number represented by Q in (24a-e) merely takes each instance of the situation as a 

whole and quantizes them within the specified temporal span, i.e. A. 

(24) a. Telefon [A yaflID saat once [Q iki kere/defa/kez]] 9a1-dl. (semelfactive) 
telephone half hour before two times ring-PRF-3sg 
"The phone rang twice half an hour ago.' 

a' ............. [A __ TS_TS~ ........... (Pattem III: TSs in AI) 

b. Siireyya [A ge~en sene [Q ii~ defa]] ~ampiyon ol-du. (achievement) 
Siireyya last year three times champion become-PRF-3sg 
'Siireyya became the champion three times last year.' 

c. * AY9a [A KaslID'da [Q dijrt defa]] bir kazak or-duo (accomplishment) 
AY9a in November four times one pullover knit-PRF-3sg 
,* Ay<;a knitted a pullover four times in November.' 

c'. Ay<;a Kaslm'da dort kazak or-duo (accomplishment) 
Ay<;a in November four pullover knit-PRF-3sg 
"AY9a knitted four pullovers in November.' 

d. Muge [A Arabk'ta [Q ii~ dcfa]] yilz-dii. (activity) 
Muge in December three times swim-PRF-3sg 
'Miige swam three times in December.' 

e. Muge [A Arabk~ta [Q ii~ defa]] *hasta-ydl. (stative) 
Muge in December three times sick-PRF-3sg 
'*Muge was sick three times in December.' 

This behavior of cardinal number SQAs has two implications concerning STs 

and overlap patterns. Firstly, momentaneous situations and/or those situations that can 
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be iterated are expected to be felicitious with these adverbs. As predicted, the 

achievement in (24b) is grammaticaL The durative activity in (24d) has a similar atomic 

reading, though the duration of the individual instances is left implicit. On the other 

hand, the stative in (24e) is not grammatical, as it cannot be iterated. The behavior of 

the accomplishment in (24c) is also interesting in that the totally affected object13 cannot 

undergo the same event a number oftimes, therefore (24c) is ungrammatical. The only 

way to get the intended iterative reading would be to quantize the affected object rather 

than the event itself: as in (24c'). Secondly, SQAs involving cardinal numbers exhibit a 

Pattern III overlap, ie. mUltiple instances of the situation are contained in the temporal 

frame provided by AI, as in (24a'). In fact, this will be shown to be the case for the 

other two classes of mUltiple instance SQAs as welL As the cardinal numbers specifying 

those individual instances are not temporal intervals, they cannot establish an overlap 

relation with TSs. 

SQAs involving ordinal numbers involve a temporal span within which the 

individual instances of a situation hold, as illustrated in (25) below. The interesting 

point to notice is that in (2Sa) and (25c-e) this span is provided by a vector quantity 

adverbial (cf. § 6.3.2. below), whose RB overlaps with the last instance of the situation, 

as schematized in (2Sa') and (2Sc'). What is common in those "vector quantity" adverbs 

is that they all specify a Left Boundary (LB) starting from which the individual instances 

of the situation are quantized. 

(25) a. [A Yd-iar-dll' [Q ilkdefa]] gorli~-iiyor-lar/gorti~-tU-ler. (activity) 
year-PL-DIr fIrst time meet-IMPRF-3pVmeet-PRF-3pl 
'This is the fIrst time they have met in years.' 

a' ........... [Ac..-.. __ TS] ..•..•..•... (Pattern III: TS in A) 



b. Telefon [A son yanm saat i~inde [Q ikinci defa]] <;a1-tyor/<;al-dl. (semel£) 
;ele~h?ne last halfh?ur within second time ring-IMPRF-3sg/ring-PRF-3sg 
This IS the second tIme the phone has rung within the past half hour. ' 

c. Can [A ge~en sene-den beri [Q ii~uncii kez]] burada. (stative) 
Can last year-ABL since third time here-3sg 
'This is third time Can has been here since last year.' 

c' .•.•..• [A __ TS_TS_TSJ .•....• (Pattern III: TSs in A) 

d. Nil [A Bzun zaman-dlT [Q ilk defal] bir kazak or-uyor.lor-du. (accompl.) 
Nil long time-DIr first time one pullover knit-IMPRF-3sglknit-PRF-3sg 
'This is the first time Nil has knitted a pullover for a long time.' 
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e. Muge [A dun-den ben [Q ikinci defa]] bahs-i kazan-lyorlkazan-dl (achie.) 
Miige yesterday-ABL since second time bet-ACe win-IMPRF-3sg/win-PRF-3sg 
'This is the second time Miige has won the bet since yesterday.' 

Like (25a), the bounded SQA that specifies an implicit LB by the word son 'last' 

in (25b) allows the time span to be anchored to TU. Also note that the predicates in 

(25a-b) and (25 d-e), except for the stative with zero marking in (2Se), are marked with 

the general imperfective -(I)yor, which is essential to the Universal Perfect (UP) reading 

in these sentences. 14 When the same examples in (25a-b) and (25d-e) are marked with 

the perfective -DI, they obtain an Existential Perfect reading but the Frame pattern 

remains the same. The only difference is that the last instance ofTS no longer overlaps 

with TU/the RB of A. 

Frequency adverbs are illustrated in (26-27) below. In (26a), the specified 

frequency adverb haftada ild kere 'twice a week' involves a cardinal number within a 

span provided by the time word. There is a time span which refers to some periodical 

time interval repeated cyclically and each cycle contains the specified number of 

repeated instances of playing tennis, as schematized in (26a'). The adverb giin a~zn 

'every other day' in (26e) is a lexicalized expression which does not involve a cardinal 

number. 



(26) a. [AI Hafta-da iki kere] tenis oyn-ar. (activity) 
week-LOC two times tennis play-AOR-3sg 
'Slhe plays tennis twice a week.' 

a' .•.••. [Al_TS_TS-1 .... [Al_TS_TS--"J ....... (Pattern III: TSs in A) 

b. Telefon [AI her yanm saat-te bir] val-Iyor. (semelfactive) 
telephone every halfhour-LOC once ring-IMPRF-3sg 
'The phone rings once every half hour.' 

c. *Can [AI her sene ii~ kere ] burada. (stative) 
Can every year three times here-3sg 
'* Can is here three times every year. ' 

d. * AY9a [AI ay-da don defa] bir kazak ar-er. (accomplishment) 
AY9a month-LOC four times one pullover knit-AOR-3sg 
'* AY9a knits a pullover four times a month.' 

d'. Ay<;a ay-da dart kazak: or-er. (accomplishment) 
Ay<;a month-LOC four pullover knit-AOR-3sg 
'Ay<;a knits four pullovers in a month.' 

e. Muge giln a~lrI bahs-i kazan-tyor. (achievement) 
Muge day over bet-ACC win-IMPRF-3sg 
'Muge wins the bet every other day.' 
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As specified frequency adverbs include cardinal numbers, they behave similarly 

to the ones in (24a-d) above in their interaction of with STs. As can be predicted, while 

the achievement in (26e) and the semelfactive in (26b) are grammatical, the stative in 

(26c) is not. As for the accomplishment in (26d), (26d') seems to be the only way to 

save the structure, due to the reasons mentioned above for (24c-c'). 

Finally, as illustrated in (27a-e) below, there are a number of unspecified 

frequency adverbs which express various degrees of frequency. Although there is no 

overt adverb which establishes a temporal span within which the multiple instances of 

the situation obtain, the context and world knowledge suggest that this temporal span is 

all the time within the life span of the individual concerned. In other cases, a VQA like 

J990'dan beri 'since 1990' may also establish such a temporal span (cf below). 



(27) a. Sermin [AI genellikle]] terns oyn-ar. (activity) 
generally play-AOR-3sg 
'Sermin generally plays tennis.' 

a' ..•.•.. [Al __ TS_TS_TS_TS~ .......... (Pattern III: TSs in A) 

b. Telefon [AI sik slk] yal-Iyor/yal-d:tJyal-ar-dl. (semelfactive) 
telephone frequently ring-IMPRF-3sg/ring-PRF-3sg/ring-AOR-PRF-3sg 
'The phone frequently rings/rang/would ring frequently.' 

c. Can [AI ~ogunlukla] burada. (stative) 
Can usually here-3sg 
'Can is usually here.' 

d. Ayya [AI her zaman] bir kazak or-er/or-du. (accompl.-activity) 
AY9a always one pullover knit-AOR-3sg/knit-PRF-3sg 
'AY9a always knits/has always knitted some pullover. ' 

e. Miige [AI zaman zaman] bahs-i kazan-lyorlkazan-dl. (achievement) 
Miige tnne time bet-ACe win-IMPRF-3sg/win-PRF--3sg 
'Muge wins/won the bet from time to time.' 
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The most important point to notice here is that the number of individual iterated 

instances of the situation is not explicitly specified/quantized, i.e. not objectively 

measurable. This is analogous to cumulative reference to situations in (iterative) 

habitual/generic (c£ Chapter 4), as opposed to quantized reference to situations observed 

with SQAs involving cardinal and ordinal numbers in (24a-d) and (25a-e) above, in 

addition to specified frequency adverbs in (26a-e). The lack of quantized reference is 

also evident in the shift of the accomplishment into an activity in (27d). These facts 

suggest that the paralellism between the world of events and objects in terms of 

quantifi,y~~iQual reference is also observed in the world of times and the lexical 

expressions oftime. 

To sum up, single situation SQAs and multiple instance SQAs only have 

temporal magnitude, i.e. duration. Single instance SQAs establish a total (Pattern I) or 

partial overlap (Pattern III) relation with the situation and give information about the 
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duration of the situation. They do not establish a reference relation with TU, leaving 

either Position adverbs or T/A morphology to compensate for the lack of referential 

information. On the other hand, multiple instance SQAs are more complex than single 

instance SQAs in that they involve a quantificational operator and an adverbial element 

that provides a temporal span. The multiple instances of a situation are contained within 

the temporal span provided by the adverbial element, i.e. Pattern III. However, being 

non-temporaL the quantificational operators do not overlap with the individual instances 

of the situation. 

6.3.2. Vector Quantity Adverbials (VQAs) 

It was mentioned that a vector quantity has both magnitude and direction as 

opposed to a scalar quantity, which lacks direction. In (28) below the infInite line is 

divided into units of equal magnitude/length. The arrow extends from - 00 to + 00 

(direction) and measures four units. In other words, the length of the arrow is 

proportional to the magnitude of the vector quantity, while its direction is represented by 

the direction of the arrow. 

(28) - 00 •••••••••••• I .... ' .... ! .... I .... H-i-i--+I .... I .... I .... I .... 1 ............... + 00 

Temporally speaking, a time interval has magnitude/duration. In addition, a time 

interval can be presented as having a direction as in the observing human metaphor (cf. 

Bull (1971), Fillmore (1997». For an observing human at the deictic centre, time is 

considered to "flow from left to right," i.e. from the past towards the future. 

It will be argued that Vector Quantity adverbials (henceforth VQAs) are those 

lexical expressions of boundedness that measure the duration of situations and also give 

implicit or explicit information about a change of state. Radical though it may seem at 

frrst to relate the notion of change of state to adverbs, VQAs seem to involve a transition 
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between a change of state and a continuing state. In (29a) below, a change of state 

marks the beginning of the on-going stage-level stative, going away from the centre 

(centrifugal), if the change of state is considered as the centre As illustrated by the 

conjunct, the state of "being here" started in 2002 and has continued until 2004, i.e. the 

deictic centre, as schematized in (29b). The initial endpoint ofthe situation, i.e. 2002, is 

explicitly specified by the complement of the postposition -DAn beri. 

(29) a.(Simdi 2004'te-yiz.) 2002'den beri burada-ylZ ama 2001'de Roma'da-ydl-k. 
now 2004-LOC-lpl. 2002-ABL since here-lpl but 200l-LOC Rome-LOC-PRF-lpl 
'(Weare in 2004 now). We've been here since 2002 but we were in Rome in 2001. ' 

b .. - 00 -.e ...... o ••• ~ •• o ••••••••• I.Qe •••••• o.J-1 --+-\ -~) } ............. i ............ l .......... + <X) 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

c. ~ .••.•••••• change of state-e -~) PO ................ . (centrifugal) 

Similarly, in (30a) the state is understood to continue towards the prospective 

change of state (centripetal) marked by the complement of the postposition -A kadar. In 

other words, 2006 marks the fmal endpoint of the situation, as schematized in (30b). As 

can be seen (29b-30b), the infmite temporal axis is divided into subintervals of equal 

duration (magnitude), with the arrow extending from left to right (direction).15 The 

magnitude of the passing time can be measured due to the explicitly specified 

boundaries (LB/RB).16 

(30) a.(Simdi 2004'te-yiz.) 2006'ya kadar burada-ylZ, 2006'da Roma'ya gid-iyor-uz. 
now 2004-LOC-lpl. 2006-DAT until here-lpl, 2006-LOC Rome-DAT go-IMPRF-lpl 
'(We are in 2004 now).We'll be here until 2006, and are going to Rome in 2006.' 

b 00 I I 1--1--7>1 .......... ·.1 .• · .. ·······\·········· + 00 • - OCt'llOOOIlJIIlIOt)'" .OO&IJOOOG~OO Qo:tlloelll(!ltlee"l1 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

c ..•.•••••..••• PO'----~> change of state............... (centripetal) 

As can be seen, a change of state may already have been realized or still remain 
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unrealized at the given PO. In the former case, the "direction" denoted by the VQA is 

centrifugal, i.e. going away from the change of state that constitutes a Left Boundary 

(LB), as in (29c). In the latter case, the VQA denotes centripetal direction, i.e. going 

towards a potential change of state which marks a Right Boundary (RB), as in (30c) (cf. 

Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000), (2001) for a different use of the same terms). 

Note that VQAs bring together three notions: (i) duration/magnitude, (ii) 

direction away from/towards a change of state which is analogous to a figure in the 

centre of attention (cf. Talmy (2000a,b)) and (iii) independent boundaries. It will be 

observed that VQAs trigger perfect meaning (up, EP, perfect of recent past or result). 

In fact, most of these adverbs are considered as "perfect-level" adverbs by Iatridou et al. 

(2000). Recall that perfect is semantically complex, bringing together a prior process, a 

change of state and a target state (c£ Chapter 5). It will be argued that VQAs are of 

similar semantic complexity since they express a change of state and an on-going state, 

in addition to establishing Frame. 

VQAs are considered under two main subcategories, namely Realized Change of 

State adverbials and Unrealized Change of State adverbials. The former category 

members specify the Left Boundary (LB) of A (centrifugal direction), while the latter 

specify the Right Boundary (RB) of A (centripetal direction). Each subcategory is 

further subdivided into two types depending on whether the boundary is explicitly or 

implicitly specified (d. Table 6.5). VQAs are those adverbs that answer the questions 

'Since when?' and 'Until when?' 
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REALIZED CHANGE OF STATE UNREALIZED CHANGE OF STATE 

(centrifugal direction) (centripetal direction) 

Explicit LB ImpiicitLB Explicit RB Implicit RB 

1990'dan bed, -All artIk, yoktandrr, uy 2005'e kadar, MIa, heniizi daha, 

beri, itibariyle saattir, heniiz vs. dilne kadar az sonra, hemen 

(since 1990, Slice «oktan (until 2005, until (still, yet, soon, 

Ving, as of .. ) (from now on, for a yesterday) immediately) 

long time, for the 

past 3 hours, just 

vs. already) 
. . Table 6.5: Vector Quantity Adverblals (VQA) lD Turkish 

6.3.2.1. Realized Change of state Adverbials (RCAs) 

Realized change of state adverbials (henceforth RCAs) explicitly or implicitly 

specify a Left Boundary. They specify both the magnitude and centrifugal direction of 

an on-going state that results from a change of state. Phrasal adverbs composed of a 

postposition and its NP complement, e.g. -DAn beri, -DAn bu yana 'since,' -DAn 

itibaren, -0 itibariyle 'as of,' explicitly specify a LB and provide referential information 

by means of the NP complement. On the other hand, lexicalized ones like artlk 'from 

now on,' r;oktandlr 'for a long time now,' heniiz 'just,' etc. implicitly specify the LB and 

are dependent on T/A morphology and context for temporal reference. 

The postpositional structures -DAn beri, -DAn bu yana 'since,' are RCAs that 

explicitly specify a LB, as exemplified in (31-32) below. The complement of these 

postpositions may be a deictic element like dun in (3 la-b), a clock-calendar word like 

1999 in (32a), or a dependent Position adverb like 0 giln as in (32c). In (31a) a change 

of state which overlaps with LB of A has brought about the situation that has continued 

so far, i.e. Universal Perfect. As schematized in (31a'), IS and A totally overlap 
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(Pattern I) and the NP complement dun 'yesterday' establishes deictic reference with 

respect to TU .17 

(31) a. [Dun-den beri] *oksiir-du.loksiir-uyor. (semelf. ~ activity) 
yesterday-ABL since cough-PERF/cough-IMPERF 
'Slhe *has coughed/has been coughing since yesterday.' 

a' ............. [A/TS TU/TTl ---- .............. .. 

b. [AI Dun-den beri [fi~ defa]] Oksiir-dU/*oksiir-uyor. (semelfactive) 
yesterday-ABL since three times cough-PERF-3sg/*cough-IMPRF-3sg 
'Slhe has coughedl*is/has been coughing three times since yesterday.' 

(32) a. [1999'dan ben] yar~ma-yl *kazan-dl.lkazan-lYor. (achiev. ~ iterative) 
1999-ABL since contest-ACC win-PERF/win-IMPERF 
'Slhe *has won/has been winning the contest since 1999.' 

b. [Sah'dan bu yan-a] muslug-u *tamir et-ti.led-iyor (accomp.-+ activity) 
Tuesday-ABL this side-DAT tap-ACC fIx-PERF.lfix-IMPERF 
'Slhe *has fIxedihas been flxing the tap since Tuesday.' 

c. [0 gun-den beri] su-lar yok-tu/yok. (state) 
that day-ABL since water-PL absent-PRF/absent 
'There was/is no water since that day. ' 

Note that the perfective marker is ungrammatical in (31a) and (32a-b) because it 

is incompatible with the durativity inherent in the adverb. As the perfective makes 

atomic reference to situations, it is felicitous with the same adverb as long as the 

individual instances ofthe situation are specified, as illustrated in (31 b). In fact, ug deja 

'three times' constitutes a multiple instance SQA involving a cardinal number. The 

imperfective marker -(I)yor co-occurring with -DAn beri causes the achievement in 

(32a) to get an iterative reading, while the accomplishment in (32b) and the semelfac1ive 

in (31a) obtain an activity reading. 

Although the perfective is ungrammatical in (31 a) above, negative po larity seems 

to affect the acceptability of the structure, as in (33a) (d Erguvanh-Taylan (2001)). In 

fact, both (33a-b) denote an adverbial interval which is free of any CDUghing event (c£ 
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Iatridou (2002) for an analysis of perfect sentences as temporal existentials). The "no-

cough" situation extends to TU but may/may not continue after TU (cf. Smith (1997: 

188, ex. 50)). In that respect, it is possible to have open or closed readings with since. 

(33) a. Sabab-tan ben oksfu-me-di. (closed, perfective, EP) 
morning-ABL since cough-NEG-PRF 
'S/he has not coughed since morning. 

b. 'Sabah-tan ben oksiir-mu-yor. (op~n, imperfective, UP) 
morning-ABL since cough-NEG-IMPRF 
'S/he has not been coughing since morning.' 

There is another means to express an explicit LB. In (34a), the -All morpheme 

on the embedded predicate marks another situation, i.e. the achievement of meeting with 

Li, as the change of state that constitutes the initial endpoint of the activity of learning 

Chinese. This is also the LB of the temporal interval within or throughout which the 

situation holds. In other words, the situation may totally or partially overlap with the 

adverb depending on the T/A morphology on the predicate, thus establishing Frame. (cf 

Musan (2001a) seit-adverbials). The imperfective marker -(I)yor is grammatical and 

allows a total overlap between the activity in (34a) and the adverbial. 

(34) a. [Li'yle taDl§-ah (beri)] <:;ince *ogren-di.logren-iyor. (activity) 
Li-COM meet-All (since) Chinese leam-PERF/learn-IMPERF 
'S/he *has Iearnt/has been learning Chinese since s/he met Li.' 

b. Berna [Li'yle gOrU§-me-yeli [AI iki ay]] ol-du.lol-uyor. 
Berna Li-COM meet-NEG-AlI two month become-PERF/become-IMPERF 
'It has been two months since Berna saw Li.' 

The behavior ofthe -All structure with the negative marker is similar to those of 

(33a-b) above. In (34b), the -All predicate co-occurs with a single instance SQA, 

namely iki ay 'two months.' TS (the last meeting with Li) overlaps with the LB of the 

'two-month state (AI), which is free of any 'seeing Li' events, as schematized in (34c). 
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The most interesting point to notice in (34b) is the use of the auxiliary ol-, whose 

function as a lexical marker of change of state was emphasized (c£ periphrastic 

constructions in Chapter 4). This seems to further support our idea that VQAs 

inherently involve a change of state. 

When it comes to RCAs that implicitly specify a LB, there are a number of 

adverbials expressions such as oldum olasl 'always' in (36a), hep 'always' in (36b), 

e;oktandlr 'for a long time now' in (37a-b), cardinal number + time unit-Dlr, e.g. lie; 

saattir 'for three hours now; in (38a-b), henliz 'just' in (39), c;oktan 'already' in (40) 

and artlk 'from now/then on' in (41). 

To start with, the adverbs in (36a-b) denote that the state of not liking physics or 

wanting to become a chemist has started at an implicit prior point and continued until 

TUIPO. Note that this is Universal Perfect. A similarly unspecified (implicit) anterior 

LB marks the initial endpoint of the situations in (37a-b). Although the duration 

(magnitude) of the adverbial interval in (37a-b) is not specified, it is understood to be 

subjectively long. It is also possible to use time units marked with the plural marker -

IAr and the -Dlr to express a similar unspecified quantity oftime, as in (37c). In (37a) 

the stative continues homogeneously starting from the implicit LB until TUIPO. In 

other words, it totally overlaps with A, as schematized in (37a'). With the negative 

predicate in (37b), the adverbial interval is understood to have been free of any events of 

going to Ankara (cf. Iatridou (2002». 

(36) a. Hacer oldum olasu fizig-i sev-me-zlsev-me-mi~-tir. (stative) 
Hacer always physics-ACC like-NEG-AORIlike-NEG-PERF-EVID 
'Hacer has always disliked physics.' 

b. Hacer hep kiroyacl olmak iste-mi~-tir. (stative) 
Hacer always chemist become want-PERF-EVID 
'Hacer has always wanted to become a chemist. ' 



(37) a. <;oktan-dlr bil-iyor-um. (stative) 
for a long time now know-IMPRF-lsg 
'I've known (it) for a long time.' 

a' ........... [A/TS 1 TUIPO - __ -I ........ .. 

b. <;oktan-dlr Ankara'ya git-me-di-m. (achievement) 
for a long time now Ankara-DAT go-NEG-PRF-Isg 
'1 haven't been to Ankara for a long time.' 

c. Yd-lar-du/ay-Iar-dlrlsaat-ler-dir bu mektub-u yaz-lyor-um. (activity) 
year-PL-DIr/month-PL-DIrlhour-PL-DIrthis letter-ACC write-IMPRF-Isg 
'I have been writing this letter for years/monthslhours now.' 
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It seems that a continuative UP reading is the natural interpretation of these 

adverbs in (37a-c). This is the case for the structures in (38a-b) as well. As a result, 

durative STs like activities and statives are acceptable as in (38a), while momentaneous 

STs, e.g. the achievement in (38b), are ungrammatical even if the individual instances of 

the situation are explicitly specified by adverbs. The adverbs in (38a-b) differ from 

those in (37a-c) only in that the duration (magnitude) of the interval is specified by 

explicitly quantized time units. The -D1r marker can also appear with an ordinal 

number, e.g. be$inci deJa-dlr, as in (38c) and indicate the n-th time the situation has been 

repeated over the implicit temporal span. 

(38) a. U~ saat-tir/iki giin-diir bekli-yor-um.lburada-Ylm. (activity/stative) 
three hour-DIr/two day-DIr wait-IMPRF-lsg/here-lsg 
'I've been waiting /I've been here for three hours/two days now.' 

a'. . ....... 1. •••••••••• [A1TSI---II---I--j» TV!PO ...... 1 ........... 1 .. ... . 

b. [AI iki yd-dir IA2 ii~ defa]] *kar~Ila~-t1-kl*kar~lla~-lyor-uz. (*achievement) 
two year-DIR three times come across-PERF-lpllcome across-IMPRF-lpl 
'*We have met three times for two years now.' 

c. Be~-inci def~Hhr ar-lyor-um (ama telefon-u ay-m-lyor). 
five-Ind time-DIr call-IMPERF-lsg but phone-ACC open-NEG-IMPERF 
'This is the fifth time I've called but s/he won't answer the phone.' 

There are two other RCAs that specify an implicit LB, namely heniiz 'just' and 
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foktan 'already' in (39-40) below. These differ from the above mentioned expressions 

in that the non-durative situation itself constitutes the change of state that overlaps with 

the LB of the durative adverbial interval. The duration of the adverbial interval is not 

objectively measurable. While henuz in (39a) refers to an unspecified short interval, 

foktan in (40a) denotes that the LB of the adverbial interval is subjectively ''far'' from 

TUIPO. 

(39) a. Ali gezi-den henuz vazge9-ti.l*vazge9-iyor. (achievement) 
Ali trip-ABL just give up the idea-PRF/*give up-IMPERF 
'Ali has just given up the idea of going on the trip.' 

a' ....... TS[A_TUIPO ......... . 

b. Ali zil-i heniiz yal-dl.l*9a1-1yor. (semelfactive) 
Ali bell-ACC just ring-PRF/*ring-IMPERF 
, Ali has just rung the bell.' 

c. Ali elma-Yl beniiz ye-di.l*yi-yor. (accomplishment) 
Ali apple-ACC just eat-PRF/*eat-IMPERF 
, Ali has just eaten the apple.' 

c' ................ [TS __ TStlALB] __ ..... · ......... . 

(40) a. Ali gezi-den ~oktan vazge9-ti. (achievement) 
Ali trip-ABL already give up the idea-PRF 
'Ali has already given up the idea of going on the trip.' 

a' ....... TS/[A. ___ -'lTU/PO ......... . 

b. Ali '{oktan yiiz-du. (activity) 
Ali already swim-PRF 
'Ali has already swum.' 

Note that in both (39a-40a) the LB overlapping with the situation/change of state 

is anterior to TUIPO. In fact, these adverbs trigger a perfect of recent past meaning. 

Interestingly enough, the adverb in (3?a-c) is not acceptable with the imperfective 

marker unless the situations can be shifted to atelicity. Moreover, in (39c) it is the fmal , 

endpoint/the STP of the durative accomplishment rather than its preliminary activity that 
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overlaps with the LB of the adverbial interval (pattern IV). 

Looking at the behavior of r;oktan in (40a-b), it may be argued that it is the non-

durative Existential Perfect counterpart of r;oktandzr above. The LB of r;oktandzr is the 

initial endpoint of a durative ST expressing UP, while the LB of r;oktan overlaps with 

the fmal endpoint of the situation. Interestingly, the results/target state of the situations 

in (39-40) continue throughout the adverbial interval. For example, in (39a) and (40a) 

there will be no trip for Ali. In (39c) the apple does not exist anymore, while in (40b) 

Ali might be tired now. This behavior suggests that the complex meaning in perfect that 

combines process and result is lexically expressed in terms of RCAs that bring together 

an anterior change of state and an on-going target state. 

Finally, we focus on artzk which inherently specifies that a change of state has 

occurred and a target state holds. The difference of artzk from the rest of the RCAs 

above is that the change of statelLB overlaps with TUIPO and the target state starts 

following this LB. In other words, the unspecified durative interval is posterior to 

TU/PO. (41a-e) below illustrates the interaction of artzk with STs. As can be predicted, 

statives in (41a) are acceptable. There is an implicit change of state that has resulted in 

the currently relevant target state, which is assumed to continue towards the future 

unless otherwise specified. The activity in ( 41 b) gets an ingressive reading due to the 

implicit change of state. As for the semelfactive in (41c), it is understood that some 

change has occurred as to result in Eriny's (being capable of) sneezing. 

(41) a. Eriny arid{ ekran-da.luzun boylu. (stage-levellindividual-level stative) 
Eriny now screen-LOCltall 
'Eriny is now on the screen.ltall. 

b. Eriny artlk yUz-dii.lyliz-Uyor. (activity) 
Eriny now swim-PRF/swim-IMPRF 
'Eriny has managed to swim/can swim now.' 



c. Eriny artIk haP~IT-dl.lhaP~IT-lYOr. (semelfactive) 
Eriny now sneeze-PRF Isneeze-IMPRF 
'Eriny has sneezed/sneezes now.' 

d. Eriny arbk ev-e var-dl./*var-lYor. (achievement) 
Eriny now home-DAT arrive-PRF/arrive-IMPRF 
'Eriny has arrived/*is arriving at home now.' 

e. Eriny arbk okul-a *yfuii-du.!yfuii-yor. (accomplishment----..activity) 
Eriny now school-DAT walk-PRF/walk-IMPRF 
'Eriny *has walked/walks to school now.' 

e'. Eriny artlk <::ince'yi iyice ogren-di.l(*iyice) ogren-iyor. (accomplishment) 
Eriny now Chinese-ACC well learn-PRF/leam-IMPRF 
'Eriny has learnt Chinese weW*is learning Chinese now.' 
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As for the telic STs, the achievement in (41d) is not grammatical with the 

imperfective marker, as it does not involve a prior process. Nor can it be iterated. With 

the perfective marker, there is more focus on the change of state rather than the implicit 

target state in (41d). The accomplishment in (41e) is ungrammatical with the perfective 

and gets an activity reading with the imperfective marker. On the other hand, (41e') is 

grammatical with -DI because a certain level of knowledge has been reached, as 

illustrated by the felicity of iyice 'well.' In (41e) the subject cannot be assigned the 

participant property because there is no resultant state or a target state. In (41e') the 

subject can bear the property of having learnt Chinese properly, which can continue 

throughout the prospective adverbial interval. 

(42) a Amk bekle-me-yeceg-im. 
from now on wait-NEG-FUT-lsg 
'I'm not going to wait any longer.' 

a' ...... hs ............... [A]TU __ ->l ..... . 

b. Artlk bil-iyor-um. 
from now onknow-IMPRF-lsg 
'Now I know (it.)' 

b'. . .••... [AITS TU __ -,,] ................... GO 

(P IV: IS intersects with LB of A) 

(P I: ISlA) 
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Time-relationally, it is also interesting to note that (42a) is distinct from (42b). 

In (42a) the prior situation fmishes at the implicit LB provided by artlk. Following this 

change of state, there will be a state of not-waiting, as schematized in (42a'). On the 

other hand, in (42b) the state of knowing has started at the LB/change of state denoted 

byartzk. In sum, there is a Pattern IV relation in (42a), while in (42b) it is Pattern I, i.e. 

total overlap ofTS and A. 

6.3.2.2. Unrealized Change of state Adverbials (UCAs) 

Unrealized change of state adverbials (henceforth UCAs) explicitly or implicitly 

specify a Right-Boundary (RB). Postpositional UCAs specify an explicit RB by means 

of their complement and establish an overlap relation with the situation. In this way 

they specify both the magnitude and centripetal direction of the temporal interval, as 

well as establishing Frame. On the other hand, those UCAs that do not involve a 

complement specify an implicit RB and are directly anchored to TU/PO. 

The postpositions -A kadar/dek/degin "until' constitute the typical UCAs that 

specify an explicit RB, i.e. the fmal endpoint of the adverbial interval. This RB 

represented by the complement of the postposition marks the change of state that 

characterizes the UCA. The NP complements can express anteriority or posteriority 

with respect to TU/PO, as long as they are compatible with the TIA morphology in the 

sentence. For example, diine kadar 'until yesterday' in (43a) is not grammatical with 

the present imperfective -(I)yor, whereas the past perfective -DI is not acceptable with 

posterior complements, e.g. 2005'e dek in (43b). With clock-calendar words such as 

Salz in (43e), the interpretation is context-bound, allowing both an anterior or posterior 

reading. 



(43) a. [Diin-e kadar] oksfu-du.l*oksfu-Uyor.loksfu-Uyor-du. (semelfactive) 
yesterday-DAT until cough-PERF Icough-IMPERF Icough-IMPERF-PRF 
'He has coughed/*has been coughing/had been coughing until yesterday.' 

b. [2005'e dek] <;ince *ogren-di.l?ogren-iyor.logren-ecek. (activity) 
2005-DAT until Chinese learn-PERF/learn-IMPERF/learn-FUT 
'He *has learnt/?is learning/will have learnt Chinese until200S.' 
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c.[ 0 giin-e degin] yan~ma-yl kazan-dll*kazan-Iyorlkazan-acak. (achievement) 
that day-DAT until contest-ACC win-PERF/win-IMPERF 
'He *has won/*is winning/will have won the contest until that day.' 

d. [0 giin-e degin] su-lar yok-tulyok.lol-ma-yacak. (state) 
that day-DAT until water-PL absent-PRF/absentlbe-NEG-FUT 
'There was/will be no water until that day.' 

e. [Sah'ya kadar] muslug-u tamir et-ti.l*ed-iyor/ed-ecek. (accomplishment) 
Tuesday-DAT until tap-ACC fix-PERF.lfix-IMPERF/fIX-FUT 
'He has fixed/*is fIxing/will have fIXed the tap until Tuesday.' 

As for the interaction of -A !radar expressions with SIs, it is observed that the 

viewpoint markers affect the interpretation. In (43a) the semelfactive is shifted to 

derived activity both with the -DI and -(I)yor-DI since the adverbial interval stretches 

from the point of reference until the RB. Moreover, completion by the RB seems to be 

required as illustrated by the acceptability in the achievement in (4 3c) and the 

accomplishment in (43e). In fact, the activity marked with -AcAK in (43b) can be 

construed as an accomplishment which is completed by the RB of the adverbial interval. 

When it comes to those UCAs that specify an implicit RB, the synonymous 

heniiz/daha 'yet' in (4Sa), proximity adverbs such as yalanda, az sonra, and hemen 

'soon, in a short while, immediately' in (46a) and hald 'still' in (47a-e) are the typical 

expressions. The most important feature of henuzldaha is that they appear in negative 

sentences where a possible change of state is implied. As will be clear from (4Sa), the 

RB coincides with TU (with a present perfect reading in -DI) or some PO (with the past 

perfect reading in -mI§-DJ). The 'out of order' state of the TV set is understood to 
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continue until the expected change of state, i.e. the TV set being repaired, takes place. 

Once the prospective change of state occurs, the currently relevant state will come to an 

end, i.e. the final endpoint of the state will overlap with the unrealized change of state at 

TU/PO, as schematized in (45a'). 

(45) a. Televizyon heniizldaba onar-Il-ma-dl./onar-Il-ma-lID~-t1. 
TV yet/yet fIx-PASS-NEG-PRF-3sg.lfIx-PASS-NEG-PERF-PRF-3sg. 
'The TV set has/had not been repaired yet.' 

a' ............ [A. ___ --I]TUIPO ............... (TS) ........ . 

The ''temporal proximity adverbs" in (46a) trigger a future prospective meaning 

when the verb carries one of markers of future temporal reference, namely -AcAK, -

Arllr or -(I)yor (cf. Chapter 4). The implication is that the change of state to be brought 

about, i.e. the repair of the TV set, is temporally close to the given TU/PO. However, 

the temporal distance from the given PO to the RB of the adverbial is only implicit. In 

other words, these adverbs are not only implicit about the RB, but also about the 

duration ofthe adverbial interval, which cannot be objectively measured. 

(46) a. Televizyon yakm.da/az sonra/hemen onar-Il-acak.!onar-ll-acak-tI. 
TV soon/in a short while/immediately fIx-PASS-FUT-3sg.lfIx-PASS-FUT-PRF 
'The TV set is/was going to be repaired soon/in a short while/immediately.' 

a' ............ TU/PO/[A. ___ ] (TS) ...•..... 

As can be seen in (47a), haiti refers to an unspecified interval of time that 

coincides with TU/PO. The most important property of hala is that a change of state 

that will be marked its RB remains unrealized at TUIPO, although the event itself 

implies that possibility of change. The interaction of hala with stative, activity, 

semelfactive, achievement, and accomplishment STs in Turkish is illustrated in (48a-e) 

respectively (cf. Erguvanh-Taylan (2001) for a discussion of haIa). 



(47) a. Televizyon haHi bozuk.lr;ah~-lYor. 
TV still out of order-3sg/work-IMPRF-3sg. 
'The TV set still out of order/working.' 

a. ' .....•..... [AlTS TV/PO 1 --- -1 ........ . 

(48) a. Erin<; hala ekran-da./*uzun boylu. (stage-levellindividual-level stative) 
Erin<; still screen-LOC/*tall 
'Erin<; is still on the screen./*tall. 

b. Erin<; bala *yiiz-diL/yUz-me-dilyiiz-iiyor.JyUz-ecek. (activity) 
Erin<; still swim-PRFlswim-NEG-PRFlswim-IMPRF -3sg/swim-FUT -3sg 
'Erinr; still *swamlhas not swum/is swimming/will swim.' 

c. Erin<; hali *hap~IT-dl./hap~IT-ma-dIlhap~IT-lyor./hap~rr-acak. (semelfactive) 
Erin<; still sneeze-PRFlsneeze-NEG-PRFlsneeze-IMPRF-3sg/sneeze-FUT-3sg 
'Erin<; still *sneezedlhas not sneezed/is sneezing/will sneeze.' 

d. Erin<; hili ev-e *var-dl.lvar-ma-dIl*var-lyor. (achievement) 
Erin<; still home-DAT arrive-PRF/arrive-NEG-PRF/arrive-IMPRF-3sg 
'*Erin<; still has arrived/is arriving at home. ' 
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e.Erin<; bili okul-a *yfuii-diilyiirii-me-dilyiirii-yor/yiirii-yecek.(accomplishment) 
Erin<; still school-DAT walk-PRF/walk-NEG-PRF/walk-IMPRF/walk-FUT-3sg 
'Erin<; still walked/has not walked/is walking/will walk to school.' 

The adverb is acceptable with the activity in (48b), as opposed to the momentary 

achievement in (48d), suggesting that durativity is essential. As a result, hdld triggers a 

multiple-event activity reading in the semelfactive in (48c) and focuses on the activity 

part of the accomplishment in (48e). The acceptability of -(I)yor rather than -Dl with 

hdld further suggests the durative 'imperfective' nature of the adverb. Note also that 

hdld is acceptable with -DI in the negative, referring to an interval within which the 

expected change of state has not occurred. 

Interestingly enough, hdld in (48a) is acceptable with stage-level predicates 

which do not preempt a possible change of state. However, hala is ungrammatical with 

individual-level states, where a change of state is excluded because they are atemporal in 

a sense. This behavior suggests that, unlike artlk which preempts any further change of 
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state, htilti requires the possibility of a change of state. In fact, htild and artzk are 

counterparts: While the "realized change of state" adverb artzk excludes a change of 

state starting from the given PO or TD, the "unrealized change of state" adverb hdld 

denotes the possibility of a change of state, although there has not been a change of state 

until TU/PO. In sum, hdid denotes the lack of change in the actual 

progress/continuation of situations, provided that they inherently include the possibility 

of change. 

6.4. Discussion 

The foregoing time-relational analysis has revealed a number of interesting facts 

about Turkish T / A adverbials, which seem to be at least as relevant to boundedness as 

the other two parameters, namely viewpoint aspect and situation. This supports our 

argument that Turkish T / A adverbials constitute the third parameter in aspectual 

interpretation. 

To ensure a proper interpretation of a sentence, Frame should be established by 

means of T/A adverbials. Frame, the lexical analogue of viewpoint aspect, arises 

through a total or partial overlap of A with TS. Based on the nature of T / A information 

they provide in sentences, two major classes of Turkish T/A adverbials have been 

distinguished: (i) Position and (ii) Quantity. Position adverbs basically serve to specify 

the location of TS with respect to TU but are ST-extemal, not triggering ST-shifts. 

Quantity adverbs provide aspectual specifications such as (i) the duration of a situation 

(single instance SQAs), (li) the number or frequency of iterated instances of a situation 

(multiple instance SQAs), and (iii) the relative direction of a situation with respect to a 

change of state (VQAs), etc. Single instance SQAs are ST-intemal interacting with the 

boundedness information provided by viewpoints and situation types and triggering ST 
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shifts (c£ Chapter 5). As for VQAs, they seem to be required to trigger perfect readings 

with morphological elements which otherwise do not express such extended 

interpretations. 

As has been illustrated, adverbs express highly specific and complex 

information, often interacting closely with tense and/or viewpoint morphology, situation 

types, negative polarity and other adverbs in the same sentence. The constraints on the 

possible readings and the compatibility of particular adverbs with the above mentioned 

aspectual elements suggest that adverbs constitute a highly effective agent in the overall 

interpretation. This is a major support for adverbs as the third parameter in aspectual 

interpretation. 



7.0. Introduction 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

"The lowest form of thinking is the bare 
recognition of the object. The highest, the 
comprehensive intuition of the man who sees 
all things as part of a system." Plato 

In this chapter, the fmdings ofthe foregoing analysis of the expression of aspect 

in Turkish will be evaluated with special focus on the major empirical and theoretical 

contributions of the study to the general field of aspect. The present study has basically 

argued in favor of three independent parameters of aspect, namely viewpoint, situation 

type and T/A adverbials. It has further been argued that the concept of boundedness is 

the prototypical property of aspect and is linguistically realized by grammatical andlor 

lexical means of expression corresponding to the three parameters of aspect which 

compositionally determine aspectual interpretation at sentence level. 

Empirically, the most significant contribution seems to be the time-relational 

analysis and categorization proposed to account for Turkish T/A adverbials, which have 

not been analyzed in such detail so far. In addition, a categorization of the Turkish 

imperfective has been proposed, based 01). both time-relational and mereological 

assumptions. Moreover, a unitary proposal in terms of change of state has been made to 

account for the entire range of periphrastic forms in Turkish. Finally, the variety in the 

expression of change of state, i.e. by means of periphrastic fonus, derivational 

morphemes, perfect of result and T / A adverbs, has been revealed, suggesting the 

importance of the notion in aspectual categories. 

Theoretically, the most significant contribution of the present dissertation seems 
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to have established a synthetic framework which brings together the common insights of 

Comrie (1976), Smith (1997), Klein (1992, 1995, 2000) and Krifka (1989). The 

discovery of analogies between set-theoretical relations and patterns of overlap among 

time intervals has led to the recognition ofT/A adverbials as time intervals that establish 

time relations and a formalization of the overlap relations between adverbial intervals 

and TS in terms of the theoretical construct Frame. The elaboration of Smith's (1997) 

informal proposal about the feature [Bounded] has suggested a unitary model to account 

for the collaboration of independent parameters of aspect in the overall aspectual 

interpretation. Furthermore, the time-relational and mereological approaches to aspect 

have been tested against a wide range of Turkish data, leading to a number of theory-

internal modifications in the time-relational approach such as the modified definition of 

the perfective in terms of a total overlap relation and the distinction between two 

reference intervals, namely the Topic Time in viewpoints and Point of Orientation in the 

perfect and prospective. 

Generally speaking, the present study has employed the two major strengths of 

the time-relational approach in dealing with T/A adverbials and the imperfective in 

Turkish. The first is the use of universal interval properties and relations between time 

intervals such as TS, TU and TT in representing T/A distinctions, which has led to the 

construct Frame. The second is the incorporation of Smith's (1997) concept of visibility 

into the definjtion ofvievvpoint aspect through Topic Time (TT). As a special reference 

interval, TT overlaps with (a subpart of) a situation, makes it visible, and thus, is 

associated with the assertion. This property of TT has been illustrated to be instantiated 

in the total vs. partial overlap relation between TT and TS in perfective vs. imperfective 

viewpoints respectively. 
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On the other hand, Turkish data have revealed two major weaknesses of the time-

relational approach. Firstly, aspectual notions such as habituality, iterativity and 

frequency were not handled at all in the unmodified time-relational approach. Secondly, 

the time-relational treatment of perfect and prospective as viewpoints failed to account 

for the data. Both weaknesses have been overcome in the present study by incorporating 

crucial insights from Smith (1997) and Krifka (1989). The notions habituality, 

iterativity and frequency have been shown to fo How from quantificational reference to 

mereological structure and can now be handled easily as subcategories of the 

imperfective. As for the treatment of perfect and prospective, the concept of visibility 

associated with TT, i.e. the time of assertion, has allowed us to recognize the difference 

between TT and PO in these extended interpretations of the viewpoints, where a 

perfective or imperfective viewpoint has to be superimposed for assertion. 

Finally, the mereological approach has led to a revelation of the paralellism in 

viewpoints between time-relational reference to internal temporal constituency and 

quantificational reference to mereological structure, thus giving rise to a novel 

understanding of time relations in terms of the mereological contrast between part and 

whole. Specifically, bounded perfective situations with total reference to internal 

temporal constituency contrast with unbounded imperfective situations with partial 

reference to internal temporal constituency. 

The above mentioned findings seem to have the following implications: (i) 

boundedness seems to be the prototypical property of aspect as it is reflected in most 

grammatical and/or lexical means of expression of aspect, and (ii) boundedness seems to 

be reflected in the mereological contrast between part and whole and the 

. 1/ t 1 trast between figure and grolmd and therefore can be argued to be Vlsua percep ua con ' 
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a cognitive principle encompassing these contrasts as well as aspectual contrasts. 

In short, the universal semantic category of aspect will be argued to be 

characterized by a cognitive principle called boundedness. In other words, aspect is 

argued to employ basic contrasts, i.e. part vs. whole and figure vs. ground, to express 

more subtle semantic distinctions, i.e. the relations of the human with events and objects 

in the surrounding space and time and how these relations are conceptualized and 

linguistically expressed. This should not be surprising, as language is not independent 

of human understanding of the world and linguistic categories are only expected to 

follow from cognition. 

The chapter is organized as follows: The implications of the findings in (i-ii) 

above will be considered in § 7.1. and § 7.2. respectively. The theoretical implications 

of the fmdings for syntactic theory are discussed in § 7.3 and a number of topics for 

further research are mentioned in § 7.4. 

7.1. Boundedness as the Prototypical Property of Aspect 

The following arguments seem to support the view that boundedness is the 

prototypical property of aspect: (i) aspect itself has a prototypical organization (cf. Dahl 

(1985)), and (ii) boundedness is reflected in most grammatical and/or lexical means of 

expression of aspect. 

The first argument in favor of bounded ness as the prototypical property of aspect 

IS based on Dahl's (1985) view of aspect as a prototypical category. Prototypical 

concepts are understood through the description of the best exemplar of a category, and 

are characterized by a cluster of properties. Dahl (1985:15, 32 et passim) notes that 

aspect is essentially an imprecise categoryl and, in order to deal with impreciseness, 

proposes a prototypical approach to aspectual categories. Indeed, Smith (1997) defines 
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STs as idealized, prototypical images of situations categorized on the basis of three T/A 

features. Similarly, prototypical viewpoints represent underdetermined categories, with 

marked values that account for cross-linguistic variation. Prototypes reduce 

impreciseness by allowing category membership to be assigned on the basis of 

characteristic properties. In other words, prototypes allow us to overlook individual 

differences and immediately recognize objects and events as a member of an 

idealized/canonical category, 

There is a second advantage in recognizing aspect as a prototypical category, 

namely the pragmatic value assigned to marked choices. Aspectual choice is determined 

by the speaker not the situation, as discussed extensively by Smith (1983, 1986, 1997), 

In (2), adapted from Smith (1997:7, ex, (10) reproduced here as (1)), the speaker 

observes a situation in his/her subjective way. 

(1) The relation between situations, speakers, and meanings 
Actual situation Meanings 

\ \ 
\ Linguistic forms 
\ / 

Speaker 

(2) Speaker 

/ \ 
(Actual) situation Speaker's subjective view of (actual) situation 

\ / 
Idealized mental representation ofSTs and view-points based on boundedness 

/ \ 
Unmarked forms Marked forms 

It can be argued that the speaker makes reference to idealized mental 

, f '1 t' types "nd viewpoints which get coded onto conventionalized representatIon 0 SI ua Ion "-

forms in order to convey bis/her own view of the situation in a maximally informative 

d b ' ""'cation Therefore aspectual expression is not a matter of an unam 19uous COmmU-Lll' , 
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default association of conventionalized forms with a situation but a matter of subjective 

choice. The speaker may choose to present a situation in an unmarked way by using the 

linguistic forms associated with an idealized situation type and prototypical viewpoint? 

The speaker may also choose to present a situation in a marked way by using the 

linguistic forms not associated with the prototypical categories.3 

ASPECT AS A LINGUISTIC INSTANTIATION OF BOUNDEDNESS 

GRAMMATICAL (COVERT) LEXICAL (OVERT) LEXICAL 

EXPRESSION EXPRESSION EXPRESSION 

+/- IMPLICIT BOUNDS +/- INTRINSIC BOUNDS + INDEPENDENT B. 

VIEWPOINTS + CHANGE OF STATE ST-EXTERNAL 

Perfective Imperfective [-durative] [ +durative] -ITERATIVE + ITERATIVE 

(+implicit b., (-implicit b., achievement accomplish. Position Multiple 

total overlap, partial ovl., Adverbials instance SQAs 

quantized) cumulative) 

PERFECT CONSTR. - CHANGE OF STATE ST -INTERNAL 

EP UP [-durative] [+durative] (-iter) Single Instance SQAs 

(perfective) (imperfective) semelfactive activity -BOUNDED +BOUNDED 

for an hour in an hour 

PERIPHRASTIC FORMS - CHANGE OF STATE ST-INTERNAL 

[non-dynamic] (-iterative) VQAs 

+ change of - change of state [-Realized [+ Realized 

state (+/- state change of change of 

realized) state] state] 

. . 
Table 7.1: The expre§sum of boundedness ill aspect m terms of grammatIcal and/or 

lexical means 

The second argument in favor of boundedness as the prototypical property of 

t . t d b the Turkish data" the contrast between (i) events and states, (li) aspec IS sugges e y . 

totally affected objects and partially affected ones and (iii) completed situations and on-

. fl t binary distinction between the bounded and the unbounded. 
gomg ones seem to re ec a 
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In fact, aspect seems to be the linguistic instantiation of boundedness expressed in terms 

of lexical and grammatical means (d Table 7.1.). Lexical means may be covert, i.e. 

situation types, or overt, i.e. T/A adverbials (c£ Smith (1997». Grammatical means 

include viewpoints, perfect constructions and periphrastic forms. 

Boundedness expressed covertly involves the intrinsic bound/the natural 

endpoint/set terminal point in telic events. The notion of change of state is covertly 

expressed through the interaction of the intrinsic bound with duration (c£ Smith (1997». 

Change of state may be gradual as in accomplishments, or instantaneous as in 

achievements. Activities and semelfactives do not involve a change of state but are 

dynamic like the telic STs. States, on the other hand, are non-dynamic and do not 

invo lve a change of state. 

Boundedness expressed overtly involves the independent bounds inherent in T/A 

adverbials. All T I A adverbials impose independent temporal bounds, though not all of 

these bounds arc linguistically explicit. T/A adverbials also differ in terms of (i) 

whether they operate ST -internally or externally, and (ii) whether they specify a single 

instance or multiple instances of situations. ST -external adverbials do not cause ST 

shifts while ST-internal adverbials do cause such shifts. Interestingly, the notion of , 

change of state is lexicalized in VQAs, which differ as to whether or not the change of 

state is realized. Note that this is an episternic modal notion, i.e. factuality. 

Boundedness expressed grammatically involves implicit bounds imposed by the 

perfective viewpoint, characterized by total reference to internal temporal constituency 

and quantization. The imperfective is characterized by the lack of implicit bounds, 

partial reference to internal temporal constituency and cumulativity. 
4 

Perfect 

constructions also reflect a contrast between the bounded, perfective Existential Perfect 
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(EP), and the unbounded, imperfective Universal Perfect (UP). The term "construction" 

is due to the fact that EP and UP arise from the obligatory co-occurrence ofVQAs with 

perfective vs. imperfective T/A morphology. Finally, all periphrastic forms in Turkish 

seem to be characterized by change of state. Periphrastic forms do not compensate for 

the T I A distinctions that remain ungrammaticalized, but for the notions like ingressive, 

egressive, etc. which are not expressed among the prototypical STs. Semantically, the 

most complex expression of change of state is the perfect of result, a variety of 

Existential Perfect, which links a process, a change of state and its result. 

In sum, boundedness seems to be reflected in viewpoints (implicit bounds), 

situation types (intrinsic bounds) and adverbials (independent bounds). In that respect, 

boundedness seems to be linguistically realized by grammatical and/or lexical means of 

expression corresponding to the three parameters of aspect which compositionally 

determine aspectual interpretation at sentence level. 

This view indirectly provides further evidence for the major argument of the 

present dissertation that T I A adverbials constitute the third parameter in aspectual 

interpretation. If T/A adverbials converge with the two parameters, namely viewpoint 

and situation type, in expressing boundedness, they should have equal status with these 

two parameters. There are a number of other arguments in favor of T I A adverbials as 

the third parameter. Firstly, T/A adverbials are essential in compensating for the lack of 

T/A morphology in a language (c£ Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2001)).5 Secondly, 

T I A adverbials are essential for a proper temporaVaspectual interpretation in a sentence 

(c£ Smith (1981)). Thirdly, T/A adverbials are essential in triggering perfect meaning. 

In fact, Iatridou et al. (2000) posit covert adverbs when there is perfect morphology and 

meaning but no overt adverbs. Fourthly, T/A adverbials are essential in specifying 
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Turkish T/A markers which are underspecified and multi-functional (c£ Yav~ (1980), 

Sezer (2001), Erguvanh-Taylan (2001». Finally, adverbs express highly specific and 

complex information, often interacting closely with T/A morphology, situation types, 

negative polarity and other adverbs in the same sentence, and triggering ST shifts. This 

suggests that Turkish T/A adverbs constitute a highly effective agent in the sentence, i.e. 

the third parameter in aspectual interpretation. 

It might be argued that the ST shifts caused by in an hour vs. for an hour adverbs 

are universal, i.e. not restricted to Turkish and easily accounted for the Principle of 

External Override of Smith (1997). However, this amounts to ignoring the various other 

classes ofT/A adverbials (c£ Chapter 6). Moreover, the Principle of External Override 

actually grants an omnipotent status to TI A adverbials in a sentence. Recall that 

aspectual meaning was :first thought to be only in the verbal semantics. Later, Smith 

(1997) proved that not only the verb but also its arguments, i.e. the verb constellation, 

were relevant in aspectual interpretation. In this study, it has been argued that aspectual 

interpretation occurs at sentence level, where the verb, its arguments and T I A adverbials 

constitute three independent parameters, which interact with each other, thus resulting in 

a truly compositional interpretation. 

Granting equal status to T/A adverbials along with the two parameters, I.e. 

viewpoint and situation type, is not to say that all three parameters are equally effective 

in aspectual interpretation. In Chapter 4, it was observed that, cross-linguistically, what 

varies is (i) the relative weight of the three parameters in the overall aspectual 

interpretation, (ii) the marked and unmarked means of expression, and pragmatic 

meanings associated with particular expressions (c£ above). If a certain parameter is 

relatively stronger than the other two parameters in a particular language, the expression 
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of the remaining parameters may be less explicit. This is the case in SGaelic where 

"strong" viewpoint morphology works at the expense of ST and adverbs. Accordingly, 

the relative significance of Case and adverbs in Turkish may be due to the 

underspecified and multifunctional T/A morphology. 

Overlap relations between intervals: Viewpoint (TS & TT); Frame (TS & A) 

Set-theoretical definition Linguistic instantiation Schemata 

Total overlap VPT: Perfective (TS/IT) ....... TS/TT .•....... 

(equality: X = Y) 

....... X!Y .. G •• "oo". 
Frame: Pattern I (TSI A) ....... TSI A .....••.. 

'X totally overlaps with Y' 
(also Universal perfect) 

Partial overlap (1) VPT: Russian perfective (TS in TT) ..... [n .... TS •.... ] ..... 

(proper inclusion: Y c X) 

..... [x .... Y OCl ••• ] 0 •••• 0 

Frame: Pattern III (TS in A) •••••• [A •••• TS ..... } •..•• 

'Y in X' 
(also Experiential perfect; Perfect of 

recent past and Present prospective 

with [-dur} STs) 

Partial overlap (2) VPT: Imperfective (TT in TS) ••••• [TS •••• TT ..... ] ...• 

(proper inclusion: Xc Y ) 
Frame: Pattern II (A in TS) .••• [Ts •.•. A •.... ] ...•.. 

...... [y .... X ..... ] ...... 

'X in Y' 

Partial overlap VPT: --- ---

(inclusion: 
Frame: Pattern IV (A intersects with TS) .. [TS ... {A~ ... } .. 

YnXorXn Y) 
(also Perfect of recent past, Present .. [A ... {TS_l···}·· 

••• [X .•. {Y ~ •.•. } .••• 
prospective with [+dur] STs) 

'X intersects with Y' 
ria Table 7.2: Lingui§tic mstantuliions of set-theOletlcally possible ove p 

between two intervals 

relations 

1
. "d ill" c'avor ofT/A adverbials as the third parameter is the fact 

- The u tlIDate eVl ence 1i 

that T/A adverbials, being temporal intervals themselves, may be represented by the 

1 h 1 ng 
with viewpoints and situation types (cf ex. (16) in Chapter 

same tempora sc ema a 0 
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2, ex. (1) in Chapter 6). By virtue of being time intervals, TIA adverbials establish 

overlap relations with TS, i.e. Frame, the lexical analogue of viewpoint aspect. As 

such, both viewpoints (grammatical) and Frame (lexical) appear as the linguistic 

instantiations of the set-theoretically possible overlap relations between two intervals 

(c£ Table 7.2). 

In sum, the two major arguments in favor of boundedness as the prototypical 

property of aspect mentioned above seem to highlight a number of points concerning the 

nature of aspectual categories: (i) aspectual categories make a binary distinction between 

the bounded and the unbounded, (ii) aspectual categories are imprecise categories, 

characterized by prototypical organization, (iii) languages differ in terms of the relative 

weight of the three parameters and the grammatical andlor lexical means made available 

for the expression of each parameter, and (iv) pragmatically, the speaker makes a 

SUbjective choice among marked and unmarked values of aspectual categories. In short, 

aspect seems to be a prototypical category characterized by the property of boundedness, 

which is linguistically realized by the three parameters of aspect. 

7.2. Boundedness as a Cognitive Principle 

There are two major arguments to support the view that boundedness is a 

cognitive principle not only behind aspectual contrasts but also behind the contrast 

between part and whole in mereological structure and that between figure and ground in 

visual perception: (i) aspectual categories are based on human cognition and (ii) the 

paralellism between linguistic categories and the visual contrast between figure and 

ground has already been observed (cf. Wallace (1982)). 

Firstly, aspectual categories have been argued to be based on human cognitive 

abilities and concepts not necessarily dependent on language such as space, time, 
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causality and an affected object (cf. Dahl (1985), Smith (1997:xv), Talmy (2000a, b)). 

The importance of cognition in language has already been noted (cf. Langacker (1991), 

Lee (2001), Taylor (2002)). Aspectually speaking, the difference between states and 

events is cognitively real and acquired early in life (cf. Aksu-Koy (1988), also Shirai & 

Andersen (1995), Salaberry (2000), Aguirre (2002)6 for similar acquisitional facts). 

Secondly, the innate, universal distinction between figure and ground in visual 

perception has been noted to apply to some (non-visual) linguistic phenomena (cf. 

Wallace (1982:201)).7 The present study has only focused on the contrast between 

events vs. states, count vs. mass, and perfective vs. imperfective among other contrasts 

mentioned by Wallace (1982). Wallace (1982) notes that in all these cases, the fonner is 

more salient, i.e. figure-like, such that there is a sharper contrast with what remains in 

the gro1l1ld. 

Our data have indicated means in Turkish to make aspectual categories more 

ground-like or more figure-like by resorting to marked choices. For example, to make a 

telic, i.e. bounded, situation more ground-like, we can use (i) the stativizing suffix -mI~, 

as in (3a), (ii) cumulative reference through -Arllr, as in (3b), and (iii) linguistic 

conventions associated with states, e.g. the -mAk-tA form, as in (3c). These amount to 

presenting an event statively, i.e. more ground-like. 

(3) a. imge [be~ kilometre] ko~-mu~, kan ter iyinde.~er~ect of result; accompl.) 
imge five kilometer run-PERF-3sg, blood sweat mSlde 
'imge has run five kilometers and is exhausted.' 

b. imge her gun sahlI-de [be~ kilometre] ko~-ar. (imperfective; activity) 
imge everyday shore-LOC five kilometer run-AOR-~sg 
'imge runs five kilometers along the shore everyday. 

I· -l!' g"~f.:iik' be" kilometre-si-ni ko~-mak-ta. (imperfective, activity) c. mge ~u allllUia Ulll,. .. - T 

imge at the moment daily five kilometer-3sg-A~C run-~F-LOC-3sg , 
'At the moment, imge is in the middle of her dally five-kIlometer run. 
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In contrast, if the situation is ate lie i e unbounded't b d fi 
' . . , 1 can e rna e more 19ure-

like, as in (4). To make an atelic situation a "figure" we can provide an eventive 

presentation with (i) implicit bounds, as in (4a), (ii) quantized reference, as in (4b), and 

(iii) linguistic conventions associated with events, as in (4c). Note that the celerative 

verbal compound marker -(I)ver- implies dynamism in the stative verb begen- 'like' and 

this is presenting a state eventively. In short, these means to make aspectual categories 

more figure-like seem to follow from the tendency to present events as bounded entities 

with contours, i.e. boundaries, so that they can be in perfect contrast with the 

background. 

(4) a. Dun sahil-de ko~-tu-m. (perfective; activity) 
yesterday shore-LOC run-PRF-lsg 
'I ran along the shore yesterday.' 

b. Dun [be~ kilometre] ko~-tu-m. (perfective; accomplishment) 
yesterday five kilometer run-PRF-2sg 
'I ran five kilometers yesterday.' 

c. Zaman-un yok-tu, <;ocuk-lar-a on dakika-da [U<;] elbise begen-iver-di-m. 
time-lsg none-PRF, child-PL-DAT ten minute-LOC three dress like-Iver-PRF-lsg 
'I had little time, I (quickly) chose three dresses in ten minutes for the children. ' 

As Smith (1997:xv) notes, human beings perceive and interpret the world, 

relying on basic cognitive concepts such as time, space, causality and affected object. 

However, everybody has a subjective view of the world based on prior experience and 

learning. Consequently, it can be argued that in our description of the world and events, 

we make reference to whatever is common to all, e.g. prototypical ST categories, i.e. 

states vs. non-states, mereologieal structure, i.e. part vs. whole, mass vs. count, and the 

contrast between the bounded and the unbounded, for a better communication where 

there is unambiguous "recognition of the object." The perception of events and objects 

as prototypical entities mentioned in § 7.1. above also allows for a sharper contrast 
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between total vs. partial overlap an event vs a state t b' t' , " or a coun vs. mass 0 ~ec ill 

analogy to the contrast between figure and ground in the ~orld of visual perception (cf. 

Wallace (1982), Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000,2001), Talmy (2000a, b). 

Ifwe are right, then boundedness may indeed be a cognitive principle behind the 

visual (figure vs. ground) and mereological (part vs. whole) contrasts as well. GestaltS 

theorist Koffka's famous question was "Why do things look as they do?" (cf. Gordon 

(1989:51)). In terms of aspect, the question would be "Why are situations presented as 

they are?" It can be argued that the answer to both questions seem to share the same 

cognitive basis, boundedness, or a tendency to look for a perfect configuration in the 

world. This is only expected, as human cognition is behind both visual perception and 

the expression of aspect in the realm oflinguistics (cf. Talmy (2000a, b». 

7.3. Implications of the Findings for Syntactic Theory 

Two interrelated questions arise with respect to the structural representation of 

aspect and adverbs: (i) Is there an independent functional projection for aspect in 

Turkish? and (ii) What is the base-generated position ofT/A adverbs? 

Aygen-Tosun (1998) has argued that there is no independent functional 

projection (FP) for aspect in Turkish, but a hybrid T/A projection, following Giorgi & 

Pianesi (1997). Our data support this argument in two related respects: (i) Turkish T/A 

morphology is not "aspectually specific" in contrast to SGaelic (cf. Ramchand (1997» 

and (ii) Turkish T/A morphology is underspecified and multi-functional such that the 

same marker may have distinct temporal, aspectual and modal functions depending on 

the immediate context and! or the other T I A elements in the sentence. As a consequence, 

T/A adverbials and STs carry great weight in compositionally determining the aspectual 

value of a sentence. In brief, a hybrid T/A projection in the sense of Aygen-Tosun 
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(1998) seems sufficient and required to account for the underspecificity and 

multifunctionality. 

"Aspectual specificity" is the major motivation for an independent FP for aspect 

in SGaelic. As illustrated by the data in (5-8) from Ramchand (1997 :69-72, exx. 90-92, 

97 respectively), aspectual specificity in SGaelic is reflected in viewpoint morphology 

on the predicates and the total/partial affectedness of NPs, resulting in a binary 

distinction between teliclbounded and atelic/unbounded events (ibid:53).9 The 

"bounded" perfective in SGaelic is expressed in main verbs, as in (6), while the 

''unbounded'' imperfective in (5) involves periphrasis. While both the covert perfective 

marker in (6) and the perfect marker 'air' in (7) signify that the object is totally affected 

(also c£ ibid:48-49, exx. 48 and 49 respectively), the NP object in (5) is not totally 

affected with the imperfective 'ag' (also cf. ibid:48, ex. 47). In short, (5) is atelic, while 

(6), (7) and (8) are telic because telicity/boundedness in SGaelic is triggered by 

viewpoint morphology rather than situation type or adverbs. 

(5) Bha Calum a'gearradh craobh. (imperfective, -bounded) 
Be-PAST Calum 'ag' cut-VN tree-GEN 
'Calum was cutting a tree.' 

(6) Ghearr Calum craobh. (perfective, +bounded) 
cut-PAST Calum tree-DIR 
'Calum cut a tree.' 

(7) Bha Calum air a'chraobh a ghearradh (perfect, +bounded) 
Be-PAST Calum air the tree-DIR 3sg cut-VN 
'Calum had cut the tree.' 

(8) Tha Calum gus a'chraobh a ghearradh (prospective, +bounded) 
Be-PRES Calum gus the tree-DIR 3sg cut-VNOUN 
'Calum is about to cut the tree.' 

As reflected in the phrase structure representation in (9) adapted from Ramchand 

(1997, exx. 50, 53, 54), SGaelic viewpoint morphemes that occupy the head position of 
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AspP are the morphological spell-out of the boundedness feature and the morphemes in 

(6), (7), and (8) have a positive value for the feature. 

(9) 

(10) 

IP 
I \ 

I' SPEC 
I 
I 

[+Past] 

\ 
AspP 
I \ 
SPEC 
Subject 

Asp 
+I-bounded 
(air vs. ag) 

Asp' 
I \ 

VP 
I 

SPEC 
derived object 

AGRP 
I \ 

SPEC AGR' 
SBj NPi I \ 

T/AP AGR 
I \ 

SPEC T/A' 
ADVFRQ I \ 

NEGP T/A 
I \ 

SPEC NEG' 
NPI I \ 

MODP NEG 
I \ 

SPEC MOD' 
ADVE I \ 

VP MOD 
I \ 

SPEC V' 
\ 
V 

\ 
V' 
I 
V 

\ 
XP 

If indeed aspectual specificity expressed by means of viewpoint morphology is a 

necessary condition for an independent AspP, as suggested by the analysis of Ramchand 

(1997) above, then in TUrkish such an independent AspP does not seem to be required in 

the way it is required in SGaeHc. This is because Turkish perfective morphology is not 
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specifically bounded, leaving NP objects or adverbs to specify the value of the feature. 

As for Case, the choice of viewpoint morphology was observed in Chapter 4 to be 

independent of case marking. Therefore, a hybrid T/A functional projection in the sense 

of Aygen-Tosun (1998:48, ex. 3) as in (10) above seems sufficient to account for (i) the 

aspectual "neutrality" of Turkish verbal morphology and (ii) the underspecification 

andlor multi-functionality ofT/A morphemes (d Chapter 3) (cf Aygen-Tosun (1998) 

for her original arguments). 

As for the base-generated position of Turkish T/A adverbs, Aygen-Tosun (1998) 

argues that adverbs of frequency are base-generated in the specifier position of the 

hybrid T I A projection. This is against the view of Cinque (1999) 10 who posits a number 

of independent FPs whose specifier positions host semantically related adverbs (also cf. 

Cinque (2001), Alexiadou (1997)11 and Ernst (2002)12). In a similar vein, Iatridou et al. 

(2000) argue that there are at least two levels of adverbials whose structural ordering 

correlates with semantic scope (also cf Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000,2001».13 

These are Perfect-level and Eventuality-level adverbs which attach to PerfP and AspP 

respectively, as in (11) (cf. ibid:49).14 

(11) TP 
I 
PerfP 

I 
AspPNP 

Tense-level adverbials15 

Perfect-level adverbials 

Eventuality-level adverbials 

A natural question is whether there are indeed three (or more) "levels" of Turkish 

TI A adverbials, whose surface position is a cop.sequence of the hierarchical position of 

their respective FPs. Another question is how to detennine which adverbials belong to 

which level. 16 The syntactic implications of these questions require further research 

beyond the scope of the present study, however, let us provide some preliminary data to 
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underline some points of interest. 

T I A adverbs are noted to be relatively free in the sentence and subject to the 

general pragmatic tendencies in the language (d Erguvanh (1984), Komfilt (1997)). 

Cinque (1999) also mentions that adverbs of temporal location freely occur within the 

sentence. In (l2a-d), with neutral sentential stress on the constituent immediately 

preceding the verb, the adverb is part of focus as in (l2a-b) when it is VP-adjoined, 

while the IP-adjoined adverb in (12c-d) sets the scene/background for the TS under 

focus (cf. de Swart (1999)).17 However, in (12), the perfective TS is totally contained 

within the adverbial interval specified by the Position adverbial dun ak~am 'yesterday 

evening' (Pattern III), suggesting that the syntactic position of the adverb is hardly 

relevant for aspectual interpretation. 

(12) a. Ahmet e~ya-lar-l-m dun a~am topla-dl. 
Ahmet belonging-PL-3sg-ACC yesterday evening pack-PAST-3sg 
, Ahmet packed his belongings yesterday evening. ' 

b. Ahmet dun aiqam e~ya-lar-l-m topIa-dl. 
'Ahmet packed his belongings yesterday evening. ' 

c. Dun alqam Ahmet e~ya-lar-l-m topla-dl. 
'Yesterday evening Ahmet packed his belongings.' 

d. Ahmet e~ya,:,lar-l-m topla-dl dUn a~am. 
'Yesterday evening Ahmet packed his belongings. ' 

As for the VQA dunden beri 'since yesterday' m (13a-c), which triggers 

Experiential Perfect and Universal Perfect readings, there is no meaning change arising 

from its positio~ regardless of whether it is VP-adjoined as in (13a) or IP-adjoined as in 

(13b-c). 

(13) a. Ahmet diiD=d(f;D ben hasta./9ah~-lyor.lsekiz ki~i-yle konu~-tu. 
A. yesterday-ABL since sicklwork-PROG/8 people-COM sp:ak-PAST , 
'A. has been sick/has been working/has spoken to 8 people smce yesterday. 
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? ~iin-den beri Ahmet hasta.!vah~-lyor./sekiz ki~i-yle konu~-tu. 
Smce yesterday A. has been sick/has been working/has spoken to 8 people.' 

c. Ahmet hasta./9ah~-lyor./sekiz ki~i-yle konu~-tu diin-den beri. 
'Since yesterday A. has been sicklhas been working/has spoken to 8 people.' 

Apparently, the position of the adverb triggers a change in aspectual 

interpretation only with the form -mI$-Di8 co-occurring with telic STs, i.e. 

achievements and accomplishments. Under neutral stress, the IP-adjoined Position 

adverb dun alqam 'yesterday evening' triggers a pluperfect reading in (14a), whereas it 

yields a past perfective reading in (14b-c) when it is VP-adjoined. 

(14) a. Diin a~am Ahmet e~ya-lar-l-m (~oktan) topla-ml~-t1. (pluperfect) 
yesterday evening Ahmet belonging-PL-3sg-ACC already pack-PERF-P AST -3sg 
'Ahrnet had (already) packed his belongings by/before yesterday evening.' 

a'. Ahrnet e~ya-lar-l-m ??diin a~am ~oktan topla-ffil~-t1. (??pluperfect) 

a". Dun alqam *~oktan Ahmet e~ya-lar-l-m topla-ml~-tl. (*pluperfect) 

b. Ahmet e~ya-lar-l-m dun a~am topla-1lll~-t1. (past perfective) 
'Ahmet packed his belongings yesterday evening. ' 

b'. Ahmet e~ya-lar-l-m *~oktan dun a~am topla-ml~-tl. 

b:'. *<;oktan Ahmet e~ya-lar-l-m diin a~am topla-ffil~-tl. 

c. Ahmet dun a~am e~ya-Iar-l-m topla-1lll~-t1. (past perfective) 
, Ahmet packed his belongings yesterday everling. ' 

Note that in the pluperfect the adverb is associated with the PO, as schematized 

in (l5a), while in the past perfective it is associated with TS/IT as in (15b). In addition, 

without the lexical marker of anteriority and completion t;oktan 'already' there is no 

pluperfect reading. It should also be mentioned that the VQA (,oktan seems to be closer 

to the predicate at all times than the Position adverb diin a~am. In other words, in tenns 

of word order, ST -external Position adverbs which specifY the temporal location of TS 

seem to be "outer" than adverbs that operate ST-intemally such as ('oktan. The infelicity 
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of (14a'-a") and (14b'-b") may be an effect ofthe scope-related restrictions due to the 

co-occurrence of two T/A adverbials. 

(15) a ..•••••••• (TS/TT) .•...... PO/A ........... TU ............ . (pluperfect) 

b ..••••••.• (TSITT)! A ••..•••••••••...•..•...• TU •...•••....... (past perfective) 

As for atelic STs co-occurring with -mI~-DI, the only possible reading is the past 

perfective, regardless of whether the VQA dune kadar 'until yesterday' is VP-adjoined 

as in (16a) or IP-adjoined as in (16c-d). Similarly, the atelic stative in (17) has a past 

perfective reading. In fact, in (16-17) -mI~-DI, -DI and -DI-yDI, which are modally 

distinguished, all have the past perfective reading. 

(16) a Ahmet diin-e kadar herkes-le kon~-mu~-tu./konu~-tu.lkon~-tu-ydu. 

(17) 

A. yesterday-ABL until everyone-COM speak-PERF-PRF/-DII-DI-yDI 
'Ahmet spoke to everyone until yesterday.' 

b. Ahmet herkes-Ie *diin-e kadar konu~-mu~-tu.lkonu~-tu./konu~-tu-ydu. 
'Ahmet *until yesterday spoke to everyone.' 

b'. Ahmet herkes-Ie ?dun-e kadar dikkatle19 konu~-mu~-tu./~-tll./~-tu-ydu. 
A. everyone-COM yesterday-ABL until carefully speak-PERF-PRF/-DII-DI-yDI 
'Ahmet ?until yesterday carefully spoke to everyone. ' 

c. Diin-e kadar Abmet herkes-Ie konu~-mu~-tu.lkonu~-tu.lkonu~-tu-ydu. 
'Until yesterday Ahmet spoke to everyone.' 

d. Ahmet herkes-Ie kon~-mu~-tu.lkonu~-tu.lkonu~-tu-ydu diin-e kadar. 
'Until yesterday Ahmet spoke to everyone.' 

(Ge~en Cuma) bu elbise-yi (ge~en Cuma) giy-mi~-ti./giy-di-ydi.!giy-di. 
(last Friday) this dress-ACe (last Friday) put on-PERF-PRF/-DlyDI/-DI 
'(Last Friday) she wore this dress (last Friday).' 

Interestingly, the ambiguity of -mI$-DI in telic STs is also observed in English 

telic STs co-occurring with (had + past participle) morphology, which is noted to be 

ambiguous between "past-in-the-past" and pluperfect readings. In fact, all the examples 

given in all the sources mentioning the ambiguity (cf. Hornstein (1977), Salkie (1989), 
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Binnick (1991), Klein (1992), Michaelis (1994), and Hitzeman (1997) among others) are 

achievements co-occurring with "point" adverbials such as at 6, as in (18) below. Like 

Turkish, the pluperfect reading arises when the adverb is in IP-adjoined (sentence

initial) position, as in (lSa). However, unlike Turkish, the sentence-fmal position, i.e. 

the VP-adjoined position, allows both pluperfect (1Sb) and past perfective readings 

(18b'). 

(18) a. At 6, the man had C*exactly/already) arrived. (p luperfect) 

b. The man had C*exactly/already) arrived at 6. 
b'. The man had arrived (exactly/*already) at 6. 

(pluperfect) 
(past-in-the-past) 

The following tentative explanation is proposed to account for this curious 

behavior. The difference between pluperfect with telic STs and the rest of the 

viewpoints with all STs is based on the association of the T/A adverbs with TS/TT or 

PO. In the perfective and imperfective, T/A adverbs are unambiguously associated with 

TS, which totally or partially overlaps with TT. As TT is the time of assertion, the 

adverbs are naturally associated with the semantic assertion, which, in turn, is associated 

with the VP. Therefore, there is no potential risk of ambiguity: the adverbs are always 

semantically and time-relationally associated with TSfTT, whether they are structurally 

vP- or IP-adjoined. In short, adverbs in perfective and imperfective sentences seem to 

be structurally free because they are unambiguously associated both with TS and TT. 

In the perfect and prospective, which arise from an order relation between TS 

and PO, there are two reference intervals. One that establishes an order relation with 

TS, i.e. PO, and one that conveys the assertion by overlapping with the TS, i.e. TT. 

Consequently, A may potentially be associated with PO or TS. If A overlaps with TS, it 

will be associated with IT and assertion. If A overlaps with PO, it will be external to 
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TS and the assertion. This potential ambiguity causes the syntactic position of the 

adverbs to be pragmatically relevant, depending on whether A is a part of assertion (as a 

result of overlapping with TS and TT) or merely provides the temporal setting (as a 

result of being associated with PO, which necessarily is disjoint from TS).20 

Although further research is required to test the behavior of all varieties of 

Quantity adverbs and the consequences of multiple TIA adverbs in the same sentence, 

the limited set of data involving Position and Vector Quantity adverbs in (12-14, 16-17) 

suggests that the structural position of adverbs is pragmatically relevant when there is 

potential ambiguity in time-relations. 

7.4. Topics for Further Research 

There are a number of topics left for further research as they did not fall within 

the limited scope ofthe present study. First of all, as the time-relational approach is not 

intended to account for the expression of modality in terms ofTIA morphology, further 

research is required on the expression of modality in Turkish and its interaction with 

tense and aspect. There are a number of pioneering studies on Turkish modality, e.g. 

Sansa-Tura (1986), Ozil (1994), Kerslake (1996), Ruhi et al. (1997), Erguvanh-Taylan 

(2000); on the relation of modality with temporality, e.g. Eny (1997); and on the relation 

of modality with aspect, e.g. Slobin & Aksu (1982), Sava~lr (1986), and Aksu-Koy 

(1988). 

Any research on Turkish (epistemic) modality must account for three basic facts, 

further corroborated by the fmdings of the present study: (i) all Turkish sentences 

express some modal distinction, e.g. like Tuyuca (c£ Palmer (1986:27», (ii) T I A 

markers in addition t6 their temporallaspectual functiofts, generally express epistemic , 

modal distinctions, e.g. factuality, certainty and evidentiality, rather than deontic modal 
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meanmgs, e.g. necessity/obligation and permission/ability, which get expressed by 

specialized verbal morphology, namely -mAlI and -AbIL respectively, and (iii) there is 

an intricate relation among tense, aspect and modality. 

In fact, any study on the Turkish TAM system must account for the intricate 

relations among (i) the mUltiple functions of a single morpheme and (ii) multiple 

morphemes that converge in the expression of a single function. The first case is 

exemplified by the general imperfective marker -DI which basically expresses past 

tense, i.e. anteriority (temporal distance) (cf. Yav~ (1980)), but as the outer marker in 

complex forms, it expresses modal distance. This suggests that a single marker may 

have a core meaning, but there may be a number of extended meanings related to the 

core meaning in some way. In this respect, Lee's (2001) arguments for a prototypical 

approach to such multiple functions within the framework of cognitive linguistics seem 

promising. As for the second case, -(y)AcAK, -(I)yor and -Arllr have all been noted to 

express futurity, but they are modally distinguished on the ba<;is of certainty and 

evidentiality (cf. Yava~ (1980)). In short, a systematic categorization of the complete 

range of Turkish TAM morphology, which fully incorporates mood and modality into 

the analysis andlor categorization, is yet to be proposed (cf. Johanson (1994) and Sezer 

(2001) for preliminary attempts with a focus on T/A functions rather than modality). 

As far as language acquisition is concerned, Dunlea (1989) notes that when 

visual information is absent, the development of realistic conception of the world is 

inhibited, resulting in deficient development of language. In this study, it has been 

argued that the prototypical property of aspect is boundedness, a cognitive principle 

underlying not only the contrast between figure and ground but also that between part 

and whole. It has also been argued that the contrast between the perfective and 
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imperfective is based on a total vs. partial overlap relation. Two related questions might 

be raised with respect to the acquisition of viewpoints by blind children: (i) Can the 

aspectual distinctions that depend upon the figure-ground contrast or the overlap relation 

be acquired at all? or (ii) Are such aspectual distinctions acquired in some other way 

involving other senses, e.g. can the contrast between part and whole acquired through 

tactile experience with objects be generalized to such aspectual distinctions? If the 

answer to the [mal question were in the positive, then this would provide support for the 

argument that boundedness underlies not only visual perception but also mereological 

structure. 

Another line of research to follow would be to investigate the interaction among 

affected objects, transitivity and causation. The data in Chapter 5 have suggested that 

the participant property is related to argument structure and thematic roles. Tenny 

(1994, 2000) and Krifka (1989) have already incorporated thematic roles into their 

frameworks. The classical study on transitivity by Hopper & Thompson (1980) is also 

suggestive of the relation of a number of grammatical categories including aspect with 

foregrounding vs. backgrounding, i.e. discourse. In the present study, as the data were 

presented totally out of context, the implications of Smith's (1997) representation of 

aspect within the Discourse Representation Theory have not been considered at all. 

However, in discourse, more salient/figure-like aspectual categories have been noted to 

become part of foregrounded portions of utterances (cf. Wallace (1982: 212). For 

example, the imperfective often forms the background for the sequences of perfective 

events that allow for temporal advancement (cf Hopper (1979, 1982) and Kiefer 

(1995). The semantic and pragmatic implications of the interplay of viewpoints, 

situation types and adverbs within context remain to be investigated with respect to 
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Turkish. 21 

Last of all, there are four possible topics concerning adverbials. Firstly, the 

relative order of T/A adverbs within the sentence and their structural representation 

should be considered, with special focus on the implications of the work by Cinque 

(1999). Secondly, the relation of adverbs, events and quantification in Turkish has not 

yet been considered (cf. Bonomi (1997), Cohen (1999), Lenci & Bertinetto (2000), 

Lewis (2002) on adverbs of quantification in English and Italian). Thirdly, the function 

of markers such as -rnA, -IncA, -Ip, etc. in temporallaspectual adverbial clauses have not 

been dealt with in sufficient detail (cf. Erguvanh-Taylan (1993) for the function of -DIK 

in subordinate clauses in Turkish and Aksu-Kov & von Stutterheim (1994) for 

expressions of simultaneity). Finally, as our data only included declarative aff"rrmative 

statements, the interaction of adverbs with negation and aspect seems worth dealing 

with. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO 

1 Bybee (1985), in her comparison of meaning and function of grammatical 
~orphem~s across languages, observes that the distinction between perfective and 
ImperfectIve, and subcategories of imperfective like continuous, habitual, etc. are 
more common than aspects like inceptive, iterative, etc. The typical/core inflectional 
aspectual system expresses two major contrasts: (i) the "contrast between a bounded 
or limited situation and an unbounded or in-progress situation," and (ii) the "contrast 
b~tween .an habitua~ly-occurring and a merely continuing situation" (ibid: 152). The 
diachromc pro~esslOn of grammatical meaning suggests that there is a development 
from more specific to more general. The major prediction is that stem changes are 
more common in the perfective/imperfective distinction than in habitual/continuous 
forms. Bybee (1985:145) also notes that more specific, less reduced meanings are 
more common in periphrastic constructions. The implication is that 
perfective/imperfective is more general than continuouslhabitual. Inceptive and 
iterative are not subdivisions of perfective and imperfective respectively. Universal 
categories though they may be, they are not fully integrated into the aspectual 
system. 
2 Aspect has also been considered from a functional perspective (cf. Foley & Van 
Valin (1984), Dik (1989)). Aspectual information is expressed either in terms of 
operators (grammatical means) or satellites (lexical means) at the relevant level of 
structure, since the clause is made up of several layers of formal and semantic 
representation. States of affairs (SoAs), corresponding to Smith's situation types, are 
designated at level two, the predicate level, where the verb appears in a predicate 
frame with its arguments specified (cf. Dik (1989)). Dik (1989) recognizes phasal 
(e.g. perfect, prospective, etc.) and quantificational (e.g. frequentative, habitual, etc.) 
aspectuality, in addition to the traditional distinction between grammatical aspect 
(perfective vs. imperfective) and Aktionsart (state of affairs). Imperfective is 
considered to be non-complete, non-bounded, divisible and open, as opposed to the 
perfective, which is viewed as complete, bounded, indivisible and closed. 
3 Prototype is an original type, form or instance that serves as a model on the basis of 
which other types, forms or instances may be judged. Solso (1994:237) states that 
experience with members of a category result in canonic representations. Students 
who were asked to draw cups and saucers drew "prototypical" ones, which represent 
the idealized image/master model, with which we compare other similar items. 
Obviously, not all members of a category have the same status. For example, a 
sparrow is more bird-like than a penguin, although both share the property of~aving 
wings. Both Dahl (1985) and Smith (1997) suggest the use of the notIOn of 
prototype for aspectual categories. 
4- In addition to the future form in French, the French Present tense conveys the 
neutral viewpoint, generally allowing for open readings and requiring ~ closed 
interpretation when temporal conjunctions are present (Mary starts to sIllile when 

Paul gets home.) as in (i) below. .,' 
(i) Marie sourit toujours quand Paul arnve a la maIson. 

- Mary always smilesPT when Paul gets
pr 

hOI?e. . . 
Similarly in Chinese; when the syntacticall~ op~lOnal ."lewpomt morphemes do not 
appear in the sentence, aspectual interpretatIOn IS fleXible between open and closed 

readings. . ... 
5 The classical Vendlerian four-way distinction include~ statlves, actIVItIes, 
accomplishments and achievements (c£ Binnick 1991, Rothstem (2004). 
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6 In addition to the three binary features in Smith (1997), Dik (1989) uses the 
features [+control] and [+ experience] to distinguish among SoAs. If it is within the 
power of the external argument to determine whether a SoA will obtain or not, this 
SoA is [+control]. In (i) John is the controller ofthe SoA, but in (ii) the tree is not. 
(i) John opened the door. [+ control] 
(ii) The tree fell down. [- control] 
7 The feature [+/- orientation point] proposed by Erguvanh-Taylan (2001:112-119) 
specifies an endpoint distinct from telicity. The feature does not refer to 
boundedness due to a natural endpoint as in the case of telicity. It characterizes 
adverbs such as heniiz 'yet/just,' daha 'yet/more,' artzk 'from now on/any longer,' 
bile 'even/already,' c;oktan 'already/for long,' and zaten 'already/anyhow' which do 
not bind situations but serve to "establish a refer~nce point with respect to which the 
situation stated holds." (ibid:112). 
8 Previous analyses of Turkish adverbials have been mostly descriptive in nature, 
aiming at adequate categorization in morphological and functional terms (cf. 
traditional reference grammars like Banguoglu (1990), Ergin (1993), Gencan (1979), 
and a descriptive grammar written within the framework of generative linguistics, 
Kornfilt (1997)). Banguoglu (1990) focuses on the morphological means to derive 
adverbs and the meaning contributed by suffixes and mentions the general properties 
of adverbs as a word class and as converbs in subordinate clauses. Gencan (1979) 
assumes a purely functional approach in his description of Turkish adverbs, while 
Ergin (1993) considers adverbs as members ofthe general nominal/substantive class, 
only distinguished on the basis/categorial nature of the elements they modify within 
the sentence. In these studies, however, the semantic and syntactic properties of 
adverbs are not discussed at all. Kornfilt (1997), on the other hand, briefly mentions 
the syntactic relations of adverbials with other constituents of the sentence and with 
the main clauses in the case of subordinate adverbial clauses. Erguvanh-Taylan 
(2001) categorizes aspectual adverbs on the basis ofT/A features and notes that since 
a single morpheme may simultaneously express different functions in Turkish, 
adverbs are necessary for disambiguation or to specify the type of viewpoints, in 
addition to causing shifts in situation types. 
9 The analysis of adverbials in Turkish is not without problems. Even the status of 
adverb as a syntactic category has been questioned because almost any adjective can 
be used adverbially (c£ Kornfilt (1997)). Tremblay & Yiikseker (2000) claim that 
there is no independent category of adverb in Turkish, but that they are not reducible 
to another category, either. They analyze adverbs as open functions/secondary 
predicates. Likewise, Ergin (1993) notes that adverbs are members of the general 
class of nominals/substantives just like adjectives: they are called "adverbs" due to 
their modifying function in phrases containing verbs, adjectives and other adverbs. 
10 Many of our example sentences will include T/A adverbials appearing in bold 
typeface. These adverbials will mostly be single word or phrasal adverbials, 
collected from the TDK dictionary of Turkish. In the TDK dictionary of Turkish less 
than 200 adverbials express temporal/aspectual or modal notions among the nearly 
1300 adverbs listed, most of which are manner adverbials. Clausal adverbials 
expressing temporal and aspectual notions will not be dealt with. Neither will 
manner adverbials or those expressing modal notions be considered in the present 
study. The analysis is not meant to be an exhaustive one, though attention will be 
paid to discuss at least one example from category (c£ Chapter 6 for details). 
11 Similar to the time-relational approach, Johanson's (1971, 1994) conception of 
aspect is based on endpoint and interval properties of situations rather than 
aspectual/temporal features like duration or dynamism. Johanson (1994:250) 
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suggests introducing multiple reference points to make up for the inadequacies of 
Reichenbachian analyses of aspect based on three points E, Rand S, i.e. event time, 
reference time and speech time, and three relations, namely simultaneity, anteriority, 
and posteriority. Johanson (1994:248) offers a tentative synopsis of the complex 
Turkish "aspecto-temporal" system. Since Turkish verb forms often express 
multiple meanings (aspect/tense/mood), no absolute categorization is possible. 
Johanson's (1994) definition of aspect is "terminalperspektivisch," involving Ei 
(terminus initialis/initial endpoint), Ef (terminus finalis/fmal endpoint), and EC 

(cursus/interval). Note that this means taking the endpoint and internal stage 
properties of situations into consideration, similar to Smith (1997). The two 
viewpoints he adopts are Intraterminalitat (imperfective) and Postterminalitat 
(perfective). IntraterminaliHit (intra terminos/between endpoints) does not refer to 
endpoints because they are "hidden" i.e. endpoints are not reflected in aktional 
'actional' respect (cf. Johanson 1971:101). On the other hand, Postterminalitat (post 
terminum suumlat one point) means that the 'critical' endpoint of the event has 
already been crossed/passed. This 'critical' endpoint changes with Aktionsart, e.g. in 
cases like 01- (jinal-transformative) [+telic: completion] and oyna- (non
transformative) Helic: termination rather than completion). The critical endpoint is 
identical with the final endpoint, with the whole course already in view. In cases like 
uyu-, yat- (initial-transformative) [-telic, ingressive], on the other hand, the critical 
endpoint is identical with the initial endpoint, implying that the whole event could 
still be going on (cf. Johanson (1971: 194fi)). Note that this idea of a 'critical' 
endpoint independently appears in Klein (2000) and Klein et al. (2000) as the notion 
of "distinguished phase," which is in fact a means to collapse situation aspect into 
viewpoint aspect. 
12 Kornfilt (1997), adopting Comrie's (1976) definition of aspect, mentions two 
issues about Turkish: (i) Turkish verbal suffixes do not exclusively express aspect, as 
tense and mood may also be expressed by the same suffIx, (ii) a single suffix does 
not always express the same aspect all the time. As a result, adverbs and/or context 
are used to disambiguate the meaning in the ambiguous verbal forms. In addition, 
where no specialized verbal form exists, periphrastic means such as auxiliaries or 
verbal compounds may used to encode a universal aspectual notion. As for types of 
aspect, in a section called "aspect as the expression of duration," Kornfilt (1997) 
considers perfective aspect, and various subcategories of the imperfective. She states 
that Turkish has verbal forms with perfective meaning but it is not certain whether it 
has consistent perfective aspect (ibid:355). As to imperfective aspect, there is no 
specialized marker for imperfective marker but different kinds of imperfectives get 
expressed by a number of forms. These are, to quote the definitions provided in the 
original text in parentheses, (i) habitual aspect (a situation which is characteristic for 
a considerable stretch of time), (ii) continuous aspect (nonhabitual imperfective 
aspect), (iii) progressive aspect (continuous aspect of a nonstative verb), (iv) 
ingressive aspect (beginning of a situation), (v) terminative aspect (end of a 
situation), (vi) iterative aspect, (vii) semelfactive aspect (a single occurrence of a 
situation), (viii) punctual aspect (a situation that is viewed as not being able to be 
analyzed temporally), (ix)-durative aspect (a situation viewed as lasting in time), (x) 
simultaneous aspect (simultaneity with some other situation), (xi) rapid or sudden 
action (a situation changing rapidly or suddenly), (xii) durative action (a situation 
that has persisted over a period of time and still continues), and finally (xiii) telic 
aspect (situations that lead to a logical conclusion). It is implicit in the way she 
handles notions like semelfactive, iterative, etc. that she regards them as types of 
grammatical aspect not Aktionsart, similar to Cinque (1999). Note that the 
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distinctive aspectual/temporal features usually employed to distinguish between STs 
have been used as general criteria to classify these "grammatical" aspects. 
l3 An interval may precede or follow another interval, or overlap with it. The 
overlap relation between two intervals may be total (equality) or partial (inclusion 
and proper inclusion) (c£ Klein (1992:537), Klein (1995:688, fn. 33), Chapter 3 for 
details.). 
14 Time has often been treated as an infmite straight line, usually assumed to move 
forward, from left to right (c£ Bull (1971), Comrie (1985) and Fillmore (1997)). 
According to this definition, time is linear, has infInite duration and may be divided 
into an infinite number of intervals of various length. Linguistically, time can be 
presented as having two directions, i.e. reversible (cf. Bull (1971, Comrie (1985) and 
Fillmore (1997) for the observing person and moving time metaphors.). In addition, 
there is a distinction between subjective time and objective time. Subjective 
estimates of time are vague, imprecise and variable because they are not based on 
generally accepted units of time but a person's own perception of time. For example, 
the length of a minute may vary from person to person and for the same person 
depending on his/her psychological mood/state. Objective time, on the other hand, is 
based on periodical natural phenomena like the revolution of the Earth around itself 
or the Sun, and is measurable in terms of generally accepted units of measurement 
like minute, hour, day, year, etc. 
15 In human perception/expression of time, a reference interval or a point of 
orientation (henceforth PO) is essential to keep track of the 'passing' time. As Bull 
(1971:7-8) notes, we may remember events or anticipate them, yet when we speak 
about situations, the speech event itself is observable and that is why the moment of 
speech is the primary anchor for all tense systems. This 'personal' point of 
orientation, which moves constantly forward, serves as the zero point of the infInite 
straight line, which extends in either direction. That is why we must establish order 
relationships and somehow specify referential temporal frames in time to keep record 
of the events we observe, recall or anticipate. When we use an event as a point of 
orientation, it follows that the event is contained within an interval and the rest ofthe 
intervals are either anterior or posterior to this particular interval. In short, the 
moment of speech, which will be called the time of the utterance (TU) in the present 
study, is the primary deictic point of orientation. It is possible to introduce other 
non-deictic points of orientation through adverbials as in (i) or other events as in (ii). 
(i) By 5, all the employees had left the building. 
(ii) The manager left the building after all the employees had gone home. 
In (i) the adverb introduces a PO with respect to which the leaving event is anterior. 
In (ii) the event of the manager's departure is ordered with respect to the event in the 
embedded time clause. As will be made clear in Chapter 4, a non-deictic PO or the 
deictic TU are not directly related to the semantic assertion but Topic Time (TT)- yet 
another reference interval- is. 
16 The figure-ground relationship, which refers to the perception of objects as if they 
were standing out against a background, is the most basic organization imposed on 
the world by the observer. There are a number of differences between figure and 
ground. The figure has shape and_ is complete, coherent and more object-like, 
whereas the less di~tinct ground seems to extend behind the figure. In addition, the 
figure has a more solid color than the ground, is more dominant, more easily 
remembered and also seems nearer than the ground. Moreover, the figure is usually 
seen as having a contour. (c£ Weintraub & Walker (1966), Gordon (1989:51)). 
Solso (1994) notes that the strong tendency to see contours makes the brain "see" 
them where they do not exist. In addition, one of the corollaries of the Law of 
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Pragnanz ("good configuration" or "good figure") is closure, i.e. the tendency to 
perceive an incomplete figure as complete and unitary. In fact, according to the 
"Law of Pragnanz" perception moves towards simplicity, symmetry and wholeness. 
An observer will organize his/her perception ofthe world so that the world will seem 
as simple, symmetric, stable, and as orderly as possible. With respect to aspect, 
Talmy (2000b:153-154) defines the figure as ''the salient moving or stationary object 
in a Motion event whose path or site is the relevant issue" and the ground as ''the 
reference object in a Motion event, with respect to which the Figure's path/site is 
characterized.~' 

17 Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000,2001) represent the figure/ground contrast 
in terms of phrase structure and emphasize the role of spatio-temporal relations in 
tense/aspect (also cf Traugott (1978) for an early study on spatio-temporal 
relations). We will refer to the conceptual framework of Demirdache & Uribe
Etxebarria (2000, 2001), where relevant, e.g. the instantiation of the figure vs. 
ground opposition in aspect. 
18 Krifka (1989) develops a theory within a model-theoretic semantics using a lattice 
structure developed by Link (2002) to formally account for the dichotomy between 
cumulativity and quantification. The contribution of Krifka (1989:88) is to defIDe a 
lattice structure for events as well as for objects, in analogy to nominal reference. 
Events are taken as basic entities within a Davidsonian semantic tradition. Events 
are structured, like objects, as a join semi-lattice without bottom element (c£ 
Ramchand (1997:221-237) for a detailed formal treatment of nominal and event 
reference in Krifka (1989»). Events (E) and objects (0) are two non-overlapping 
kinds of entities. u is the operation of join, c is the relation 'part' and c is the 
relation 'proper part.' Explicitly put, (i) xu y: the sum ofx and y, (ii) x c y: x is a 
part ofy (defined as x u y = y) and (iii) x c y: x c y and x:t=y (Also see Singh (1998) 
for an application of the theory,). Krifka (1989) also allows verb arguments and 
adverbial attributes to be represented in terms of thematic relations. These are two
place relations between events and objects. Three roles are defined: AG, PAT, IN, 
i.e. agent, patient, interior location, respectively. 
19 Lattice is a formal object in Boolean algebra used to represent both set-theoretical 
and truth-functional relations. (Boolean: of or pertaining to an algebraic 
combinatorial system treating variables, such as propositions and computer logic 
elements, through the operators AND, OR, NOT, IF, THEN, and EXCEPT. 
algebra: 1. A generalization of arithmetic in which symbols, usually letters of the 
alphabet, represent numbers or members of a specified set of numbers and are related 
by operations that hold for numbers in the set. 2. A set together with operations 
defined in the set that obey specified laws, (cf. The American Heritage Dictionary)). 
20 Time is one of the three entities which Krifka (1989) considers within the lattice
theoretic approach. The time lattice is atomic, i.e. it has identifiable minimal units. 
Ta is the set of all time atoms, i.e. individual points in time. On this set of time 
atoms, an ordering relation is defIDed, i.e. a linear temporal order. Krifka also 
defIDes a function 1: from the extension of E to the extension of T. This is the 
temporal trace function that maps every event onto its temporal duration. We use 
this function to represent the difference between telic and atelic events. The terminal 
point of an event is that point in the temporal duration of an event such that all other 
points contained in the event's duration temporally precede it. This applies to all 
events because all events terminate in the world at some point. There is also a set 
terminal point (STP) which applies to certain event types, which have their own 
"natural" terminal points. 
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21 Verkuyl's (1996) theory is based on the interaction between temporal and 
atemporal information. The feature [+1- ADD TO] expresses progress in time and is 
associated with the verb. The value of [+1- ADD TO] is determined in verbs that 
denote a sense of addition of some quality over time. For example, verbs like eat, 
knit, walk are [+ADD TO] and want, hate, seem are [-ADD TO]. As for the 
semantic contribution of arguments, the feature [+I-SQA] is introduced. The feature 
has a positive value for NPs that specify a clear delimitation of quantity such as two 
sandwiches, an apple are [+ SQA] while those NPs which do not involve any clear 
delimitation of quantity are [- SQA], e.g. sandwiches, some beer. Note that 
terminative aspect is determined when [+ ADD TO] and [+ SQA] are combined. (cf. 
Krifka (1989:76) notes that the problem with feature-based approaches such as that 
ofVerkuyl (1996) is that they merely describe rather than explain the facts.) 
22 Vanden Wyngaerd (2001:62) argues that measuring out also involves secondary 
predicates. Observe the resultative small clauses in (i-ii). 
(i) She cried. (activity, unbounded) 
(ii) She cried the handkerchief wet. (accomplishment, bounded) 
Vanden Wyngaerd (2001) argues that it is the resultative predicate rather than the 
internal argument that measures out an event. Resultative predicates must denote a 
bounded scale and bounded predicates can delimit an event by providing it with 
minimal parts. Accordingly, unbounded predicates cannot measure out events even 
if they potentially denote end points. In this study, secondary predication will not be 
dealt with (cf. Schroeder (2000)). 
23 Mittwoch (1982) notes that activities and accomplishments will have the same 
process verbs. A process verb without an object or with an object that lacks a 
quantifier is an activity as in (17b), while a quantified object results in an 
accomplishment as in (17a). She distinguishes between quantified and unquantified 
objects with the +1- values of the feature [delimited quantity]. 
24 cf. Nilsson (1984, 1985) for object incorporation. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 

1 Note that the defInition does not say anything about the distance of TT from TU 
such that the dots merely represent order relations without any implication as to the 
length of the time interval between TT, TV or TS. Comrie (1985:8) states that there 
is no grammaticalized way to quantify the period between TT and TS or IT and TU, 
etc. 
2 In this study "overlap" relation between two times is represented by the slash as in 
(3b) while "contained in" relation is expressed by using brackets as in (5b). I will be 
using the slash and dots on the time line instead of Reichenbach's notation, i.e. 
comma indicating simultaneity and _ signaling an order relation. In the 
Reichenbachian representations given on the right-hand side in (8-19) below, S and 
E represent our TU and TS respectively, while R is the reference time. 
3 In Klein (1992, 1995,2000) and Klein et al. (2000), the schemata in (1-19) are not 
given. However, when all the tense/aspect defInitions are schematized, assuming 
that all three intervals are present in any T/A system, the time-relational approach 
appears as a neo-Reichenbachian theory except for the crucial difference in the 
defmition of TT. Owing to the concept of visibility in Smith (1997), IT is 
associated with the semantic assertion in the perfective and imperfective and is 
essentially different from the Reichenbachian reference time (R). A modifIed 
definition of the perfective is proposed in this study based on this concept of 
visibility. 
4 Although any Boolean (e.g. AND, OR, etc.) combination of the order and overlap 
relations of TT, TV, and TS are possible, only some of them are attested in natural 
languages (c£ Klein et al. (2000:744), Reichenbach (1947)). One relational 
possibility left unexplored in the time-relational approach is "TS is contained in TT." 
Note that all defInitions start with TT as the "subject". Obviously, this is not a 
problem for transitive order relations, i.e. "TT before TS" and "TS after TT" produce 
the same result. However, with the "contained inloverlap" relation, substituting TS 
for TT would produce rather different results. Klein et al. (2000:744) note that 
Russian perfective might be exhibiting this relation, namely "TS contained in TT." 
5 Following Smith (1997), perfect will be considered as a special construction and 
prospective will be argued not to constitute an independent viewpoint contra Klein. 
The defmitions in (6-7) will be modifIed in Chapter 4 and it will be illustrated that 
perfective or imperfective viewpoints are superimposed on these constructions. In 
this chapter our aim is to focus on the representation of perfect and prospective as 
viewpoints without dealing with the drawbacks. 
6 Ramchand (1997) and Iatridou (2000) note that as a present TS is on-going at TV, 
it is by default imperfective. However, the choice of viewpoint aspect is subjective 
(c£ Smith (1983, 1986 and 1997)) such that an incomplete, on-going event may be 
presented perfectively or vice versa, irrespective of the actual state of affairs. In fact, 
the same situation may be expressed either perfectively or imperfectively as in She 
sits in the armchair. vs. She is sitting in the armchair. 
7 Comrie (1985:70-75) mentions the schematic ambiguity in the future perfect in 
English. (I5b') in the body text may be felicitously used in three situations: i. The 
event will take place sometime between TV and "tomorrow" as in (I5b), ii. the 
manuscript is being finished at TV, though the speaker is unaware of that fact as in 
(15c), and iii. the manuscript has already been finished, but the speaker does not 
know that as in (15d). This ambiguity occurs as the temporal reference of TS is left 
open: it must only be before the reference point but it can be located anywhere with 
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respect to TU. Consequently, it is not possible to assign absolute future time 
reference for TS. Such future temporal location is only an implicature and not part 
of the meaning of future perfect. 
8 The term 'present' in 'present prospective' is due to its definition in terms of an 
overlap relation between TT and TU. As was mentioned above, 'present' should be 
understood as non-past. 
9 Dik (1989:189) discusses prospective aspect under phasal aspect distinctions, 
which "bear on the phase in which a certain entity fmds itself in relation to the 
occurrence of some SoA in which the entity participates." In (i-ii) below (Dik's 15, 
p.190), (i) states what will happen in the future, while (ii) is a prediction based on the 
information status of the speaker at TU. 
(i) One day, stocks will rise again. [Future Tense] 
(ii) Stocks are going to rise again. [prospective Phasal Aspect] 
10 Dahl (1985:30) observes that Reichenbach's three-way distinction between E, S 
and R is not well-suited for describing aspectual notions. Klein (1995:679) notes 
that Timberlake (1985) (Timberlake (1985) Reichenbach and Russian aspect. In M. 
S. Flier & A. Timberlake (eds.) The Scope of Russian aspect, Colombus, OH: 
Slavica, 153-68.) makes a similar observation with respect to Russian aspect. There 
must be a "narrative time" (the time from which the speaker evaluates the aspectual 
character of the event). The relation between narrative time and event time may 
serve to classify aspect. 
11 Cinque (1999:199, fu. 9) discusses Vikner's (1985:86) (Vikner, S. 1985. 
Reichenbach Revisited: One, Two, or Three Temporal Relations, Acta Linguistica 
Hafnensia 19:81-98) system of tense which includes two reference times as opposed 
to other Reichenbachian approaches, noting that this system is capable of accounting 
for "would have done" as well. Vikner describes three binary relations: i. that 
between E and R2 (E can overlap with or precede R2)= Tense Anterior, ii. that 
between R2 and Rl (R2 can overlap with or follow Rl) = Tense Future, and iii. that 
between Rl and S (Rl can overlap with or precede S) = Tense Past. Cinque 
(1999: 199) presents a schematic representation of the restrictive system, reproduced 
below: 
(i) .... S/RllR2lE ....•...... present works (10b) 
(ii) ..•. SIRl ...•. R2IE....... future will work (9b) 
(iii) .... EIRllR2 ..... S....... past worked (8b) 
(iv) .... E •••..•. SIRllR2 ..... anterior has worked (16b) 
(v) .... E .... RllR2 ..... S .... anterior of past had worked (14b) 
(vi) .... Rl ..... R2IE ..... S ... future of past would work (17b) 
(vii) .••• SIRl ..... E ..... R2 ... anterior of future will have worked (I5b) 
(viii) .... Rl...E ... R2 .•..• S... anterior of future of past would have worked (--) 
This system reduces Reichenbach's thirteen possibilities to eight ones. One other 
advantage ofthe system is to have reduced the three anterior future schemata in (I5a
c) and posterior pa'5t ones in (17a-c) to only one representation each, thus eliminating 
redundancy. However, it is also observed that (i-vii) are almost the same as those of 
Reichenbach as the corresponding examples (lOb, 9b, 8b, l6b, 14b, l7b, 15b) 
indicate. The only difference lies in (viii) where the second reference point does not 
overlap with one or more ofthe other three times. Note that in the rest of the forms 
R2 overlaps either with Rl, E or S, and is never independently located on the time 
line. If reference time is defmed merely as a time interval other than TU and TS, 
then incorporating a second R into the entire system seyIDS to be redundant. A 
possible solution for "would have done" might be to introduce a secondary reference 
time only when required, possibly through adverbials. 
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12 Swift (1963: 146-149) notes that there are four post-predicate aspect enclitics in 
Turkish, namely -(J)DI (past aspect), -(J)sA (real conditional aspect), -(J)mI~ 
(presumptive aspect) and -(J)ken (temporal aspect). As can be seen, his term 
"aspect" does not correspond to our aspect. As for the meanings of the morphemes, 
he mentions that the fIrst one is used for states or actions that occurred in the past. 
His analysis also includes complex forms with -DI: -ArDI 'he would have 
worked/used to V,' -mI~DIIDIyDI 'he had V-ed,' -AcAKDI 'he was going to V and 
-yorDU 'he was V-ing.' His translations suggest the meanings of the forms. It is 
also interesting that he considers -(J)ken as a temporal marker. As for the -mI~, he 
notes that the state or action is only presumed, given indirect evidence or report. He 
mentions the -mI~mI~ 'he had apparently V-ed,' -AcAKmI~ 'He is reportedly going 
to V,' and -yormI§, 'He was apparently V-ing.' 
13 Johanson (1994:248) provides a synopsis of Turkish "aspectotemporal" system. -
DI is categorized as anterior; non-postterminal; praeteritum simplex. -mI§, is called 
anterior; postterminal; praeteritum inductivum, while the form further marked with 
the evidentiality marker -DIr, i.e. -mI§'DIr, which we do not deal with here, is called 
praeteritum constativum under the same category as -mI§'. -AcAK[DIr J is 
categorized as prospective; futurum simplex. -(J)yor is non-anterior; Prasens 2 while 
-mAKDA[DIr] is non-anterior; Prasens 3. These two markers differ from the other 
non-anterior form, i.e. -ArlIr in terms of the value of the feature called Pragnant. 
Pragnanz is defIned as "der Grad der aktionalen Konzentration am 
Orientierungspunkt" (the degree of actional concentration at PO). -ArlIr is "non
pragnant" and thus unsuitable to be presented as an on-going event at a PO; it is 
rather general and modal, expressing tendency, intention or epistemic modality as in 
Du§'ersin (You will/might/could fall) (c£ Johanson (1971:118ff.), Johanson 
(1994:255)). -ArlIr is the third non-anterior form called Prasens 1. -DIyDI is called 
anterior; non-postterminal; praeteritum mnemonicum. According to Johanson 
(1994:248), all the complex forms with -DI except for -DI-yDI, i.e. -Arllr-DI, -
(J)yor-DL -mAKDA-yDI, -mI§,-DI, -AcAK-DI and -mI~ olacaktl, which we analyze 
here under periphrastic forms, are anterior-oriented under the general "anterior" 
category. The -mI§'-DI form constitutes a subcategory on its own: anterior; anterior
oriented; postterminal; plusquamperfekt. -AcAKDI is anterior; anterior-oriented; 
prospective; futurum praeteriti (c£ Johanson (1994:248)). -IrDI (Imperfect 1), -
(J)yorDI (Imperfect 2) and -mAKDAyDI (Imperfect 3) are all analyzed under 
anterior; anterior-oriented; intraterminal. Johanson (1994) does not deal with 
complex forms with -mI§'. -mI~ olacak[DIr] is prospective; prospective-oriented. -
mI§, ol-AcAK-DI is the only periphrastic form Johanson (1994:248) deals with: it is 
anterior; anterior-oriented; prospective; prospective-oriented. 
14 Yava~ (1980) adopts Anderson's (1973) (Anderson, I 1973. An Essay Concerning 
Aspect, The Hague, Mouton.) defmition of aspect where aspect is defined in terms of 
the relationship that holds between the E and R. In other words, aspect is secondary 
or relative tense: a situation is related to an already established reference powt. On 
the other hand, tense is defIned as the relationship between Rand S. Temporal 
adverbs establish reference points ("axes of orientation") and the events and states 
are "located" relative to them. The main thesis of Yava~ (1980:8) is that the basic 
temporal distinction in Turkish is that between past and non-past, with -DI being the 
only past tense marker, while all the other forms in Turkish express either modal or 
aspectual notions. 
15 We will be limiting our discussion of the Turkish verbal T/A morphology to 
simple affirmative declarative sentences. Further details of the semantic distinctions 
can be found in the references cited. Various specialized mood markers such as -sA 
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(conditional), -{y}A (optative), -AbIl (abilitative or possibility), and -mAlI 
(necessitative) will only be mentioned in passing. 
16 Yava~ (1980:19-20) reports that -(I)DI denotes a modal distance or doubt, in 
sentences such as (i). (i) can have a past or present reading, the only difference being 
that the readings with past temporal reference are unmarked and predictable. With
(I}DI, the speaker expresses doubt, as there is no currently available information 
about the validity of the proposition. As a simple form, -DI expresses factive mood 
and direct evidence (cf. Erguvanh-Taylan (2001 :102». 
(i) Can yevreci-ydilyevreci idi. (doubt) 

Can environmentalist-DI. 
'Can was/is an environmentalist.' 

17 Kerslake (1997:58), assuming the time-relational framework, notes that in 
conditional and temporal clauses, -AcAK is a marked form with a prospective aspect 
reading rather than future tense, while the aorist is the unmarked future marker in 
such clauses. In main clauses, -AcAK cannot be analyzed merely as a modality or 
prospective aspect marker (p.59), as it has temporal uses as well. 
(i) Ahmet ~u anda kiituphane-de ol-acak. (presumption) 

Ahmet at the moment library-LOC be-FUT -3sg 
'Ahmet will/must be at the library at the moment.' 

(ii) Ba~bakan yarm Antalya'da ol-acak. (prediction) 
prime minister tomorrow Antalya-LOC be-FUT-3sg 
'The Prime Minister is to be in Antalya tomorrow.' 

Yava~ (1980) notes that -(y)AcAK is used to make both presumptive statements about 
non-future happenings as in (i) and predictions about future events as in (ii). In (i) 
Ahmet is necessarily somewhere at TU, but we are not sure where, hence the 
presumptive statement about his whereabouts. On the other hand, (ii) involves an 
unrealized event which most certainly will take place. These modal meanings of -
(y)AcAK is due to the semantic affmity between futurity and modality, both ofwhich 
involve uncertainty. In other words, future events may only be presented as possible, 
with open interpretations (d Yava~ (1980:71», as opposed to the definite assertions 
made about past events. 
18 Comrie (1976:64) notes that languages are not symmetrical about the time axis. If 
they were, we would expect prospective aspect to relate a state and a subsequent 
situation in the same way as the perfect relates a state to an anterior situation. 
Moreover, in contrast to the perfect, prospective allows adverbs to specify TS. The 
difference between simple future (will) and prospective aspect (going to) in English 
is that the former involves prediction while the latter expresses a present state with 
the possibility of an imminent future situation, which might not actually take place. 
These facts lead Comrie to argue that future and prospective aspect are different. 
However, note that Comrie's distinction is based on the knowledge status of the 
speaker during the speech event. Therefore, it seems that the difference between 
future and prospective is a modal rather than an aspectual one (also cf. Haegeman 
(1989), Nicolle (1997) for other views). 
19 The -(I)yor is also used to make imperative statements, i.e. a deontic modal 
function, as in (i). 
(i) Derhal buraya gel-iyor-sun ve bu sonm-u yoz-uyor-sun! (imperative) 

immediately here come-YOR-2sg and this problem-ACC solve-YOR-2sg 
'You come here immediately and solve this problem. ' 

20 Y ava~ (1980: 95-6) argues against an analysis of the aorist in reference to a real 
time line, as it indicates aspect, namely habituality, genericity, stativity, and mood 
rather than temporality. The -Arllr has two modal functions: volition, as in (i) and 
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prediction, as in (ii) below. The question in (ii) is about the hearer's beliefs on the 
future possibility of an unrealized situation, i.e. an expression of a prediction about 
future events with weaker certainty (cf. Yav~ (1980:107)). 
(i) <;ikolata ye-r mi-sin? Ver-e-yim mi? (volition) 

chocolate eat-AOR Q-part.-2sg give-OPT-lsg q. part. 
'Would you like some chocolate? Shall I give you someT 

(ii) (Sence) sava~ yIk-ar nu? (prediction) 
in your opinion war break out-AOR Q-part. 
'In your opinion, will a war break out? 

21 Yav~ (1980:103) terms generic statements as omni-temporal since their truth 
value is constant for all times, while habitual propositions would be trans-temporal, 
given that their truth value remains constant throughout the period concerned. 
22 Yava~ (1980) notes that two criteria are involved in choosing among -(y)AcAK, 
-Arllr, and -(1)yor in describing future events: i. degree of certainty involved in the 
event, and ii. type of knowledge the predictions are based on, i.e. evidentiality. 
23 Y ava~ (1980) distinguishes between -DI (only verbal stems and only past tense) 
and -(I)DI (both verbal and nominal stems and only subjunctive mood). Erguvan11-
Taylan (1997:8) notes that the latter form can also express past tense. Likewise, 
Goksel (2001: 169) analyzes -y- as the remnant of a verbal stem and notes that -DI is 
a verbal suffix that attaches to any verbal stem including -i. Sebiiktekin (1971) 
recognizes two distinct morphemes -DI and -(I)DI with different distributions. The 
theoretical problem as to whether they are two distinct morphemes or a single 
morpheme with multiple functions is beyond the scope of the present study. 
24 Yava~ (1980:17) argues against a past-in-the-past analysis also because this leads 
to an analysis of both -DI morphemes as tense markers. 
25 Kornfilt (1997:350) notes that -mI:j-DI is ambiguous between a past-in-the-past 
(tense) and past perfect (aspect). According to Aksu-Koy (1988:17) there are no 
relative tenses but aspects in Turkish. Kornfilt argues that the difference is universal 
and it must hold in Turkish as well. However, this discussion boils down to a 
discrepancy in defIning tense and aspect. While Comrie's (1976) classical defInition 
of aspect is essentially non-deictic, with no reference to speech time (cf. Binnick 
(1991:207-213)), neo-Reichenbachian analyses such as that of Klein's (1992, 1995, 
2000) seem to be collapsing both tense and aspect into relative tense, where the 
situation is anchored to a reference time other than the deictic centre. Therefore, in 
the time-relational approach, there is no distinction between absolute and relative 
tense and there is no past-in-the-past tense. In short, -mI!j-DI is indeed ambiguous, 
but between pluperfect and past perfective with a modal overtone. 
26 A discussion of conditionals is beyond the scope of the present study. Y ava~ 
(1980) fmds that -DI is used to mark counterfactuality as in (i): 
(i) Jale bugtin/yarmldiin gel-se-ydi, Melek sevin-ir-di. 

Jale today/tomorrow/yesterday come-COND-DI, Melek rejoice-AOR-DI 
'If Jale (had) showed up today/tomorrow/yesterday, Melek would be/would 
have been pleased.' 

As it is possible to use past, present and future adverbs in the same structure, -DI 
seems to bear a modal function rather than a temporal one in counterfactual 
conditionals (cf. Iatridou (2000)). 
27 -DI-ymI!j is not possible. The two markers are semantically incompatible because 
inferentiality and certainty are mutually exclusive modal concepts. 
28 Lewis (1967: 166) notes that 01- gives a greater suppleness to the tense system, by 
building periphrastic tenses and moods such as -(I)yor ai-mall 'must be V-ing', -
AcAK ol-ur-sa- 'if (s)he is about to V,' -mI!j ol-acak '(s)he will have V-ed.' He 
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further notes that 01- with the aorist marker yields an inchoative reading, e.g. -IriAr 
ol-du, -mAz ol-du, -AmAz ol-du, -mAz ol-ur. Lewis (1967:108) argues that in 
periphrastic forms the use of the future, aorist and -mI~ past bases can be justified as 
they are the participles of the respective tenses. The use of the non-participial -
(I)yor, on the other hand, could derive from its being the aorist of the ancient 
yorzmak 'to go, walk' historically. 
29 Kornfilt (1997) discusses the following periphrastic constructions: -AcAK ol-du 
(p.341), -ArlIr ol-dcak (p.342), -yor ol-acak (p. 342, 381), -yor ol-uyor-du (p.363), -
mI~ ol-mu~-tu (p.363), -mI~ ol-acak (p.342, p. 350), -mI~ ol-uyor-du (p.363), -mI$ 
oluyor (p.364). 
30 Yet another issue to be raised is the morphological status of 01-, i.e. whether it is a 
morphological buffer with no meaning or a semi-lexical auxiliary which contributes 
its meaning into the periphrastic construction. Our data seem to provide evidence for 
a semantically relevant 01-. Relevant though it may be for aspectual interpretation, 
the investigation of t)1e issue is beyond the scope of the present study (cf. Goksel 
(2001) and van Schaaik (2001)). 
31 As was noted above, -DI-ymI$ is not possible due to semantic incompatibility and 
is omitted in the rest of the example sets. 
32 Cinque (1999: 105-106) notes that some languages mark similar distinctions 
morphologically: Boro, Aleut and Ika have a verbal morpheme to mark the 
beginning of a process, i.e. "inceptive/ingressive"; Spokane and Mongo have 
"success" morphemes to indicate an accomplishment that takes place through effort; 
Wayampi has a "frustrative" (without success) afftx; Coahuilteco and FulalFulfulde 
have morphemes to mark "pretensive" (to pretend, act as if) aspect. 
33 Lewis (1967:111-112) notes that in contrast to -(I)yor which can both express 
progressive and futurity, -mAKtA forms are only used to express actions in progress 
rather than future actions. 
34 van Schaaik (2001) notes that the combination of -(I)yor and -mAktA with the 
auxiliary 01- and a number of T/A markers are rare or rather infrequent in his 
electronic corpus. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 

1 The verbs of location in our terms have been referred to as "dynamic states" like 
sit, stand, lie + LOC in English (cf. Bach (2002:325)) or ''verbs of posture and 
location" (cf. Smith (1997:33)). Smith (1997:33) notes that verbs of posture and 
location like sit, stand, lie and crouch have two readings: (i) they denote the result of 
a change of state in stative sentep.ces and (ii) they denote the change of state in 
eventive sentences. 
2 Cinque (1999) argues that there are two types of completive aspect: completamente 
and tutto correspond to two types of completive aspect. In one type a telic process 
has reached completion. The object has been totally affected because the natural 
endpoint of the process has been reached as in eat up the sandwich. As for the 
second reading of the completive, we have a plural defmite object with two possible 
readings: (i) the plural set has been totally affected (cumulative reading) or (ii) each 
member has been totally affected (distributive reading). Siewierska (1991:122) 
reports that in Polish there are two affixes each with distinct functions corresponding 
to these two kinds of completion, i.e. (i) singUlar completion: "right through" 
completamente and (ii) plural completion: "one after the other" tutto. In Turkish 
there are a number of adverbs that correspond to completion such as toptan, hepsini, 
tiimiinii, biitiiniinii, tamamlnl, biitiiniiyle, tamamlyla, tiimden, topyekun and teker 
teker. Only the last one seems to have a "one after the other" reading. 
3 The concept of total affectedness (cf. Kriflca (1989), Ramchand (1997), Singh 
(1998:180)) means that all parts of an object must participate in the event and no 
parts of the object can be subjected to the event more than once, e.g. eat apples, 
although as a whole it can participate in multiple events, e.g. wash apptes. In the 
case of writing a letter, the object is gradually created as the event evolves in time. 
Intuitively, then, graduality is the measuring out based on the relation between an 
event and parts of the object involved (cf. Singh (1998:178)). Krifka (1989:96) 
defmes graduality as the combination of three properties. These are: (i) uniqueness 
of objects (the verb is related only to its own object), (ii) mapping to objects (the 
event gradually runs over the object (parts of eating an apple corresponds to parts of 
the apple) and (iii) mapping to events (all parts of the object are affected from the 
event.). Graduality is similar to Dowty's (1991) "incremental theme" and 
"measuring ouf' in the sense of Tenny (1994). The table below summarizes 
graduality in the sense of Krifka (1989:96, ex. 14). 
example SUM GRAD UNI-E label 
write a letter X X X gradual affected patient 
eat an apple X X X gradual consumed patient 
read a letter X X gradual patient 
touch a cat X affected patient 
see a horse X stimulus 
4 Smith (1997) considers termination/completion of an event presented in the 
perfective as a necessary consequence of the aspectual reading. The final point of 
the situation may either refer to termination or completion, depending on the 
situation type involved in languages like English. On the other hand, in Chinese, 
termination and completion are expressed separately for all situation types. 
5 In fact, in SGaelic events and states are also morphologically distinct. While 
statives must be expressed periphrastically, events bear the perfective morphology 
(cf. Ramchand (1997)). Ramchand (1997:40) notes that there is a 
perfective/imperfective contrast in SGaelic and that the periphrastic construction 
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functions like the imperfective member of this system. The periphrastic construction 
passes all the tests for atelicity and is compatible with for an hour adverbials. In 
SGaelic, statives cannot be expressed by simple present tense, though the 
periphrastic present occurs with both events and states alike. 
6 The contribution of Case in defining grammatical aspect exhibits cross-linguistic 
variation (cf. Krifka (1989), Ramchand (1997), Singh (1998)). Likewise, the 
influence of morphology in quantificational reference is subject to cross-linguistic 
variation. For example, in German, the progressive is expressed with the partitive 
case as in (i), suggesting that partial representation is observed both in the nominal 
and verbal systems (c£ Singh (1998:177, ex. 9)). In other words, the partial view of 
an event in the imperfective (verbal morphology) is paralleled in the partial 
affectedness of the object marked with the partitive case (nominal morphology). As 
for Czech, perfectivity is only compatible with quantized definite objects as in (ii), 
i.e. no cumulative reference of objects is allowed in the bounded perfective aspect. 
(i) an einem Fisch essen 

at a fish eat 
'be eating a fish' 

(ii) Ota vypil vino 
Ota drank-PERF wine 
'Ota drank *wine/the wine.' 

However, this is not to say that perfective is by default bounded, quantized and telic, 
while imperfective is unbounded, cumulative and atelic. In (i) the imperfective 
morphology has cumulative reference with a quantized object or an unquantized 
object. On the other hand, contrary to what is expected, perfective morphology in 
(ii) does not result in a telic reading. 
(i) Selin (bir) kazak or-uyor. (imperfective: (un)quantified object; activity) 

Selin one sweater knit-PROG 
'Selin is knitting a sweater/sweaters.' 

(ii) Selin kazak/*kazak-lar or-duo (perfective, unquantified object, activity) 
Selin sweater/*sweater-PL knit-PRF 
'Selin knitted sweaters.' 

7 Bybee (1985:152) notes that the typical/core inflectional aspectual system 
expresses two major contrasts: (i) the "contrast between a bounded or limited 
situation and an unbounded or in-progress situation," i.e. perfective vs. imperfective, 
and (ii) the "contrast between an habitually-occurring and a merely continuing 
situation." The latter contrast involves subcategories of the imperfective. 
8 These are the paths tentatively proposed by Bybee et al. (1994) for the development 
of reduplication. However, they also seem to give us clues as to the evolution of the 
expression of imperfective. 
9 Crosslinguistically, Bybee et al. (1994:126) find that progressive refers to a 
situation on-going at the reference time. Although continuous aspect is also about a 
situation on-going at the reference time, it is more general than the progressive 
because it can also include stative predicates (ibid: 127). Kornfilt (1997:357) defmes 
continuous aspect expressed by -(I)yor as "non-habitual imperfective aspect," noting 
that continuous aspect should be preferred to the term progressive since 
continuativity includes both statives and nonstatives, which seems to be the case for 
the Turkish -(I)yor. 
10 Activities are interesting in that they are dynamic, which makes them distinct from 
states. On the other hand, they are atelic and thus markedly distinct from 
achievements and accomplishments (cf. Smith (1999)). 
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11 There seems to be cross-linguistic variation in the morphological expression ofthe 
subinterval property. While English allows a situation to be considered as on-going 
"in an extended sense," Spanish progressives do not allow any interruption (c£ 
Bybee et al. (1994:137)). 
12 Jespersen, O. 1931. A Modern English Grammar on Historical Principles Part IV. 
London:Allen and Unwin. 
13 As was mentioned above for activities and states, there is one mereological 
difference ~tween progressive activities and statives. The preliminary activity in 
(31 c) contrasts sharply with statives in (21) and (26a-c) with respect to graduality 
(c£ Kritka (1989». While the amount of the water in the pool increases gradually as 
the activity progresses in time in (31c), the subjects do not get more sick or taller as 
time goes by, as in (21) and (26a). 
14 This possibility is accounted for by the prototype approach in Smith (1983, 1986, 
1997), where marked choices in aspectual viewpoints may involve linguistic 
expressions aSsociated with an idealized ST or the prototypical properties of a 
viewpoint. For example, non-stative events can be presented as states, e.g. I am in 
the process of writing a letter, and states can be presented as events, e.g. I am hating 
zoology (c£ Smith (1997)). Note the use of the locative expression in the process of, 
which is related to stativity, in the former, and the progressive -ing morphology, 
which implies dynamism, in the latter. 
15 Iterativity must be perfective because for something to be counted and repeated it 
must be considered as a unified whole (c£ Comrie (1976»). Siewierska (1991:118) 
notes that quantificational aspect does not contribute to defming SoA. Instead, it 
takes the SoA as a whole and quantifies it in some way. In our analysis of habitual 
and frequentative, the situation is taken as a whole and quantified within a given 
period oftime. As for adverbs, they quantify over sets and/or series of situations. 
16 The notions habitual, frequentativeand generic seem to have a number of semantic 
overlaps. The habitual involves (i) multiple events, (ii) explicit frequency adverbs, 
(iii) being characteristic of a period/structural description, and (iv) modal subjective 
evaluation. The frequentative involves (i) multiple events, (li) explicit frequency 
adverbs and (iii) simple observation of facts/phenomenal description. The generic 
involves (i) multiple events, (ii) no explicit frequency adverbs and (iii) characteristic 
property of an entity/structural description. Note that while iterative/repetitive refers 
to a single repeated instance of a situation, habituals express situations customarily 
repeated on different occasions. In the frequentative, we make reference to 
individual perfective situations which can be individually and explicitly quantified. 
As the repetitions increase, we move towards a subinterval property where a single 
subinterval characterizes the whole event as in the case of habitual aspect. In the 
absence of adverbials, we only imply the existence of multiple situations. Bybee et 
al. (1994:238) note that as "habitual subevents are indefinite both in number and in 
time, they can be viewed as extending over possible worlds." This reference to 
possible worlds points in the direction of epistemic modality. Apparently, the 
weaker the link with the real temporal axis gets, the more "modal" functions the 
aspectual categories seem to acquire. 
17 Spanish has two copular forms: estar is used for stage-level predicates, as in (ii), 
and also as an auxiliary in the progressive tense, as in (i), while individual-level 
predicates are expressed with ser, as in (iii) (c£ Bull (1971), Comrie (1976)). 
(i) Juan esta durmiendo. 'Juan is sleeping.' (present progressive) 
(ii) Juan esta maleducado. 'Juan is being naughty.' (temporary property) 
(iii) Juan es maleducado. 'Juan is naughty.' (characteristic property) 
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18 Yavru;; (1980:101, exx. 11-12, 1982) mentions that the aorist is used to express 
typical, inherent characteristics of an entity or situation as in (i), while -(1)yor is used 
for simple statement of observed behavior as in (ii). She argues that the perception 
of some behavior as characteristic of an entity leads us to view it as a permanent 
property of that entity (ibid: 1 03-4). Therefore, the real distinction is the sUbjective 
evaluation of a property as being permanent rather than the property actually being 
permanent. 
(i) Ben-im kasab-lm iyi et sat-ar 

I-gen butcher-my good meat sell-aor 
'My butcher sells good meat' 

(ii) Benim kasabIm iyi et sat-lYor (prog) 
Note that this relates to how the speaker perceives the real world, leading to a 
subjective modal qualification of the proposition in the ideal/possible worlds of the 
speaker. Thus, the link with the real temporal axis starts to disappear. That is why 
aorist has been called ''timeless tense" (also cf. fn. 16 above). 
19 Although there is no mereological difference between habituals and generic 
statements, iterative habituals can optionally co-occur with frequency adverbs as in 
(47), while generic statements cannot as in (48) above. 
20 Note that we are moving from the world of real events into the world of possible 
events. This is in fact the move from realis into irrealis mood (c£ Fleischman (1995) 
who discusses the use of imperfective for irrealis (cf. also Iatridou (2000)). 
21 Recall that a reference pointia point of orientation is essential for any order 
relation. The primary deictic point of orientation found in all tense systems is TU. 
As for non-deictic POs, they can be introduced by adverbials or other events. 
22 Klein (1992:546) proposes a pragmatic solution for the "perfect puzzle" within the 
time-relational framework. This puzzle is the ungrammaticality of explicit past time 
specification in the English present perfect although the situation clearly is anterior 
to TD. Klein (1992) criticizes various solutions such as the scope solution or the 
current relevance solution. For example, the scope solution says that the clash 
between the time specified by adverb and perfect morphology results in 
ungrammaticality. He argues for the P-Definiteness Constraint, which says that the 
expression of TT and TS cannot both independently specify the location of the 
situation along the time axis. In other words, in a sentence such as *Chris has left at 
six. the ungrammaticality is due to the fact that TS and TT are independently P
defmite (position-definite). He further notes that adverbs like just, recently are 
acceptable with perfect because they do not locate the event on time axis, thus are 
not position-defmite. However, note that this is not really different from the scope 
solution because the ungrammaticality is attributed to a clash between adverb and 
morphology in both solutions. As for the current relevance connotation of present 
perfect, Klein (1992:539) states that present perfect makes a claim about IT 
including TU, thus making the situation relevant at TU. 
23 Smith (1997:186) notes that in English perfect constructions the relation between 
the reference time (R) and the anterior situation is limited to two cases. In the first 
case, a temporal adverbial denotes a reference interva~ within which the situation 
obtains. The situation may be open, expressing an imperfective viewpoint or 
informationally closed, with perfective viewpoint, as in Peggy has been in Asia since 
January. (ibid: 188, ex. 48a). In the second case, the situation denotes the "lower 
bound" for R; the situation must be closed, i.e. perfective, as in The team has 
reached the top. (ibid:187, ex. 44c). Note that Smith (1997) argues that a perfect 
construction has a viewpoint, as opposed to Klein (1992) who considers perfect as a 
viewpoint per se. 
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24 Giorgi & Pianesi (1997:84) syntactically distinguish between two groups of 
languages. Group A languages include languages like English which exhibit the 
perfect puzzle. In these languages Tense appears in the syntax as part of the hybrid 
AGRIT and there is a stricter temporal reading. For example, if TU is simultaneous 
with TT, a present perfect meaning arises (ibid:85). For Group B languages like 
Italian, German or Dutch (c£ Comrie (1976)), there is no perfect puzzle. These 
languages have a split-INFL such that present forms do not exhibit any T morpheme, 
i.e. there is no T category in syntax. This causes present tense form to be assigned a 
default interpretation. 
25 Iatridou et al. (2000:9) make a basic distinction between Universal Perfect 
(henceforth UP) and Existential Perfect (henceforth EP). When the situation holds 
throughout the reference interval, i.e. the Perfect Time Span (henceforth PTS), a UP 
reading is attained, as in For two weeks, John has been in Boston (ibid:25, ex. 23b). 
On the other hand, when TS holds at least once within the reference interval, we 
obtain EP, which has three varities, namely (i) experiential perfect as in I have read 
Principia Mathematica (ibid:5, ex. 3a), (ii) perfect of recent past as in He has 
graduated from college (ibid:6, ex. 5). and (iii) perfect of result as in I have lost my 
glasses (ibid:6, ex. 4). 
26 Kornfilt (1997) discusses four types of perfect in Turkish, stressing the importance 
of adverbs and context in interpretation. The fIrst one is resultative perfect which is 
used to express the current result of a prior situation. The second type is experiential 
perfect which describes a situation that has obtained at least once. It may be 
expressed periphrastically such as hill + -DI as in (i). Moreover, bulun- is a lexical 
means to express experiential perfect, while -mI:j-lIK-POSS 01- is a colloquial 
expression, as in (ii). 
(i) Hi~ bu-nu dene-dig-in ol-du mu? 

ever this-ACC try-DIK-2sg be-PRF q. part. 
'Has it ever been the case that you tried thisT (literal) 
'Have you ever tried thisT (actual reading) 

(li) Hi~ bu-nu dene-mi~-lig-in var rru? 
ever this-ACC try-PERF-deriv. 2sg exist. q. part. 
'Have there been any instances of your trying thisT (literal) 
'Have you ever tried thisT (actual reading) 

A third type is continuative perfect which is used for situations which began in the 
past and is still continuing. This is expressed with the present progressive -(I)yor 
and a number of distinct adverbs such as -DAn beri or -Dlr 'since.' The duration 
meaning is expressed by the adverb. The fInal type Kornfilt mentions is perfect of 
recent past, i.e. a situation that has been completed a short time ago. She also 
mentions the mirror image of perfect of recent past, i.e. immediate prospective (-mAk 
iizere) used to express a situation that will soon be completed. Future perfect is 
expressed periphrastically by -mI:j ol-acak. 
27 The pragmatically felicitous counterpart of (67b) is in (i). 
(i) Baba-mz hayat-ta llli? 

father-2pllife-LOC q. part 
_ 'Is your father alive? . 

28 Cinque (1999:96) . mentions other phasal aspects, such as retrospectIve aspect and 
proximative aspect. Retrospective is defIned in the following way: "the event has 
taken place a short while before some reference time," and may be expressed by 
particles, affIxally or periphrastically. As was mentioned above, Turkish does not 
have a distinct grammaticalized form for retrospective but adverbs such as daha yeni 
'a short while ago,' heniiz 'just,' az once 'just a while ago,' yalanlardalson 
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zamanlarda 'recently,' daha geren ay 'just last month,' etc. As for proximative 
aspect, the situation takes place just after the reference time, as denoted by adverbs 
such as yakmdalaz sonralbirazdan 'in a while/soon,' hemenlderhal 'immediately,' 
hemen #mdi 'right now,' and #mdi 'now.' With respect to prospective aspect, 
Cinque (1999:99) stresses the existence of "a point just prior to the beginning of an 
event." It is cross-linguistically expressed by afiixes, particles, auxiliaries, 
periphrastic constructions, like the English "be going to" (cf. Comrie (1976:64ff)). 
Note that as far as the relation between TS and PO is concerned, prospective and 
proximative both require a PO just before TS. In fact, there does not seem be any 
difference between the two except for the lexical meaning of adverbs, i.e. 
proximative indicates a sUbjectively shorter temporal distance. In sum, it seems that 
Cinque (1999) does not introduce new phasal aspects but renames perfect of recent 
past as "retrospective" and present prospective as "proximative." 
29 In the English perfect, statives are ambiguous between open and closed readings as 
in Cern has been in London since 2003. In the open reading, TS holds throughout 
the adverbial interval from the LB until TU. In the closed EP reading, TS holds 
within existential closure. In other words, the state has obtained at least once within 
the Perfect Time Span (PTS). A similar situation can be observed with stative verbs 
in (i-iii) below. 
(i) Mary has stood on her head for an hour. (EP, UP) 
(ii) Bir saat-tir tepeustu dur-uyor. (UP) 

one hour-DIr upside down stand-IMPRF 
'He has been standing on his head for an hour.' 

(iii) Bir saat tepeustU dur-du. (EP) 
one hour upside down stand-PRF 
'He has stood on his head for an hour.' 

In the UP reading of (i), Mary has spent the last hour standing on her head. In the EP 
reading, at some time prior to TU, there has been a Mary-stand-on-her-head-for-an
hour event (c£ Smith (1997:189, ex. 51b)). The use ofadverbials and morphology in 
Turkish specifically differentiates between the EP and UP readings, as illustrated by 
(ii) and (iii). 
30 Dik (1989:190) defines phasal aspects as the actualization of an SoA (ST in our 
terms) with respect to a given reference time. Siewierska (1991:118) notes that 
phasal aspect "contributes to specification of SoA but with reference to another SoA 
whose internal constituency is not affected by aspectual operator (italics mine)." 
This defmition stresses (i) the necessity of a PO with respect to which TS is ordered 
on the temporal axis and (ii) the fact that the PO does not affect the internal temporal 
constituency but rather provides orientation for TS. 
31 Giorgi & Pianesi (1997:93) define present perfect in tenns of a certain property 
which holds of the subject at a given time (TT) and which arises due to the subject 
being a participant in the event. Interestingly enough, they note that in perfect 
sentences if TT and TS do not coincide ''the assertions concerning the event at stake 
(reI. TS) can be separated from assertions concerning the subject (reI. TS or TT)". 
This means that with the simple tenses, TT coincides or contains TS so that the 
participation of the subject in the event is viewed together with TS itself (ibid:94). 
Even more iJ{terestingly, they state that the contribution of perfect is to make 
available a TT distinct from TS (ibid:95). Note that this is highly relevant to my 
argument. I argue that IT must be defmed as a PO rather than the time of assertion 
in phasal aspects because there is no overlap but order relation between TT and TS is 

in these aspects. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 

1 Smith (1997) recognizes two types of derived-level STs: (i) lexical focus, and (ii) 
interpreted ST shifts. In the present chapter we focus only on interpreted ST shifts. 
Lexical focus reflects a partial view of a ST, namely with (i) initia~ (ii) middle and 
(iii) fmal focus. The initial focus is illustrated by (i-iv) below. While (i) is 
ingressive, expressing the beginning of an event, (ii) is inchoative, expressing the 
coming about of a state, through the derivational morpheme -IA§ 'to get, become.' 
As for (iii), the sunset is presented statively, i.e. in the process of setting. The final 
endpoint of an event is focused in (iv) by the verb sona er- which is inherently telic. 
Smith (1997) calls such lexicalized markers oftelicity "super-lexical" morphemes. 
(i) Oyun-umuz ba~la-mak iizere-dir. 

play-lpl start-INF about-DIr (certainty). 
'Our play is about to start.' 

(ii) Oyuncu-Iar -lilllZ giderek usta-Ia~-lyor -1ar. 
player-l pI gradually master-DERIV -PROG-3pl 
'Our players are gradually becoming masters. ' 

(iii) GUn bat -ma-da 
day sink-INF-LOC 
'The sun is setting.' 

(iv) Gosteri-miz son-a er-mi~-tir. 
show-lpl end-DAT reach-PRF-DIr (certainty). 
'Our show has ended.' 

2 In the temporal schemata adapted from Smith (1997:13) (c£ Chapter 2), I stands for 
initial endpoint and F for final endpoint and R the state reSUlting from the prior 
event. The broken line represents successive stages of events, while the unbroken 
line represents undifferentiated period of states. In the rest of the chapter, brackets 
denote the boundaries of an interval while the symbol (I) denotes the set terminal 
point of the event/a change of state. The continuous line within the brackets 
symbolizes the time span that is denoted by an adverbial, which mayor may not 
overlap with the course ofthe situation, depending on the ST and viewpoint marker. 
3 Smith (1997:28) notes that when a certain amount of space is covered, a new 
location is reached. However, when some time passes, there is no such result. For 
example, both (i) and (ii) are accomplishments measured/bounded in terms of the 
location and distance arguments, while (iii) is an activity, although it is temporally 
bounded. Smith (1997:27) also states that such temporally bounded situations are 
similar to telic events because they have finite endpoints but are not like telic events 
because there is no change of state or result state. This suggests that time and space 
are not perceived in the same way . 

. (i) I walked to school. 
(ii) I walked (for) 3 miles. 
(iii) I walked for 3 hours. 
4 Intrinsic bounds (telicity) and implicit bounds (perfective viewpoint) are 
independent, looking at the French data in (i-ii) adapted from Binnick (1991:190). 
The intrinsically bounded-achievement in (i) can be perfectively or imperfectively 
presented, just like the intrinsically unbounded activity in (ii). 
(i) Pierre arriv-ait.lest arrive. (imperfective/perfective with telic VC) 

P. arrive-imparfaitlpasse compose 
'Pierre arrived.' 
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(ii) Pierre jou-ait.la joue. (imperfective/perfective with atelic VC) 
P. play-imparfait/passe compose 
'Pierre played. ' 

5 The categorization of the semelfactive seems to be problematic (cf. Rothstein 
(2004»). On the one hand, semelfactives are single stage situations with no result. 
Therefore, they are atelic. On the other hand, Smith (1997:29) notes that they are 
intrinsically bounded because of the single stage involved. If an intrinsic bound 
corresponds to the natural endpoint in telic events, then semelfactives cannot be 
intrinsically bounded. Semelfactives have been treated as a special class of atelic 
achievements by Vendler (1957) and Dowty (1979). With respect to Turkish data, 
semelfactives are like instantaneous activities because they shift into multiple-event 
activities when they appear with durative adverbs. On the other hand, they also 
behave like achievements in many other cases (cf. interpreted ST shifts below). 
(Vendler, Z. 1957. Verbs and Times. Philosophical Review. In 1967, Linguistics and 
Philosophy. Ithaca:Cornell Dniv. Press., Dowty, D. 1979. Word Meaning and 
Montague Grammar. Dordrect:Reidel.) 
6 In Navajo, telicity is not grammaticalized. Instead, there is a pattern of multiple 
lexicalization that neutralizes it for durative events (cf. Smith (1997:297)). There are 
three STs: states, durative events and instantaneous events. Quantized reference and 
total affectedness do not distinguish atelic events from telic ones: NPs do not 
distinguish quantized objects from cumulative ones and termination is not distinct 
from completion. Adverbs are not only durative but also involve completion. In 
spite of all that language-specific variation, the notion of telicity is available to the 
speaker in the form of highly specific verb bases (ibid:313). 
7 Smith (1997:33-34) mentions two extended uses of statives: (i) derived statives, 
and (ii) habituals (cf. Chapter 4). The former category expresses genericity, 
pertaining to kinds and individual-level predication, e.g. Babies drink milk. The 
latter category relates to a pattern of events such that they are analogous to a state 
that holds throughout an interval, e.g. I wake up early. Another point to be 
mentioned about statives is inchoativity (expressed lexically by verbs like get, 
become or morphologically by affIXes). In these cases, a change of state results in a 
state distinct from that before the change. 
S Although achievements are non-durative, consisting of a single moment, Ramchand 
(1997:236-7) notes that achievements have a complex internal structure with a 
source and target state and that the change of state should be understood as a single 
transition between two states. Klein et al. (2000:747) also consider achievements as 
two-phase lexical contents (also cf. Rothstein (2004) for a detailed discussion). In 
this study, it is argued that achievements do not have an internal structure and that 
the source and target states are not part of the situation itself. 
9 Bybee et al. (1994:69) note that perfect of result differs from the perfect in 
expressing the immediate relevance of a past action to the present moment. 
10 Smith (1997:21-2) notes that human understanding of events is based on causation, 
in that the course of situations interacts with agent, instrument and the action (cf. (i) 
ibid:22, ex. 6). The way the lexical span of a situation is mapped onto the causal 
chain is also related to the classification of causatives. For example, causatives 
involve a cause, agent and change of state, while inchoatives express the coming 
about of a state, excluding the agent. While ingressive/inceptives express the entry 
into a situation, egressives denote the exit from a situation. As for the resultative, it 
extends the whole span of a situation in addition to the resultative complement. 
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(i) The Causal Chain and Situation Types: typical examples 
CAUSE SUBJECT ACTION INSTRUMENT OBJECT RESUL T 
Activity -------------------laugh--------------------------
Semelfactive---------------knock at the door----------------
Accomplishment------------------'climb a tree---------------------
Achievement -------cure the patient-------
State ----know French 
Although the causal chain is not properly integrated into Smith's (1997) theory, it 
remains a topic of interest requiring further research. 
11 The English counterpart, i.e. the present perfect continuous, makes visible an 
interval of the anterior situation. However, as it is no longer raining or the person is 
not walking any more, there is no open interpretation of the situations. As Smith 
(1997: 187) states, "one infers the fmal endpoint of the event although it is not 
semantically visible." 
12 In English, (i) is infelicitous ifuttered in 2004, because Einstein can no longer bear 
the participant property. Smith (1997: 108) proposes a pragmatic felicity condition to 
account for this infelicity. However, in Turkish whether the subject is alive or not 
does not affect the felicity of the expression, suggesting that the problem in (i) is 
specific to English and that the felicity condition is not universally required. 
(i) Einstein has lived in Princeton. (Smith (1997: 1 06, ex. 20)) 
(ii) Einstein Princeton' da ya~a-ffil~-t]f. 

E. Princeton-LOC live-PERF-EVID 
'Einstein has (the property of having) lived in Princeton.' 

13 The participant property is also related to causation and transitivity. Talmy 
(2000b:78, ex. (56)) discusses three aspect-causative types, namely being in a state 
(stative), entering into a state (inchoative), and putting into a state (agentive). The 
resultant state in the sense of Parsons (1990) (c£ ex. 27 in the main text) is not 
among those basic types, being the complex notion of "being in a state of having 
undergone a change of state." On the other hand, Hopper & Thompson (1980:293) 
note that perfect and past perfect in English are low transitivity tenses. Moreover, 
they find that both perfects and passives, as reflected in their diachronic relation, 
involve a "participant in the state of having been affected by an event's occurrence" 
(ibid:294). This is conspicuously reminiscent of Smith's (1997) participant property 
and also her definition of perfect of result as derived stativity. Interesting though 
they may be, these points will be left for further research. 
14 Comrie (1976) notes that in Chinese statives assume an ingressive meaning when 
used in the perfective. In Turkish, there seems to be a difference between stative 
predicates in triggering the ingressive reading. For example, in (i) ya:ja- does not 
have an ingressive reading with the locative NP as opposed to bil- in (ii). 
(i) Ali burada ya~a-d1. (example due to E. Erguvanh-Taylan (p.c.)) 

Ali here live-PRF-3sg 
, Ali has lived/lived here. ' 

(ii) Ali yamt-l bil-di. 
Ali answer-ACe know-PRF-3sg 
, Ali has known (found) the answer.' 

15 A non-durative situation is incompatible witli imperfectivity because it has no 
internal structure. Therefore, the inherent punctuality of a situation restricts the 
range of possible interpretations when it occurs in the imperfective. Thus, the 
semelfactive cough can only be interpreted as describing a series of coughs rather 
than a single instance. 
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16 Rapoport (1999:661) notes that durative adverbials with accomplishments focus on 
the activity part and not the endpoint of the situation. However, this is not to say that 
some adverbials only specify some subintervals of situations. It is due to the 
incompatible feature values of adverbs and STs. Although the expression bir saat 
has been preferred for simplicity and consistency throughout the examples, also note 
that (55) would be more felicitous with the adverb bir saat boyunca 
'throughout/during an hour' than with bir saat 'for an hour.' This is probably due to 
the independent bounds found in the adverb although it is not explicitly marked, 
which brings it closer to in an hour adverbs. 
17 In contrast, in SGaelic, the viewpoint parameter has more weight than STs and 
adverbials do. In fact, the viewpoint markers are sensitive to the value of the 
intrinsic bound, thus making ST information redundant. If a situation is unbounded, 
it does not appear with the bounded morphology and vice versa. This might even be 
interpreted as the grammaticalization of the intrinsic bound in SGaelic. This is in 
contrast with Navajo where the intrinsic bound is lexicalized into the verbal 
complexes. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 

1 For Smith (1981:216) temporallaspectual interpretation is incomplete without 
adverbial specification of time. In other words, both tense and adverbials are 
necessary to determine the reference time (RT). If there is an incompatible [Tense + 
Adverbial] composite or if there is a dependent adverbial, an RT is established based 
on information from the context. Adverbials establish the relational value of the 
reference time (RT) and/or specify RT. They also give the relation between TS and 
RT and/or specify TS. Last of all, they determine temporal reference by anchoring to 
TU or some other PO. 
2 Frame is not a novel term in tense/aspect studies. The term "frame" appears in 
former work such as Binnick (1991) and Dahl (1985) as denoting an interval of time 
with which TS is associated. Note that our use of the term Frame is different from 
that of Dahl's (1985). Dahl (1985:30) notes the significance of determining a 
temporal frame in the interpretation of sentences. The embedded clause ''when I 
arrived" in Dahl's (1.16) below gives the reference point and "during the preceding 
week" is the temporal frame- a time period within which the E points-the two 
attempts to phone- are located. This is an example of temporal frame established 
through the use of an overt temporal adverbial. 
(1.16) When I arrived, Peter had tried to phone me twice during the preceding week. 
3 Smith (1981) distinguishes three categories: (i) deictic, (ii) clock-calendar and (iii) 
dependent adverbials. The first category includes adverbs like yesterday, today, 
tomorrow which are directly anchored to TU. Clock-calendar adverbs like on 
Tuesday, in 1990 are anchored to a specific PO in time. Dependent adverbials like 
later, earlier are interpreted depending on the information in the context. 
4 Binnick (1991) classifies temporal adverbials into five groups on the basis of their 
referential properties within the discourse. Deictic adverbs like now are interpreted 
relative to TU, while referential adverbs like at midnight are not directly anchored to 
TU. The third class includes anaphoric adverbials like then or embedded adverbial 
clauses. They are considered anaphoric as they refer to a reference time already 
mentioned in context. In contrast, chronological adverbials like in 1998 or on the 
last day of the vacation are dependent for full interpretation on some chronological 
framework or given information assumed in the relevant discourse. The last 
category includes forms with indefmite temporal reference such as all day long in (i
ii) below. 
(i) Bu-nlar-dan iste-r-sen [butun gun] ye, kilo yap-ffil-yor. 

This-PL-ABL want-AOR-COND-2sg whole day eat, weight do-NEG-IMPRF 
'If you want you can eat these the whole day and you won't put on weight.' 

(ii) [Olay-dan sonra-ki gUn [butun gun]] uyu-du. 
Incident-ABL after-SUF day whole day sleep-PRF-3sg 
'The day after the incident he slept all day.' 

In (i), the adverb butun gun has no defmite time reference and simply refers to a 
duration whose maximal boundary (c£ Klein (1992)) is twenty-four hours. In (ii), on 
the other hand, the adverb refers to the complete 24-hour interval of the day right 
after the incident. Note that Smith's (1981) clock-calendar adverbs include 
Sinnick's referential, temporally indefmite and chronological adverbials and the 
class of dependent adverbs is identical with anaphoric adverbials ofBinnick (1991). 
5 In (i), the past marker -DI establishes the relational value of the (defmite) clock
calendar adverb (c£ Smith (1981)) with respect to TU: A is understood to be the 
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Sunday preceding TU rather than any indefmite Sunday prior to TU In fact, in order 
to get the latter reading, the indefmite bir is needed, as illustrated by (ii). 
(i) Hamit yan~-l [Pazar giinii] kazan-di. 

(ii) 

Hamit race-ACe on Sunday win-PRF-3sg 
'Hamit won the race on Sunday.' 
Hamit yan~-l [bir Pazar giinii] kazan-dI. 
Hamit race-ACe a Sunday win-PRF-3sg 
'Hamit won the race on a Sunday.' 

6 All T / A markers seem to impose a number of restrictions on the adverbials they 
occur with. H_owever, in narrative discourse some of these restrictions can be swept 
aside as in <Onceki gece TRT-2'de bir program var. Dart edebiyat91, sanat<;l ve 
ele~tirmen, ka~e yazarhgl konusunu <;e~itli boyutlarlyla irdeli-yor.> 'There is a 
programme on TRT2 the other night. Four writers, artists and critics discuss the 
issue of columnist in various dimensions.' (E. <;al~an. Hurriyet, 15.11.01). In 
addition, as in (i), the imperfective -(I)yor is ambiguous with clock-calendar adverbs 
(denoting days of the week) for some speakers, who get a habitual reading, in 
addition to the default TU-oriented reading. The most natural way to get a habitual 
reading would be to use the plural marker on the adverb, as illustrated in (ii) 
(i) [Salt giinii] <;ah~-m-Iyor. 

(ii) 

Tuesday work-NEG-IMPRF-3sg 
'He isn't working this Tuesday.' 
'He doesn't work on Tuesdays.' 
[Sab giin-Ier-i] <;ah~-m-IYor. 
Tuesday day-pl-3sg work-NEG-IMPRF-3sg 

(default reading) 
(marginal habitual reading) 

'He doesn't work on Tuesdays.' (default habitual reading) 
7 When it comes to establishing time reference in complex sentences with an 
embedded clause controlled by a main predicate, we need to mention Yava~ (1980: 
ch. 7). She notes that time reference in relative clauses and that-complements is 
ambiguous: The temporal anchor may either be the TU or the time expressed in the 
matrix clause. In fact, when the temporal reference of the matrix and embedded 
clauses do not coincide, then the unmarked interpretation arises where we anchor to 
the matrix time. In sum, Yava~ (1980) fmds that time reference in embedded clauses 
in Turkish is dependent on the main clause time and in cases where it is not possible 
to anchor the main clause time, TU functions as the anchor. 
8 Haflaya 'next week' is a frozen expression in present day Turkish but it consists of 
hafta 'week' and the Dative marker -(y)A. 
9 Bugun 'today' is a frozen expression in present day Turkish but it is actually made 
up of the deictic adjective bu 'this' and gun 'day.' 
10 These terms are borrowed from physics (c£ Bueche (1983:1)) but their physical 
defmitions seem to be analogous to the linguistic meaning. Also see Bull (1971) for 
the use of the same terms for different functions. 
11 Erguvanh-Taylan (2001) considers the unbounded SQAs of the present study in 
three groups based on their distribution. The fIrst group includes bir hafla ir;in, and 
bir haftaizgzna, which are acceptable only with activities and states and impose no 
viewpoint restrictions. Adverbs like aylarca, ur; saat, iki Yll of the second group are 
felicitous with activities, statives and shifted semelfactives. The third group 
including iki gun boyunca is felicitous with all situation types except for 
achievements. 
12 This adverb seems to be in complementary distribution with the adverbs in (i). 
These adverbs refer to the intended duration ofthe situation, while the adverbs in (ii) 
indicate the actual duration of the situation. This seems to be the adverbial analogue 
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of the distinction Dahl (1981:84) makes between Grenzbezogenheit, i.e. being 
directed toward a goal/limit and Erreichung einer Grenze, i.e. having reached a 
terminal point. There is a distinction between a potential (intended/probable) 
termina~ point and an actually achieved terminal point. 
(i) lid hafta-bgma/iki hafta i~in/*iki hafta Roma'ya gid-iyor. 

two week-DERIV/two week for/*two week Rome-DAT go-IMPRF 
'S/he is going to Rome for two weeks.' 

(ii) iki hafta boyunca/iki haftal??iki haftahgma/*iki hafta i~in Roma'da-ydl-m. 
two week throughout/two week Rome-LOC-PRF-1 sg 
'I was in Rome for two weeks. ' 

In English, both meanings can be expressed by for an hour adverbs, as illustrated by 
the translations of (i-ii) (cf. Dahl (1981), Smith (1997)). In Turkish, there is no 
ambiguity because of (morphologically) specific adverbs which compensate for the 
underspecificity in T/A morphology. Note that intention is a modal notion and both 
the relation between aspect and modality and their adverbial expression remains a 
topic for further research. 
13 Note that events and their objects vary in terms of affectedness (cf. Krifka (1989), 
Ramchand (1997)). For example, the same apples can be washed many times 
(activity) but the same pullover cannot be knit many times (accomplishment), though 
the same wool can be used many times to knit different pullovers each time. 
14 To express the same meaning, it is also possible to use an ordinal number adjective 
and nominalize the verb as in (i). 
(i) Bu bizim son iki yll-da [U9UncU] gOrU~-me-miz. 

this our last two year-LOC third meet-NOM-lpl 
'Ifs the third time we have met in the last two years.' 
'This is our third meeting in the last two years.' (literal) 

15 Both postpositional structures -DAn beri and -A kadar involve magnitude and 
rightward direction but we are misled by the boundaries because the spatiotemporal 
relation between the boundary expressed by the complement and the postposition is 
different in each case. Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2001) mention that 
figure/ground relations may differ depending on the relative direction of TUIPO with 
respect to the complement, which is taken as the centre. In (i) below the 
complement of the postposition establishes a centripetal relation with the PO while in 
(ii) the spatiotemporal relation is centrifugal. We would have the opposite relations 
ifTU/PO were taken as the centre. 
(i) [1690]a kadar ....... PO )1690 (centre) .......... (centripetal) 

'until 1690' 
(ii) [dlin]den beri ........ dun (centre) )TU .......... (centrifugal) 

'since yesterday' 
16 All T/A adverbials seem to involve independent temporal bounds (boundaries) but 
not all of these bounds are made linguistically explicit. Boundary is not to be 
identified with telicity (cf. Erguvanh-Taylan (2001:112) on the feature [+ orientation 
point]). Telicity is the property of situation types with a natural endpoint and is 
compositionally realized in the Vc. In this study, boundary is defined as an 
explicit/implicit independent endpoint specified by adverbial means. These 
boundaries are independent of the endpoints involved in situations but they do 
interact with the boundaries of situations, if any. 
17 -DAn itibaren/ _@ itibariyle 'as of are also expressions that specify an explicit LB. 
However, they differ from -DAn beri, -DAn bu yana 'since,' in terms of the 
referential information contained in the NP complement. While -DAn itibarenl-@ 
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itibariyle 'as of are acceptable both with expressions of anteriority and posteriority, 
as illustrated in (i-ii), -DAn beri, -DAn bu yana 'since,' do not allow NPs expressing 
posteriority with respect to TU, as illustrated in (i-ii). 
(i) [Geyen yll-dan berilge-;en yll itibariyle] sonuy-Iar internet-te yaynnla-n-Iyor. 

last year-ABL since/last year as ofresult-PL internet-LOC publish-PASS-IMPRF 
'The results have been (published) on the net since last year/as oflast year.' 

(ii) [Gelecek ay-dan *berilitibaren] kumarhane-Ier kapah. 
next month-ABL *since/as of casino-PL closed 
'Casinos will be closed *since next month/as of next month.' 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN 

1 Dahl (1985:3) states that an imprecise category is "a category which cannot be 
defined in such a way that for every member of x of its domain (that is, the set of 
things to which the category can be meaningfully applied), the definition determines 
a truth-value to the statement that x belongs to the category in question." Dahl 
(1985 :7) stresses the advantage of treating the logic of imprecise concepts by means 
of Boolean algebras because in this way the properties of such algebras can be 
assumed. There may be a number of criteria defining a concept, which result in 
imprecision. If we "sharpen" a concept, we obtain a precise concept. In terms of 
Boolean algebra, this is a homomorphism, i.e. a function which maintains the 
relations between the elements in the algebra, leading to a minimal two-element 
lattice, i.e. a representation of a precise concept, which can be assigned the binary 
values of 1 and O. Note that Kri:lka (1989) also uses a semi-lattice representation to 
account for nominal reference and temporal constitution in the sense of Link (2002). 
2 For example, in (i) the speaker has chosen to present the event perfectively and 
imply total affectedness of the object involved in the action. This is choosing the 
unmarked linguistic means to express a prototypical perfective accomplishment. On 
the other hand, in (ii) the speaker has chosen to present the accomplishment 
imperfectively, with focus on the preliminary process and no implication as to the 
completion of the object. This is choosing the marked linguistic means, marking the 
event as non-prototypical, and hence the ST shift into activity. 
(i) Usta oyuncag-I en iyi agay-tan yap-t!o (accomplishment) 

master toy-ACC most good wood-ABL make-PRF-3sg 
'The master made the toy from the best wood.' 

(ii) Usta oyuncag-I en iyi agay-tan yap-Iyor-du. (accomplishment ---+ activity) 
master toy-ACC most good wood-ABL make-IMPRF-PRF-3sg 
'The master was making the toy from the best wood.' 

3 Unmarked and marked choices are found not only in aspectual expression but also 
in the world of objects. For example, cumulative reference to a mass object, e.g. 
some water, and quantized reference to a count object, e.g. two books (each), are 
unmarked choices. On the other hand, cumulative reference to a count object, e.g. 
some books, and quantized reference to a mass object, e.g. a glass oj water, are 
marked choices. The following table summarizes the unmarked and marked choices 
for viewpoints STs and objects. , 
Prototypical Unmarked choices Marked choices 
categories 
Viewpoints 
Perfective Telic STs, quantized reference Atelic STs, cumulative ref. 
Im~erfective Atelic STs, cumulative reference Telic STs, quantized reference 
Situation types 
State Imperf.,jor an hour adverbs Perfective, in an hour adverbs 
Activity Imperf.,jor an hour adverbs Perfective, in an hour adverbs 
Achievement Perfective, in an hour adverbs Imperf.,jor an hour adverbs 
Accom~ishment Perfective, in an hour adverbs Imperf.,jor an hour adverbs 
Objects 
Mass Cumulative reference Quantized reference 
Count Quantized reference Cumulative reference 
4 - z 8'288- u e the term Interestmgly enough, Erkman Akerson & 0 11 (199. 289) s 
"dilimlenmemi$ zaman" 'unbounded time/time without intervals (literally unsliced 
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time)' to describe the -Arllr marker. This shows that the cumulative reference is 
distinguished, despite differences in tenninology and theoretical framework. 
S Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000:63) discuss st'at'imcets, a language of the 
northwest Pacific, where there is no grammatical tense. Temporal reference in a 
sentence is detennined by (i) time adverbs, (ii) aspectual particles, (iii) aspectual 
class (ST) ofthe predicate and (iv) nominal deixis (ibid: 63, fn. 33). For example, in 
(i) (Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000:63, ex. 86a)) the stative predicate can 
only have a present tense reading, and the time adverb in (ii) (Demirdache & Uribe
Etxebarria (2000:63, ex. 86b)) triggers a past tense reading. 
(i) a7xa7 [ti keI7aqsten-s-a ti United States-a] 

strong DET chief-3sg.POSS-DET DET US-DET 
'The chief of the United States is powerful.' 
'*The chief of the United States was powerful.' 

(ii) a7xa7 [ti ke17aqsten-s-a ti United States-a] i-1940-as 
strong DET chief-3sg.POSS-DET DET US-DET in 1940 
'The chief of the United States was powerful in 1940.' 

If the VP were telic, i.e. an achievement or an accomplishment, the natural reading 
would be past, whereas an activity predicate would have either a past or present 
reading (ibid:63, fn. 34). As can be seen, in this language, the STs trigger their 
unmarked viewpoint and tense choices. 
6 Adopting prototype theory, Aguirre (2002) notes that primary meanings of verbal 
morphemes develop first, followed by secondary meanings. For example, 
achievements are acquired first, followed by accomplishments and then statives. The 
perfective is fITst used for [+telic, -dur] events (achievements), and then for [+tel, 
+dur] accomplishments. The distinction among [+/-tel, +/- dur] situations is acquired 
even later. This suggests that both STs and viewpoints share the same 
temporallaspectual properties but they diverge in different languages and develop 
into independent parameters. 
7 Wallace (1982) notes that there is a great advantage in attempting to explain 
grammatical organization in terms of the figure/ground contrast because generality is 
highly desirable in scientific explanation. As the figure/ground distinction accounts 
for a number of phenomena in two different areas, i.e. visual perception and 
linguistic organization, it should be preferable to some principle which applies to 
only one area. 
8 Wertheimer, Kohler and Koftka were the leading theorists of Gestalt (usually 
translated as 'configuration') psychology, which focuses on the wholeness of 
perception: "The whole is greater than the sum of its parts." (c£ Weintraub & Walker 
(1966)). In fact, relationships among stimuli rather than their absolute values are 
significant in perception. The theory tries to account for our perception of the world 
in terms of innate properties of human beings. In the case of an object moving 
before our eyes, the motion takes time and takes place in space. As such, time and 
space are frameworks within which objects move and events are ordered (c£ Gordon 
(1989:47)). For example, those people who have recovered their sight after 
blindness can distinguish figure vs. ground immediately, while they may have 
difficulty in seeing the world as it is. This suggests an inborn organization of our 
visual capacities to a certain extent (cf. Gordon (1989)), at least as far as the contrast 
between figure and ground is concerned. 
9 Ramchand (1997) also notes that different object positions correlate with different 
aspectual interpretations, which need not concern us at the moment. 
10 Cinque (1999) argues in favor of the strong position that there is a universal 
hierarchy of functional projections, whose specifier positions host semantically 
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related adverbials. For Cinque, finding evidence for a functional morpheme for 
some aspectual distinction in a single language seems to be a sufficient condition to 
posit a universal functional projection to host that morpheme and a semantically 
related adverbial in its specifier position. However, few languages grammaticalize 
notions such as conative, inchoative, ingressive, etc. Therefore, it seems more likely 
that there is a universal set of functional projections which particular languages 
select from. 
11 Alexiadou (1997) discusses the properties and the position of adverbs in clause 
structure within the antisymmetry framework. She distinguishes between specifier 
and complement (tempora~ manner, and locative) adverbs. The Adverbial Licensing 
Principle states that specifier adverbs are directly merged in the specifier position of 
an appropriate functional head. Complement adverbs, on the other hand, are merged 
as V -complements and then raise to a specifier position, so that they can be licensed. 
They can also be licensed through incorporation (a head-to-head relation). The 
complement vs. specifier distinction is more broadly formulated in terms of A- vs. 
A'-elements respectively. It is then expected that complement adverbs interact with 
A-movement (e.g. object shift) and specifier adverbs with A' -movement (e.g. wh
extraction). 
12 Ernst (2002) proposes a theory of the distribution of adverbial adjuncts in the 
Principles and Parameters framework, noting that adverbials adjoin freely to any 
projection in accordance with a few syntactic principles accounting for their linear 
order and hierarchical position. 
13 A proposal similar to that ofIatridou et aI. (2000) is made in Demirdache & Uribe
Etxebarria (2000,2001). The most interesting point to notice in the tree in (i) are the 
labels assigned to functional projections and their respective heads. The terms UT -T, 
AST-T and EV-T correspond to our TU, TI and IS respectively. Note that these 
time intervals appear in the specifier positions of related functional projections, 
namely TU, TI and IS occupy the specifier positions of TP, ASP, and VP 
respectively. Naturally, this means that time intervals are considered on a par with 
any XP. They further defend the idea that aspect and tense both project their 
argument structure in syntax in terms of the isomorphic structural representation 
illustrated in (i). They also mention that in languages where there is no tense or 
aspect morphology, adverbs appear in the above mentioned specifier positions. In 
that sense, their approach converges with that of Iatridou et al. (2000). On the other 
hand, this approach is also similar to our approach not only because they adopt the 
time-relational approach but also because they allow adverbs to be associated with 
time intervals. Adverbs appear in the position of the time interval with which they 
are associated, e.g. an adverb associated with TT will occupy the specifier position of 

ASP. 
(i) TP 

I \ 
UT-T T' 

I \ 
TO ASP 

I \ 
AST-T ASP' 

I \ 
ASpo VP 

I \ 
EV-T VP 
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14 Note that this idea is a weaker form of the claims by Cinque (1999). Like Cinque 
(1999), Iatridou et al. (2000) argue that 'surface' position of adverbs is a reflection of 
their 'base' positions in the phrase structure. In contrast to Cinque (1999), however, 
functional projections seem to be restricted to VP, PerfP and TP, at least within the 
limited scope of their study. 
15 Iatridou et al. (2000, fu.23) mention that Vlach (1993) (Vlach, F. 1993. Temporal 
Adverbials, Tenses and the Perfect. Linguistics and Philosophy 19:231-283.) 
distinguishes another level of adverbials which specify the present/past information 
in a sentence, i.e. Tense-level adverbials. 
16 Iatridou et al. (2000:19) note that perfect morphology is obligatory for Perfect
level adverbials such as since. Some adverbs seem to be ambiguous as to which 
level they belong to in English. For example, since-adverbials can yield a UP or EP 
reading irrespective of their position in the sentence, i.e. sentence-fmal or sentence
initial. On the other hand, adverbials like for an hour can be either Perfect-level or 
Eventuality-level, depending on their position. In fact, they are ambiguous between 
UP and EP readings at sentence-fmal position but unambiguous sentence-initially, as 
illustrated in (i-ii) below (c£ Iatridou et al. (2000:25, ex. 23)). 
(i) John has been in Boston for two weeks. (Ambiguous: E- and U-Perfect) 
(ii) For two weeks, John has been in Boston. (Unambiguous: U-Perfect only) 
17 It has often been noted that adverbs may either be associated with TS or a 
reference interval (cf. Dahl (1985), Smith (1981), Binnick (1991), Klein (1992), de 
Swart (1999) among others). In English, adverbs associated with the reference time 
(R) appear sentence-initially, i.e. are IP-adjoined, and are pragmatically associated 
with topic or background. On the other hand, adverbs associated with the event time 
usually appear within the VP and are in focus (c£ de Swart (1999)). 
18 Kornfilt (1997:350) notes that -mI§-DI is ambiguous between pluperfect and past
in-the-past (remote past) in Turkish, though she does not specifY the exact semantic 
context. In Chapter 3 it was argued that there is no aspectual category as "past-in
the-past" and that -mI§-DI is ambiguous between pluperfect and past perfective with 
a modal distance overtone. 
19 As (16b') is more felicitous with the manner adverb dikkatle 'carefully' 
immediately preceding the verb, the unexpected ungrammaticality of(16b) might be 
due to the semantic nature of the VQA, which does not modify the verb but the 
event. 
20 The ambiguity in time-relations seems to be restricted to pluperfect only. We 
might ask why there is no ambiguity in present perfect or future perfect or 
prospective. Note that all these aspectual constructions are potentially ambiguous by 
definition if the ambiguity is due to an order relation between PO and TS and 
because it is not clear whether A overlaps with PO or TS. We might provide the 
following explanation. In present perfect, PO overlaps with TU Thus, we have 
direct evidence that TS does not overlap with PO but for its fmal endpoint only in the 
UP r~ading. As for future perfect, TS must be before PO in all cases, and the adverb 
can only indicate the PO by which TS must obtain. If we knew the exact location of 
TS, we would use the simple future. When it comes to prospective, we have seen 
that future forms are hardly distinct from each other due to the asymmetry mentioned 
by Comrie (1976:64) .. 
21 The preliminary data in (i-v) below suggest that further research is required into 
the semantic and pragmatic implications of the interplay of viewpoints, situation 
types and adverbs within context. For example, the perfective state in (i) sets the 
ground for the perfective achievement in (ii), whereas the pluperfect in (iv) is the 
background for the perfective state in (v). 



(i) [Al Dun alqam] Beste oyle [TSI yorgun-du] ki 
yesterday evening Beste so tired-PRF part. 
'Yesterday evening Beste was so tired that ... ' 

(ii) [A2 saat dokuz-da] [TS2 yat-h.] 
hour nine-LOC go to bed-PRF-3sg 
, ... she went to bed at nine. ' 

(iii) [A3 Sabah saat be~-te] (hala) [TS3 uyu-yor-du]. 
morning hour five-LOC (still) sleep-IMPRF-PRF-3sg 
, At five a.m. she was (still) sleeping.' 

(iv) [A4 Saat yedi-de] ise [AS ~oktan] [TS4 kalk-ID1~-tl]; 
hour seven-LOC part. already get up-PERF-PRF-3sg 
'But at seven a.In. she had already gotten up; ... ' 

(v) [TS5 tam form-u-nda-ydl]. 
full form-LOC-PRF-3sg 
, ... she was in her best condition.' 

237 
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APPENDIX: THE DATA 

POSITION ADVERBS 

ADVERBIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

ak~<:!-m, ak~am saati, ak~am iistiiliizeri, in the evening 

ak~am iizeri, ak~am iistii, ak~amleyin 

~ama dogru, ~mdan towards the evening 

bilahare later 

bugiin today 

bugiinlerde nowadays 

diin yesterday 

elan now, just 

eskiden, evvel zamanda, evvelce, in the past 

evvelden, evvel~ evveller~ vaktiyle 

gece, geceleyin at night 

gegende,gegenlerde the other day 

giindiizleri, giindiiziin during the day time 

giinlerden bir gUn, giiniin birinde one day 

giiziin in the autumn 

halen now, at the moment 

ikindi ustii, ikindiyin in the afternoon 

ilerde, ilerde in the future 

imdi now 

kl~m in the winter 

ogle iistii, oglende,ogleyin at noon 

Pazartesi, Sah, .... Monday, Tuesday ... 

Ocak, Subat, ... January, February, ... 

sabah, sabahleyin in the morning 

sabaha dogruJkar~l towards the morning 

yaz kl~ throughout the year 

yazm in the summer 

SQAS (FREQUENCy) 

ADVERBIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

ak~amlan in the evenings 

geceleri at nights 

sabahlan in the mornings 

yazhkl~h throughout the year 
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ak~amh sabahh day and night 

asIa, hiy, katiyen never 

bazen sometimes 

bazl bazl from time to time 

90gu kez/zaman, yogun, yogunlukla often 

daima, hep, oldum olasl always 

diinyada never and ever 

ebediyen, ilelebet, sittinsene, sllrgit forever 

ekseriya usually 

ender, seyrek, seyrekye, nadiren rarely 

genellikle, umumiyetle generally 

giina~lf1 every other day 

ikide birde all the time, too frequently 

muntazaman regularly 

slk, slk slk, slkya frequently 

ak~amdan ak~ama every evening 

geceli giindiizlii day and night 

giinii giiniine daily 

VQAS 

ADVERBIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

ahir,ahiren lately 

ak~ama sabaha soon 

artlk from now/then on 

yoktan already 

yoktandrr, hanidir for a long time now 

daha just, so far 

demin,deminden a while ago 

demincek a short while ago 

hftlft still, so far 

heniiz just, a while ago (+), not yet (-) 

~imdi ~imdi only recently 

~imdiye kadar/dek so far 

yeIii, yeni yeni, yenice, yeniden yeniye, recently 

yenilerde 

birazdan in a while, soon 

~imdi, ~imdicik now, a while ago,just 
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LEXICAL/GRAMMATICAL MEANS TO CREATE ADVERBS 

WORD ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

NP-(n)In akabinde, NP-(n)In ardmca, following 

NP-(y)I takiben, NP-(y)I mUteakiben 

NPboyunca during 

NP-DAn beri smce 

NP-(y)A dogru towards 

NP-DAn evve~ NP-DAn once before, ago 

geyenNP past NP 

NP iyinde, NP iyre, NP zarfmda within 

NP-DAn itibaren, NP itibarlyla as of, starting from 

NP-(y)A kadar, ta NP-(y)A .. dek/degin until 

NP-DAn soma after 

NP sularmda around 

GRADUALITY ADVERBS 

ADVERBIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

azar azar, yava~ yavru? slowly, gradually 

giderek, gitgide, gittikye, zamarua gradually 

gOOden giine day by day 

kIsmen partially 

kiilliyen, tamamen, tamaIDlY la, top totally 

yekun, topluca, toptan, tiimden, hepten, 

biisbiitiin 

CONTINUITY VS. ITERATIVITY ADVERBS 

ADVERBIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

ak~ama kadar continually, the whole day 

arahkh intermittently 

arabkslZ, araSlZ, biteviye, boyuna, continually, permanently 

durmadan, fasllaslZ, siirekli, ha babam, ha 

bire, bitevi, siiresiz 

9onii~iim1ii at regular shifts 

gene, gine, yine,· yeniden, tekrar again 

peyderpey, tekerteker piece by piece, one by one 

srraslyla respectively 
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T/A ADVERBS WITH SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION 

ADVERBIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

an be an every second 

ancak: earliest 

az daha, handiyse, neredeyse almost 

bile already 

bu giinlUk for today 

dOO bir bugOO iki only recently 

diinden even from yesterday 

er gey, evvel ve ahir sooner or later 

erken, erkenden, erkence early 

evvela, ilk, ilkin, ilkten, ftrst 

gey late 

gider ayak: while leaving 

giinti birligine, gooti birlik for the day 

gtipegOOdiiz in broad daylight 

ha bugun ha yarm in no time 

ilk once, oncelikle ftrst of all 

onceden, onceleri in the beginning 

sonradan, sonralarl later on 

sabahm koriinde at the earliest time of the morning 

sabahhk for the morning 

~irndiden tezi yok immediately 

tam srrasmda right on time 

yeni ba~tan all from the beginning 

zamanmda on time 

zamanh in time 

zamanSlZ at an inconvenient time 

~irndiden starting from now 

~imdilik for the time being 

temelli totally (for good) 
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